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Abstract
Softwarized Approaches for the Open RAN of NextG Cellular Networks
by
Leonardo Bonati
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Engineering
Northeastern University, August 2022
Dr. Tommaso Melodia, Advisor  Dr. Stefano Basagni, Advisor
The 5th and 6th generations of cellular networks (5G and 6G), also known as NextG, will bring
unprecedented flexibility to the wireless cellular ecosystem. Because of a typically closed and rigid
market, the telco industry has incurred high costs and non-trivial obstacles for delivering new services
and functionalities that satisfy the requirements and the demands of NextG networks. To break
this trend the industry is now moving toward open architectures based on softwarized approaches,
which afford network operators flexible control and unprecedented adaptability to heterogeneous
conditions, including traffic and application requirements. Now, by simply expressing a high-level
intent, operators will be able to instantiate bespoke services on-demand on a generic hardware
infrastructure, and to adapt such services to the current network conditions. The separation of
control functions from the hardware fabric, and the introduction of open and standardized control
interfaces, will ultimately enable the definition and use of softwarized control loops, which will bring
embedded intelligence and real-time analytics to effectively realizing the vision of autonomous and
self-optimizing networks.
This dissertation work focuses on the design, prototyping and experimental evaluation of softwarized approaches for the Open Radio Access Network (RAN) of NextG cellular networks. We
analyze the architectural enablers, challenges, and requirements for a programmatic zero-touch control of the network elements and propose practical solutions for its realization. We prototype solutions
by leveraging open-source software implementations of cellular protocol stacks and frameworks,
and heterogeneous virtualization technologies. The contributions of this work include (i) OpenRAN
Gym, the first publicly-available research platform for the design, prototyping, and experimentation
at scale of data-driven O-RAN solutions; (ii) CellOS, a zero-touch cellular operating system for
the automatic generation and execution of distributed network optimization control programs, and
(iii) OrchestRAN, a network intelligence orchestration framework for Open RAN that automates
v

the deployment of data-driven inference and control solutions. The effectiveness of our solutions in
achieving superior control and performance of the RAN is demonstrated at scale on state-of-the-art
experimental facilities, including software-defined radio-based laboratory setups and open access
experimental wireless platforms, such as Colosseum, Arena, and the POWDER and COSMOS
platforms from the PAWR program.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The 5th and 6th generations of cellular networks (5G and 6G), also known as NextG, will enable
unparalleled technological advancements in the networking hardware and software ecosystems [8].
Based openness and programmability, this novel paradigm will overcome issues such as spectrum
crunch and resource-scarcity that have haunted previous cellular generations for years. This will
ultimately usher applications like telemedicine, virtual reality, high-resolution video streaming, and
private cellular networking, just to name a few. By unbridling the sheer power of these applications,
NextG networks will bring unprecedented flexibility to the wireless cellular ecosystem, fostering
unrivaled cellular networking-based innovation [9].
The journey to achieve this vision, however, is still beset by many research and development
challenges. Previous cellular generations are characterized by an inflexible and monolithic infrastructure, where hardware and software components are plug-and-play with little or no reconfiguration
capabilities. These “black-box” approaches are incapable of meeting the heterogeneity and variability of the novel services envisioned for NextG networks, and the strict requirements of their
applications [10]. The lack of full control of the vast amount of available resources and network
parameters makes it hard to adapt network operations to real-time traffic conditions and requirements,
resulting in ineffective resource management, sub-optimal performance, and inability to implement
connectivity-as-a-service technologies such as private cellular networking [11]. The inflexibility of
current approaches is even more harmful in NextG scenarios, where densification of deployments
and the need for directional communications call for fine-grained network control [12–14], resources
are scarce and spectrum availability and energy consumption are strictly regulated [15].
Flexibility for real-time and swift adaptation is therefore key to accommodate the requirements
of future cellular wireless applications. To achieve this unprecedented level of dynamic control, the
industry is now moving toward open architectures based on softwarized approaches, which will allow
operators to instantiate bespoke services on-demand on a generic hardware infrastructure—and to
adapt such services to the current network conditions—by simply expressing a high-level intent.
Through disaggregation, functionalities that were implemented by previous cellular generations on
monolithic and specialized devices will be split across multiple components—possibly provided by
different vendors—interconnected through well-defined open interfaces, also used to capture and
expose Key Performance Measurements (KPMs) and network analytics. The separation of control
functions from the hardware fabric, and the introduction of standardized control interfaces, will
ultimately enable the definition and use of softwarized and programmable control loops, which will
1
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bring embedded intelligence and real-time analytics to effectively realizing the vision of autonomous
and self-optimizing networks. However, achieving the ambitious objective of realizing the softwarized
and open Radio Access Network (RAN) envisioned for NextG networks is not trivial as novel
solutions are required to handle the increasing densification and scale of cellular deployments, adapt
to diverse wireless environments, and react to changing traffic conditions and requirements, whilst
avoiding causing outages to the network services.
This dissertation work focuses on the design, prototyping and experimental evaluation of softwarized approaches for the Open RAN of NextG cellular networks. We analyze the architectural
enablers, challenges and requirements for a programmatic zero-touch control of the very many
network elements and propose practical solutions for its realization. We prototype solutions by
leveraging open-source software implementations of cellular protocol stacks and frameworks, and
heterogeneous virtualization technologies, including the srsRAN and OpenAirInterface cellular
implementations, the O-RAN framework, and the LXC and Docker virtualization technologies. The
contributions of this work include: (i) the first demonstration of O-RAN data-driven control loops in
a large-scale experimental testbed using open-source, programmable RAN and RAN Intelligent Controller (RIC) components through xApps and dApps of our design; (ii) CellOS, a zero-touch cellular
operating system that automatically generates and executes distributed control programs for the simultaneous optimization of heterogeneous control objectives on multiple network slices starting from
a high-level intent expressed by the operators; (iii) QCell, a Deep Q-Network-based framework for
the self-optimization of slice resources and policies; (iv) OpenRAN Gym, the first publicly-available
research platform for the design, prototyping, and experimentation at scale of data-driven O-RAN
solutions; (v) SCOPE, an open and softwarized platform for large-scale prototyping and experimentation of NextG solution, and for the automated data-collection of RANs KPMs; (vi) ColO-RAN, a
first-of-its-kind development platform for Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL)-based xApps for
closed-loop control in O-RAN on large-scale experimental platforms; (vii) OrchestRAN, a network
intelligence orchestration framework for Open RAN systems that leverages O-RAN applications
and open interfaces to provide operators with an automated orchestration tool for deploying flexible
data-driven inference and control solutions, and (viii) SteaLTE, the first realization of private cellular
connectivity-as-a-service in NextG networks through wireless steganography. The effectiveness
of our solutions in achieving superior control and performance of the RAN is demonstrated on
state-of-the-art experimental facilities, including software-defined radio-based laboratory setups and
open access experimental wireless platforms, such as Colosseum, Arena, and the POWDER and
COSMOS platforms from the U.S. PAWR program [5].
The remaining of this work is organized as follows. Chapter 2 (based on [523]) provides an
overview of the state-of-the-art of open, programmable and virtualized cellular networks, focusing on
architectural enablers, frameworks and technologies. Chapter 3 (derived from [528,532,542,545,547])
describes the main software tools and experimental platforms developed and used throughout this
work. Chapter 4 (based on [526, 530]) demonstrates the potential and effectiveness of data-driven
control loop enabled by the O-RAN architecture. Chapter 5 (which combines [521, 543]) proposes
approaches for the distributed zero-touch optimization of softwarized cellular networks. Chapter 6
(based on [546]) discusses the intelligent orchestration of network components in the Open RAN.
Chapter 7 (derived from [540]) analyzes the concept of private cellular connectivity-as-a-service and
proposes viable solutions to achieve private communications in NextG networks. Finally, Chapter 8
concludes this work.

Chapter 2

Open, Programmable and Virtualized
Cellular Networks: The State-of-the-Art
Researchers from both industry and academia agree that the practical realization of 5th generation
(5G) systems needs a radical overhaul of all plug-and-play approaches in favor of new, agile and
open paradigms for network deployment, control and management. In this context, revolutionary
and innovative networking solutions based upon programmability, openness, resource sharing
and edgefication are welcome to the cellular arena [16, 17]. New networking principles such as
Software-defined Networking (SDN) [18], network virtualization [19], and Multi-access Edge
Computing (MEC) [20] have demonstrated that dynamic network control and agile management (e.g.,
frequency planning, user scheduling, mobility management, among others) is possible. Similarly,
the emergence of network slicing and cloud Radio Access Network (RAN) technologies have made
it clear that infrastructure sharing not only maximizes resource utilization, but also opens new
market opportunities (e.g., differentiated services, infrastructure leasing, Connectivity-as-a-Service
(CaaS)), thus representing a desirable solution for network operators and infrastructure providers
alike [21, 22].
Following the growing interest in softwarization and virtualization technologies, the 5G ecosystem
has witnessed the exponential growth of dedicated solutions for 5G applications [23]. These solutions
include software and hardware tailored to specific tasks [24] and full-fledged multitasking frameworks
spanning the whole infrastructure [25]. Despite their diversity in structure and purpose, the majority of
these solutions has two important aspects in common: they are open-source and fully programmable.
These two aspects together are bringing unprecedented flexibility to 5G systems, making them
accessible to a much broader community of researchers and developers.
Just a few years ago, the majority of researchers had no access to actual cellular networks.
When they did, access was limited to individual network components or functionalities. Today, the
software-defined paradigm as made popular by the GNU Radio libraries [26], has been easily adopted
by software bundles such as OpenAirInterface (OAI) [24] and srsRAN [27] for swift instantiation of
fully-functional cellular networks on commercial Software-defined Radio (SDR) devices. Software
frameworks such as O-RAN [28, 29], which run on “white-box” servers, allow reconfiguration
and optimization of network and transceiver functionalities. These new software and hardware
components have radically changed the way the research community and the telecom industry plan,
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deploy, and interact with cellular systems. Prototyping, testing, and deploying new algorithms and
protocols for cellular networks enjoys now unprecedented ease and time to market. The advantage of
this revolutionary approach is twofold: (i) openness allows researchers to evaluate and analyze their
solutions on real-world setups (see Chapter 3), and enables telecom operators to directly interact and
control networking equipment (see Chapter 4 and [11]). Also, (ii) programmability fosters the design
of novel and advanced algorithms that optimize network performance by efficiently and dynamically
allocating network resources and controlling software and hardware functionalities, even in real
time, if appropriate. For instance, telecom operators such as Rakuten are leveraging microservices
to separate the user and control planes in their network deployments, thus endowing them with
unprecedented flexibility [30]. Programs like Platforms for Advanced Wireless Research (PAWR) by
the U.S. National Science Foundation [5], are bringing programmable wireless testing infrastructure
at scale to broad communities of researchers—thus creating a fertile ground for software-based open
innovation.
The race to the open-source and programmable Holy Grail has generated a plethora of heterogeneous software and hardware components and frameworks, whose functionality, scope, and
interoperability with other solutions are often obscure and hard to assess. This chapter, which was
published as [523], organizes the multiplicity of solutions into the appropriate building blocks of
the open-source and programmable 5G ecosystem. We detail how each components fits into a 5G
network, highlight the interactions among solutions, and unfold their capabilities and functionalities,
highlighting strengths and limitations. Our survey provides the first cohesive and exhaustive recount
and taxonomy of open, programmable, and virtualized solutions for 5G networks. As most frameworks and devices serve specific purposes in the 5G architectures, we also provide usage directives
and how-to guidelines to combine different components into full-fledged open-source 5G systems.
With respect to previous survey efforts [31, 32] we provide extensive details and commentary on the
architecture of softwarized 5G networks, their building blocks, the software frameworks developed
so far, and their interactions.
Figure 2.1 provides a visual guide to how the topics surveyed in this chapter relate to one another,
as well as to the structure of the remainder of this chapter. Section 2.1 provides a bird’s-eye view of
the architecture of 5G systems, describing its components and technologies. Sections 2.2 and 2.3
introduce and describe open-source solutions for the RAN and Core Network (CN) portions of
the infrastructure, respectively. General open-source frameworks inclusive of both RAN and CN
functionalities are discussed in Section 2.4. Virtualization and management frameworks are provided
in details in Section 2.5. Section 2.6 describes software-defined hardware platforms for open-source
radio units, highlighting their features and their suitability for 5G applications. Section 2.7 presents a
variety of experimental testbeds allowing instantiation of softwarized 5G networks and testing of new
solutions. Finally, in Section 2.8 we conclude this chapter by identifying limitations of the current
5G open-source ecosystem and discuss the road ahead, with its unanswered research questions.

2.1

Architectural Enablers of 5G Cellular Networks

Mobile networks are transitioning from monolithic architectures, based on dedicated “black-box”
hardware with proprietary firmware and software, to disaggregated deployments based on open-source
software that runs on generic SDR or “agnostic” computing devices [33–35]. This trend is not new to
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Figure 2.1: The main building blocks of open-source, programmable and virtualized 5G networks with their
components and technologies.

cellular networking, as it has been part of the general discussion around 4th generation (4G) cellular
networks. However, while software-based design represents a relatively recent evolution in the
context of 4G networks, 5G specifications have foreseen the flexible deployment of agile, softwarized
services already in their early stages, with their application to key infrastructure components such
as the core, the RAN and the edge cloud [36]. This “flexibility-by-design” puts 5G networks in the
privileged position to meet the requirements of heterogeneous traffic classes, mobility and advanced
applications through design that is unified, open and dynamically changeable.
In this section we provide an overview of 4G and 5G cellular network architectures, as well as
their main components and building blocks (Figure 2.1). We start by describing radio access and
core network elements and general deployment paradigms. We then discuss the architectural and
technology enablers such as Software-defined Networking (SDN), Network Function Virtualization
(NFV), network slicing, MEC, and intelligent networks. Our aim is to provide a reference architecture
to map the different open-source software libraries and frameworks surveyed in this chapter to specific
network functionalities.

2.1.1

Architecture of 4G and 5G Cellular Networks

Figure 2.2 provides a high-level overview of the 4G and 5G cellular architectures, along with some
of the open-source software frameworks envisioned as their components.
Cellular networks consist of a Radio Access Network (RAN) and a Core Network (CN). Even
though this separation remains unaltered in 4G and 5G deployments, the actual implementation
and configuration of these core components differ greatly. Particularly, they comply with the 3rd
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Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term Evolution (LTE) and NR1 specifications for the
RAN, and the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) and 5G Core (5GC) for the CN, respectively.2 Figure 2.2
highlights the differences, in terms of flexibility, between the deployments of 4G (in the yellow
boxes) and 5G (in the orange boxes) networks. For the CN, the 4G EPC has multiple components
that have been traditionally executed on dedicated hardware, and only recently have transitioned
to software-based deployments. The 5GC, instead, has been designed according to a service-based
approach from the get-go. The EPC servers are split into multiple virtual network functions providing
specific functionalities. They are connected to each other through open and standardized interfaces.
A similar separation principle has been considered for the 5G RAN, now designed to provide a
functional split among heterogeneous parts of the base stations (e.g., control, computing and radio
units), with different layers of the protocol stack instantiated on different elements located in different
parts of the network.
LTE and EPC. The LTE RAN is composed of evolved Node Bases (eNBs), i.e., the LTE base
stations, which provide wireless connectivity to the mobile User Equipments (UEs). The eNBs
are generally deployed as a single piece of equipment on dedicated hardware components, and are
networked together and to the core network. LTE operates on a frame structure with 10 subframes of
1 ms per frame, and 12 to 14 OFDM symbols for each subframe. The maximum carrier bandwidth is
20 MHz. Up to 5 carriers can be aggregated for a total of 100 MHz [39].
1

Although initially introduced as “New Radio” in [37], NR has lost its original meaning in the latest 3GPP specifications [36] where it now refers to the 5G RAN.
2
Notice that, while LTE has been originally associated with 4G networks, its evolution (e.g., LTE-A) will be part of the
air interface of 5G networks, together with NR [38].
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The LTE protocol stack for the user plane (also known as Evolved Universal Terrestrial Access
Network (E-UTRAN), bottom right corner of the RAN box in Figure 2.2) consists of:
• The Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) layer, which implements security functionalities (e.g., ciphering of packets), performs header compression, and takes care of the end-to-end
packet delivery between the eNB and the UE [40].
• The Radio Link Control (RLC) layer, which provides data link layer services (e.g., error
correction, packet fragmentation and reconstruction). It supports three different configurations:
The Transparent Mode (TM), to simply relay packets between the Medium Access Control
(MAC) and PDCP layers; the Unacknowledged Mode (UM), for buffering, segmentation,
concatenation and reordering, and the Acknowledged Mode (AM), for retransmitting packets
via a ACK/NACK feedback loop [41].
• The MAC layer, which performs scheduling, interacts with RLC to signal transmissions,
forwards the transport blocks to the physical layer, and performs retransmissions via Hybrid
Automatic Repeat reQuest (HARQ) [42].
• The Physical (PHY) layer, which takes care of channel coding, modulates the signal, and
performs transmissions in an OFDM-based frame structure [43].
These layers also perform control plane functionalities, which concern measurement collection
and channel quality estimation. Additionally, the Radio Resource Control (RRC) layer manages the
life cycle of the eNB to UE connection, and it is a point of contact with the core network for control
functionalities.
The main components of the EPC (in the top right corner of Figure 2.2) are: (i) the Packet
Gateway (PGW) and Service Gateway (SGW), which are packet gateways to and from the Internet;
(ii) the Mobility Management Entity (MME), which handles handovers and the UE connection life
cycle from the core network point of view, and (iii) the Home Subscription Server (HSS), which
manages subscriptions and billing [44].
NR. The 3GPP NR RAN represents quite the evolution of the 4G LTE, especially in terms of
protocol stack, functionalities and capabilities. First, it supports a wider range of carrier frequencies,
which include part of the millimeter wave (mmWave) spectrum [45]. Second, the frame structure,
while still OFDM-based, is more flexible, with a variable number of symbols per subframe, the
option to use much larger bandwidths than LTE (up to 400 MHz per carrier), and the integration of
signals and procedures to manage directional transmissions at mmWaves [46]. Third, the 5G RAN
can be connected either to the 4G EPC (non-standalone configuration) or to the new 5GC (standalone
configuration). Finally, the NR base stations (Next Generation Node Bases (gNBs)) allows distributed
deployment, with different parts of the protocol stack in different hardware components.
The NR protocol stack (bottom left corner of Figure 2.2) features a new layer on top of the PDCP,
i.e., the Service Data Adaptation Protocol (SDAP) layer [47], which manages the Quality of Service
(QoS) of end-to-end flows, and maps them to local resources in the gNB-UE link. The design of the
remaining layers has been updated to support the aforementioned NR features [48–52].
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CU/DU Split and the Virtualized RAN Architecture. The main innovation introduced by NR
comes from the possibility of splitting the higher layers of the 3GPP stack (PDCP, SDAP, and RRC)
and the lower layers (RLC, MAC, and PHY) into two different logical units, called Central Unit
(CU) and the Distributed Unit (DU), which can be deployed at separate locations. Moreover, the
lower part of the physical layer can be separated from the DU in a standalone Radio Unit (RU). The
CU, DU and RU are connected through well-defined interfaces operating at different data rates and
latency (with tighter constraints between the DU and RU).
This architecture, proposed by 3GPP in [53], enables the Virtualized RAN (vRAN) paradigm.
Specifically, the antenna elements (in the RU) are separated from the baseband and signal processing
units (in the DU and CU), which are hosted on generic, even multi-vendor, hardware. If the interfaces
between the different RAN components are open, the 5G deployment follows the Open RAN model,
which defines open and standardized interfaces among the elements of the disaggregated RAN [54].
A notable example of Open RAN is currently being promoted by the O-RAN Alliance [11]. This
consortium has defined a set of interfaces between CU, DU, RU, and a RAN Intelligent Controller
(RIC) that can be deployed at the edge of the network (see also Section 2.4.1).
The 5G Core. Openness and flexibility have guides the design of the 5GC, now realized according
to a service-based approach [55]. Control and user plane core functionalities have been split into
multiple network functions [56]. The 3GPP has also defined interfaces and Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) among the network functions, which can be instantiated on the fly, enabling elastic
network deployments and network slicing (Section 2.1.3). The User Plane Function (UPF) is a
user plane gateway to the public Internet that acts as mobility anchor and QoS classifier for the
incoming flows. On the control plane side, most of the MME functions (e.g., mobility management)
are assigned to the Access and Mobility Management Function (AMF). The Session Management
Function (SMF) allocates IP addresses to the UEs, and orchestrates user plane services, including the
selection of which UPF a UE should use. For a detailed overview of all 5G core functions the reader
is referred to [55, 57].

2.1.2

Enabling Technologies for Softwarized 5G Cellular Networks

5G networks will embody heterogeneous network components and technologies to provide unprecedented performance levels and a unique experience to subscribers. Managing the integration of such
a menagerie of technologies, controlling such variegate infrastructure and orchestrating network
services and functionalities is clearly no trivial feat. To solve this management and control problem,
5G networks have borrowed widespread and well-established processes and architectures from
the cloud-computing ecosystem, where softwarization and virtualization are merged together to
abstract services and functionalities from the hardware where they are executed. In the following, we
introduce two of these technologies and how they integrate with future 5G systems.
Softwarization and Software-defined Networking. In order to integrate hardware components
produced by multiple vendors with different functionalities and configuration parameters, 5G systems
rely on softwarization. This technology concept grew in popularity in the second decade of the
21st century thanks to the Software-defined Networking (SDN) architectural paradigm and the
widespread adoption of the now well-established OpenFlow protocol. As shown in Figure 2.3,
SDN leverages softwarization to decouple network control from the forwarding (or data) plane, thus
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separating routing and control procedures from specialized hardware-based forwarding operations. By
decoupling the functions of these two planes, network control dynamics can be directly programmed
in software with an abstract view of the physical infrastructure. Then, a centralized network controller
runs the network intelligence, retains a global view of the network, and makes decisions on policies
regarding automated network optimization and management, among others.

Application Plane

App APIs

Control Plane

SDN Application

SDN Control

Forwarding Plane
Network Elements
Figure 2.3: High-level overview of the SDN architecture.

The fundamental principle of SDN, namely, the separation of data and control, has been adopted
by 5G networks to detach RAN and edge hardware components from their networking and service
capabilities. In fact, 5G systems takes softwarization to a broader and comprehensive application
range, where it is leveraged to effectively put into practice RAN disaggregation, where RUs operate
as basic transceivers and all control and processing operations are performed in software through
open interfaces and APIs. This is witnessed by the plethora of open-source SDN solutions for mobile
networks, also shown in Figure 2.3, which include Open Networking Operating System (ONOS) [17],
Central Office Re-architected as a Datacenter (CORD) [58], O-RAN [11], Open Network Automation
Platform (ONAP) [25], Aether [59], and SD-RAN [60].
Network Function Virtualization. NFV brings scalable and flexible management and orchestration
to softwarized networks. This is achieved by virtualizing network services and functionalities and
decoupling them from the hardware where they are executed. Each functionality is implemented in
software via Virtual Network Functions (VNFs), which are executed on Virtual Machines (VMs)
instantiated on general-purpose hardware. One of the main advantages of NFV is that each VNF
provides atomic functionalities. Therefore, multiple VNFs can be combined together to create more
complex and customized network services. Figure 2.4 depicts the main components of the NFV
architecture.
These are: (i) the network orchestrator, which instantiates and manages the VMs on the physical infrastructure and the services they run; (ii) the VNFs, which are executed on the VMs and
implement the network services, and (iii) the Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI),
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Network Orchestrator

Virtual Network Functions (VNF)

• Instantiation and
management of Virtual
Machines (VMs)
• Resource orchestration
• VNF orchestration

•

VNF
Instances

VNF
Manager
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VNF 1

VNF 2

...

VNF N

VM 1

VM 2

...

VM N

Virtualization Layer
Physical Hardware

NFVI
Resources

VIM
Manager

NFV Infrastructure (NFVI)
•

Provide physical hardware to host VMs

Figure 2.4: High-level overview of the NFV architecture.

which consists of the general purpose physical hardware hosting the VMs deployed by the network
orchestrator.
An example of open-source network virtualization project is Open Platform for NFV (OPNFV),
which facilitates the adoption and development of a common NFVI [61]. OPNFV also provides
testing tools, compliance and verification programs to accelerate the transition of enterprise and
service provider networks to the NFV paradigm.

2.1.3

RAN and Core Network Slicing

The whole 5G network design is rooted in softwarization, virtualization and sharing principles. This
strategic design choice paved the way toward a new generation of more efficient, dynamic and
profitable networks. Such a revolution has also been made possible by the concepts of network
slicing.
Network slicing is a multi-tenancy virtualization technique where network functionalities are
abstracted from hardware and software components, and are provided to the so-called tenants as
slices [13]. The physical infrastructure (e.g., base stations, optical cables, processing units, routers,
etc.) is shared across multiple tenants, each of which may receive one or more slices. Each slice is
allocated a specific amount of physical resources and operates as an independent virtual network
instantiated on top of the physical one. Although tenants have full control over their slices and
the resources therein, they cannot interact with other slices, a concept known as slice isolation or
orthogonality [12].
Each slice provides specific functionalities covering the RAN and the core portions of the network.
For example, tenants can be granted RAN slices instantiated on selected base stations providing CaaS
(e.g., for private cellular networking) to mobile users [62]. They can also instantiate network slices
dedicated to specific services, users and applications. Such a flexible approach makes it possible to
instantiate slices dedicated to resource-hungry applications, such as virtual and augmented reality,
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while simultaneously controlling another slice carrying low-priority traffic generated by browsing
activities. An example of practical interest is shown in Figure 2.5, depicting how slicing technologies
enable infrastructure sharing and support the instantiation of multiple slices embedding different
infrastructure components. The figure also lists relevant and well-established open-source software
projects for effective instantiation, control and configuration of network slices in different portions of
the infrastructure (see also Sections 2.4 and 2.5).

Slice 3

Slice 2

Slice 1
Physical
Infrastructure

Internet

Core Network

Radio Access Network
5G-EmPOWER
FlexRAN

Core GW

Core router

CU

UE

NR gNB (DU/RU)

LTE eNB

Figure 2.5: An example of RAN and CN slicing.

The benefits of network slicing include: (i) each slice can be reserved to handle specific traffic
classes with diverse security requirements and is allocated with a different amount of resources,
thus enabling service differentiation at the infrastructure level; (ii) slicing is controlled by software
components, which enable real-time and on-demand instantiation, reconfiguration, and revocation of
network slices to adapt to time-varying traffic demand and/or fulfill Service Level Agreements (SLAs),
and (iii) underutilized resources can be leased to Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs) in the
form of network slices, thus maximizing resource utilization and generating new profit opportunities
for infrastructure providers [63].
In this context, it is worth mentioning how Operations Support Systems (OSSs) and Business
Support Systems (BSSs) will play a vital role in the 5G ecosystem and will determine the success of
network slicing. Network slices must be orchestrated, instantiated and revoked dynamically, must
satisfy SLA agreements and should be robust against failures and outages. OSSs will serve as a
tool to guarantee the fulfillment of services by facilitating closed-loop control and management of
network slices. At the same time, operators and infrastructure owners providing slicing services
to verticals must generate diversified offers with slices dedicated to services that reflect verticals’
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needs. BSSs will be necessary to control such a diversified environment and to implement dynamic
billing and pricing mechanisms for each slice. Examples of initiatives confirming this trend are Open
APIs and Open Digital Architecture led by the industry association TM Forum [64], ONAP [65] and
the open-source project OpenSlice [66]. Since these benefits affect both business and performance
aspects of 5G networks, slicing has become pivotal to 5G systems. In this context, the open-source
community has led to the development of a variety of solutions to integrate slicing algorithms into
the 5G ecosystem [22].
Section 2.4 will survey the most relevant and well-established open-source projects enabling the
delivery and handling of network slicing technologies for network RAN and core.

2.1.4

Multi-access Edge Computing

5G systems will leverage advanced and high-performance signal processing and transmission techniques for the highest data rates and QoS possible. However, these technologies alone are not enough
to meet the stringent throughput and latency requirements of many 5G applications. For instance,
tactile applications as those for virtual and augmented reality, rely upon near real-time processing
and interaction with the environment. To be effective these technologies require sub-millisecond
transmission times [67]. Furthermore, they involve a significant amount of computation (e.g., augmented reality processors hinge on GPU acceleration), which would result in excessive delay and
poor user experience if performed in data centers from a distant cloud. With network technologies
of the past meeting the strict constraints of these practical applications was almost considered an
utopian task. 5G networks, on the other hand, leverage a simple, yet effective, approach to network
architecture design based on softwarization principles to bring services and functionalities to the
edge of the network [20].
In this context, Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) (the technology formerly known as Mobile
Edge Computing) has been identified as the solution of the needed edgification process. MEC introduces an innovative design shift where essential components of the architecture (both hardware and
software) are moved closer to users. By building on edge computing, content caching, NFV and SDN,
MEC provides an effective solution to the latency and throughput demands of 5G applications [68].
MEC (i) moves content and functionalities to the edge, meaning that data only sporadically needs
to traverse the CN, thus resulting in low latency and in an offloaded core, and (ii) enables localized
service provisioning such as private cellular networking, Internet of Things (IoT) data collection and
processing at the edge for health and environmental monitoring, and augmented reality for education,
telesurgery and advanced industrial applications [69]. There have been several proposals on how to
enable MEC in 5G networks. Solutions include those from European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI), which defines the term MEC in [70], and from the 3GPP, which has introduced
open interfaces (in Releases 15 and 16) to integrate MEC apps with the softwarized 5G core [71].
The interested readers are referred to [72, 73] for analysis and reviews of different MEC architectures.
Open-source MEC frameworks and their enablers will be discussed in Section 2.4.

2.1.5

Intelligence in the Network

Another key component of the 5G ecosystem is the application of machine learning and artificial
intelligence-based technologies to network optimization [74]. The scale of 5G deployments makes
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traditional optimization and manual configuration of the network impossible. Therefore, automated,
data-driven solutions are fundamental for self-organizing 5G networks. Additionally, the heterogeneity of use cases calls for a tight integration of the learning process to the communication stack, which
is needed to swiftly adapt to quickly changing scenarios.
Learning techniques for 5G networks have been proposed for different applications. Use cases
range from forecasting traffic demands to scale CN resources [75], to predicting HARQ feedback [76]
to reduce latency in Ultra Reliable and Low Latency Communication (URLLC) flows, to beam
adaptation in mmWave vehicular networks [77]. A summary of results from applying deep learning
techniques can be found in [78, 79].
Notably, telecom operators have embraced the deployment of machine learning techniques for
self-managed and self-optimized networks. The integration of machine learning in real deployments,
however, faces several architectural and procedural challenges [80]. This is primarily because realtime network telemetry and data need to be collected and aggregated to allow the data intensive
learning operations of training and inference. The previously discussed MEC paradigm has been
proposed as an architectural enabler for applying machine learning to networking, with intelligent
controllers deployed at the edge of the network and integrated to the RAN. A software-based
framework that implements this paradigm is O-RAN [11], which envisions a RAN Intelligent
Controller (RIC) interfaced with gNBs and eNBs, for monitoring, learning, and performing closedloop actuation. We discuss the O-RAN architecture in detail in Section 2.4.1.

2.2

The Radio Access Network

This section describes the open-source libraries and frameworks for 4G and 5G cellular networks to
deploy a software-defined RAN. The most relevant of these open-source software frameworks and
their features are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Open-source RAN software.
RAN Software

gNB

SDR UE COTS UE

License

Main Contributor(s)

OpenAirInterface [81] yes

yes

yes

yes

OAI Public License v1.1

srsRAN [82]
Radisys [28, 83]

yes
yes,
(O-RAN)

yes
no

yes
N/A

GNU AGPLv3
Apache v2.0, O-RAN
Software License v1.0

OAI Software Alliance,
EURECOM
Software Radio Systems
Radisys

2.2.1

eNB

yes
no

OpenAirInterface

The OpenAirInterface Radio Access Network (OAI-RAN) [24, 84] provides software-based implementations of cellular base stations, UEs and core network (OAI-CN; see Section 2.3).
The OAI-RAN source code is written in C to guarantee real-time performance, and is distributed
under the OAI Public License [85], a modified version of the Apache License v2.0 that allows
patent-owning individuals and companies to contribute to the OAI source code while keeping their
patent rights. Both base station and UE implementations are compatible with Intel x86 architectures
running the Ubuntu Linux operating system. (An experimental version for the CentOS 7 is under
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development.) Several kernel- and BIOS-level modifications are required for these implementations
to achieve real-time performance, including installing a low-latency kernel, and disabling power
management and CPU frequency scaling functionalities.
eNB Implementation. At the physical layer, the eNB can operate in Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD) and Time Division Duplexing (TDD) configurations with 5, 10, and 20 MHz channel
bandwidths, corresponding to 25, 50, and 100 Physical Resource Blocks (PRBs). As for the transmission modes, it supports Single Input, Single Output (SISO), transmit diversity, closed-loop spatial
multiplexing, Multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO), and 2 × 2 Multiple Input, Multiple Output (MIMO).
Channel quality reports are sent through standard-compliant Channel Quality Informations (CQIs)
and Precoding Matrix Indicatorss (PMIs). Finally, OAI-RAN also supports HARQ at the MAC layer.
In Downlink (DL), OAI-RAN implements synchronization signals used by UEs to acquire
symbol and frequency synchronization (Primary Synchronization Signal (PSS) and Secondary
Synchronization Signal (SSS)), and channels that carry information on the DL configuration used by
the eNB (Physical Broadcast Channel (PBCH)) and on the DL control channel (Physical Control
Format Indicator Channel (PCFICH)). The OAI-RAN eNB also implements the Physical Downlink
Control Channel (PDCCH), which carries scheduling assignments of the UEs and DL control
information, and the Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH), which transports data intended
for specific UEs. Finally, ACKs/NACKs for the data received in uplink from the UEs are sent through
the Physical Hybrid ARQ Indicator Channel (PHICH), while broadcast and multicast services are
provided through the Physical Multicast Channel (PMCH).
In Uplink (UL), it supports the Physical Random Access Channel (PRACH), which is used by
UEs to request an UL allocation to the base station, as well as channels carrying reference signals
from the UE to the eNB (Sounding Reference Signal (SRS) and Discovery Reference Signal (DRS)).
Data from the UEs to the eNB is carried by the Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH), while the
Physical Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH) is used to transmit UL control information. Modulations
up to 64 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) and 16 QAM are supported in DL and UL,
respectively.
The E-UTRAN stack of the eNB implements the MAC, RLC, PDCP, and RRC layers and
provides interfaces to the core network with support for IPv4 and IPv6 connectivity (see Section 2.1.1
for a detailed description of these layers). As for the MAC layer scheduling, OAI-RAN implements
a channel-aware proportional fairness algorithm commonly used in commercial cellular networks, as
well as greedy and fair round-robin scheduling algorithms.
The eNB can be interfaced with both commercial and open-source EPCs (e.g., OAI-CN and
Open5GS; Section 2.3), and with a number of SDRs, including Ettus Research [86] B-series Universal
Software Radio Peripherals (USRPs), e.g., USRP B210, and X-series, e.g., USRP X310 (see
Section 2.6 for a comprehensive description of compatible hardware platforms). However, to the
best of our knowledge, at the time of this writing the eNB application executed over USRPs X-series
appears to be less than fully stable. Both Commercial Off-the-Shelfs (COTSs) smartphones and
SDRs can be used as UEs. However, OAI privileged the development of the eNB application rather
than the UE one, which may result in connectivity issues between the two.
OAI-RAN also includes a simulation environment implementing layer-2 and layer-3 functionalities only, without the need to interface with any external SDR device. Being transparent to
layer-1 procedures, the simulation environment provides a useful tool to evaluate the performance of
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algorithms and protocols at the upper-layers. Finally, NR-compliant applications for base stations
(both for Non Standalone (NSA) and Standalone (SA) modes), UEs and core network (5GC) have
recently being released to the community [24, 87].

Sample Use Cases. OpenAirInterface has witnessed recent widespread adoption by both academia
and industry. For instance, Kaltenberger et al. leveraged OAI to build a Cloud-RAN Massive
MIMO testbed with Remote Radio Units (RRUs) built from commodity hardware [88]. Foukas et al.
proposed Orion [4] and FlexRAN [3], two RAN-oriented centralized network virtualization solutions
based on OAI. Liu et al. implemented a learning-assisted network slicing solution for cyber-physical
systems on OAI [89], while D’Alterio et al. leveraged OAI to prototype and experimentally evaluate
the performance of a Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)-based eNB [535].
Fujitsu is integrating and testing OAI in commercial units of its proprietary infrastructure [90],
while WindyCitySDR is leveraging OAI to create low-bandwidth mobile phone data networks [91].
InterDigital and SYRTEM are developing mmWave software solutions and devices based on the OAI
implementation [92, 93].
The full potential of an open and softwarized approach to cellular networking is demonstrated in
Section 3.2 and in Chapters 5 and 4. Specifically, a softwarized automatic optimization framework
with RIC functionalities, called CellOS, is instantiated on a network with eNBs featuring an enriched
version of OAI. In the experimental setting 3 eNBs serve a total of 9 UEs (COTS smartphones).
Figure 2.6 compares the throughput achieved by the CellOS-driven automatic user scheduling optimization to that achieved by the OAI-RAN proportional-fairness and greedy scheduling algorithms.
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Figure 2.6: Software-defined optimization with OpenAirInterface and CellOS.

The CellOS optimized approach increases the network throughput significantly, and reduces the
convergence time to stable high throughput with respect to the other schedulers (see Chapter 5.1).
This simple yet effective experiment shows the importance of gaining access and reconfiguring via
software network parameters and protocols (the scheduling algorithm, in this case). Without open and
programmable software such as OAI, it would have been unfeasible to change scheduling policies
baked into hardware components and improve network performance swiftly and automatically.
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2.2.2

srsRAN

Similarly to OAI-RAN, srsRAN3 provides software implementations of LTE eNB, UE, and EPC [27,
95] (discussed in Section 2.3). The software suite is written in the C and C++ programming languages
and it is distributed under the GNU AGPLv3 license [96]. srsRAN is compatible with the Ubuntu
and Fedora Linux distributions. It does not require any kernel- or BIOS-level modifications to
achieve real-time performance (unlike OAI; Section 2.2.1). (Disabling CPU frequency scaling is
recommended.)
eNB Implementation. At the physical layer, the eNB implementation supports FDD configurations
with channel bandwidths of 1.4, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 MHz, corresponding to configurations from 6
to 100 PRBs. The available transmission modes are single antenna, transmit diversity, Cyclic Delay
Diversity (CDD), and closed-loop spatial multiplexing. The channels supported in DL and UL are
the same of OAI (Section 2.2.1), with modulations up to 256 QAM.
Similar to OAI, the E-UTRAN stack of srsRAN eNB implements the MAC, RLC (TM, AM,
and UM modes are supported), PDCP, and RRC layers (Section 2.1.1). The eNB interfaces with the
CN through the S1 Application Protocol (S1AP) and GPRS Tunneling Protocols (GTPs) interfaces,
and supports IPv4 connectivity. It can be used to serve both COTS and SDR UEs, which can be
implemented through srsRAN UE application. Finally, implementations of both SA and NSA NR
gNBs have been recently released to the research community.
UE Implementation. The UE implementation features PHY, MAC, RLC, PDCP, and RRC layers
as the ones of the eNB. Additionally, srsUE also includes a Network Attached Storage (NAS) layer
that manages control plane communication between UE and CN, and a Gateway (GW) layer. The
latter supports IPv4 and IPv6 connectivity, and is used to create a virtual interface on the machine
that runs the user application to tunnel IP packets from/to the RF front-end.
To authenticate users and CN, the UE application supports both soft and hard Universal Subscriber
Identity Module (USIM) cards. These are meant to contain values to uniquely identify the UE in the
network, such as the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI), the authentication key (K), the
operator code (OP), and the phone number. The soft USIM can work with both the XOR [97] and
Milenage [98] authentication algorithms, and the previously mentioned UE authentication values are
stored in a configuration file. The hard USIM, instead, requires a physical SIM card that needs to
be programmed with the user parameters discussed above through a smart card reader/programmer.
This SIM card, then, needs to be connected to the host computer that runs the UE application, for
instance, through the same smart card reader/programmer.
As RF front-end, both eNB and UE applications are compatible with several of the boards that
will be described in Section 2.6, including USRP B- and X-series (i.e., USRP B210, B205mini-i,
and X310), as well as limeSDR [99], and bladeRF [100]. To analyze some of the eNB and UE
capabilities in a controlled environment, srsRAN provides utilities to simulate dynamics such as
uncorrelated fading channels, propagation delays, and Radio-Link failures between eNBs and UEs.
Finally, at the time of this writing, srsRAN is working toward NR compatibility. An initial support of
NR at the MAC, RLC, RRC, and PDCP layers is included in the latest releases of the code.
3

srsRAN was previously known as srsLTE. The renaming happened in April 2021 [94].
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Sample Use Cases. Several recent works have been using srsRAN to investigate the security of LTE
networks. Bui and Widmer proposed OWL, an srsRAN-based framework to capture and decode
control channel of LTE devices [101]. OWL is then leveraged by Meneghello et al. in [102], and Trinh
et al. in [103] to fingerprint LTE devices through machine-learning approaches. Kim et al. designed
LTEFuzz, a tool for semi-automated testing of the security of LTE control plane procedures [104],
while Rupprecht et al. carried out a security analysis of LTE layer 2 [105]. Yang et al. proposed
and evaluated SigOver, an injection attack that performs signal overshadowing of the LTE broadcast
channel [106]. Singla et al. designed an enhanced paging protocol for cellular networks robust to
privacy and security attacks [107]. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) built
OpenFirst on top of srsRAN, a platform for first responders to test and validate LTE technologies
focused on public safety communications [108], while Ferranti et al. experimentally evaluated the
performance of a UAV-based eNB leveraging srsRAN [538]. Sl-EDGE proposes an optimization15
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Figure 2.7: Softwarized per-slice QoS differentiation on srsRAN (with SCOPE) using Sl-EDGE and CellOS.

based MEC slicing framework to instantiate slice services on heterogeneous devices at the edge of
the network (see Appendix A).
One use case of particular interest is that of RAN slicing. CellOS proposes a RIC which controls
resources of the eNBs of the network by interfacing with different RAN software, such as OAI
and srsRAN (see Section 5.1). In this case, the source code of srsRAN is extended and included
into the SCOPE framework to achieve differentiated service through 5G slicing technologies (see
Section 3.2). Figure 2.7, shows experimental results in which 2 eNBs running srsRAN are serving
6 COTS UEs. First, the resource allocation for two slices, serving premium and regular users of the
cellular network, is computed through Sl-EDGE (see Appendix A), then this is applied by CellOS
(see Section 5.1). The network eNBs allocate 80% of spectrum resources to slice 1 (premium service
in Figure 2.7a), and the remaining 20% to slice 2 (regular service in Figure 2.7b). As expected, the
throughput of the premium UEs of the slice 1 outperforms that of the regular users of slice 2, with
average gains of more than 2.5x.

2.2.3

Radisys Open-source RAN Contributions

Radisys is a 4G/5G vendor that contributes to a number of open-source software consortia, including
O-RAN and several Open Networking Foundation (ONF) initiatives [83].
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As part of O-RAN (Section 2.4.1), Radisys provides an open-source implementation of the 3GPP
NR stack for the gNB DU [109]. At the time of this writing, this does not represent a complete
solution that can be deployed to run real-world experiments (as with OAI and srsRAN), as it lacks
integration with open-source CU and RU implementations. However, this represents a key first step
toward the availability of an open-source 5G gNB based on the CU/DU split principle described in
Section 2.1.1.
The currently available open-source code, licensed according to the Apache License v2.0,
provides a complete implementation of the MAC and RLC layers. The Radisys release also provides
a layer that manages the operations of the DU and interfaces it with the CU, the RU and external
controllers, when available. The codebase is aligned with Release 15 of the 3GPP NR specifications.
The NR MAC uses the Functional Application Platform Interface (FAPI) to interact with a scheduler,
adapted from an LTE implementation. The RLC layer supports the TM, UM and AM modes (see
Section 2.1.1 for details on these modes of operation). Additionally, Radisys has open-sourced a full
implementation for 4G eNBs, licensed with AGPLv3 [110]. However, this implementation concerns
the firmware of a specific Qualcomm chipset FSM9955, thus representing a solution for 4G small
cell hardware vendors rather than an alternative to srsRAN and OAI.

2.3

Core Network

In this section, we describe the main open-source solutions for the cellular core networks, i.e., the
EPC and the 5G Core. A summary of the solutions discussed in this section is shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Open-source CN software.
CN Software

EPC

5G Core

License

Main Contributor

OpenAirInterface [81]
srsRAN [82]
OMEC [111]
free5GC [112]
Open5GS [113]

yes
yes
yes
no
yes

under development
no
compatible
yes
yes

Apache v2.0
GNU AGPLv3
Apache v2.0
Apache v2.0
GNU AGPLv3

OAI Software Alliance, EURECOM
Software Radio Systems
ONF, Intel, Deutsche Telekom, Sprint, AT&T
free5GC
Open5GS

2.3.1

Evolved Packet Core

Implementations of the 4G EPC, discussed in details in Section 2.1.1, typically include components
for the Mobility Management Entity (MME), the Home Subscription Server (HSS), the Service
Gateway (SGW), and the Packet Gateway (PGW).
The MME is responsible for control messages to establish connection with the UEs, paging
and mobility procedures. It includes the NAS signaling and security features, as well as tracking
area list management, PGW/SGW selection, UE authentication, and reachability procedures. It
also takes care of bearer management, i.e., a tunnel between UE and PGW in the case of EPC, and
between UE and UPF in the case of 5GC [55, 114]. Moreover, it supports protocols for control plane
signaling between EPC and E-UTRAN, reliable message-level transport service. Tunneling protocols
for User Datagram Protocol (UDP) control messaging are also provided, as well as protocols for
authentication, authorization and charging of UEs.
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The HSS implements the user database, and stores information on the subscribers, e.g., identity
and key. It is also responsible for user authentication. It provides interfaces for user provisioning in
the HSS database, as well as interfaces to connect to the MME.
The SGW and PGW components carry packets through the GTP for both user and control planes,
i.e., through the GPRS Tunnelling Protocol User Plane (GTP-U) and GPRS Tunnelling Protocol
Control Plane (GTP-C), which use UDP as transport protocol. Packet routing and forwarding, IP
address allocation to UEs, and paging are also supported. Open-source implementations of the LTE
EPC are provided by OpenAirInterface (with OAI Core Network (OAI-CN)), srsRAN (with srsEPC),
Open5GS, and Open Mobile Evolved Core (OMEC).
Table 2.3: Implemented EPC interfaces.
Interface

OpenAirInterface [81]

S1-MME
S6a
S10
S11

x
x
x
x

srsRAN [82]

Open5GS [113]

OMEC [111]

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

MME / HSS
x
x
x
SGW / PGW
S1-U
S5 / S8
S11
SGi
Gx

x
x
x
-

x
x
x
x
-

A summary of the most relevant 3GPP interfaces implemented by each of these EPC softwares is
shown in Table 2.3:
• S1-MME: it enables the flow of the S1-AP control application protocol between E-UTRAN
and MME.
• S6a: it connects MME and HSS, it is used for user authentication and authorization and to
transfer user subscriptions.
• S10: control interface among different MMEs.
• S11: control plane interface between MME and SGW used to manage the Evolved Packet
System (EPS).
• S1-U: it enables the flow of user plane data between E-UTRAN and SGW.
• S5/S8: it provides user plane tunneling management, and control services between SGW and
PGW.
• SGi: it connects the PGW to the Internet.
• Gx: it allows the transfer of QoS policies and charging rules from the Policy and Charging
Rules Function (PCRF) to the Policy and Charging Enforcement Function (PCEF) in the PGW.
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OAI-CN. OAI-CN is written in the C and C++ programming languages, and it is distributed under
the Apache License v2.0 [24]. It is compatible with Intel x86 architectures running the Ubuntu Linux
operating system. Kernel modifications similar to those discussed in Section 2.2.1 for OAI-RAN
are required to guarantee real-time capabilities. Dynamic QoS with establishment, modification and
removal of multiple dedicated bearers, and policy-based QoS update are also features implemented
by the OAI-CN MME. Traffic Flow Template (TFT) operations, such as fault detection, filter rules,
and IP-filters are also provided. Finally, implicit (e.g., service request failures) and explicit (e.g.,
bearer resource and delete commands) congestion indicators are supported, along with multi-Access
Point Name (APN), paging, and restoration procedures.
srsEPC. The EPC implementation included in the srsRAN software suite, namely, srsEPC, is written
in C++ and distributed under the GNU AGPLv3 license [27]. It is compatible with the Ubuntu and
Fedora Linux operating systems. The HSS supports the configuration of UE-related parameters
in the form of a simple textual csv file. UE authentication is supported by XOR and Milenage
authentication algorithms. srsEPC enables per-user QoS Class Identifier (QCI) and dynamic or static
IP configurations.
OMEC. This is a high performance open-source implementation of LTE Release 13 EPC developed
by the ONF together with telecom operators and industry partners, such as Intel, Deutsche Telekom,
Sprint, and AT&T [111]. OMEC is built using a NFV architecture to sustain scalability in large-scale
scenarios such as those of 5G and IoT applications. It is distributed under the Apache License
v2.0, and offers connectivity, billing and charging features. OMEC can be used as a standalone
EPC, or integrated in larger frameworks, such as Converged Multi-Access and Core (COMAC) (see
Section 2.4.3).
Sample Use Cases. Sevilla et al. developed CoLTE, a Community LTE project to bring cellular
connectivity in rural areas that are not covered by traditional cellular service [115]. CoLTE interfaces
commercial eNBs (BaiCellsNova-233) with OAI-CN, modified to include features such as user
billing and accounting. CoLTE is currently porting its implementation from OAI-CN to Open5GS.
Core network functions for 5G NR, instead, are being developed by bcom starting from the OAICN implementation [116]. Moreover, OAI-CN is used as EPC inside the Magma framework (see
Section 2.4.3). Haavisto et al. use NextEPC (now Open5GS) to deploy a 5G open-source RAN [16];
Lee et al. interface it with srsRAN to study security concerns of modern cellular networks [117].

2.3.2

5G Core

Two projects that are currently providing an open-source 5GC are free5GC and Open5GS. Both these
software implementations support the following relevant 3GPP interfaces:
• N1/N2: connect the AMF to the UE and RAN, respectively. They are used for session and
mobility management.
• N3/N4/N6: connect the UPF to the RAN, SMF, and data network, respectively. They support
user plane functions.
• N8: connects the Unified Data Management (UDM) and the AMF. It enables user authorization
procedures.
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• N10/N11: connect the SMF to the UDM and AMF, respectively. They handle subscription and
session management requests.
• N12/N13: connect the Authentication Server Function (AUSF) to the AMF and UDM, respectively. They enable authentication services.
free5GC. This 5GC implementation is distributed under the Apache License v2.0 [112]. It is written
in the Go programming language, and it is compatible with machines running the Ubuntu Linux
operating system. This implementation, which was initially based on NextEPC (now Open5GS),
supports the management of user access, mobility, and sessions (AMF and SMF), and the discovery
of the services offered by other network functions (Network Repository Function (NRF)). It also
includes network functions to select which network slices to allocate to UEs (Network Slice Selection
Function (NSSF)), to manage, store and retrieve user data (UDM and Unified Data Repository
(UDR)), to perform UEs authentication within the network (AUSF). Functions for the operation,
administration and management of the core network (Operations, Administration and Maintenance
(OAM)), and to perform network orchestration, among others, are also included.
Open5GS. This project offers a joint implementation of EPC and 5GC written in C and distributed
under the AGPLv3 license [113].4 It is compatible with a variety of Linux distributions, such as
Debian, Ubuntu, Fedora, and CentOS, as well as FreeBSD and macOS. Open5GS is compliant
with the Release 16 of 3GPP and, differently from other core networks, it supports the delivery of
voice calls through the LTE and NR networks instead of relying on traditional circuit switching
networks. This is achieved by leveraging Voice over LTE (VoLTE) and Voice over NR (VoNR)
solutions, respectively.
In addition to the EPCs that are evolving toward the 5G architecture (Section 2.3.1), an opensource implementation of the 5GC is currently being developed by Hewlett Packard Enterprise
(HPE) [119]. Software implementations of the data plane of the 5GC can also benefit from the
acceleration introduced by domain-specific, platform-independent packet-processing languages such
as P4 [120], which is a protocol-independent programming language that instructs the networking
hardware on how to process packets. Several P4-based UPF implementations have been proposed
commercially and in the literature. Most of their software is not open-source [121–123].

2.4

RAN and Core Frameworks

This section describes several open-source frameworks that operate both in the RAN and CN domains.
While the software described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 performs specific functions (e.g., eNB, UE, or
CN), the frameworks that will be introduced in the following paragraphs are more general and broad
in scope, and interact with individual components in the RAN and CN for control, management, and
coordination.
Table 2.4 compares the features, license and availability of the different frameworks and projects
that will be presented throughout this section.
4

Open5GS was previously known as NextEPC [118]. The renaming happened in 2019.
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Table 2.4: Open frameworks and projects.
Framework

Main Focus

Status

License

Main Members

Mobile
O-RAN [28]

Virtualized, intelligent RAN

COMAC [124]
SD-RAN [125]
Aether [126]

Agile service delivery at the edge
CU/DU control and user planes
5G/LTE, Edge-Cloud-as-a-Service
(ECaaS)
CN Orchestration
available
BSD
Programmable, disaggregated RAN w/
closed source
open interfaces
O-RAN RIC automated configuration available
Apache v2.0
/ integration testing blueprint
SDK for GPU-accelerated 5G vRAN early access proprietary

Magma [127]
OpenRAN [128]
Radio Edge Cloud [129]
Aerial [130]

available

Apache v2.0, O-RAN
Software License v1.0
available
Apache v2.0
available
Apache v2.0
under development

O-RAN Alliance w/
operators
ONF
ONF
ONF
Facebook
TIP
Akraino
NVIDIA

Slicing
5G-EmPOWER [131]
FlexRAN [132]

Centralized controlled for
heterogeneous RAN
Real-time controller for
software-defined RAN

available

Apache v2.0

available

MIT License

FBK (in the framework
of multiple EU projects)
Mosaic5G Consortium

Edge
CORD [133]

Data center for network edge

available

Apache v2.0

LL-MEC [134]
LightEdge [135]

Low-latency MEC and network slicing available
MEC services
available

Apache v2.0
Apache v2.0

2.4.1

ONF, AT&T, Google,
Telefonica
Mosaic5G Consortium
FBK (in the framework
of multiple EU projects)

O-RAN

The O-RAN Alliance is an industry consortium that promotes the definition of an open standard
for the vRAN, with two goals [11]. The first is the integration of machine learning and artificial
intelligence techniques in the RAN, thanks to intelligent controllers deployed at the edge [80].
The second is the definition of an agile and open architecture, enabled by well-defined interfaces
between the different elements of the RAN. Since all O-RAN components must expose the same
APIs, it is easy to substitute components with others offering alternative implementations of the
same functionalities. This allows O-RAN-based 5G deployments to integrate elements from multiple
vendors, thus opening the RAN market to third-party entities providing new functionalities and
diversified services. Moreover, it makes it possible to adopt COTS hardware, in an effort to promote
flexibility and reduce costs. Eventually, following the trend started with cloud-native infrastructures,
the O-RAN Alliance also aims at promoting open-source software as part of the consortium effort. In
this section, we provide a succint overview of the O-RAN framework and functionalities. Interested
readers are referred to [527] for a detailed survey on the O-RAN architecture, open interfaces,
algorithms, security, and research challenges.
The O-RAN Architecture. Figure 2.8 illustrates the high-level architecture and the interfaces of
O-RAN [11]. With respect to Figure 2.2, O-RAN concerns the edge and the 4G and 5G RANs. It
is composed by a non-real-time and a near-real-time RAN Intelligent Controller (RIC), and by the
eNBs and gNBs. The service management and orchestration framework (top of Figure 2.8) operates
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O-RAN High-level Architecture
Service Management and Orchestration Framework
Non-real-time RIC
•

Operations in the order of > 1s

O1 interface

•

AI/ML training

•

Service provisioning

O1

A1 interface

RAN
E2

Near-real-time RIC
•
•
•

Operations in the order of 10ms – 1 s
Control primitives for the RAN
Host different control applications for value-added services

E2 interface

E2

O-eNB

O-CU (control plane)

E1 interface

F1-c interface

O-CU (user plane)
F1-u interface

O-DU
Open Fronthaul interfaces

O-RU

Figure 2.8: O-RAN high-level blocks and interfaces.

a non-real-time RIC, which performs control decisions with a granularity higher than one second.
For example, it can provision the different functions of O-RAN, and train learning algorithms over
data provided by the RAN, among others. A near-real-time RIC, instead, performs a control loop
with a much tighter timing requirement (with a decision interval as short as 10 ms), relying on
different start, stop, override, or control primitives in the RAN, e.g., for radio resource management.
These APIs can be used by different applications installed on the near-real-time RIC (named xApps),
which can be developed by third-party entities and pulled from a common marketplace. For example,
through the near-real-time RIC and its xApps, an operator can control user mobility processes (e.g.,
handovers), allocate networking resources according to predicted paths for connected vehicles and
UAVs, perform load balancing and traffic steering, and optimize scheduling policies [136]. The
near-real-time RIC can also leverage machine learning algorithms trained in the non-real-time RIC.
The remaining components of the O-RAN architecture concern the CU/DU/RU into which 5G gNBs
are split [137], and the 4G eNBs [39] (bottom of Figure 2.8). The CU is further split into a control
plane CU and a user plane CU. Among the different options investigated by the 3GPP, O-RAN has
selected split 7-2x for the DU/RU split [138], in which coding, modulation and mapping to resource
elements are performed in the DU, and the inverse FFT, the cyclic prefix addition and digital to
analog conversion are carried out in the RU. Precoding can be done in either of the two.
O-RAN Interfaces. O-RAN is in the process of standardizing the interfaces between each of the
components in Figure 2.8. The two RICs interact using the A1 interface, while the non-real-time
RIC uses the O1 interface to interact with the RUs and legacy 4G eNBs. The A1 interface [139]
allows the non-real-time RIC to provide (i) policy-based guidance to the near-real-time RIC, in
case it senses that its actions are not fulfilling the RAN performance goals; (ii) manage machine
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learning models, and (iii) provide enrichment information to the near-real-time RIC, for example
from RAN-external sources, to further refine the RAN optimization. The O1 interface, instead,
has operation and management functions, and strives at being compatible with existing standards
to permit a seamless integration with existing management frameworks (Section 2.5) [140]. For
example, it relies on the IETF Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF) [141] and on several
3GPP-defined APIs. The non-real-time RIC uses O1 to (i) provision management, fault supervision,
and performance assurance services; (ii) perform traces collection; (iii) start up, register, and update
physical equipment, and (iv) manage communication surveillance services.
The near-real-time RIC exposes the E2 interface [142] to multiple elements, i.e., the CU, the
DU and the eNB. This interface only concerns control functionalities, related to the deployment of
near-real-time RIC control actions to the nodes terminating the E2 interface, and to the management
of the interaction of the RIC and these nodes [143].
The E1 and F1 interfaces comply to the specifications from 3GPP. The E1 interface runs between
the control and user plane CUs, and its main functions concern trace collection for specific UEs, and
bearer setup and management [144]. The F1 interface operates between the CUs and DUs [145].
It has two different versions, one for the control plane and one for the user plane. F1 transports
signaling and data between CUs and DUs, to carry out RRC procedures and PDCP-RLC packet
exchange. Finally, the interface toward the RU is developed by the Open Fronthaul initiative inside
O-RAN [138]. This interface carries compressed IQ samples for the data plane, and control messages
for beamforming, synchronization, and other physical layer procedures.
O-RAN Deployment Options. O-RAN envisions different strategies for the deployment of its
architecture in regional and edge cloud locations and at operator-owned cell sites [136]. Each facility
could either run O-Cloud, i.e., a set of containers and virtual machines executing the O-RAN code
with open interfaces, or be a proprietary site, which still uses the O-RAN open APIs, but could run
closed-source code. Both cases are illustrated in Figure 2.9, which depicts the six different O-RAN
deployment combinations indicated in [136].
In Scenario A all the components except the RUs are deployed at the edge of the network,
co-located in the same data center that terminates the fronthaul fiber connectivity. Other alternatives
foresee the RICs and CUs co-located at a regional cloud facility, with DUs and RUs at the edge or on
cell sites. The preferred deployment solution, however, is Scenario B, which deploys the RIC in the
regional cloud, CUs and DUs at the edge, and only the RUs in the operator cell sites [136].
The O-RAN Software Community. Besides concerning standardization activities, the O-RAN
Alliance has established a Software Community in collaboration with the Linux Foundation for
contributing open-source 5G software that is compliant with the O-RAN specifications [11]. The
first two O-RAN releases date November 2019 (Amber release [146]) and June 2020 (Bronze
release [147]), and feature contributions from major vendors and operators, including AT&T, Nokia,
Ericsson, Radisys and Intel. These releases include Docker containers (which will be discussed in
Section 2.5.1) and the source code for multiple O-RAN components:
• The non-real-time RIC, with the A1 interface controller, and the possibility of managing
machine learning and artificial models in the RAN.
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Figure 2.9: Logical (top) and physical (bottom) deployment options for O-RAN.

• The platform for the near-real-time RIC, with multiple applications, such as admission control,
UE manager, performance and measurement monitor, which talk to the DU through the E2
interface.
• The DU, as previously discussed in Section 2.2.3, and an initial version of the fronthaul library.
• A framework for operation, administration, and maintenance, and the virtualization infrastructure.
Moreover, a simulator has been developed to test the functionalities of the different interfaces.
Other releases, e.g., D (July 2021) and E (December 2021) continue these efforts adding further
support to interfaces, controllers, and RAN elements. Interest readers are referred to [527] for a
comprehensive survey on O-RAN.
Expected Use Cases. The full realization of the O-RAN vision will revolutionize not only the modus
operandi and business of telecom operators [136], but also the world of those scientists, researchers
and practitioners that will be able to run a modern, open-source, full-fledged 5G control infrastructure
in their lab and investigate, test and eventually deploy all sorts of algorithms (e.g., AI-inspired) for
cellular networks at scale. Researchers will be able to deploy and use the open-source software
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provided by the O-RAN community to develop, test, and evaluate real-time RAN control applications.
The O-RAN open-source suite will enable 5G networking in a standardized environment, thus
allowing reproducibility and easing future extensions. Moreover, deploying third-party xApps in
the RIC (in collaboration with telecom operators) could enable experimentation running directly
on O-RAN-compliant cellular networks. These tests could start in labs to be then they scaled up to
larger deployments in the operator network, using the RICs of both scenarios as a trait d’union.
At the time of this writing, however, O-RAN is not at production-level. Therefore, future releases
will attempt to complete integration of the different RAN components with the RICs. A parallel
development effort is also being led by the SD-RAN project [125], aiming at an open-source, 3GPPcompliant RAN integrated with the O-RAN RIC and interfaces. According to [60], the reference
code will include the DU and CU, interoperable with third-party RUs, and a near-real-time RIC
based on ONOS [17].

2.4.2

Open Networking Foundation Frameworks

The Open Networking Foundation (ONF) is a consortium of several telecom operators that contribute
open-source code and frameworks used for the deployment of their networks. Specific examples
include OMEC (Section 2.3.1) and the aforementioned SD-RAN [60] and ONOS [17]. The ONF
generally distinguishes between Component Projects, which are frameworks and/or software that
serve a specific purpose, and Exemplar Platforms, which combine several Component Projects in
a deployable, proof-of-concept reference design. The different projects developed by the ONF are
characterized by modular design, facilitating the integration of component projects, and providing
the means to incorporate new open-source projects. Additionally, some of them (e.g., ONOS and
Trellis) integrate P4 packet processing pipelines. Table 2.5 summarizes the dependencies across
different Component Projects and Exemplar Platforms.
Table 2.5: ONF frameworks interactions.

Aether [126]
COMAC [124]
CORD [133]
SD-RAN [125]
OMEC [111]
ONOS [17]

Aether [126]

COMAC [124]

CORD [133]

SD-RAN [125]

OMEC [111]

ONOS [17]

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
-

x
x
x

x
x
-

x
x
x
-

Component Projects. The ONF currently overlooks the development of 10 open-source component
projects, concerning SDN, transport networks, programmable networking hardware, and mobile
networks [148]. In the last category, besides OMEC and SD-RAN, notable efforts include CORD [58],
which is an open-source project (also part of the Linux Foundation portfolio) for deploying and
managing edge cloud facilities for the MEC (Section 2.1.4). The CORD framework is based on
multiple software solutions that, together with reference hardware design, realize a reference MEC
architecture based on SDN, NFV and cloud-native solutions. CORD aims at (i) reducing deployment
costs by using commodity hardware, and (ii) enabling innovative services, thanks to well-defined
APIs for accessing edge computing facilities and multi-domain security. Moreover, CORD can be
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easily extended to address the heterogeneous requirements of different markets. In particular, two
CORD architectures specific for mobile and residential services have been spawned off into two
Exemplar Platforms (SDN-Enabled Broadband Access (SEBA) [149] and COMAC [124]). CORD is
one of the ONF projects with the largest number of contributions by the open-source community. It
includes detailed installation, operation and development guides [150], and a set of repositories with
its source code [151].
Another project related to software-defined mobile networks is ONOS [17], an open-source
operating system for networking projects. While it has mostly been used for SDN deployments
in wired networks, ONOS will provide a common substratum for SD-RAN and several Exemplar
Platforms, such as Aether and COMAC, described next.
Exemplar Platforms. An Exemplar Platform is given by extending a Component Project to implement a specific target or by combining and integrating multiple projects that can be deployed as a
proof of concept. Among those currently available the following ones concern cellular and mobile
networks [152].
• COMAC, which extends CORD into a platform that targets the integration of multiple access
and CN technologies, including 4G and 5G cellular networks, broadband, fiber and cable
networks, and Wi-Fi deployments [124]. The framework provides a common data plane in the
core, which aggregates user data to and from different access technologies, and the possibility
of managing users’ subscriptions and identities with a single management platform. COMAC is
based on the SEBA platform (a lightweight multi-access technology platform, which provides
high-speed links from the edge of the network to the backbone of the infrastructure), and
on multiple Component Projects, such as OMEC, for the mobile core and edge, and CORD
for the broadband subscriber management. Moreover, it will exploit O-RAN (with the SDRAN implementation) for the control plane of the mobile cellular access. The first COMAC
release [153] provides instructions on how to configure the different software components
to actually set up the overall platform (except for the SD-RAN portion that will be made
available in future releases). Additionally, a self-contained COMAC-in-a-Box can be used
to install the whole platform on a single server or virtual machine, to run end-to-end tests
through an emulated data-plane (based on the OAI simulator, introduced in Section 2.2.1) and
the virtualized core and management environments [154].
• Aether, for streamlined deployment of private enterprise cellular networks [126]. It combines
three main elements, namely, a control and orchestration interface to the RAN, an edge cloud
platform (the Aether edge), with support for cloud computing APIs, and a central cloud (the
Aether core), for orchestration and management [59]. The Aether project will build and
integrate several ONF efforts, including SD-RAN, ONOS, CORD and OMEC. At the time of
this writing, the source code and the deployment pipeline are not publicly available. When the
code will be released, besides providing an opportunity for private 5G networks, Aether could
be effectively used to deploy and manage integrated RAN-edge testbeds for 5G research and
innovation.
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2.4.3

Other Frameworks and Projects

Along with O-RAN and the ONF solutions, several open-source communities (e.g., from 5G European
projects) and companies have released frameworks and projects targeting connectivity, slicing and
core-related functionalities. A few noteworthy examples are presented next.
5G-EmPOWER. 5G-EmPOWER [155] is an operating system for heterogeneous RAN architectures. It consists of an open-source and reprogrammable software platform abstracting the physical
RAN infrastructure and providing high-level APIs to control RAN functionalities. The code of the
platform is released under the Apache License v2.0 [156].
5G-EmPOWER embraces the SDN philosophy to decouple control and data planes. This
separation is obtained in practice via two main components, i.e., a centralized controller and a set
of agents. The centralized controller (i) acts as an operating system with complete visibility of the
physical infrastructure and its functionalities, and (ii) orchestrates the agents’ actions via control
directives sent through the OpenEmpower protocol [155]. In turn, agents (i) run on each network
element; (ii) abstract the underlying RAN-specific protocol implementations (e.g., LTE, Wi-Fi) to
the controller, and (iii) modify the underlying protocol parameters according to the controller’s
directives.
5G-EmPOWER currently supports several mobile Radio Access Technologies (RATs) such as
LTE via srsRAN, Wi-Fi, and LoRa. The 5G NR is not supported yet. Integration of diverse RATs
is obtained through agents embedding specialized wrappers, one for each RAT. While the general
architecture of the agent is RAT-independent, the wrapper is RAT-specific. For instance, new RATs
(e.g., 5G NR) can be integrated by implementing new wrappers. Despite the current lack of support
for 5G NR, 5G-EmPOWER already integrates relevant 5G-related technologies such as RAN slicing.
Specifically, it provides software components that allow the instantiation of customized and isolated
RAN slices on top of a shared physical infrastructure. Each RAN slice is created from a Slice
Descriptor specifying SLAs and users belonging to each slice. A slice resource manager and a
hypervisor are, then, in charge of admitting/revoking RAN slices and provisioning them with a
certain amount of resources necessary to meet the corresponding SLA.
FlexRAN. FlexRAN leverages abstraction and softwarization technologies to develop a RATindependent RAN management platform [3]. FlexRAN embraces SDN principles to decouple
control and data planes. The control plane is orchestrated by a real-time centralized controller, which
controls a set of agents, one for each network element. FlexRAN implements a set of REST APIs in
JSON format describing the northbound interface of FlexRAN. These APIs are used by the agents to
interface with base stations, thus enabling control of the protocol stack and functionalities of the base
stations (i.e., MAC, RRC, PDCP).
FlexRAN directly interfaces with OAI. As such, it does not support 5G NR communications yet.
However, the northbound REST APIs can be used to specify and reconfigure slicing policies and
requirements, providing support for 5G technologies such as RAN slicing. The FlexRAN code is
available upon request and released as part of the Mosaic5G project under MIT license [157].
Magma. Magma is a framework developed by the Facebook Connectivity initiative for simplifying
the deployment of cellular networks in rural markets [127]. Notably, its goal is to avoid dependence
on a specific access technology (i.e., cellular or Wi-Fi) or on a generation of 3GPP core networks.
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Moreover, it avoids vendor lock-in for telecom operators, while offering advanced automation and
federation capabilities. The latter is particularly relevant in rural and under-developed scenarios, as it
allows the pooling of resources from multiple network operators. Magma is made up of three main
components:
• An access gateway, which interfaces the access network to the CN. The current Magma release
supports an LTE EPC, and has been tested as termination point for the S1 interface of some
commercial LTE base stations (see sections 2.2 and 2.3 for more details).
• A cloud-based orchestrator, which monitors the operations of the wireless network and securely
applies configuration changes. It exposes an analytics interface providing control and traffic
flow information.
• A federation gateway, which is a proxy between the Magma core running in the access gateway
and the network operator 3GPP-compliant core. This proxy exposes the 3GPP interfaces to
the different CN components, thus bridging the local mobile deployment with the operator
backbone.
LL-MEC. LL-MEC is an open-source MEC framework for cellular systems compliant with 3GPP
and ETSI specifications [158]. This framework merges SDN, edge computing and abstraction
principles to provide an end-to-end platform where services requested by mobile users are executed
on edge nodes of the network. LL-MEC consists of two main components: the Edge Packet Service
controlling core network elements (e.g., routers and gateways) via OpenFlow APIs, and the Radio
Network Information Service interfacing the data plane and physical RAN elements (e.g., eNBs)
via the FlexRAN protocol [3]. Aside from MEC capabilities, LL-MEC supports network slicing for
differentiated services applications with diverse latency and throughput requirements. The LL-MEC
code is available upon request and released as part of the Mosaic5G project under Apache License
v2.0 [157].
LightEdge. LightEdge is a MEC platform for 4G and 5G applications compliant with ETSI MEC
specifications [159]. LightEdge allows network operators to provide MEC services to mobile users
through cloud-based applications. The framework provides a Service Registry summarizing services
and applications registered to the MEC platform. LightEdge also includes modules and libraries for
real-time information exchange across applications and services, and to perform traffic steering to
and from the cellular network. LightEdge supports multiple eNBs and is compatible with several
open-source projects such as srsRAN, Open5GS, and srsEPC. The LightEdge code is available from
the project repository under the Apache License v2.0 [160].
OpenRAN. The Telecom Infra Project (TIP) OpenRAN project aims at developing fully programmable RAN solutions that leverage general purpose hardware platforms and disaggregated
software [161, 162]. Albeit being closed source, OpenRAN implements open interfaces among the
various elements of an NR-enabled cellular network, such as CU, DU, and RU (see Figure 2.2).
One of the projects spawned from OpenRAN is OpenRAN 5G NR, for defining a white-box gNB
platform [128, 163]. This platform allows equipment manufacturers to build flexible 5G RAN
solutions for seamless multi-vendor support.
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Akraino REC. Akraino Radio Edge Cloud (REC) is a blueprint to support and meet the requirements
of the O-RAN RIC (Section 2.4.1) [129, 164, 165]. It is part of the Telco Appliance blueprint
family [166]. Its features include automated configuration and integration testing to facilitate the
management and orchestration of the virtualized RAN. The blueprint is made up of modular building
blocks and provides an abstraction of the underlying hardware infrastructure, allowing O-RAN RIC
to run on top of it, and to seamlessly interface with the provided APIs.
NVIDIA Aerial. NVIDIA Aerial is a set of Software Development Kits (SDKs) that allows to build
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)-accelerated software-defined, cloud-native applications for the 5G
vRAN [130]. At the time of this writing, Aerial provides two main SDKs: cuBB and cuVNF.
• The cuBB SDK provides a highly-efficient 5G signal processing pipeline that runs PHY-layer
operations directly on a GPU to deliver high throughput.
• The cuVNF SDK provides optimized input/output and packet placement in which 5G packets
are directly sent to the GPU from compatible Network Interface Cards (NICs). Packets can be
read and written directly from the NIC to the GPU memory bypassing the Central Processing Unit (CPU), thereby reducing latency. This SDK also allows developers to implement
additional VNFs, e.g., deep packet inspection, firewall and vRAN.

2.5

Open Virtualization and Management Frameworks

Besides RAN and CN software, virtualization and management frameworks have an important role
in the management and deployment of end-to-end, carrier-grade networks. Several communities and
consortia have led the development of open-source frameworks that have been deployed at scale by
major telecom operators for the management of their physical and virtual infrastructure [29,167,168].
ETSI has defined a set of common features that an NFV Management and Orchestration (MANO)
framework should have, mainly for orchestrating network functions [169, 170]. Figure 2.10 depicts
where these NFV components fit in the 5G ecosystem. Table 2.6 summarizes the main differences
between the frameworks that will be described later in this section, i.e., ONAP, Open Source
Management and Orchestration (OSM), and Open Baton. NFV orchestrators are in charge of
Table 2.6: Comparison among different VNF orchestrators.
ONAP [25]
Community
Compliance w/ ETSI MANO
External APIs
Network Services
Infrastructure

OSM [171]

Linux Foundation w/ operators
ETSI w/ operators
in progress
yes
REST APIs (for external controllers, OSS/BSS, etc.)
VNFs and PNFs
VNFs and PNFs
Virtual Machines
Virtual Machines
Containers w/ Kubernetes and Docker Containers w/ Kubernetes

Open Baton [172]
Fraunhofer, FOKUS, TU Berlin
yes
Java SDK
VNFs
Virtual Machines
Containers w/ Docker

provisioning network services, i.e., combinations of physical and virtual network functions that
can be chained together with a specific topology, managing their creation and life-cycle [173].
Notably, during the initialization of a network service, a basic configuration (0-day) is applied
by default. Then, the MANO framework advertises the actual configuration for the function or
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Figure 2.10: High-level relationship among MANO, RAN, and edge frameworks, and virtualization components.

service (1-day). Finally, updates (2-day configurations) can be deployed at a later stage. These
operations are performed in concert by the different components of the NFV orchestrator. Following
the ETSI architecture [169, 170], an NFV orchestrator is composed (i) of a subsystem that manages
the virtualization infrastructure (e.g., Virtualization Infrastructure Manager (VIM) frameworks, such
as OpenStack, Kubernetes, and Docker) and the connections to the physical hardware; (ii) of the
actual MANO framework, and (iii) of the collection of VNFs that it manages. These frameworks
are equipped with southbound and northbound APIs to interact with other cellular infrastructure
components, as shown in Figure 2.10, such as edge frameworks for governing the RAN environment
(e.g., Aether and CORD), and RAN frameworks (see Section 2.4 for more details). The latter include
O-RAN and SD-RAN (described in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, respectively), which execute functions
such as bringing intelligence to the network (Section 2.1.5) and interacting with open-source software,
such as OAI and srsRAN (Section 2.2). These, in turn, focus on the CU/DU split introduced by 5G
NR, and act as cellular base stations.
In the remainder of this section we discuss virtualization techniques and VIMs (Section 2.5.1)
and we describe popular MANO frameworks, such as ONAP, OSM, and Open Baton (Sections 2.5.2,
2.5.3, and 2.5.4, respectively).

2.5.1

Virtualization Techniques

The NFV paradigm decouples the services deployed in a network from the hardware infrastructure
on which they run. Applications are packaged into hardware-independent virtual machines, which
can be instantiated on different physical machines. This way, NFV eliminates the need for hardware
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dedicated to each network function and enables scalability of network services.
NFV, whose high-level architecture is depicted in Figure 2.11, provides many different ways to
decouple applications and services, also known as VNFs, from the general-purpose infrastructure
on which they run, thus improving scalability and portability. The most common approaches are:
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Figure 2.11: High-level NFV architecture.

(i) traditional VMs; (ii) bare-metal hypervisors; (iii) containers, and (iv) unikernels.5 In the NFV
paradigm, a hypervisor can be used to create/run VMs, containers, and unikernels, as well as to
manage their resource allocation over the physical hardware. Finally, VIMs are leveraged to control
the NFV infrastructure at a higher level.
Traditional Virtual Machines. A traditional VM emulates a computer operating system through
a guest operating system and kernel (Figure 2.11). To provide machine-level isolation, the VM
requires the virtualization of the hardware of the physical machine on which it runs (called “host
machine”). This task is taken care of by the hypervisor, which is hosted by the operating system
of the physical machine and coordinates resource allocation between host and virtual machines. In
general, traditional VMs are considered a resource-heavy approach because of the many hardware
virtualization requirements (e.g., virtual disk, CPU, network interfaces, etc.) that are needed to run
the VNFs.
Bare-metal Hypervisors. The approach of a bare-metal hypervisor VM is similar to that of traditional VMs, although the hypervisor directly runs on the bare-metal hardware of the host, without
requiring a host operating system (Figure 2.11). Additionally, a bare-metal hypervisor can be used to
run and manage a container or unikernel (described next) instead of a full-fledged VM.
Containers. Containers are virtual environments that package a specific code and its dependencies
to run applications and services in a virtualized way. They are isolated from each other (through
namespace isolation) and share access to the operating system and kernel of the physical machine
5

Another virtualization solution that has recently been proposed is that of serverless computing, or Function-as-aService (FaaS), in which the virtualization platform only spawns computing resources for specifying functions invoked by
complex applications, without the need to manage a container or VM. In this chapter, however, we focus primarily on the
most common approaches in the NFV domain.
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on which they run. They only require a minimal guest operating system instead of the heavy
and resource-wasteful hardware virtualization required by VMs (Figure 2.11). Containers can be
maintained both by a container manager interfaced with the operating system of the host machine, or
by a hypervisor directly running on a bare-metal host machine. The most widespread open-source
container virtualization systems are Linux Container (LXC) [174] and Docker [175] ( Figure 2.11):
• LXC was the first major implementation of the modern containers. It leverages control groups
and namespace isolation to create virtual environments with separated networking and process
space.
• Docker enables the creation of containers, and uses virtualization at the operating system level
to deploy them on the physical machine. Differently from LXC, on which it was initially based
upon, Docker breaks applications, services, and dependencies into modular units and layers
inside each container. Additionally, these layers can be shared among multiple containers,
increasing the efficiency of Docker container images. Compared to LXC, Docker containers
lack some UNIX functionalities and subsystems.
Unikernels. Unikernels are minimal, lightweight, specialized images built with the sole purpose of
running specific applications (Figure 2.11). They compile application services and dependencies into
the executable virtual images, without including unnecessary components that would be, instead,
included by a generic operating system. This way, unikernels achieve better performance than
traditional containers and virtual machines. Since unikernels only include the software components
that are needed to run the application of interest, they also improve the security of the system by
exposing fewer functionalities that can be attacked by malicious entities.
Examples of unikernel systems are: (i) ClickOS [176], IncludeOS [177] and OSv [178], which
focus on high-performance, low-latency, and secure applications; (ii) MirageOS [179], which
includes several libraries that are then converted to kernel routines upon image compilation, and (iii)
UniK [180], which deals with compilation and orchestration of unikernel images.
Unikernels applications for cellular networks include the following. Wu et al. that integrates
Android system libraries into OSv to offload mobile computation for Mobile Cloud Computing
(MCC) and Mobile Fog Computing (MFC) [181]. Valsamas et al. propose a content distribution
platform for 5G networks that is based on unikernels such as ClickOS, OSv, and MirageOS [182]. A
performance comparison of the IncludeOS unikernel and Docker containers instantiated as VNF for
5G applications is carried out in [183].
Hypervisors. A hypervisor is software that creates and runs virtual machines, the guest machines,
on a physical computer, called the host machine. Key tasks of an hypervisor include (i) providing
isolation between virtual/guest machine and the host machine; (ii) managing allocation/reallocation
of resources, such as CPU, memory and storage, to the guest machines, and (iii) scheduling of
resources among host and guest machines.
There are two types of hypervisors: type 1 and type 2 hypervisors. The former are referred to as
bare-metal hypervisors and manage the guest operating system by running them directly on the host
hardware, thus acting as an operating system for the host machine. Examples of hypervisors of type 1
are Xen [184] and VMware ESXi [185]. Type 2, instead, are referred to as hosted hypervisors and
run on top of the host operating system as a software layer or application. Examples of hypervisors
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of type 2 are Linux Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) [186], BSD bhyve [187], and Oracle
VirtualBox [188].
Virtualization Infrastructure Managers. A VIM is in charge of control and management of the
NFV infrastructure and its resources, such as storage, computation, and networking resources, and
coordinates the instantiation of virtual guest machines on the hardware of the physical host machines.
The VIM is part of MANO frameworks, such as those described in the remaining of this section.
Examples of VIMs are OpenStack [189] and Kubernetes [190]:
• OpenStack is a cloud computing software platform capable of controlling a plethora of heterogeneous resources, such as compute, storage and networking resources. Among its very
many features, it can act as a VIM, managing the network infrastructure, virtual machines,
containers, unikernels, VNF services and applications.
• Kubernetes provides automatic deployment, scaling, and management of virtual machines,
containers, unikernels, and their applications through a set of primitives. Kubernetes abstracts
and represents the status of the system through a series of objects. These are persistent entities
that describe the VNF or applications that are running on the Kubernetes-managed cluster,
their available resources, and the policies on their expected behavior. In the past few years,
a number of projects able to interact with Kubernetes have been launched to solve complex
problems at the layers 2 and 3 of the protocol stack. These projects include Istio [191] and
Network Service Mesh (NSM) [192]. Istio mesh services carry out traffic management, policy
enforcement and telemetry collection tasks. NSM interfaces with Kubernetes APIs to support
advanced use cases and facilitates the adoption of new cloud native paradigms. Specifically, it
allows network managers to seamlessly perform tasks such as adding radio services, requesting
network interfaces, or bridging multiple layer 2 services.

2.5.2

The Open Network Automation Platform

ONAP is an NFV framework developed as a project of the Linux Foundation, with AT&T, China
Mobile, Vodafone, China Telecom, Orange, Verizon and Deutsche Telekom as main mobile operator
supporters. ONAP is deployed in several commercial cellular networks, and vendors like Ericsson,
Nokia, Huawei and ZTE, among others, provide ONAP support and integration in their products [193,
194]. Therefore, ONAP represents one of the most advanced software-based solutions for commercial
cellular networks, actively maintained and developed to meet production-level quality standards and
satisfy new emerging requirements [195].
ONAP handles the design, creation, and life cycle management of a variety of network services.
Network operators can use ONAP to orchestrate the physical and virtual infrastructure deployed in
their networks, in a vendor-agnostic way [25]. In addition to common NFV orchestrator functionalities (e.g., automated policy-driven management of the virtualization infrastructure and of the network
services), ONAP provides a design framework to model network applications and services as well as
a framework for data analytics to monitor the services for healing and scaling. Additionally, ONAP
provides a number of reference designs, i.e., blueprints. These can be used to deploy the ONAP
architecture, depicted at a high-level in Figure 2.12, in specific markets or for specialized use cases
(i.e., 5G networks or Voice over LTE deployments). They have been tested in combination with their
typical hardware configurations.
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Figure 2.12: High-level architecture of the ONAP framework.

The main components of the ONAP architecture [25], depicted in Figure 2.12, are: (i) the
Management Framework; (ii) the Design Framework, and (iii) the Run-time Framework. The
management framework, called ONAP Operations Manager (OOM), orchestrates and monitors
the lifecycle of the ONAP components. The OOM leverages Kubernetes (Section 2.5.1), and
Consul [196], which enables service control, discovery, configuration, and segmentation. Among
its functionalities the most noteworthy are: (i) component deployment, dependency manager, and
configuration; (ii) real-time health monitoring; (iii) service clustering and scaling, and (iv) component
upgrade, restart, and deletion.
The design framework allows to create network services with a declarative modeling language,
which makes it possible to specify requirements and functionalities of each service. It allows to
model resources, services, products and their management and control functions, through a set of
common specifications and policies. Additionally, it includes service design and creation modules
for the definition, simulation, and certification of systems assets, processes and policies. Finally, this
module provides a database of existing services, and APIs for the validation of network functions.
ONAP run-time framework is made up of several software frameworks for most of its management
and orchestration functionalities. In the run-time domain, a microservices bus allows communication
and routing of messages and data among the different network functions initialized and managed by
ONAP. The run-time framework dispatches and terminates microservices, using an automated control
loop, and collects data and analytics from the platform. The run-time component exposes APIs, a
dashboard and a command-line tools with a unified interface to control the network infrastructure.
Finally, a southbound layer (gray box at the bottom of Figure 2.12) can be used for the integration
with external controllers, operating systems and cloud environments, while northbound APIs are
offered to OSS/BSS, big data, and other relevant services.
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Integration with 5G Networks. Besides representing a general framework for the management and
orchestration of mobile networks, ONAP offers some key features that are relevant to 5G deployments.
The main requirements that operators have identified are the need to support a hybrid infrastructure,
with both physical and virtual appliances, edge automation, with the cloud geographically distributed
in different edge locations, and real time analytics, which would enable closed-loop automation.
The Dublin release (June 2019) has introduced a first iteration on the implementation of a
5G blueprint. The most noteworthy feature is the joint discovery of virtual and physical network
functions. As previously mentioned (sections 2.1.1 and 2.2) the 5G RAN will not only deal with
software components, but will also be in charge of real time signal and RF processing through
physical hardware equipment. As such, ONAP also includes discovery and integration procedures
to gain awareness of both these virtual and physical network functions, and to properly manage
them. Additionally, the Dublin release includes preliminary support for network slicing. Preliminary
evaluation studies for the feasibility of network slicing in ONAP are discussed in [197, 198]. Finally,
the ONAP 5G blueprint currently supports a dynamic configuration and optimization of 5G network
parameters. This relies on a data collection platform, which transfers in a matter of minutes relevant
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) from the network edge to central processing facilities, and
analyzes these data to automatically apply optimizations, or scale resources as needed.
Starting from the Frankfurt release (June 2020), ONAP has been adding support for end-to-end
network slicing and service orchestration. Additionally, it allows network designers to define control
loops without having to wait for the next official ONAP release. One of the most noteworthy features
introduced by the Frankfurt release is the harmonization effort toward O-RAN compatibility through
the O1 and A1 interfaces. This effectively aims at defining the specifications for managing the
elements of the 5G RAN, such as CU, DU, RU (Section 2.4.1 and Figure 2.8). Future releases will
further integrate ONAP and O-RAN, making it easier for telecom operators to deploy an integrated
O-RAN/ONAP solution [199].

2.5.3

Open-Source NFV Management and Orchestration

Open Source Management and Orchestration (OSM) is a MANO framework developed by a set of
network providers, including Telefonica, BT and Telenor. The community also counts cloud and
open-source entities, such as Amazon and Canonical. Similar to ONAP, the OSM framework is well
developed and deployed in major cellular networks.
The goals and general architecture of OSM are introduced in [171], and shown at a glance
in Figure 2.4. Overall, the framework is an end-to-end network service orchestrator, tailored for
deployment in mobile networks. Figure 2.13 describes the OSM architecture and its interactions
with the network functions and VIM it manages, following the typical NFV orchestrator structure
described in the introduction to this section. The main logical components of OSM are:
• The Information Model. It performs the modeling of network functions, services, and slices
into templates called packages. This is enabled by a well-defined information model provided
by the ETSI MANO framework [169]. Similarly to the design component of ONAP, this
allows telecom operators to analyze the requirements of the network and model the resources
that need to be deployed for functions, services, and slices.
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Figure 2.13: High-level architecture of the OSM framework.

• The OSM Automation Framework. It automates the life cycle of network services, from
instantiation to scaling and, eventually, deletion. This is done by applying the information
model to the actual deployed infrastructure, as shown in Figure 2.13, through a northbound
interface that the automation framework exposes to the different modeling components. The
0-day, 1-day and 2-day configurations of the actual services and functions are done through
Juju Charms [200] (i.e., tools to define, configure, and deploy services on cloud and bare-metal
systems).
Similarly to ONAP, OSM has southbound and northbound APIs that can be exploited by other
external services, such as other orchestrators and OSS/BSS, respectively [201].
Integration with 5G Networks. OSM has published in December 2018 a 5G-ready release, which
added the possibility of managing both virtual and physical network functions, network slicing, and
a policy-based closed control loop, and extended the analytics and interface frameworks. Several 5G
European projects have used and/or contributed to OSM. Metro-Haul focused on the design of an
SDN-based optical transport infrastructure for 5G networks, and developed an OSM component for
the management of the infrastructure in a distributed wide area network [202]. Similarly, 5G Tango
has developed multiple components for OSM, including an emulator for the virtual infrastructure
manager, and network slicing capabilities, while discussing and proposing possible extensions of the
MANO concept for 5G into more advanced frameworks [168, 203]. The 5GCity and 5G-MEDIA
projects have used OSM as NFV orchestrator for management frameworks of networks for smart cities
and media distribution over a Content Distribution Network (CDN), respectively [204, 205]. Finally,
5G-TRANSFORMER has integrated OSM in its network slicing framework for the management of
computing resources [206].
The author of [207] investigates how to integrate OSM and OAI-CN, to facilitate the deployment of fully-software-based solutions in testbeds and edge locations. Finally, [208] uses OSM to
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experiment with dynamic virtual network function placing in a 5G vehicular scenario.

2.5.4

Open Baton

Open Baton [209] is an open-source project jointly developed by Fraunhofer FOKUS and TU Berlin
aimed at providing a modular and reconfigurable framework for the orchestration of network services.
The framework focuses on NFV management and is fully-compliant with the ETSI NFV MANO
specification. Its source code is available online under Apache License v2.0 [210].
Open Baton provides a full-fledged ecosystem to instantiate and handle atomic VNFs, as well
as to compose them to create more complex network services. The framework has been designed
to operate over a virtualized infrastructure. For this reason, Open Baton features drivers to directly
interface with most VIMs, with specific support for OpenStack [189] (see Section 2.5.1).
Besides VNF orchestration, Open Baton also provides support for multi-tenancy applications
through network slicing and MEC [172]. Specifically, Open Baton features a Network Slicing Engine
(NSE), a Java-based external software component that interacts with Open Baton via dedicated
SDKs. The NSE allows network operators to specify QoS requirements for each network slice (e.g.,
minimum bandwidth for a target traffic class) in a clean and simple way via minimal JSON or YAML
configuration files. Through Open Baton’s VIM drivers, these configuration files are, then, dispatched
to the VIM, which ultimately guarantees that each slice meets the set QoS requirements.

2.6

Software-defined Radio Support for Open-source Radio Units

The open-source software described throughout this chapter can be mostly executed on commodity
hardware, except for the signal processing related to the physical layer, which generally runs on the
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) of the SDRs. In this section, we discuss the main SDR
solutions compatible with the software suites described in Section 2.2. These platforms are pivotal in
enabling researchers to deploy and experiment with end-to-end networks, even though they may not
have access to carrier-grade hardware deployed by the major telecom operators.
A summary of the capabilities of each SDR is shown in Table 2.7. There we can find powerful
SDRs that can act as rooftop base stations, such as the USRP N310, and cell towers, such as the
USRP X310 or arrays of Iris SDRs. Smaller SDR models, such as USRPs B210, bladeRF/2.0 micro,
and LimeSDR, instead, are powerful enough to operate as small cells, while, the ultra compact and
lightweight USRP B205mini-i can act as a Distributed Antenna System (DAS) node. A description
of the capabilities of each of these SDRs will be given in the following paragraphs.
USRP. The Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) are SDR solutions produced by National Instruments/Ettus Research for designing, prototyping and testing wireless protocols and
systems [86]:
• USRP B210: It is a full-duplex SDR with two transmit receive channels. It covers a frequency
range from 70 MHz to 6 GHz with a real-time bandwidth of up to 56 MHz. It connects to the
host computer through a USB 3.0 interface, and is compatible with OAI and srsRAN discussed
in Section 2.2.
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Table 2.7: Capabilities of SDRs and their integration with RAN software.
SDR

TX/RX
Channels

Frequency Range

Instantaneous
RAN Software Target
Bandwidth (up to)

bladeRF
bladeRF 2.0 micro
Iris
LimeSDR
USRP B205mini-i
USRP B210
USRP N310
USRP X310

1
2
2
4 TX, 6 RX
1
2
4
up to 2 (daughterboards)

[300MHz, 3.8GHz] 28 MHz
[47 MHz, 6 GHz] 56 MHz
[50 MHz, 3.8 GHz] 56 MHz
[100kHz, 3.8GHz] 61.44 MHz
[70 MHz, 6 GHz] 56 MHz
[70 MHz, 6 GHz] 56 MHz
[10 MHz, 6 GHz] 100 MHz
[DC, 6 GHz]
160 MHz
(daughterboards)
(daughterboards)

OAI, srsRAN
OAI, srsRAN
OAI
OAI, srsRAN
srsRAN
OAI, srsRAN
OAI
OAI, srsRAN

DAS node, small cell
DAS node, small cell
DAS node, small cell, tower
DAS node, small cell
DAS node
DAS node, small cell
DAS node, small cell, tower, rooftop
DAS node, small cell, tower

• USRP B205mini-i: It is a full-duplex SDR with a frequency range from 70 MHz to 6 GHz,
and an instantaneous bandwidth of up to 56 MHz. Similar to USRP B210, it connects to the
host computer through a USB 3.0 interface. It is compatible with srsRAN.
• USRP X310: It is an SDR with two daughterboard slots, which enable up to two full-duplex
transmit/receive chains. The covered frequency range and instantaneous bandwidth vary
according to the specific daughterboard model (from DC to 6 GHz, and up to 160 MHz). This
USRP can connect to a host computer through a range of interfaces such as 1 Gigabit Ethernet,
dual 10 Gigabit Ethernet, PCIe Express, and ExpressCard. It is compatible with both OAI and
srsRAN;
• USRP N310: It is a full-duplex networked SDR with four transmit/receive chains. It covers
the [10 MHz, 6 GHz] frequency range with an instantaneous bandwidth of up to 100 MHz. It
can be connected to a host computer through 1 Gigabit Ethernet, 10 Gigabit, or Xilinx Aurora
over two SFP+ ports, and is compatible with the OAI software.
bladeRF. The bladeRF denotes a series of full-duplex SDR devices produced by Nuand [100]. They
are available with different form factors and FPGA chips, and are compatible with both OAI and
srsRAN. They and connect to the host computer through a USB 3.0 interface.
• bladeRF: This SDRs comes in two different configurations, i.e., bladeRF x40 with a 40KLE
Cyclone IV FPGA, and bladeRF x115 with a 115KLE Cyclone IV FPGA. Regardless of the
specific FPGA chip, the bladeRF SDR has a single transmit/receive chain, which covers the
[300 MHz, 3.8 GHz] frequency range with up to 28 MHz of instantaneous bandwidth.
• bladeRF 2.0 micro: This model is equipped with two transmit/receive chains and supports
2 × 2 MIMO operations. It is available with different FPGA chips, i.e., 49KLE Cyclone V
FPGA chip (bladeRF xA4), and 301KLE Cyclone V FPGA chip (bladeRF xA9). It covers the
[47 MHz, 6 GHz] frequency range with an instantaneous bandwidth of 56 MHz.
LimeSDR. This SDR is produced by Lime Microsystems [99], has four transmit and six receive
chains, and supports 2 × 2 MIMO operations. It covers the [100 kHz, 3.8 GHz] frequency range with
an instantaneous bandwidth of up to 61.44 MHz. The LimeSDR is compatible with both OAI and
srsRAN. Other versions of this SDR include the LimeSDR Mini, which has two channels instead of
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Table 2.8: Testbeds for Cellular Network Experimentation.
Testbed

Technology available

AERPAW
ARA

5G and CR for UASs
5G, CR, massive MIMO, mmWave,
optical and low-earth-orbit satellite
5G, CR, massive MIMO
5G, CR
5G, CR
5G, mmWave, CR, optical switching

Arena
Colosseum
CORNET
COSMOS
Drexel Grid
FIT testbeds
IRIS
NITOS
POWDER
5TONIC

Open-source
Software

Framework

Scenario

RAN & Core / under development City-scale outdoor
under development
City-scale outdoor
RAN & Core
RAN & Core
RAN & Core
RAN & Core

5G, CR
5G, CR, IoT, NFV
5G, CR, Wi-Fi, WiMAX, cloud-RAN,
NFV, S-band
5G, CR, Wi-Fi, WiMAX

RAN & Core
RAN & Core
RAN & Core

O-RAN RIC
O-RAN RIC
N/A
O-RAN
components
N/A
OSM
N/A

Large-scale office
Large-scale network emulator
Large-scale indoor
Indoor, city-scale outdoor

RAN & Core

N/A

5G, CR, massive MIMO, Network
Orchestration
5G NFV, network orchestration

RAN & Core

O-RAN RIC

Large-scale indoor and
outdoor, office
Indoor, city-scale outdoor

N/A

OSM

Data center

Large-scale indoor
Large-scale indoor
Indoor

four, and the LimeSDR QPCIe, which enables 4 × 4 MIMO configurations instead of the 2 × 2 of
the standard model. Support for these LimeSDR models has not been explicitly reported by either
OAI or srsRAN.
Iris. This is a networked SDR device with two transmit/receive chains, produced by Skylark
Wireless [211]. It works in the [50 MHz, 3.8 GHz] frequency range and supports an instantaneous
bandwidth of up to 56 MHz. This SDR connects to the host computer through a 1 Gigabit Ethernet
interface, and is compatible with OAI. It can be combined with additional hardware platforms
provided by Skylark to boost its performance, while multiple Iris SDRs can be grouped in arrays
to enable massive MIMO operations (see Argos [212], and the POWDER PAWR testbed [6, 213]
described in Section 2.7).

2.7

Testbeds

In this section we describe a number of testbeds that can be used to instantiate softwarized 5G
networks by leveraging the open-source utilities, frameworks and hardware components described in
this chapter. An overview of the capabilities of each testbed is given in Table 2.8.
Platforms for Advanced Wireless Research. The objective of the NSF-funded Platforms for Advanced Wireless Research (PAWR) program is to enable experimental investigation of new wireless
devices, communication techniques, networks, systems, and services in real wireless environments
through several heterogeneous city-scale testbeds [5]. The following are the PAWR platforms
awarded so far and that are being built.
• POWDER. The combination of the Platform for Open Wireless Data-driven Experimental
Research (POWDER) [6, 214] and of the Reconfigurable Eco-system for Next-generation
End-to-end Wireless (RENEW) [213, 215] provides a testbed, namely POWDER-RENEW (or
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simply, POWDER), which covers an area of 6 km2 of the University of Utah campus in Salt
Lake City, UT. Its objective is to foster experimental research for a range of heterogeneous
wireless technologies, including 5G, RAN, network orchestration, and massive MIMO technologies. POWDER is equipped with cutting-edge compute, storage, and cloud resources, as
well as state-of-the-art SDRs.
Besides allowing users to install their own software suites, the testbed offers a series of
ready-to-use “profiles,” which are instantiated on its bare-metal machines. These include
open-source RAN software, e.g., OAI and srsRAN, coupled with different EPC solutions,
as well as components of the frameworks previously discussed, including the O-RAN RIC.
Finally, the POWDER platform has been used to demonstrate automated optimization of 5G
networks (see Section 5.1).
• COSMOS. The Cloud Enhanced Open Software Defined Mobile Wireless Testbed for CityScale Deployment (COSMOS) [216–218] is being deployed in the densely-populated neighborhood of West Harlem, New York City, NY. Upon completion, it will cover an area of
2.59 km2 . This testbed focuses on providing ultra-high-bandwidth and low-latency wireless
communications, and it will have edge-computing capabilities. Among others, COSMOS will
allow researchers to experiment with mmWave and optical switching technologies.
COSMOS includes the Open-Access Research Testbed for Next-Generation Wireless Networks
(ORBIT) [219], a platform with a number of USRPs X310, compatible with the open-source
RAN solutions described in Section 2.2. The platform served as Open Test and Integration
Center during the O-RAN plugfest, a proof of concept for demonstrating the potentials of
multi-vendor interoperability of cellular networks [220].
• AERPAW. The Aerial Experimentation and Research Platform for Advanced Wireless (AERPAW) [221–223] is the first-ever wireless platform to allow large-scale Unmanned Aerial
System (UAS) experimentation for 5G technologies and beyond. AERPAW is being deployed
the North Carolina Research Triangle and, upon completion, it will include flying aerial base
stations to provide cellular connectivity to ground users.
• ARA. The Agriculture and Rural Communities (ARA) platform implements a wireless living
lab for smart and connected rural communities. It will deploy edge and cloud equipment in
central Iowa, covering an area with a diameter of over 60 km. Upon completion, ARA will
enable researchers to experiment low-latency wireless applications in rural environemnts [224].
As publicly funded testbeds, the PAWR platforms will be accessible to the wireless research
community for experimental use. As such, each platform implements the fundamental requirements
that will ensure reproducibility of experiments, interoperability with other platforms, programmability,
open access to the research community, and sustainability.
Colosseum is the world’s most powerful wireless network emulator. It is housed at Northeastern
University Innovation Campus in Burlington, MA. It is composed of 21 server racks with 256 USRP
X310 SDRs, half of which are controllable by experimenters, while the other half is allocated to
Colosseum Massive Channel Emulator (MCHEM). Through MCHEM scenarios, researchers can
seamlessly emulate entire virtual worlds with up to 65,536 concurrent wireless channels with realistic
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characteristics, such as path loss and fading. This way, Colosseum assures the ultimate reproducibility
of experiments in the sub-6 GHz spectrum band (see Section 3.4).
Arena is an indoor testbed composed of 24 SDR USRPs (16 USRPs N210 and 8 USRPs X310)
stacked up in a radio rack, and controlled by 12 Dell PowerEdge R340 high-performance machines
in a server rack. Servers and SDRs are connected through dual 10 Gigabit Ethernet connections to
guarantee rapid and low-latency radio control and communication. The USRPs are connected to a grid
of 8 × 8 antennas hung off the ceiling of a 2240 ft2 dynamic indoor office space through same-length
cables that guarantee equal signal delays across the whole testbed. Moreover, Arena SDRs are fully
synchronized through 4 Octoclock clock distributors to enable massive MIMO applications, among
others. The Arena testbed, which will be discussed in details in Section 3.5, allows researchers to
experimentally evaluate wireless protocols and solutions for indoor 5G deployments in an office-like
environment.
5TONIC includes data center and equipment for 5G virtual network experimentation [225]. It is
composed of a NFV infrastructure with high-performance servers and workstations running network
orchestration and virtualization functions and a number of SDR platforms and devices. 5TONIC
allows users to run complex NFV and orchestrations frameworks such as OSM. 5TONIC has been
used for NFV MANO [226] and mmWave applications [227].
FED4FIRE+ is a Horizon 2020 [228] project to foster experimentally-driven research in the future
Internet ecosystem [229]. Among others, it includes a number of federated testbeds for wireless, 5G,
IoT, cloud, and big data applications. Below, we describe the testbeds of the FED4FIRE+ project
targeting open-source cellular networks research and compatible with the OAI and srsRAN RAN
software tools (Section 2.2).
• NITOS is a Future Internet Facility composed of an outdoor, an indoor, and an office testbed
with both SDRs and commercial nodes [230]. The outdoor testbed comprises nodes with
Wi-Fi, WiMAX, and LTE capabilities, while the indoor and the office testbeds are made up
of of Icarus Wi-Fi nodes [231] deployed in an isolated environment. NITOS has been used
for MANO [232], 5G distributed spectral awareness [233], and MEC applications [234, 235],
among others.
• The IRIS testbed focuses on Cloud-RAN, NFV, and SDN experimental research [236]. The
testbed includes a number of ceiling-mounted SDR devices supporting Wi-Fi, WiMAX, and
4G/5G technologies, as well as S-band transceivers.
COgnitive Radio NETwork (CORNET) is a testbed of 48 SDR nodes deployed in a four-story
building in the Virginia Tech campus (Blacksburg, VA) that enables experiments on dynamic spectrum
access and Cognitive Radio (CR) research [237]. CORNET allows users to perform 5G experimental
research by leveraging open-source software, such as OAI and srsRAN, or by emulating cellular
signals through COTS equipment. Among other applications, CORNET has been used to evaluate
link adaptation in cellular systems [238].
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Future Internet of Things (FIT) is a French project for large-scale testbeds for wireless communications [239]. It includes: (i) FIT Wireless, which targets indoor Wi-Fi, CR, and 5G applications
(through OAI, for instance); (ii) FIT IoT-Lab, which concerns IoT-related experimentation, and (iii)
FIT Cloud, which supports the other two by enabling SDN and NFV research through OSM, among
other frameworks.
Drexel Grid is a testbed made up of 24 SDR devices (20 USRPs N210 and 4 USRPs X310) hung off
the ceiling of a dedicated indoor room to evaluate diverse 5G and CR wireless technologies [240,241].
The USRPs X310 of the testbed can be used with open-source RAN software such as OAI and
srsRAN (Section 2.2). Additionally, this testbed includes a channel emulator with simulated nodes to
evaluate wireless systems in a controlled and repeatable environment.

2.8

Softwarized 5G: Limitations and Road Ahead

This chapter aimed at investigating how the “softwarization of everything”—that is pervasive to
current trends in computing, communication and networking—got its way into cellular networks,
and in particular how it has not only revolutionized their fourth generation, but has also established a
radically new way, both technical and commercial, to usher in the 5G era successfully.
Our overview focused on the most recent advances in the open-source and reprogrammable 5G
ecosystem. We listed and discussed a variety of heterogeneous, yet modular software and hardware
components. In particular, we illustrated how their expected evolution is key to transitioning from
the traditional black box approach of cellular network management to those white box principles that
will bring both research and industry communities to swift innovation, shorter time-to-market and
overall higher customer satisfaction.
By way of conclusion, we finally intend to point out that despite operators, vendors and scientists
are paying considerable attention to the new software-defined technologies described in this chapter,
these solutions are not ready for prime time on commercial 5G networks just yet. Indeed, the road to
celebrate this marriage needs overcoming a few show stoppers, which we describe below.
• Keep pace with the standards. The cellular network community faces constant pressure
to keep up with the specifications/technologies being introduced by new communication,
networking and even programming standards. A notable example are the NR and mmWave
communication technologies introduced as 5G enablers by 3GPP and are currently being
deployed in closed source commercial networks. The RAN software libraries described in
Section 2.2 have not yet completed the development of the support for NR, as such task
requires a considerable effort in terms of coding and testing. In this domain, open-source
network simulators have, so far, provided a more controlled development environment for
the development and assessment of 5G solutions [242–245]. The testing of real-world 5G
software, especially for mmWaves, is indeed extremely complex due to the lack of accessible
open hardware for the software to run, which precludes testing important components, such
as beam management. The platforms described in Section 2.6 are optimized for carriers
below 6 GHz, even though early prototypes of open mmWaves boards are currently being
developed [246–249]. Similarly, most of the testbeds described in Section 2.7 focus on sub6 GHz deployments, with only a few (e.g., COSMOS) considering an extension to mmWaves.
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The road ahead for the development of high-band 5G software-defined solutions, therefore,
lies in a more concerted, joint software development effort, and in hardware platforms that can
keep up with the requirements of the software community. Furthermore, the current lack of
a mature code base for 3GPP NR RAN software libraries hinders the development of more
advanced features even in the sub-6 GHz spectrum, such as URLLC support (e.g., with mini
slots [49]) and multi-connectivity [36].
• Latency and scalability issues. The scalability of an SDR-based system, both in terms
of processing and computing requirements, depends on the number of signal processing
operations, which are generally proportional to the available bandwidth [250]. As the next
generation wireless systems will deal with larger and larger bandwidths for higher data
rates [36], the implementation of the radio stack and its software processing chains will have
to be extremely efficient, robust, and count on powerful and reliable hardware. Moreover,
considering the tight latency and throughput requirements of many 5G use cases, the integration
of software and hardware needs to be seamless, to deliver the best possible performance. In
this regard, although virtualized solutions add unprecedented flexibility to the network, they
also come with new challenges. Specifically, these solutions rely upon resource sharing (which
limits and regulates resource utilization among different processes [251]), and virtualization
requires additional interactions between the virtualized and bare-metal environments [67].
Together, these aspects introduce additional latency which might not be tolerable for many 5G
application and services.
• Limited contributions for RAN open-source software. The same large telecom operators
and vendors driving the development of open-source CN and MANO frameworks are not
showing the same level of attention to RAN-related projects. RAN efforts have indeed mostly
come from academia or from smaller companies, with limited manpower and resources. As
some sophisticated digital signal processing and implementations of the lower layers of the
RAN stack are often source of intellectual property and product-bearing revenues for telecom
businesses, major vendors and operators are not encouraged to release their solutions as opensource. Recognizing this limitation, the OpenAirInterface Software Alliance has licensed
the OAI RAN implementation with a permissive license, which allows contributors to retain
intellectual property claims (see Section 2.2.1). Additionally, the O-RAN Alliance is moving
encouraging first steps toward an openly softwarized RAN (see Section 2.4.1), even though
the current development efforts do not include also an open-source software for the radio
front-ends. Therefore, the wireless community should aim at increasing the support toward the
development of complete and Open RAN and radio software libraries, increasing the number
of active contributors to the currently available open-source RAN projects.
• Lack of robust, deployable, and well-documented software. As of now, most of the frameworks and libraries described in Sections 2.2-2.5 cannot be used in actual networks, as their
open-source component is either incomplete, requires additional integration and development
for actual deployment, or lacks robustness. Moreover, to reach the quality of commercial solutions, the open-source community should aim at delivering well-documented, easy-to-deploy,
and robust software, specifying all dependencies and additional software components that
guarantee the correct and efficient functioning of the system. For example, the container-driven
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development model as used in cloud-native computing could be adopted to simplify and
expedite the software deployment process.
• Need for secure open-source software. Heightened attention to software development following best practices for robustness and security is sorely required [252], to guarantee privacy,
integrity, and security to the end users of softwarized networks. Openness already facilitates
useful scrutiny of the code. Audits and reviews from the open-source community can help
prevent bugs and/or security holes, whose existence needs to be responsibly disclosed to
the project maintainers [253]. Appropriate security, especially “by design,” however, is still
lacking. The exposure of APIs to third party vendors (e.g., for the RIC apps), for instance,
could introduce new vulnerabilities in the network, in case the APIs are not properly securely
designed, and contain weaknesses that can be exploited by attackers. It is clear that the security
of the open-source software that will be eventually deployed in 5G and beyond systems must
be a key concern for the developers and telecom ecosystem. The wireless community, thus,
should follow the best practices developed over the years by other open-source communities
(e.g., the Linux kernel), that constantly make it possible to tighten the security of open-source
products [254].
All these road blocks are currently preventing, or considerably slowing down, the widespread
and painless application of several of the softwarized solutions presented in this chapter. It is now
the task of the wireless research and development community to transform these challenges into the
opportunity to innovate further in the direction of truly realizing open, programmable, and virtualized
cellular networks.

Chapter 3

OpenRAN Gym: Data Collection and
Experimentation in O-RAN
The next generations of cellular networks will follow the Open RAN paradigm, which promotes
openness, virtualization, programmability, and data-driven control loops in the mobile environment
(see Chapter 2). This will help network operators support new bespoke services on the same physical
infrastructure, thanks to the flexibility and reconfigurability of software-based deployments and
algorithmic control. Open RAN will also decrease operational costs because of the increased
efficiency enabled by virtualized and open ecosystems.
In this context, the O-RAN Alliance has developed specifications to apply the Open RAN
paradigm to prevailing radio access technologies including 3GPP LTE and NR networks [255].
O-RAN specifications introduce standardized interfaces that connect new, O-RAN-specific network
nodes to key RAN elements, such as the NR CUs, DUs, RUs, and the LTE O-RAN-compliant
eNBs [527]. To enable programmatic closed-loop control of the RAN, O-RAN also introduces
two so-called RICs. The near-real-time (or near-RT) RIC is connected through the E2 interface
to the RAN network functions (i.e., the CU and the DU) to enable control loops that operate at
timescales between 10 ms and 1 s [256]. The non-real-time (non-RT) RIC, instead, is part of the
service management and orchestration framework and operates at timescales larger than 1 s [257].
This component connects to one or multiple near-RT RICs through the A1 interface, used to distribute
policies, external information, and to manage Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML)
models. These models define intelligent network control strategies that are then run on the RICs
in the form of applications—namely, xApps and rApps—that can be provided by RAN vendors,
operators or third-party entities. xApps run in the near-RT RIC, while rApps run in the non-RT RIC.
Finally, the Service Management and Orchestration (SMO) connects to the RAN, and to the O-RAN
elements of the RAN, through the O1 interface, used for management and orchestration, and to the
O-RAN virtualization platform (the O-Cloud) via the O2 interface.
The open and disaggregated O-RAN architecture enables the practical deployment of AI/ML
solutions at scale. For instance, AI/ML algorithms can perform inference and traffic forecasting
or configure RAN nodes based on run-time conditions and traffic requirements. The O-RAN
specifications [258] discuss the typical workflow for the development and testing of AI/ML in the
RAN [528]. This involves multiple steps, including: (i) data collection, to create rich datasets to
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capture the characteristics of the environment where the AI/ML solution will be deployed (e.g.,
wireless channel, user distributions and requirements) as well as various indicators of network
performance under different configurations; (ii) AI/ML model design, with a selection of the model
inputs and outputs, and training and testing, to understand its limits and effectiveness; (iii) model
deployment as xApps or rApps; (iv) model fine-tuning with live data from the RAN, to adapt it to the
production environment, and, finally, (v) the actual inference, forecasting and/or control of the RAN.
In this chapter, derived from [528, 529, 532, 542, 545, 547], we give an overview of the main software tools and experimental wireless platforms developed and used throughout this work. OpenRAN
Gym, an open toolbox for data collection and experimentation with AI/ML in O-RAN is described in
Section 3.1. SCOPE, an open and softwarized prototyping platform for NextG systems is described in
Section 3.2. ColO-RAN, the first-of-its-kind open, large-scale, experimental O-RAN framework for
training and testing AI/ML solutions for next-generation RANs is detailed in Section 3.3. Colosseum,
the world’s largest wireless network emulator with hardware-in-the-loop is described in Section 3.4.
Arena, an SDR-based indoor testbed for sub-6 GHz spectrum research is described in Section 3.5.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 3.6.

3.1

OpenRAN Gym Overview

In this section, we introduce OpenRAN Gym, an open toolbox to develop O-RAN-compliant AI/ML
solutions, deploy them as xApps on the O-RAN near-real-time RIC, and test them on large-scale
softwarized RANs controlled by the RIC. We first give an overview of OpenRAN Gym and its core
components, discussing how they enable design and testing workflows of ML-based xApps. Then,
we demonstrate how two xApps designed with OpenRAN Gym can be used to control a large-scale
RAN instantiated on the Colosseum wireless network emulator through the SCOPE framework (see
Section 3.2), and managed by an O-RAN near-real-time RIC provided by the ColO-RAN framework
(see Section 3.3). Finally, showcase how OpenRAN Gym experiments can be ported to heterogeneous
experimental wireless platforms and testbeds. Specifically, we demonstrate how solutions developed
on Colosseuem can be ported to the Arena testbed (see Section 3.5), and to the POWDER and
COSMOS platforms of the PAWR program (see Section 2.7). To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first open toolset for the end-to-end design and experimentation of data-driven O-RAN xApps on
large-scale experimental platforms.
Previous experimental work has focused on the development of data-driven solutions and xApps
for specific use cases [259, 260], on the description of the AI/ML capabilities of O-RAN [261, 262],
on interoperability testing [220], and on orchestration [546]. Compared to the state of the art,
OpenRAN Gym enables an end-to-end workflow for the design and testing of AI/ML solutions
as xApps in the O-RAN ecosystem. By doing so, it empowers users with a first-of-its-kind open
and publicly-available O-RAN-compliant toolbox that will unleash the potential of data-driven
applications for next generation cellular networks. OpenRAN Gym aims at creating a thriving
community of researchers and developers contributing to it with open source software components
for experimental O-RAN-driven AI/ML research.1
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 3.1.1 details the building blocks
of the OpenRAN Gym architecture. A practical description of OpenRAN Gym data collection and
1

The software components of OpenRAN Gym are publicly-available and accessible at https://openrangym.com
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control framework, and O-RAN control architecture is given in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. Section 3.1.4
presents the xApp design and testing workflow, and provides an example of large-scale RAN control
using xApps developed with OpenRAN Gym on Colosseum. Finally, Section 3.1.5 showcases
exemplary results obtained by instantiating OpenRAN Gym on different experimental wireless
platforms.

3.1.1

OpenRAN Gym Architecture

The architecture of OpenRAN Gym is shown in Figure 3.1. It includes: (i) one or multiple publiclySCOPE
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Figure 3.1: OpenRAN Gym architecture.

accessible experimental platforms for data collection and testing (e.g., Colosseum, Arena, the
platforms of the PAWR program [5]); (ii) a softwarized RAN (e.g., implemented through srsRAN or
OpenAirInterface); (iii) a data collection and control framework with APIs to control the cellular
stacks and extract statistics from them (e.g., SCOPE), and (iv) an O-RAN control architecture with
interfaces to connect to the RAN and control it through AI/ML solutions (e.g., ColO-RAN). The
platform-independence of OpenRAN Gym allows users to collect data, design and train solutions in
heterogeneous environments before deploying them on production networks. In this way, several
evaluation and fine-tuning iterations can be performed in controlled setups to guarantee that the final
AI/ML model behaves as expected.
At the time of this writing, OpenRAN Gym supports Arena, Colosseum, and the POWDER
and COSMOS testbeds of the PAWR program as experimental platforms. In the current version
of OpenRAN Gym, the softwarized RAN is based on srsRAN [27], which implements the full
stack of a 3GPP eNB and controls the USRPs X310 of the Standard Radio Nodes (SRNs) that
act as radio front-ends. The srsRAN protocol stack is extended by the SCOPE framework, which
enhances it with additional networking and control functionalities. As discussed in Section 3.2,
this component leverages the emulation capabilities of Colosseum—which acts as a wireless data
factory—to enable automated, large-scale data collection campaigns to create datasets with tens of
hours of RAN experiments and in different wireless and traffic conditions [526,528,543]. Finally, the
O-RAN control architecture is implemented through ColO-RAN, which extends and adapts the ORAN Software Community (OSC) near-real-time RIC to the Colosseum environment, and connects
SCOPE-enabled base stations to the near-real-time RIC through the O-RAN E2 interface. As discuss
in Section 3.3, ColO-RAN provides an instance of an O-RAN-compliant near-real-time RIC, together
with an xApp SDK that allows users to design and test AI/ML-based xApps (Figure 3.1).
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Table 3.1: Main SCOPE slicing and scheduling configuration parameters.

3.1.2

Name

Description

network-slicing
slice-allocation
slice-scheduling-policy
slice-users

Enable/disable network slicing
Define the base station slice allocation
Set the scheduling policy for each slice
Assign UEs to slices

Data Collection and Control Framework

OpenRAN Gym leverages SCOPE as the data collection and control framework. SCOPE—described
in Section 3.2—provides a development environment to design, prototype and test adaptive solutions
for cellular networking, and for large-scale data collection of RAN Key Performance Measurements
(KPMs). It builds on top of srsRAN [27], and extends it with novel functionalities (e.g., network
slicing and additional scheduling policies), open APIs to control the RAN configuration at run time
(e.g., the resources allocated to each slice), and data collection capabilities. SCOPE has powerful
data collection capabilities when used in combination with Colosseum, which makes it possible
to automatically perform large-scale data collection campaigns in realistic wireless environments.
Examples include data collection campaigns with tens of hours of experiments, and in setups with
up to 49 nodes (7 base stations and 42 users) in sliced RANs with different QoS requirements,
scheduling policies, slicing resources, and in different emulation scenarios [526, 528, 543]. SCOPE
has been extended to incorporate a RAN-side E2 termination (based on the OSC DU [263]) to
connect to the O-RAN near-real-time RIC. This allows xApps running on the RIC to interface with
the SCOPE APIs and control the functionalities of the base stations at run time.
In the remaining of this section, we will show how to configure the main parameters of the
SCOPE base stations, and how to start SCOPE on Colosseum. It is worth mentioning that even
if we specifically focus on the implementation for the Colosseum network emulator (provided as
a ready-to-use container image, namely scope-e2), these procedures can be ported to different
platforms with minor adaptations.
3.1.2.1

Starting SCOPE

SCOPE allows users to configure the base stations through JSON files. The main parameters to set
up the network slicing and scheduling functionalities (see Table 3.1) are as follows.2
• network-slicing: this parameter enables/disables the network slicing capabilities of the
SCOPE base station.
• slice-allocation: sets the Resource Block Groups (RBGs) of each slice. It takes as
input {slice:[first rbg, last rbg],...}, e.g., {0:[0,3],1:[5,7]} assigns RBGs 0-3
to slice 0 and RBGs 5-7 to slice 1.
• slice-scheduling-policy: sets the scheduling policy the base station uses for each slice,
e.g., [2,0] assigns policy 2 to slice 0 and policy 0 to slice 1. The possible values correspond
2

A comprehensive description of all parameters of the SCOPE APIs configuration files can be found at https:
//github.com/wineslab/colosseum-scope.
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to the scheduling policies supported by SCOPE (0 for round-robin, 1 for waterfilling, 2 for
proportionally fair).
• slice-users: assigns UEs to the slices. It takes as input {slice:[ue1,ue2],...}, e.g.,
{0:[2,5],1:[3,4]} assigns UEs 2, 5 to slice 0, and UEs 3, 4 to slice 1. The UE ID
corresponds to the i-th SRN allocated to the experimenter (the base station is assumed as the
first SRN).
After saving the above parameters in a JSON-formatted configuration file3 (e.g., named radio.conf),
experiments can be started through the commands shown in Listing 3.1. This command, executed on
1
2
3

# !/ bin / bash
cd radio_api /
python3 scope_start . py -- config - file radio . conf

Listing 3.1: Commands to start SCOPE applications.

the SRNs assigned to the user, takes care of starting base station, core network and UEs applications.
At experiment run time, the SCOPE APIs can be used to reconfigure the base station, e.g., to
modify the amount of RBGs allocated to each slice, or their scheduling policy (see [542, Section 3.3]).
Finally, RAN KPMs are automatically logged by the base stations and saved into CSV-formatted
files. These files can either be used on-the-fly (e.g., to perform online inference or model training) or
retrieved at a later time from Colosseum data storage (e.g., for offline training or data processing).

3.1.3

O-RAN Control Architecture

The O-RAN control architecture component used by OpenRAN Gym is provided by ColO-RAN, an
open development environment to design, train and test data-driven O-RAN-compliant solutions at
scale [528]. ColO-RAN—detailed in Section 3.3—offers a minimalist implementation of the OSC
near-real-time RIC, that can be instantiated on Colosseum through Docker containers, as well as
scripts for the automated deployment of the RIC components. ColO-RAN includes containers for
the O-RAN E2 termination, E2 manager and E2 routing manager that handle the communications
within the RIC and with the RAN nodes (e.g., SCOPE base stations), a Redis database that records
the RAN nodes connected to the RIC, and an xApp SDK (Figure 3.1). The latter provides software
tools to design and test AI/ML-based xApps for run-time RAN inference and/or control.
At a high level, ColO-RAN xApps are made of two building blocks, shown in Figure 3.2: (i) the
Service Model (SM) connector, which handles the communications to/from the near-real-time RIC
(e.g., to communicate with the base stations), ASN.1 message encoding/decoding, and queries to the
RIC Redis database, and (ii) the data-driven logic unit that performs tasks based on KPMs received
from the RAN at run time, e.g., traffic prediction and/or control of the base stations. Notice that at
the time of this writing, ColO-RAN xApps use custom SMs. Standard-compliant SMs are part of our
future work.
In the remainder of this section, we will show how to instantiate the ColO-RAN near-realtime RIC on Colosseum (Section 3.1.3.1), connect the SCOPE base station to the RIC through
3

An example of a SCOPE configuration file can be found at https://github.com/wineslab/colosseum-scope/
blob/main/radio api/radio interactive.conf.
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Figure 3.2: ColO-RAN xApp.

the O-RAN E2 termination (Section 3.1.3.2), and start a sample xApp that interfaces with the
base station (Section 3.1.3.3). Even though we focus on the implementation for the Colosseum
environment (provided in a ready-to-use container image, namely coloran-near-real-time-ric),
these procedures can be ported to different platforms with minor adjustments.
3.1.3.1

Starting the ColO-RAN Near-real-time RIC

The Docker images of the ColO-RAN near-real-time RIC can be built and started as containers
through the provided setup-ric.sh script and the commands of Listing 3.2. This script (adapted
from [264]) takes as argument the network interface used by the RIC to communicate with the RAN
(e.g., the col0 interface in Colosseum). First, base Docker images, used to build the RIC images, are
1
2
3

# !/ bin / bash
cd setup - scripts /
./ setup - ric . sh col0

Listing 3.2: Commands to set up the ColO-RAN near-real-time RIC.

imported. Then, the four images composing the near-real-time RIC are built, and their IP addresses
and ports (defined in the setup-lib.sh script) are configured. These images include: (i) e2term,
which is the endpoint of the E2 messages on the RIC (“E2 Termination” in Figure 3.1); (ii) e2mgr,
which manages the messages to/from the E2 interface (“E2 Manager”); (iii) e2rtmansim, which
leverages the RIC Message Router (RMR) protocol to route the E2 messages inside the RIC (“E2
Routing Manager”), and (iv) db, which maintains a database of the RAN nodes connected to the
RIC (“Redis Database”). After the building process completes, the Docker images are initialized as
containers on a Colosseum SRN, and listen for incoming connections from RAN nodes implementing
an E2 termination endpoint. The container logs can be read through the docker logs command,
e.g., docker logs e2term -f shows the logs of the E2 termination (e2term) container.
3.1.3.2

Connecting the SCOPE Base Station to ColO-RAN

After the ColO-RAN neat-RT RIC is started following the steps of Section 3.1.3.1, the SCOPE base
station (set up in Section 3.1.2.1) can be connected to it. To this aim, the SCOPE base station runs an
instance of the O-RAN E2 termination, which we adapted from the OSC DU implementation [263].
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After connecting to the near-real-time RIC, this component can exchange messages with the xApps
running therein. Specifically, the E2 termination of the base station can: (i) receive RIC Subscription
messages from the xApps; (ii) send periodic RAN KPMs to the xApps through RIC Indication
messages; (iii) receive RIC Control messages from the xApps, and (iv) interface with the SCOPE
APIs to modify the scheduling and slicing configurations of the base station based on the received
xApp control.
Listing 3.3 shows the steps to initialize the E2 termination on the SCOPE base station. The E2
1
2
3
4

# !/ bin / bash
cd colosseum - scope - e2 /
./ build_odu . sh clean
./ run_odu . sh

Listing 3.3: Commands to build and start the SCOPE E2 termination process.

termination is first built through the build odu.sh script of line 3, which also sets the IP address and
port of the near-real-time RIC to connect to, as well as the network interface used for the connection
to the RIC. Then, the E2 termination can be started through the run odu.sh script (line 4), which
initializes the E2 termination and connects it to the near-real-time RIC. The successful connection
of base station and near-real-time RIC can be verified by reading the logs of the e2term container
(through the command docker logs e2term -f, see Section 3.1.3.1). This log shows the association
messages between the RIC and the base station, together with the ID of the connected base stations
(e.g., gnb:311-048-01000501).
3.1.3.3

Initializing a Sample xApp

After starting the near-real-time RIC, and connecting the SCOPE base station to it, the sample xApp
provided as part of ColO-RAN can be initialized. This can be done through the setup-sample-xapp.sh
script and the commands shown in Listing 3.4. The script takes as input the ID of the RAN node the
1
2
3

# !/ bin / bash
cd setup - scripts /
./ setup - sample - xapp . sh gnb :311 -048 -01000501

Listing 3.4: Commands to build the ColO-RAN sample xApp Docker image, and to start and configure the
xApp container.

xApp subscribes to (e.g., the base station), which can be read in the logs of the ColO-RAN e2term
Docker container (see Section 3.1.3.2). It then builds the Docker image of the sample xApp, and
starts it as a Docker container on the near-real-time RIC.
After the xApp container (named, for instance sample-xapp) has been started, the xApp process
can be run with the commands shown in Listing 3.5. By running these commands, the xApp
1
2

# !/ bin / bash
docker exec -it sample - xapp / home / sample - xapp / run_xapp . sh

Listing 3.5: Commands to run the ColO-RAN sample xApp process.

subscribes to the RAN node specified in Listing 3.4 (through a RIC Subscription message), and
triggers periodic reports (sent through RIC Indication messages) of RAN KPMs from the node.
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After performing these steps, the ColO-RAN sample xApp logs on file the KPMs received from
the RAN node. Users of OpenRAN Gym can add custom intelligence (e.g., through AI/ML agents)
to the xApp by modifying the template scripts in the setup/sample-xapp/ directory, and rebuilding
the xApp Docker image through the steps described in this section.

3.1.4

xApp Design and Testing Workflow

The steps of the workflow to develop a data-driven xApp in OpenRAN Gym on Colosseum, shown
in Figure 3.3, are described next.
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Figure 3.3: OpenRAN Gym xApp design and testing workflow on Colosseum.

1) Data collection. Data to train the AI/ML model that will be included in the xApp needs to be
collected. In Colosseum, this can be done by using SCOPE to instantiate a large-scale cellular network
with multiple base stations and UEs (see Section 3.1.2). During the experiment, the base stations
log the KPMs relative to the performance of the served UEs, thus creating CSV-formatted datasets
representative of the RAN statistics. Colosseum then transfers these datasets to its internal data
storage, making them accessible to the users after the experiment ends. Data should be representative
of a variety of environments and conditions, so that the model can adapt to diverse channel conditions
and traffic requirements. Using OpenRAN Gym within Colosseum, this can be achieved by running
several experiments that emulate different wireless and traffic scenarios (e.g., through SCOPE cellular
scenarios (see Section 3.2.3).
However, manually running hundreds of experiments at scale and in different scenarios is not
trivial, and it may take a long time. To facilitate this task, users can leverage Colosseum batch jobs,
which take care of automatically running scheduled experiments (or jobs) configured through JSON
files (see Section 3.4.3). In this way, users can schedule experiments in different scenarios and
configuration in advance, and then retrieve the generated data from Colosseum data storage.
2) AI/ML model design, training and testing. After collecting data in the desired wireless
environments, the model can be designed. This step involves selecting the AI/ML techniques that the
model will use, which data it should take as input, the reward function of the model, and the set of
actions produced as output (e.g., to perform inference or control of the RAN).
After the model has been designed, it can be trained and tested offline on the data collected in
step 1.4 These phases, which usually benefit from GPU-enabled environments, can either be carried
out locally (on the user’s own GPUs), or on the GPUs of the SRNs. As another option to train and
4

It is worth mentioning that the O-RAN specifications do not permit the deployment of AI/ML models that have not
been pre-trained offline. This is to shield the RAN from poor performance or outages [258].
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test AI/ML solutions, Colosseum has recently added two NVIDIA DGX servers with A100 GPUs as
part of its planned extensions. These novel servers significantly increase Colosseum’s computational
capabilities, making it, together with OpenRAN Gym, a key tool to develop data-driven solutions to
control Open RAN systems.
3) Deploy the AI/ML model as an xApp. After the model has been designed, trained, and
tested, it can be deployed as an xApp on the ColO-RAN near-real-time RIC. This can be done
through the procedures described in Section 3.1.3.3. Specifically, the trained AI/ML model can be
included in the ColO-RAN sample xApp (as the data-driven logic unit of Figure 3.2) modifying the
template scripts in the setup/sample-xapp/ directory. Then, the Docker image of the xApp with
the user-defined logic is built with the commands of Listing 3.4, and instantiated on the ColO-RAN
near-real-time RIC through the commands of Listing 3.5.
4) Online AI/ML model fine-tuning. Upon startup, the xApp interfaces with the SCOPE base
station through the ColO-RAN near-real-time RIC and the O-RAN E2 termination. First, the xApp
subscribes to SCOPE CU/DU by sending it RIC Subscription messages. Then, it triggers periodic
reports (tunable based on the experiment requirements (see Section 3.3)) of RAN KPMs from the
base station, sent through RIC Indication messages. The xApp may also use the KPMs in these report
messages to fine-tune the model online, which allows it to adapt to the actual production environment
where it will be deployed. Once the model has undergone this additional phase of online training, the
xApp Docker image can be updated to save the newly trained weights of the model.
5) Perform RAN control/inference. Now the xApp can be used in the production infrastructure
to perform run-time inference and control of the RAN. This latter step is achieved by having the
xApp transmitting the actions computed by the AI/ML model (e.g., to modify the parameters and
configuration of the base station) through RIC Control messages. These are sent to the base station
through the O-RAN E2 interface, where they are processed by the CU/DU the xApp is subscribed to.
At the CU/DU side, these messages trigger the SCOPE control APIs (see Figure 3.3) that apply the
newly received configuration to the protocol stack of the base station at run time.
sched
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of xApps developed with OpenRAN Gym.

We now showcase an example of xApps designed and tested with OpenRAN Gym, and used
to control a cellular network with 7 base stations and 42 UEs (6 UEs per base station) instantiated
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on Colosseum. Each base station serves UEs with different QoS requirements, divided on three
network slices: Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), Machine-type Communications (MTC), and
URLLC slice. We follow the workflow described in this section to design two Deep Reinforcement
Learning (DRL)-based xApps—trained on a collected dataset with 3.4 GB of RAN traces, and more
than 73 hours of experiments—that control the configuration of the base stations at run time using
RAN KPMs, as discussed in Section 3.3. One xApp (named sched) manages the scheduling policies
of the base station; the other (sched-slicing) also allocates the amount of resources available to
each slice.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the RAN when the two
xApps are instantiated on the ColO-RAN near-real-time RIC and used to control the network.
Statistics on the transmitted Transport Blocks (TBs) for the MTC slice are shown in Figure 3.4a;
on the downlink buffer occupancy of the URLLC slice in Figure 3.4b. In this example, both xApps
aim at maximizing the transmit rate of the MTC traffic, and at minimizing the time packets remain
in the base station queues for the URLLC traffic. By acting on an additional action set (i.e., the
slice resource allocation), the sched-slicing xApp achieves better performance both in terms of
transmitted packets and of buffer occupancy.5

3.1.5

Traveling Containers

In this section, we showcase some experimental results obtained from running OpenRAN Gym and its
components across a set of heterogeneous testbeds. We ported the SCOPE and ColO-RAN near-RT
RIC containers from Colosseum to the Arena, POWDER, and COSMOS testbeds. A description of
the compute node and radio setups used in these testbeds (also summarized in Table 3.2) follows.
Since the capabilities offered by the different testbeds can be substantially different (e.g., number
Table 3.2: Compute node and radio setups used across the different testbeds.
Testbed

Compute Node

Processor

CPU Cores

RAM [GB]

SDR

6
48
4
24
4

32
128
16
98
32

USRP X310
USRP X310
USRP B210
USRP X310
USRP B210

6
48
16
24

32
128
251
98

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Base Station (BS) / UE
Arena
Colosseum
COSMOS
POWDER (BS)
POWDER (UE)

Dell EMC PowerEdge R340
Dell EMC PowerEdge R730
Asus server
Dell EMC PowerEdge R740
Intel NUC 8559

Intel Xeon E-2146G
Intel Xeon E5-2650
Intel i7-4790
Intel Xeon Gold 6126
Intel 7-8559U
Near-RT RIC

Arena
Colosseum
COSMOS
POWDER

Dell EMC PowerEdge R340
Dell EMC PowerEdge R730
Supermicro 1028U-TRT+
Dell EMC PowerEdge R740

Intel Xeon E-2146G
Intel Xeon E5-2650
Intel Xeon E5-2698
Intel Xeon Gold 6126

of available over-the-air nodes), for the sake of consistency, and to fairly compare results, we run
experiments with one cellular base station and up to three UEs, and one near-RT RIC node. We
divide the spectrum of the base stations into up to three network slices, and statically assign the UEs
to them (e.g., based on the SLA between users and their network operator). Downlink UDP traffic
5

A detailed evaluation of OpenRAN Gym xApps, including their orchestration, and control of large-scale experimental
networks can be found in Section 3.3 and in Chapter 6.
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generated through the iPerf3 tool is leveraged to evaluate the network performance. Finally, the
base stations—implemented through SCOPE—connect to ColO-RAN near-RT RIC through the E2
interface standardized by O-RAN.
POWDER. We instantiated both the ColO-RAN near-RT RIC and the SCOPE base station on
Dell EMC PowerEdge R740 compute nodes with Intel Xeon Gold 6126 processor, 24 CPU cores and
98 GB memory. The UEs were instantiated on Intel NUC 8559 nodes with Intel i7-8559U processor,
4 CPU cores, and 32 GB RAM. The radio front-end of the base station was implemented through a
USRP X310, while USRP B210 were used for the UEs. As this testbed does not natively support
the LXC virtualization technology, the OpenRAN Gym container images were transferred from
Colosseum to the compute nodes through the scp utility, instantiated on Ubuntu Linux images loaded
on the bare-metal servers of the testbed.
COSMOS. In this case, the near-RT RIC was instantiated on a Supermicro 1028U-TRT+ server
with an Intel Xeon E5-2698 processor, 16 CPU cores and 251 GB memory. Base station and UE,
instead, were virtualized on Asus servers with Intel i7-4790 processor, 4 CPU cores, and 16 GB
memory driving USRP B210 SDRs. Similarly to what done for POWDER, as the LXC virtualization
technology is not directly supported by this testbed, the container images were transferred from
Colosseum through the scp utility, and instantiated on Ubuntu Linux images loaded on the bare-metal
nodes available on the testbed.
Arena. All applications were run on Dell EMC PowerEdge R340 servers with Intel Xeon E2146G processor, 6 CPU cores, and 32 GB memory. In this case, the OpenRAN Gym LXC containers
are instantiated directly on the bare-metal nodes of the testbed, which leverage USRP X310 SDRs as
radio front-ends. On this testbed, the UEs are implemented through commercial smartphones.
Colosseum. To mimic the same deployment scenario used in the other testbeds, in Colosseum we
considered cellular nodes deployed in a static Radio Frequency (RF) scenario without user mobility.
In this case the LXC containers of RIC, base station, and UEs directly run on Colosseum bare-metal
nodes, i.e., Dell EMC PowerEdge R730 servers with Intel Xeon E5-2650 processor, 48 CPU cores,
and 128 GB memory. All the cellular nodes leverage USRP X310 SDRs as radio-front ends.
3.1.5.1

Experimental Results

To showcase the flexibilty of OpenRAN Gym in dynamically reconfiguring the spectrum allocated to
the network slices across different testbeds, Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the overall throughput of each
network slice varying the resources allocated to them, in terms of RBGs. 95% confidence intervals
are also represented by the shaded areas in the figures. For both figures, the percentage of RBGs
allocated to each slice of the base station—which uses a 10 MHz configuration—is dynamically
changed through the SCOPE APIs according to the following configuration (also summarized in
Table 3.3). In Figure 3.5, the two network slices, i.e., slice A and B in the figure, are allocated the
following RBGs percentage: (i) 75% to slice A and 25% to slice B in the first minute; (ii) 50% to
each slice in the second minute, and (iii) 25% to slice A and 75% to slice B in the third minute.
In Figure 3.6, instead they are allocated the following RBGs percentage: (i) 75% to slice A and
25% to slice B in the first minute; (ii) 25% to slice A and 75% to slice B in the second minute, and
(iii) 75% to slice A and 25% to slice B in the third minute. In both these figures, the throughput
varies proportionally to the specific allocation of slice resources, in which slices with more RBGs
achieve higher throughput values. These values then change during the experiment as RBGs are
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according to the configuration reported in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Slicing configuration, expressed as percentage of RBGs, used in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.
Figure

Slice

First Minute

Second Minute

Third Minute

Figure 3.5

Slice A
Slice B

75% RBGs
25% RBGs

50% RBGs
50% RBGs

25% RBGs
75% RBGs

Figure 3.6

Slice A
Slice B

75% RBGs
25& RBGs

25% RBGs
75% RBGs

75% RBGs
25% RBGs

dynamically reallocated to the slices. We notice that even if the throughput differs across the various
testbeds because of the different capabilities and environments they offer—with Arena achieving the
highest performance due to the use of commercial smartphones as the UEs—the overall trends are
consistent across the different setups.
We now showcase an instance in which the ColO-RAN near-RT RIC is leveraged to control a
softwarized RAN implemented through SCOPE. LXC containers for both applications are deployed
on the testbeds mentioned above, whose specifications are summarized in Table 3.2. Figure 3.7
shows the evolution in time of the throughput of the three network slices (namely, slice A, B, and C)
implemented by the SCOPE base station. Initially, the slices are allocated a fixed RBG configuration,
and no control is performed by the RIC. Then, at around second 150, an xApp that prioritizes one of
the network slices (slice A in the figure) is instantiated on the near-RT RIC. As a result, the xApp
dynamically reallocates the amount of RBGs of each slice, which reflects on the performance of the
slices of the RAN. Similar to the previous case, slices with a larger amount of RBGs allocated to
them achieve higher throughput values. Overall, even in this case results are consistent across the
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Figure 3.7: Slice throughput when the SCOPE RAN is controlled by ColO-RAN near-RT RIC. At around
second 150, xApp to prioritize the amount of resources (i.e., RBGs) allocated to slice A is instantiated on the
near-RT RIC.

different testbeds.
Now we show some timing statistics on the average amount of time taken to transfer the SCOPE
and ColO-RAN LXC images from Colosseum to the Arena, COSMOS, and POWDER platforms.
All the image transfers were performed through the scp utility. In both cases, these timing statistics
were derived using the hardware of Table 3.2. We used the compute nodes listed in the “base station
(BS)/UE” section of the table for the SCOPE LXC image/container (in the case of the POWDER
platform, in which different compute nodes were are listed for base station and UE, the base station
node was used), and the compute nodes in “near-RT RIC” section of the table for ColO-RAN. In the
tables that will be described next, we consider the following LXC images:
• SCOPE w/ E2: this is the SCOPE LXC image with the O-RAN E2 termination to interface
with the near-RT RIC.
• ColO-RAN near-RT RIC, prebuilt: this is the ColO-RAN LXC image in which the Docker
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containers of the RIC, and sample xApp (described in Section 3.1.3) have been built a priori.
• ColO-RAN near-RT RIC, to build: this is the ColO-RAN LXC image with the scripts to build
the Docker containers of the RIC and sample xApp from scratch.

Table 3.4 shows the average time required to transfer the LXC images from Colosseum to the other
platforms. Times span from as low as ∼ 1.5 minutes to as high as almost 6 minutes, depending on
Table 3.4: Average time to transfer the LXC images from Colosseum to specific testbeds. The size of each
image is listed in brackets.
Testbed

SCOPE w/ E2 (1.7 GB)

ColO-RAN near-RT RIC, prebuilt
(6.5 GB)

ColO-RAN near-RT RIC, to build
(1.6 GB)

Arena
COSMOS
POWDER

1 m 27.413 s
1 m 28.631 s
1 m 30.787 s

5 m 41.487 s
5 m 39.704 s
5 m 43.704 s

1 m 25.002 s
1 m 27.352 s
1 m 28.546 s

the size of each image—also listed in the table—and capabilities of the testbeds. However, transfer
times are consistent across the different testbeds.
Finally, Table 3.5 shows the times taken to instantiate LXC containers from the images transferred
from Colosseum. In this case, we notice some difference among the times achieved on the different
Table 3.5: Average time to start as a container the LXC image exported from Colosseum on specific testbeds.
The size of each image is listed in brackets.
Testbed

SCOPE w/ E2 (1.7 GB)

ColO-RAN near-RT RIC, prebuilt
(6.5 GB)

ColO-RAN near-RT RIC, to build
(1.6 GB)

Arena
COSMOS
POWDER

0.887 s
25.463 s
30.139 s

1 m 11.483 s
2 m 34.905 s
2 m 55.654 s

46 m 18.110 s
26 m 4.410 s
21 m 11.220 s

testbeds. For instance, Arena is significantly faster than COSMOS and POWDER in instantiating
the SCOPE container—completing the instantiation in less than 1 s—and the prebuilt ColO-RAN
container (instantiation in approximately 1 minute). This is mainly due to the fact that Arena allows
users to instantiate applications on the bare-metal nodes directly. This removes the latency of the
extra virtualization layer of the other two testbeds, in which the LXC containers are nested inside
the virtualized architecture the users are given access to. When it comes to building the Docker
containers of the ColO-RAN near-RT RIC (see Section 3.1.3) from scratch, instead, POWDER and
COSMOS are significantly faster than Arena, taking approximately half the time to complete the
same operations. This is mainly due to the superior compute capabilities of the nodes of these two
testbeds (24 core CPU server on POWDER, and 16 core server on COSMOS vs. 6 core CPU server
on Arena). Nonetheless, this building operation needs to be completed only once, as the compiled
ColO-RAN LXC image can be saved to be used in subsequent experiments, with instantiation
times sensibly lower (slightly above 1 minute for Arena, and below 3 minutes for POWDER and
COSMOS).
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SCOPE: Softwarized Prototyping of NextG Systems

In this section, we address the key issue of facilitating platform-independent design by presenting
SCOPE (for Softwarized Cellular Open Prototyping Environment), a development environment
tailored to the design, prototyping and testing of solutions for the softwarized NextG cellular RAN.
SCOPE consists of a virtualized container and an emulation environment with the following features:
• Open and portable implementation. SCOPE includes an open-source implementation of
a 3GPP-compliant softwarized cellular base station. The cellular base station adds novel
capabilities to the srsRAN base implementation (described in Section 2.2.2), such as RAN
slicing, and MAC and PHY-layer functions. These allow, for instance, to run multiple virtual
networks on top of the same physical infrastructure, with the option to select a different
scheduling policy in each one of them. Fine-tuning the Modulation and Coding Scheme
(MCS) of each mobile subscriber, and implementing downlink power-control schemes are
also possible. These functionalities can either be controlled directly through the SCOPE
open-source implementation, or through a set of APIs, also enabling real-time reconfiguration
of softwarized network elements. To make SCOPE platform-independent, we developed a
ready-to-deploy LXC instance of SCOPE to be deployed on LXC-enabled Linux machines.
(See Section 2.5.1 for more details on this virtualization technique.)
• Data collection capabilities. SCOPE includes a data collection module for automatically
recording the performance of the network. Collected data can be used at run time, e.g., to
design adaptive solutions, or offline, e.g., to facilitate the design, training and testing of ML/AI
algorithms.
• Prototyping RF and traffic scenarios. To further facilitate NextG experimental research, we
developed a set of real-world RF and traffic scenarios—namely, SCOPE scenarios—that can
be run through the Colosseum emulator of Section 3.4. SCOPE users can leverage them to
test algorithms at scale under diverse channel conditions (e.g., position, mobility), network
deployments (e.g., rural, urban) and traffic.
• Repeatability, reproducibility and replicability at scale. All SCOPE scenarios are executed in
a deterministic way. This means that while channel coefficients and traffic change over time
during an experiment, all experiments executed with the same scenario will experience the
very same channel and traffic conditions. In this way, our system can be used to prototype and
fine-tune solutions by experimenting at scale in repeatable environments before testing them in
the field.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of SCOPE as a prototyping environment by: (i) analyzing the
statistical properties of SCOPE cellular scenarios representative of diverse urban environments, and
(ii) showcasing exemplary ML and optimization applications. We also provide an example of how
SCOPE can be used to port solutions prototyped on Colosseum to real-world heterogeneous testbeds,
namely the indoor Arena (see Section 3.5), and the outdoor POWDER (described in Section 2.7).
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 3.2.1 presents an overview of
how to use SCOPE for wireless experiments. The open-RAN implementation of SCOPE and
its capabilities are described in Section 3.2.2. The SCOPE emulation environment is presented
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in Section 3.2.3. Section 3.2.4 showcases use cases of SCOPE, including ML and optimization
applications, and demonstrates the portability of SCOPE to different testbeds. Finally, related works
are surveyed in Section 3.2.5.

3.2.1

Experimenting with SCOPE

The lifetime of an experiment with SCOPE is illustrated in Figure 3.8. For enhanced clarity, we
provide a step-by-step summary of how to use SCOPE on Colosseum. However, SCOPE can be
instantiated on any LXC-enabled testbed (Section 3.2.4.3).

User Domain

1
Download
SCOPE

Copy of SCOPE
Add Control Logic
and Algorithms

2

Customized
SCOPE

3
4

Select
Scenarios
Upload
Customized
SCOPE
Get Data

6

Colosseum Domain
SCOPE
Container
RF / Traffic
Scenario
User
Containers

5
Schedule / Run
Experiment

Figure 3.8: High-level lifetime of SCOPE experiments.

Users first download a copy of the SCOPE container (Section 3.2.2) that includes the code to
instantiate base stations and UEs, as well as our SCOPE APIs (Section 3.2.2.3) for controlling key
functions of the softwarized base station at run time (step 1 in the figure). Then, on their local
machine (User Domain in the figure), SCOPE users add the desired control logic and algorithms
to the container either via the SCOPE APIs or by interfacing directly with its open-source code.
In this way, a “customized” instance of SCOPE is created (step 2). Users can now select RF and
traffic scenarios for their experiment (Section 3.2.3.2) from the set of available SCOPE scenarios,
through a dedicated Graphical User Interface (GUI) (step 3). After, researchers can upload their
customized container (i.e., SCOPE with user-defined control logic) to Colosseum (step 4). They
can then schedule an experiment (through a web GUI) specifying parameters such as the number of
nodes (step 5).
In the case of Colosseum, each node, or SRN, consists of a GPU-endowed server connected
to one USRP X310. SRNs are fully programmable and serve as virtualized environments running
LXC. This makes it possible to use them as either compute-only (e.g., edge or cloud servers) or
compute-and-transmit (e.g., UE or base station) nodes.
As soon as the configuration phase is complete, Colosseum deploys the containers on the selected
SRNs, starting the experiment. Network run-time metrics are saved in CSV format in the metrics
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and performance dataset. Users can either query the generated dataset at run time (e.g., using it as a
feedback loop) or download it at the end of the experiment to refine the control logic (step 6).

3.2.2

SCOPE Virtualized Container

We designed SCOPE6 to facilitate the development of new, adaptive solutions for NextG softwarized cellular systems. A SCOPE container, realized through LXC, is a flexible and ready-to-use
prototyping toolkit for users to effortlessly instantiate platform-independent softwarized networks.
The main components of a SCOPE container are: (i) a softwarized cellular protocol stack of
base stations, UEs and core network (Section 3.2.2.1); (ii) a data collection module for artificial
intelligence and machine learning applications (Section 3.2.2.2), and (iii) a set of open APIs for users
to interface with and control the other two components in real time (Section 3.2.2.3).
Users can instantiate SCOPE on any LXC-enabled Linux system (e.g., Colosseum, POWDER and
Arena, as discussed in sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4.3), and control the base stations and their configuration
in real time with just a few lines of code through a set of high-level open APIs, or by modifying
directly the open-source code. The APIs are directly interfaced with the data collection module, thus
providing SCOPE users with a feedback loop to monitor the performance and state of the network
and adapt the control strategy accordingly.
3.2.2.1

Softwarized Protocol Stack

The SCOPE base stations, UEs, and core network are based on the open cellular software srsRAN
(described in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.3). SCOPE advances the programmability and virtualization
capabilities of srsRAN by considerably extending its functionalities to include network slicing,
additional MAC-layer scheduling policies, and the ability of fine-tuning PHY-layer parameters at
run time. The most relevant functionalities introduced by SCOPE are described in the remaining of
this section.
Network Slicing. The SCOPE implemtation of network slicing supports the coexistence of multiple
slices tailored to specific traffic classes and UEs on the same shared infrastructure. Our implementation makes it possible to slice the spectrum available at each base station and to dictate the resource
allocation for each slice of the network. This is achieved by specifying how many downlink RBGs
(and, thus, PRBs) are allocated to each slice. For example, SCOPE makes it possible to allocate more
resources to slices associated with high data rate traffic, while giving less resources to those slices
that have lower priority or no strict QoS requirements. Selecting the exact portion of the spectrum to
allocate to a given slice is also possible. This is achieved through an allocation matrix that specifies
which of the available RBGs should be allocated to the slice. Optionally, this allocation matrix can
be periodically reloaded at run time to dynamically modify the slice resource allocation.
To facilitate the setup and instantiation of network slices, SCOPE APIs enable the users to specify
the association between UEs and slices according to QoS requirements. The APIs also allow to
assign different scheduling policies to each slice, and to modify them at run time. This makes it
possible to define slice-specific control strategies. This feature is useful to evaluate how specific
resource allocations affect different slices and the services they provide.
6

SCOPE has been publicly released to the research community: https://github.com/wineslab/colosseum-scope.
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MAC-layer Scheduling. By default, srsRAN implements a round-robin scheduling algorithm. This
limits the degrees of freedom researchers can enjoy in their experiments. SCOPE implements two
additional, fairer MAC-layer scheduling algorithms: waterfilling and proportionally fair. Both are
implemented by first computing the amount of downlink PRBs required by the users based on the
data they request, the MCS and the transport block size. Then, resources are granted and allocated
according to the users requirements and slice capabilities (e.g., with an allocation proportional to
the user request in case of the proportionally fair scheduler). Additional scheduling algorithms can
be implemented and plugged in by SCOPE users by modifying the provided resource allocation
routines. Scheduling policies can be reconfigured at run time for either the whole network or for
selected slices via the SCOPE APIs.
By combining scheduling and slicing capabilities, users can control the performance of each UE
and the service levels, and reconfigure the network at run time, if necessary. This effectively enables
Telecommunications Companies (Telcos) to offer different levels of service and subscription to UEs.
PHY-layer Capabilities. At the PHY layer SCOPE offers the ability to fine-tune per-user downlink
transmission power and MCS (both in uplink and downlink). The former is obtained by selecting
the percentage of the maximum power to be assigned to downlink signals of the selected UEs. The
latter is an integer number in the range [0, 28] that can be used to change modulation scheme and
coding rates of downlink and uplink transmissions on a per-user basis. Current available choices for
the modulation are Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), 16 QAM and 64 QAM. The relationship
between MCS index, modulations and coding rate is defined by Tables 7.1.7.1-1, 7.1.7.1-1A and
Table 8.6.1-1 in [265].
3.2.2.2

Data Collection Module

Artificial Intelligence is rapidly reshaping the way we design and operate cellular networks. Unfortunately, one of the issues that has plagued the research community for years is the almost complete
lack of large-scale datasets to train ML models. Business and privacy concerns often keep Telcos
from publicly releasing their datasets, thus slowing down innovation and advancements in the field
from the research community. Recently, the release of open-source software for cellular networks
has enabled researchers to generate their own datasets. However, this is no easy task as testbeds are
usually small-scale and can only model network behavior in limited setups. This makes it hard to
train models that can be applied to diverse network deployments and conditions.
SCOPE aims at overcoming these limitations by including a data collection module for the
creation of large-scale datasets over a wide number of realistic RF and traffic scenarios. Used on
experimental testbeds such as Colosseum, SCOPE provides an effective tool for data collection
and experimentation of ML/AI solutions in large-scale cellular networks. The main advantage over
existing platforms is that SCOPE combines hardware-in-the-loop execution of cellular procedures
with the reconfigurability of the RF channels provided by Colosseum. In this way, while other
platforms are representative only of their physical deployment (e.g., location of radios, channel
conditions), SCOPE (combined with Colosseum) supports data collection from a virtually infinite
number of scenarios and channel conditions. This facilitates the design and testing of ML/AI
solutions that are not tied to specific network deployments.
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Detailed statistics (e.g., throughput, MCS, buffer size, slice PRBs) on the performance of each
base station and UE are periodically logged by the SCOPE data collection module and stored in a
CSV-formatted dataset. As we will discuss in Section 3.2.2.3, data generated by this module can be
accessed via the SCOPE APIs at run time, allowing the implementation of closed-loop optimization
and data-driven control routines.
3.2.2.3

Open APIs

A sample of relevant SCOPE Python APIs is shown in Table 3.6. They facilitate the run-time
reconfiguration of network slicing, scheduling and PHY-layer parameters (Section 3.2.2.1), among
others. They also allow SCOPE users to query the metrics and performance dataset (Section 3.2.2.2).
Table 3.6: Sample of relevant SCOPE Python APIs.
Function

Description

enable slicing
set slice users
get slice users
set slice resources
set slice scheduling
set slice
set scheduling
set mcs
set power
read metrics
get metric

Enables/disables network slicing globally
Set UE-slice associations
Get UE-slice associations
Sets resources allocated to the slice
Sets slice scheduling policy
Sets slice scheduling and/or resources
Sets global scheduling of the BS
Sets UE downlink/uplink MCS
Sets scaling factor for UE downlink signals
Reads metrics from dataset
Returns value of a specific metric

For instance, network slicing can be enabled/disabled globally for the whole network (enable slicing). If enabled, SCOPE APIs allow to set/get the UEs associated to each slice of the network
(set/get slice users). The behavior of each slice can be configured in terms of allocated PRBs—which
reflects the portion of spectrum available to the slice—and scheduling policy (set slice resources,
set slice scheduling). Additionally, PRBs and scheduling of each slice can also be jointly set
(set slice). Besides allowing users to set the scheduling policy for each slice, SCOPE APIs also allow
to set the global scheduling policy for the whole network (set scheduling).
The PHY-layer configuration can be tuned by setting the downlink/uplink MCS of selected UEs,
e.g., all the UEs of a certain slice (set mcs), which directly impacts on the signal modulation and
coding rate (see Section 3.2.2.1 and [265]). Additionally, the power level of signals for selected UEs
can be tuned as well (set power). Finally, SCOPE APIs allow interaction with the dataset generated
by the data collection module of the base stations (Section 3.2.2.2). Specifically, they allow to read
and get specific metrics values for any target time window (read metrics and get metric).
Listing 3.6 shows an example where SCOPE APIs are used to dynamically assign resources to
each slice according to run-time performance read from the dataset.
While a SCOPE experiment is running (line 3), the user calls the SCOPE read metrics API to read
the performance metrics of each slice from the generated dataset and for the specified time window
(line 4). Metrics are stored in a dictionary (wnd metrics) that can be accessed iteratively (line 6).
Users can call the SCOPE set mcs API to set a specific mcs level for all UEs of the slice (line 9).
Note that SCOPE APIs also enable the selection of MCS levels for each UE.
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import scope_api as sc , time

2
3
4

while experiment_running :
wnd_metrics = sc . read_metrics ( time_window )

5
6
7
8
9

for slice_id , slice_metrics in wnd_metrics . items () :
slice_users = slice_metrics [ ’ue ’]
slice_rbg = slice_metrics [ ’ rbg ’]
sc . set_mcs ( slice_users , mcs_level , ’dl ’)

10

if slice_metrics [ ’ buffer ’] > threshold :
sc . set_slice ( slice_id , ’ proportionally ’ , slice_rbg + 2)
else :
sc . set_slice ( slice_id , ’ round - robin ’ , slice_rbg - 2)

11
12
13
14
15
16

time . sleep ( timeout )

Listing 3.6: Example of SCOPE APIs.

Listing 3.6 also shows an example of how SCOPE users can implement control logic policies.
For example, users can change scheduling and network slicing policies when the metrics reported
in SCOPE dataset meet certain conditions. For instance, if the size of the transmission buffer
(slice metrics[’buffer’]) is above/below a threshold (lines 11 and 13), the resources of each slice,
e.g., scheduling policy and allocated RBGs, can be changed accordingly (set slice, lines 12 and 14).
Finally, the algorithm waits for a timeout (line 16) before reading the metrics from the dataset again.
We note that the SCOPE APIs are a tool provided to users to facilitate the reconfiguration of
a variety of network parameters. They are not the only way to access lower-layer information and
capabilities. Developers can still customize and modify the open-source cellular code and access
parameters not currently available via the SCOPE APIs.

3.2.3

SCOPE Emulation Environment

In this section, we detail SCOPE cellular emulation environment, executed through Colosseum. A
system overview is shown in Figure 3.9 where we distinguish between two main parts: (i) user
domain, and (ii) Colosseum domain.
• User Domain. The user domain, running on the user local machine, is where researchers
download the SCOPE container and use its APIs to implement their custom algorithms
(Section 3.2.2). Here, SCOPE users interface with Colosseum to run their experiments and
test their devised solutions in various emulation setups. Specifically, users access Colosseum
via a dedicated web GUI [266], select the SCOPE scenarios they want to run to evaluate their
solutions, and eventually visualize and process the obtained results. Indeed, SCOPE allows to
collect large amounts of data (e.g., throughput, transmission queue status, CQI, PRBs allocated
to each network slice, to name a few) that can be leveraged to train ML/AI models, or to design
novel optimization and heuristic solutions for cellular applications.
• Colosseum Domain. The operations executed on Colosseum can be divided into two different
phases: (i) the experiment configuration, and (ii) the experiment execution.
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Figure 3.9: SCOPE emulation environment.

During the experiment configuration, users setup the experiment to run on Colosseum. They
select the desired RF and traffic scenarios and the duration of the experiment. Among others, they
can specify which nodes act as base stations and which as UEs. After creating a customized instance
of SCOPE with user-defined control logic, users can upload it on Colosseum. They now enter the
experiment execution phase, where the specified experiments are actually run.
Experiments can be scheduled and started through a web GUI. Once the experiment begins, the
user-customized SCOPE container is automatically deployed on the corresponding SRNs, and SCOPE
RF and traffic scenarios of choice are executed by Colosseum MCHEM and Traffic Generator (TGEN)
(Section 3.2.3.1). User-defined control logic, e.g., any script using SCOPE APIs to implement
custom ML and/or optimization algorithms, is also started at run time and the dataset module acts
as a feedback loop on the network performance and can be used to evaluate the impact of control
decisions on each node.
When the experiment is over, the scenario execution ends and all the results collected during the
experiment—stored in the metrics and performance dataset—are transferred to the user directory on
Colosseum. This makes it possible to process results and save the dataset for future applications.
3.2.3.1

Creating Cellular Scenarios

This section provides details on the inner workings of SCOPE cellular scenarios. An overview of
ready-to-use sample scenarios will be given in Section 3.2.3.2. Each scenario (Figure 3.10) consists
of two macroblocks: the RF scenario and the traffic scenario.
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Figure 3.10: SCOPE cellular scenario components.

The RF Scenario specifies the channel conditions that each node experiences in the experiment.
For each SRN, the scenario defines channel impulse responses that model path loss, fading and
multipath effects. These channel coefficients are updated every millisecond and can be generated
in different ways. Colosseum supports scenarios with channel coefficients generated via analytical
models, ray tracing software or obtained via real-world measurements/channel sounders. Coefficients
are then fed to MCHEM, which applies the corresponding channel taps to signals to/from each SRN.
(See Section 3.4.1 for more details on Colosseum and MCHEM.)
Since channel conditions vary based on the location of the nodes, RF scenarios specify the position
of each node for each instant of time (Figure 3.10). This makes it possible to run experiments on
different cellular deployment configurations that mimic real-world cellular topologies. The location
of the base stations can be specified via GPS coordinates, which can be either generated randomly,
through statistical models, or derived from open-source 4G/5G datasets such as OpenCelliD [267].
Similarly, the location of UEs can be specified via GPS coordinates according to diverse probability
distributions (e.g., uniform, normal), or historical data from Telcos, if available. Additionally,
scenarios can specify user mobility, which in SCOPE can be static, i.e., the users do not move for
the entire duration of the experiment, or dynamic, in which case the mobility model and speed can
also be specified. Finally, RF scenarios allow to select the size of the emulated environment and RF
frequency.
The Traffic Scenario specifies and configures the traffic flows among base stations and UEs
(Figure 3.10). Traffic scenarios are handled by the Colosseum TGEN, which is built on top of
Multi-Generator (MGEN), an open-source software that generates and controls realistic TCP/UDP
traffic [268]. MGEN supports a variety of different classes of traffic with diverse QoS requirements,
probability distributions, data rates and types of service. In this way, MGEN can be used to generate
URLLC, eMBB and MTC traffic, which SCOPE can assign to different slices of the network and
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control independently (Section 3.2.2).
3.2.3.2

SCOPE Cellular Scenarios

In this section, we give an overview of sample SCOPE cellular scenarios in three different urban
setups: (i) Rome, Italy; (ii) Boston, U.S., and (iii) Salt Lake City, U.S. (POWDER scenario). SCOPE
cellular scenarios have been thoroughly designed leveraging the toolchain developed and validated
by DARPA for the Colosseum network emulator. The very same toolchain has been used to create
the scenarios of the Spectrum Collaboration Challenge, a $2M competition to foster collaboration in
the wireless spectrum [269]. For the Rome and Boston scenarios, the locations of the base stations
reflect real cell tower deployments extracted from the OpenCelliD database [267]. In the POWDER
scenario, they mirror those of the rooftop base stations deployed in the Salt Lake City platform [270].
Each scenario includes from 8 to 10 base stations and up to 40 UEs, whose location and mobility
can be selected by SCOPE users when setting up an experiment. We considered the following UE
distribution configurations: (i) close (UEs are randomly distributed within 20 m from the serving
base station); (ii) medium (50 m), and (iii) far (100 m). We implemented three different mobility
configurations: (i) static, in which UEs do not move for the entire duration of the experiment;
(ii) moderate, in which they move at an average speed of 3 m/s, and (iii) fast, in which their average
speed is 5 m/s. In all the cases with mobility, UEs follow a random waypoint mobility model.
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Figure 3.11: Large-scale cellular scenario maps. The numbered blue circles mark the locations of the base
stations on the map.

A graphical overview of SCOPE sample cellular scenarios is given in Figure 3.11, in which the
numbered blue circles represent the locations of the cellular base stations on the map:
• The Rome scenario captures the dynamics of the city center of Rome, Italy. A total of 50 nodes
are involved: 10 base stations and 40 UEs. This is the most dense scenario we developed in
Colosseum and it covers an area of 0.5 km2 (Figure 3.11a).
• The Boston scenario captures the dynamics of downtown Boston, U.S. A total of 50 nodes
are involved: 10 base stations and 40 users. This scenario covers an area of 0.95 km2
(Figure 3.11b).
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Figure 3.12: Downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) throughput in the Rome static scenario.

• The POWDER scenario mirrors the setup of the rooftop base stations deployed in the POWDER
platform in Salt Lake City, U.S. [270]. A total of 40 nodes are involved: 8 base stations and
32 UEs. This scenario is the sparsest with an area of 3.6 km2 (Figure 3.11c).
Along with the RF scenario, we designed relevant traffic scenarios (Section 3.2.3.1). Given the
ever-increasing popularity of video streaming platforms, we leveraged TGEN and MGEN to generate
dedicated traffic scenarios that model uplink and downlink video streaming traffic flows among UEs
and base stations.
Scenario Analysis. We now show results obtained by executing SCOPE in the above scenarios
focusing on (i) providing insights on how different topologies, distributions and mobility patterns
affect network performance, and (ii) showcasing the statistical properties of SCOPE experiments.
To better highlight the major differences among the above scenarios, we consider the default
SCOPE configuration where all UEs generate the same type of traffic, belong to the same slice, and
are served via a round-robin scheduling algorithm (see Section 3.2.4 for more use cases). For each
scenario, we measured downlink/uplink throughput and spectral efficiency for different distances and
mobility configurations.
• Overview of a SCOPE experiment. To give a better understanding of what running SCOPE
experiments looks like, we first show results pertaining single experiment runs (one for each
distance among base stations and UEs) in the Rome scenario with static UEs. The considered
distances are: close, medium, and far, as described earlier in this section. The measured
downlink and uplink throughput is shown in Figure 3.12. As the distance among base stations
and UEs increases, the gap among the downlink throughput of different base stations (top part
of Figure 3.12) becomes larger. This is due to channel artifacts, e.g., path loss and fading,
which become more significant at greater distances among UEs and base stations. Similarly,
the uplink throughput (bottom part of Figure 3.12) decreases as the distance between base
stations and UEs increases.
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• Statistical analysis. To illustrate the statistical properties of SCOPE experiments, and demonstrate how results do not vary significantly across multiple experiment repetitions. we performed more than 60 repetitions (> 10 hours) varying the distance among base stations and
UEs, and the mobility of UEs.
To present our results, we resort to violin plots, which show both the Probability Density Function
(PDF) and distribution of the data measurements across several realizations (shaded areas in the
figures), as well as their median (white dots). The black boxes show the 95% confidence intervals.
a) Static case. Results for static cellular scenarios are shown in Figure 3.13. In this case, UEs do not
move but they are placed at different distances from the base stations (close, medium and far).

(a) Downlink spectral efficiency

(b) Uplink spectral efficiency

Figure 3.13: Spectral efficiency in the static scenarios.

Metrics for downlink and uplink performance are shown in Figures 3.13a and 3.13b, respectively.
As expected, the spectral efficiency decreases for both downlink and uplink as the UEs are placed
further away from the base stations. However, despite few outliers, in all cases the data are distributed
around the median (white dots in the figures), and exhibit tight 95% confidence intervals (black
boxes).
b) Dynamic case. Figure 3.14 shows the above metrics in the case of mobile nodes (static, moderate,
and fast UE mobility).

(a) Downlink spectral efficiency

(b) Uplink spectral efficiency

Figure 3.14: Spectral efficiency in the dynamic scenarios.

The downlink performance is shown in Figure 3.14a; Figure 3.14b shows the uplink performance.
Since the higher the speed, the more likely UEs are to move away from the serving base station, we
observe a drop in performance as the speed increases. However, as for the static case (Figure 3.13),
data are distributed around the median (white dots) with small 95% confidence intervals (black
boxes). This demonstrates that several realizations of the same experiments achieve comparable
results.
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SCOPE Use Cases

In this section, we discuss relevant SCOPE use cases and examples of interest to the research
community ranging from ML (Section 3.2.4.1) to traditional optimization control techniques (Section 3.2.4.2). We also demonstrate how SCOPE can be ported seamlessly on heterogeneous testbeds
(Section 3.2.4.3). These include Arena (which will be detailed in Section 3.5) and POWDER.
3.2.4.1

Machine Learning

Our first use case is that of a researcher utilizing SCOPE to implement ML-based control algorithms
for cellular networks (see Figure 3.15). In the user domain, ML/AI algorithms are designed and
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Figure 3.15: Machine learning use case.

interfaced with SCOPE through its open APIs (Section 3.2.2). The resulting version of the SCOPE
container, which includes the user-defined control logic, is then transferred to Colosseum, where it
is used to run experiments. Being able to run experiments on multiple scenarios enables a variety
of ML applications. For example, researchers can train multiple copies of the same neural network
on a subset of the available scenarios (training scenarios in Figure 3.15) leveraging the metrics
and performance dataset generated by SCOPE. Then, they can use federated learning techniques to
combine weights and develop more general models [271].
After the training is completed, the neural networks can be tested on a completely different
and unseen set of scenarios (testing scenarios in the figure). This makes it possible to validate the
generalization capabilities of the trained model and eventually fine-tune its weights, if necessary.
Finally, after the devised algorithms work as expected, the model can be exported from SCOPE and
deployed on production cellular networks or any other LXC-enabled testbed.
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SCOPE Container
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SCOPE for Deep Reinforcement Learning. To provide a practical example of how SCOPE can
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station of the network hosts a dedicated DRL agent.
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Figure 3.16: Deep Q-Network agent.

We considered a network with two different slices. The agent is required to select how many
PRBs to allocate to each slice and which scheduling algorithm should be used to serve the UEs
of the slice. The actions taken by the agent are then enforced via SCOPE (Figure 3.16), which
reconfigures the base stations in real time. The state of the agent is generated by periodically reading
the dataset entries corresponding to the most recent 10 s of the experiment (this frequency can be
tuned as appropriate). These are then fed to the encoding portion of an autoencoder trained to create
a latent representation (and thus with lower dimension) of the state of the system [274]. Due to
space limitations, and since this is not the focus of this section, we refrain from providing a detailed
description of the DQN and autoencoder implementations.
We consider two different control configurations. In the first one, the agent makes decisions
on the scheduling policy of each slice only. In the second, the agent controls both slicing and
scheduling policies. First, we report the downlink throughput measured during the training of

Figure 3.17: Downlink throughput of the DQN agent as a function of the training time with scheduling
decisions only.
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the agent (Figure 3.17) under the first configuration. Then, we show the number of packets to be
transmitted to the UEs, PRBs and scheduling policy of each slice, and spectral efficiency for the two
configurations (Figures 3.18 and 3.19). Finally, we compare the trained DQN agent with the case in
which static scheduling policies are adopted by the network (Figure 3.20).
Recall that, at the beginning of the training, the agent is initialized with random weights. As
shown in Figure 3.17, this means that actions computed in the first few epochs are taken at random
and are generally sub-optimal. As the training goes on, the agent learns how to effectively select
strategies that achieve higher throughput values. After 2 hours of training, for instance, the agent is
already capable of selecting actions that result in improved performance.
Figure 3.18 shows the results obtained when we test the DQN agent previously trained to make
scheduling decisions for each slice only (i.e., no decisions on resource allocation).

(a) Downlink packets

(b) Scheduling algorithm

(c) Downlink spectral efficiency
Figure 3.18: Machine learning use case with scheduling decision policies.

At the beginning of the testing experiment, the trained DQN agent selects the round-robin (RR)
and waterfilling (WF) scheduling algorithms for slices 1 and 2, respectively. As the number of
packets for the UEs of slice 1 increases (solid red line in Figure 3.18a), the agent changes the
scheduling policy of the slice from round-robin to a fairer waterfilling (t1 , Figure 3.18b). This action
allows the network to maintain a good level of spectral efficiency (Figure 3.18c). On the other hand,
the scheduling algorithm of slice 2, which sees a 20 s decrease in the packet arrivals for the UEs
(dashed blue line in Figure 3.18a) is changed from waterfilling to round-robin, and changed back to
waterfilling shortly after. Finally, as the burst of packets for the UEs of slice 1 ends, the scheduling
policy of the slice is changed back to round-robin (t2 ). We observe that the brief decrease in the
spectral efficiency of slice 2 (Figure 3.18c) corresponds to a short time window with fewer packet
arrivals (see Figure 3.18a).
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Results obtained by testing on Colosseum the DQN agent trained to control both scheduling and
slicing policies are shown in Figure 3.19. The DQN agent makes decisions on both PRB allocation,
which affects the resources of the slices (Figure 3.19a), and scheduling policy (Figure 3.19b) of the
two slices. Both decisions reflect on the downlink spectral efficiency (Figure 3.19c), which the agent
tries to balance between the two slices.

(a) PRB allocation

(b) Scheduling algorithm

(c) Downlink spectral efficiency
Figure 3.19: Machine learning use case with scheduling and slicing decision policies.

When the testing experiment starts, both slices are served via the waterfilling scheduling algorithm
(Figure 3.19b). Then, at time instant t1 , the DQN agent observes the state of the network and modifies
the resource allocation of each slice. As a result, the PRBs of slice 1 are increased, while those
of slice 2 decreased (Figure 3.19a). Additionally, the agent selects the proportionally fair (PF)
scheduling algorithm for both slices. On the one hand, this causes the downlink spectral efficiency of
slice 1 to increase (Figure 3.19c). On the other hand, slice 2 achieves the same spectral efficiency
utilizing fewer resources. Similar decisions are made throughout the experiment to balance the
spectral efficiency of the two slices. Finally, at time t2 , the DQN reallocates the PRBs of the two
slices (11 PRBs for slice 1, and 4 for slice 2, recall that the base station uses 15 PRBs), and sets their
scheduling policies to round-robin (Figure 3.19b). This results in the two slices achieving similar,
i.e., fair, levels of spectral efficiency.
Finally, Figure 3.20 compares the network performance obtained running the DQN agent with
scheduling decisions with that of the network running round-robin, waterfilling and proportionally
fair scheduling policies. We notice that the sequential decision making of the DQN agent allows it to
improve the overall downlink throughput with respect to fixed scheduling policies, thus adapting to
the varying channel and traffic conditions.
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Figure 3.20: Downlink throughput of the DQN agent with scheduling decisions vs. fixed scheduling policies.

3.2.4.2

Optimization and Heuristics

A major issue with many optimization algorithms and heuristics is that they often rely upon analytical
models, assumptions and approximations that do not accurately reflect the real network behavior.
SCOPE can help researchers refine these models and assessing their accuracy in real-world applications. A possible use case is shown in Figure 3.21. Similar to the ML use case (Section 3.2.4.1),
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SCOPE can be customized to include optimization- and heuristic-based controlYes
logic. This control
logic can leverage SCOPE to Fine-tune
interface with the base stations and control their
configuration at run
Deploy
No
algorithm
time. The customized container
can then be uploaded to Colosseum and algorithm
used to test different optimization/heuristic objectives. At the experiment run time, the user algorithms can leverage SCOPE
metrics and performance dataset to have a feedback on the behavior of the network. Decisions can
be made on the policies of the network (e.g., scheduling and slicing), with subsequent run-time
reconfiguration of the base stations. Finally, when the user policies reach a satisfactory behavior,
they can be reliably deployed on commercial cellular networks.
For the sake of illustration, in Figure 3.22 we show the downlink buffer size and throughput
obtained by implementing a heuristic algorithm on SCOPE. We consider the case in which base
stations serve three slices with different classes of traffic, UEs and QoS requirements: (1) one UE
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generating URLLC traffic with low-latency requirements; (2) two UEs with eMBB traffic with high
data rates, and (3) one UE generating MTC traffic with loose latency and data rate requirements.
The heuristic algorithm periodically reads data from SCOPE dataset and tunes the slice resources
accordingly. Slice 1 (URLLC) is given additional resources when the base station has more packets
to transmit to the UEs (i.e., when the size of the transmission buffer increases) to enable prompt
communications. On the other hand, slice 2 (eMBB) is allocated more resources when the available
bandwidth of the slice saturates. Finally, due to its loose performance requirements, slice 3 (MTC)
is served with fixed scheduling policies and is allocated two PRBs for the entire duration of the
experiment.

(a) Downlink transmit buffer

(b) Downlink throughput
Figure 3.22: Optimization use case for different classes of traffic: URLLC (slice 1), eMBB (slice 2), and MTC
(slice 3).

As soon as the experiment starts, there is a surge in the traffic of slices 1 and 2, which causes
an increase in the downlink buffer (Figure 3.22a). Following the above policy, resources of both
slices are increased at time t1 to prevent congestion of the transmission buffers. Additionally, the
scheduling policy of slice 2 is also changed from round-robin to a fairer waterfilling. Because of
this, at time t1 we observe a prompt decrease in the buffer size of both slices and an increase of
throughput (Figures 3.22a and 3.22b, respectively).
3.2.4.3

SCOPE Portability

In this section we illustrate how SCOPE can be ported to different testbeds. We start by prototyping
an instance of SCOPE with 8 base stations serving 32 UEs on Colosseum. We then port it to
Arena—an indoor office testbed that will be discussed in Section 3.5—and to POWDER—an outdoor
large-scale platform (described in Section 2.7) that is part of the U.S. PAWR program [5]. In both
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testbeds the base station serves 2 UEs located at an average distance of 4.5 m for Arena, and 345 m
for POWDER. In Arena the antennas of all devices (USRPs X310) are at the same height (hung off
the ceiling); in POWDER the base station (USRP X310) is located on the rooftop of a 30 m-tall
building and serves ground-level UEs (USRPs B210).
Since SCOPE uses virtualized LXC containers, porting it to different testbeds involves transferring
the container to the target testbed, and configuring LXC to bridge the interfaces of the host machine
to the container [275]. As in SCOPE the actual communication with the hardware radio is left to
srsRAN, different SDRs can be used by installing the required drivers [276].
In this experiment, we measure the average downlink spectral efficiency of the base stations.
Results are shown in Figure 3.23.

Figure 3.23: Downlink spectral efficiency of SCOPE ported on three different testbeds: Colosseum, Arena and
POWDER.

We notice that SCOPE achieves performances showing similar trends in three very different
experimental facilities: a wireless emulator, an indoor testbed and a large-scale outdoor platform.
We also observe that SCOPE not only adapts to diverse environments, but also to different numbers
of UEs. This demonstrates the feasibility and effectiveness of prototyping solutions with SCOPE on
Colosseum before testing them in the field.

3.2.5

Related Work

We are aware of only a handful of works concerning network slicing implementations for srsRANbased cellular networks. Garcia-Aviles et al. propose a multi-slice service-orchestration framework [277] and implement it on a small-scale prototype [278], while Ayala-Romero et al. devise a
deep learning approach for joint allocation of computational and radio resources [279]. Furthermore,
Appendix A proposes a MEC framework for resource orchestration on heterogeneous network
slices, while Appendix B demonstrates optimal network slicing solutions for small-scale 5G network
deployments.
A proof of concept of RAN slicing on the 5G-EmPOWER platform is given by Coronado et
al. [280]. Although this work offers interesting insights, the provided implementation considers
only a single base station and two UEs. Koutlia et al. describe an experimental testbed with slicing
support [281]. The focus of this work is primarily on policy enforcement, slice provisioning and
admission control. Moreover, slices are statically allocated and they cannot be reconfigured at run
time.
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Finally, a centralized and cloud-based slicing framework based on network function virtualization
is developed by Marinova et al. [282]. While network parameters can be reconfigured at run time,
this comes at the cost of restarting and redeploying the network base stations and subsequent reattachment of UEs. This operation requires a network downtime tens of seconds long, hardly
acceptable given the sub-millisecond latency requirements of NextG networks. Furthermore, no open
APIs are offered to interface user-defined control logic.
SCOPE positions itself as a prototyping platform for sub-6 GHz NextG solutions that complements the testbeds detailed in Section 2.7 by providing open APIs for real-time reconfiguration
of cross-layer RAN functionalities along with a portable and platform-independent containerized
implementation. If instantiated on such testbeds, SCOPE is able to target indoor and outdoor wireless
deployments by seamlessly adapting to their underlying physical infrastructure.
Looking at the broader NextG scene, in the last few years several industry consortia have
been focusing on developing solutions to redesign and revolutionize cellular networks. The most
noteworthy of these efforts is O-RAN, which disaggregates network functionalities and enables
their virtualized execution on different hardware components [11]. This is done through O-RAN
RAN Intelligent Controller (RIC), which enables centralized control of the RAN at different time
scales and granularities (see Chapter 2). This component can also host third-party applications,
called xApps, which interact with the RAN APIs to control the 3GPP CUs and DUs [53]. It is worth
mentioning that SCOPE is O-RAN-ready. Indeed SCOPE APIs can seamlessly interface with the
RAN by using similar routines and structures as the ones defined for O-RAN xApps, and control the
network elements at run time (see Chapter 4).

3.3

ColO-RAN: Data-driven xApps for the Open RAN

Intelligent, dynamic network optimization via add-on software xApps is clearly a key enabler for
future network automation. However, it also introduces novel practical challenges concerning, for
instance, the deployment of data-driven ML control solutions at scale. Domain-specific challenges
stem from considering the constraints of standardized RANs, the very nature of the wireless ecosystem
and the complex interplay among different elements of the networking stack. These challenges, all
yet to be addressed in practical RAN deployments, include:
1) Collecting datasets at scale. Datasets for ML training at scale need to be collected and curated to
accurately represent the intrinsic randomness and behavior of real-world RANs.
2) Testing ML-based control at scale. Even if ML algorithms are trained on properly collected data,
it is necessary to assess their robustness at scale, especially when considering closed-loop control, to
prevent poorly-designed data-driven solutions from causing outages or sub-optimal performance.
3) Designing efficient ML agents with unreliable input and constrained output. In production systems,
real-time collection of data from the RAN may be inconsistent (e.g., with varying periodicity) or
incomplete (e.g., missing entries), and control actions may be constrained by standard specification.
4) Designing ML agents capable of generalizing. Agents should be able to generalize and adapt to
unseen deployment configurations not part of the training set.
5) Selecting meaningful features. Features should be accurately selected to provide a meaningful
representation of the network status without incurring into dimensionality issues.
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To address these key challenges, in this section we describe the design of DRL-based xApps
for closed-loop control in O-RAN and their testing with ColO-RAN, a first-of-its-kind softwarized
pipeline for large-scale experimental platforms. Based on this experience, we review and discuss key
insights in the domain of ML design for O-RAN networks. Our contributions are as follows:
• We introduce ColO-RAN, a first-of-its-kind open, large-scale, experimental O-RAN framework for training and testing ML solutions for next-generation RANs. It combines O-RAN
components, a softwarized RAN framework (i.e., SCOPE, see Section 3.2), and Colosseum,
the world’s largest, open, and publicly-available wireless network emulator based on SDRs
(see Section 3.4). ColO-RAN leverages Colosseum as a wireless data factory to generate
large-scale datasets for ML training in a variety of RF environments, taking into account propagation and fading characteristics of real-world deployments. The ML models are deployed as
xApps on the near-real-time RIC, which connects to RAN nodes through O-RAN-compliant
interfaces for data collection and closed-loop control. ColO-RAN is the first platform that
enables wireless researchers to deploy ML solutions on a full-stack, fully virtualized O-RAN
environment which integrates large-scale data collection and DRL testing capabilities with
SDRs. Moreover, the lightweight, containerized implementation of ColO-RAN is easily
portable to other experimental platforms. ColO-RAN and the dataset created for this section
are publicly available to the research community.7
• We develop three xApps for closed-loop control of RAN scheduling and slicing policies,
and for the online training of DRL agents on live production environments. We propose an
innovative xApp design based on the combination of a unified interface to the near-real-time
RIC for data and control messaging, and a data-driven unit with an autoencoder with the DRL
agent. This simplifies the design and prototyping of xApps, which share the same interface but
are equipped with different intelligent logic. In addition, the combination of the autoencoder
and of the DRL agents based on an actor-critic setup with Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)
improves the resilience and robustness to real, imperfect network telemetry, as well as the
effectiveness of the policy selection, and the training convergence. We then utilize ColO-RAN
to provide insights on the performance of the DRL agents for adaptive RAN control at scale.
We train the autoencoders and agents over a 3.4 GB dataset with more than 73 hours of live
RAN performance traces, and perform one of the first evaluations of DRL agents autonomously
driving a programmable, software-defined RAN with 49 nodes. The results of our large-scale
experimental evaluation include new understandings of data analysis, feature selection, and
modeling of control actions for DRL agents, and insights on design strategies to train ML
algorithms that generalize and operate even with unreliable data.
• We analyze the trade-offs of training of DRL agents on live networks using Colosseum and
Arena (a publicly-available indoor testbed for spectrum research described in Section 3.5) with
commercial smartphones. We profile the RAN performance during the DRL exploration phase
and after the training, showing how an extra online training step adapts a pre-trained model to
7

The ColO-RAN source code is available at https://github.com/wineslab/colosseum-near-rt-ric and
https://github.com/wineslab/colosseum-scope-e2. The dataset is available at https://github.com/wineslab/
colosseum-oran-coloran-dataset.
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deployment-specific parameters, fine-tuning its weights at the cost of a temporary performance
degradation in the online exploration phase.
• We discuss and review the lessons learned on multiple levels. First, we consider the systemlevel insights that we gathered while building the ColO-RAN framework and while defining
the data and control pipelines that support DRL-based control on a live RAN. Second, we
summarize the takeaways on the design of effective machine-learning-based RAN control,
spanning from the design to the deployment of DRL agents for RAN control. Lessons learned
from our work highlight (i) the importance of end-to-end experimental frameworks for the
data collection, training, and testing of intelligent RAN control solutions; (ii) the effectiveness
of adaptive control policies over static configurations, even if the latter are optimized; (iii) the
impact of different design choices of DRL agents on end-to-end network performance, and (iv)
the trade-offs associated to online DRL training in wireless environments.
We believe that these insights and the research infrastructure developed in this work can catalyze,
promote and further the deployment of ML-enabled control loops in next generation networks.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 3.3.1 describes the development of ML
solutions in O-RAN-based networks. Section 3.3.2 introduces ColO-RAN, and Section 3.3.3 presents
the xApp, DRL agent design, and the data collection campaign for offline training. Large-scale
evaluation and lessons learned are discussed in Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5. Section 3.3.6 reviews related
work. Finally, Section 3.3.7 reviews the main lessons learned.

3.3.1

Machine Learning for the Open RAN
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The deployment of machine learning models in wireless networks is a multi-step process (Figure 3.24).
It involves a data collection step, the design of the model, its offline or online training and deployment
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Figure 3.24: The O-RAN architecture and the workflow for the design, development and deployment of ML
applications in next generation wireless networks.

for runtime inference and control. The O-RAN architecture, also shown in Figure 3.24, has been
developed to aid the overall deployment process, focusing on open interfaces for data collection
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and deployment steps. In the following, we describe the O-RAN architecture, and discuss how it
facilitates training and deploying ML models in the RAN.
3.3.1.1

ML Pipelines in O-RAN

The O-RAN specifications include guidelines for the management of ML models in cellular networks.
Use cases and applications include QoS optimization and prediction, traffic steering, handover, and
radio fingerprinting [283]. The specifications describe the ML workflow for O-RAN through five
steps (Figure 3.24): (1) data collection; (2) model design; (3) model training and testing; (4) model
deployment as xApp, and (5) runtime inference and control.
First, data is collected for different configurations and setups of the RAN (e.g., large/small scale,
different traffic, step 1). Data is generated by the RAN nodes, i.e., CUs, DUs and RUs, and streamed
to the non-real-time RIC through the O1 interface, where it is organized in large datasets. After
enough data has been collected, a ML model is designed (step 2). This entails the following: (i)
identifying the RAN parameters to input to the model (e.g., throughput, latency, etc.); (ii) identifying
the RAN parameters to control as output (e.g., RAN slicing and scheduling policies), and (iii) the
actual ML algorithm implementation. Once the model has been designed and implemented, it is
trained and tested on the collected data (step 3). This involves selecting the model hyperparameters
(e.g., the depth and number of layers of the neural network) and training the model on a portion of
the collected data until a (satisfactory) level of convergence of the model has been reached. After
the model has been trained, it is tested on an unseen portion of the collected data to verify that it
is able to generalize and react to potentially unforeseen situations. Then, the model is packaged
into an xApp ready to run on the near-real-time RIC (step 4). After the xApp has been created, it is
deployed on the O-RAN infrastructure. In this phase, the model is first stored in the xApp catalog
of the non-real-time RIC, and then instantiated on demand on the near-real-time RIC, where it is
interfaced with the RAN through the E2 interface to perform runtime inference and control based on
the current network conditions (step 5).

3.3.2

Enabling Large-scale ML Research with O-RAN and Colosseum

The ML pipeline described in Section 3.3.1.1 involves a number of critical steps whose execution
requires joint access to comprehensive datasets and testing facilities at scale, still largely unavailable
to the research community. In fact, even major telecom operators or infrastructure owners might
not be able to dedicate (parts of) their extensive commercial networks to training and testing of ML
algorithms. This stems from the lack of adequate solutions to separate testing from commercial
service and to prevent performance degradation. As a consequence, researchers and innovators
are constrained to work with small ad hoc datasets collected in contained lab setups, resulting in
solutions that hardly generalize to real-world deployments [284].
To address this limitation, here we introduce ColO-RAN, a large-scale research infrastructure built
upon the Colosseum network emulator to train, deploy, and test state-of-the-art wireless ML solutions.
We first introduce the implementation of the ColO-RAN virtualized O-RAN infrastructure on
Colosseum (Section 3.3.2.1) and of the xApps we designed (Section 3.3.3). Then, we finally describe
the scenario for data collection that we use to illustrate the usage of ColO-RAN (Section 3.3.3.3).
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O-RAN-based Colosseum Machine Learning Infrastructure

Besides enabling large-scale data collection, Colosseum also provides a hybrid RF and compute
environment for the deployment of ColO-RAN, a complete end-to-end ML infrastructure. ColO-RAN
provides researchers with a ready-to-use environment to develop and test ML solutions, following
the steps of Figure 3.24 (Section 3.3.1.1). These include the deployment on a 3GPP-compliant RAN,
testing in heterogeneous emulated environments, and an O-RAN-compliant infrastructure. With
respect to other open source implementations of the O-RAN infrastructure, ColO-RAN features a
more lightweight footprint (e.g., it does not require a full Kubernetes deployment, contrary to the
OSC RIC), and it can be ported to other testbeds, e.g., Arena [522], with minimal changes, thanks to
its virtualized and container-based implementation. As a further contribution, this platform has been
made openly available to the research community.
The software, compute and networking components of our end-to-end infrastructure are shown
in Figure 3.25. The SMO (left) features three compute nodes to train large ML models, 64 Terabyte
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Figure 3.25: Integration of the O-RAN infrastructure in Colosseum.

of storage for models and datasets, and the xApp catalog. The near-real-time RIC (Figure 3.25,
center) provides E2 connectivity to the RAN and support for multiple xApps interacting with the
base stations. It is implemented as a standalone LXC that can be deployed on a Colosseum SRN.8 It
includes multiple Docker containers for the E2 termination and manager, the E2 message routing to
handle messages internal to the RIC, a Redis database, which keeps a record of the nodes connected
to the RIC, and the xApps (Section 3.3.3). The implementation of the near-real-time RIC is based
on the Bronze release of the OSC [147]. The OSC near-real-time RIC was adapted into a minimal
version, which does not require a Kubernetes cluster, and can fit in a lightweight LXC container. We
also extended the OSC codebase to support concurrent connections from multiple base stations and
xApps, and to provide improved support for encoding, decoding and routing of control messages.
The near-real-time RIC connects to the RAN base stations through the E2 interface (Figure 3.25,
right). The base stations leverage a joint implementation of the 3GPP DUs and CUs. These nodes
run our SCOPE framework co-located with srsRAN [27]. Specifically, SCOPE can tune certain
capabilities of the srsRAN base stations at run-time, thus modifying their configuration. Examples
of this are the amount of resources, expressed as number of PRBs, to allocate to each slice, or the
scheduling policy that each base stations should adopt on each slice. Additionally, we extended
SCOPE to access relevant network KPMs and forward them to the near-real-time RIC through a
custom, standard-compliant E2 termination. The latter extends the capabilities of the E2 termination
8

https://github.com/wineslab/colosseum-near-rt-ric
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Table 3.7: Catalog of the three developed xApps.

xApp

Functionality

Input (Observation)

Output (Action)

ML Models

schedslicing

Single-DRL-agent for
joint slicing and
scheduling control

Rate, buffer size, PHY
TBs (DL)

PRB and scheduling DRL-base,
policy for each slice DRL-reducedactions, DRL-noautoencoder

sched

Multi-DRL-agent
per-slice scheduling
policy selection

Rate, buffer size, PRB
ratio (DL)

onlinetraining

Train DRL agents with
online exploration

Rate, buffer size, PHY
TBs (DL)

Utility (Reward)

Maximize rate for
eMBB, PHY TBs for
MTC, minimize
buffer size for
URLLC
Scheduling policy
DRL-sched
Maximize rate for
for each slice
eMBB and MTC,
PRB ratio for
URLLC
Training action (PRB Trained online by the Based on specific
and scheduling)
xApp itself
training goals

in [285], making it possible to reconfigure base stations directly from the near-real-time RIC and to
perform an automatic and periodic data reporting and collection.9 The E2 termination allows the
setup procedure and registration of the base stations with the near-real-time RIC. Our implementation
also features two custom SMs (as discussed next) for trigger-based or periodic reporting, and control
events in the base stations. This effectively enables data-driven real-time control loops between
the base stations and the xApps. The RAN supports network slicing with 3 slices for different
QoS: (i) eMBB, representing users requesting video traffic; (ii) MTC for sensing applications, and
(iii) URLLC for latency-constrained applications. Hence, we characterize our slices based on the
type of traffic requested by its users, rather than based on a feature of the RAN itself. As slices
represent a specific type of service the operators agree to provide to their subscribers (e.g., as part
of SLAs), they are pre-instantiated on the base stations, and users are statically assigned to one
of such slices based on the purchased service level. For each slice, the base stations can adopt 3
different scheduling policies independently of that of the other slices, namely, the Round Robin
(RR), the Wired-first (WF), and the Proportional Fair (PF) scheduling policies. These policies were
selected as they represent popular scheduling strategies in wireless deployments [286]. It is worth
noticing that we do not directly control the scheduling of the users (i.e., which specific user should
be scheduled), for which we would need tighter control loops implemented directly at the base
stations [530]. Instead, our control involves the type of scheduling policy run by the base stations for
each slice of the network. Finally, the base stations connect to the RF frontends (USRPs X310) that
perform signal transmission and reception.

3.3.3

xApp Design for DRL-based Control

The xApps deployed on the near-real-time RIC are the heart of the O-RAN-based RAN control loops.
We developed three xApps to evaluate the impact of different ML strategies for closed-loop RAN
control (Table 3.7). Each xApp can receive data and control RAN nodes with two custom SMs,
which resemble the O-RAN KPM and RAN control SMs [287]. The control actions available to the
xApps are the selection of the slicing policy (the number of PRB allocated to each slice) and of the
scheduling policy (which scheduler is used for each slice).
9

https://github.com/wineslab/colosseum-scope-e2
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The xApps have been developed by extending the OSC basic xApp framework [288], and include
two components (Figure 3.26).
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Figure 3.26: Structure of a ColO-RAN xApp.

The first is the interface to the RIC, which implements the SM and performs ASN.1 encoding/decoding of RAN data and control. The second is the ML infrastructure itself, which includes one or
more autoencoders and DRL agents. For these, we used TensorFlow 2.4 [289] and the TF-Agents
library [290], and we used the neural network architectures described in Section 3.3.3.2.
3.3.3.1

DRL Agent Design

Agent Architecture. The DRL agents considered in this section have been trained using the PPO
algorithm [291]. PPO is a well-established on-policy DRL architecture that uses an actor-critic
configuration where the actor network takes actions according to current network state, and the value
network (or critic) scores the actions taken by the actor network by observing the reward obtained
when taking an action in a specific state of the environment. By leveraging this architecture, the
PPO algorithm decouples the action taking process from the evaluation of achieved rewards. This is
extremely important to ensure that the actor network can learn an unbiased policy (i.e., a mapping
between state and actions) where the actor network selects an action because it is effective in the
long run and not only because it occasionally results in high instantaneous rewards that are instead
inefficient in the majority of cases.
It is worth mentioning that the actor-critic setup is also important because PPO is an on-policy
architecture, which means that the training procedure uses a memory buffer that contains data that
is collected by using actions that are taken with the most current version of the actor network. If
compared to off-policy algorithms (such as DQNs), which use a memory buffer that store experience
collected at any time by the DRL agent, PPO only uses data that is fresh and does not contain
experiences from the past, meaning that the memory buffer is emptied every time the actor network
is updated during the training phase. This approach is usually slower then others, but together with
the actor-critic setup it has been shown to be one of the most efficient and reliable DRL architectures
in the literature [291].
Pre-processing Observations via Autoencoders. One of the main causes of slow training of DRL
agents is the use of observations with high dimensionality that result in actor and critic networks
with many parameters and large state space. Indeed, the RAN produces an extremely large amount of
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data which not always provide meaningful insights on the actual state of the system due to redundant
information and outliers. To reduce the size of the observation fed to the DRL agent, mitigate outliers
and provide a high-quality yet high-level representation of the state of the system, we resort to
autoencoders, as also shown in Figure 3.26. Specifically, before being fed to the DRL agents, the
data produced by the RAN is processed by the encoding portion of an autoencoder for dimensionality
reduction (whose impact on DRL-based control is investigated in Section 3.3.4.2).
Although autoencoders might have several implementations according to the specific applications,
autoencoders for dimensionality reduction have an hourglass architecture with an encoder and a
decoder components. The former produces a lower dimension representation of the input data (i.e.,
latent representation) which - if trained properly - can be accurately reconstructed by the decoder
portion of the autoencoder with negligible error. The decoder is the specular image of the encoder
and the goal of this architecture is to create a reduced version of the input data that contains only
relevant information, yet it is accurate enough to be able to reconstruct the original data without
any loss. To further reduce the complexity of the DRL agents, we perform feature selection on the
metrics that are observed by the agents (see Section 3.3.4 for more details).
Observations, Actions, and Rewards for Each Agent. As mentioned before, although our xApps
share the same high-level architecture shown in Figure 3.26, each xApp embeds a different DRL
agent whose configuration varies according to the specific goal of the xApp. Specifically, each DRL
agent observes different metrics of the RAN, takes diverse actions and aims at maximizing different
rewards. The configurations considered in this section are summarized in Table 3.7 and discussed in
the following:
• sched-slicing xApp: this xApp is designed to simultaneously select slicing and scheduling
policies for a single base station and all slices (eMBB, MTC, and URLLC). For this xApp we
trained three DRL models: a baseline model (DRL-base) able to select any feasible actions
(i.e., slicing and scheduling policies), an agent that explores a reduced set of actions (DRLreduced-actions) and an agent where input data is not processed by the autoencoder but is
fed directly to the agent (DRL-no-autoencoder). In this case, the reward of the DRL agent is
configured to jointly maximize the rate of the eMBB slice, maximize the number of transmitted
packets of the MTC slice, and minimize the buffer size (i.e., a proxy for the data transmission
latency) of the URLLC slice.
• sched xApp: this xApp includes three DRL agents that act in parallel and are responsible
for selecting the scheduling policy for each individual slice (DRL-slice). Each agent has
been trained using slice-specific rewards. Specifically, the eMBB and MTC agents aim at
maximizing the data rate of the controlled slice, while the URLLC agents aims at maximizing
the ratio between the number of PRBs being requested by each user and how many are
effectively allocated by the scheduler (i.e., the higher the ratio, the faster a user is served, and
the lower the latency).
• online-training xApp: this xApp represents a variation of the above two xApps where the
embedded DRL agents are fine-tuned in an online fashion by updating the pre-trained weights
according to live data from the RAN by performing exploration steps on the online RAN
infrastructure itself. While this is not recommended by O-RAN [283], it specializes the trained
model to the specific deployment.
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It is worth noticing that while agents for the eMBB and MTC slices respectively optimize the
user throughput and transmitted packets—which can be measured at the base stations directly—the
URLLC slice aims at maintaining the transmission buffer queues of the base stations as low as
possible, or transmit as many URLLC packets as possible. These metrics are a proxy for the latency
of the service provided to the users in practice, for which we do not have a direct measure at base
station protocol stack.
3.3.3.2

Training the DRL Agents

DRL agents are trained on the dataset described in Section 3.3.3.3, where at each training episode we
select RAN data from different base stations to remove dependence on a specific wireless environment
(Section 3.3.5) and facilitate generalization.
Following O-RAN specifications, training is performed offline on the dataset. In our case, this is
achieved by randomly selecting instances in which the network reaches the state s1 that results from
the combination of the previous state s0 and the action to explore a0 .
In our experiments, the actor and critic networks of all DRL agents have been implemented as
two fully-connected neural networks with 5 layers with 30 neurons each and an hyperbolic tangent
activation function. The encoder consists of 4 fully-connected layers with 256, 128, 32 and 3 neurons
and a rectified linear activation function. Moreover, the input size of the autoencoder is a matrix
of size (10, 3), where 3 represents the input KPMs relevant to the specific DRL agent (as specified
in Table 3.7) and 10 represents the number of independent measurements of such KPMs. For all
models, the learning rate is set to 0.001.
With respect to the online-training xApp, we leverage TensorFlow CheckPoint objects to
save and restore a pre-trained model for multiple consecutive rounds of training. In this way, the
training services in the xApp can restore an agent trained on an offline dataset using it as starting
point for the online, live training on the RAN. We discuss the trade-offs involved in this operation in
Section 3.3.5.
3.3.3.3

Large-scale Data Collection for ColO-RAN

To train the DRL agents for the ColO-RAN xApps we performed large-scale data collection experiments on Colosseum. The parameters for the scenario are summarized in Table 3.8.
Table 3.8: Configuration parameters for the considered scenario.
Parameter

Value

Number of nodes
RF parameters
Schedulers
Slices
Traffic profiles

NBS = 7, NUE = 42
DL carrier fd = 0.98 GHz, UL carrier fu = 1.02 GHz, bandwidth B = 10 MHz (50 PRBs)
RR, WF, PF
eMBB, MTC, URLLC (2 UEs/BS/slice)
Slice-based: 4 Mbps/UE for eMBB, 44.6 kbps/UE for MTC, 89.3 kbps/UE URLLC
Uniform: 1.5 Mbps/UE for eMBB, MTC, URLLC

The large-scale RF scenario mimics a real-world cellular deployment in downtown Rome, Italy,
with the positions of the base stations derived from the OpenCelliD database [267]. We instantiated
a softwarized cellular network with 7 base stations through the SCOPE framework. Each base
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station operates on a 10 MHz channel (50 PRBs) which can be dynamically assigned to the 3 slices
(i.e., eMBB, MTC, URLLC). Additionally, we considered two different TGEN traffic scenarios:
slice-based traffic and uniform traffic. In slice-based traffic, users are distributed among different
traffic profiles (4 Mbps constant bitrate traffic to eMBB users, and 44.6 kbps and 89.3 kbps Poisson
traffic to MTC and URLLC, respectively). The uniform traffic is configured with 1.5 Mbps for all
users. The training of the DRL agents on the offline dataset has been performed with slice-based
traffic. Finally, the base stations serve a total of 42 users equally divided among the 3 slices.
In our data collection campaign, we gathered 3.4 GB of data, for a total of more than 73 hours
of experiments. In each experiment, the base stations periodically report RAN KPMs to the nonreal-time RIC. These include metrics such as throughput, buffer queues, number of PHY TBs and
PRBs. The complete dataset features more than 30 metrics that can be used for RAN analysis and
ML training.10

3.3.4

DRL-based xApp Evaluation

Learning strategies for RAN control are coded as xApps on ColO-RAN. This section presents their
comparative performance evaluation. Feature selection based on RAN KPMs is described in Section 3.3.4.1. The experimental comparison of the different DRL models is reported in Section 3.3.4.2.
3.3.4.1

RAN KPM and Feature Selection

O-RAN is the first architecture to introduce a standardized way to extract telemetry and data from
the RAN to drive closed-loop control. However, O-RAN does not indicate which KPMs should be
considered for the design of ML algorithms. The O-RAN E2SM KPM specifications [287] allow the
generation of more than 400 possible KPMs, listed in [292, 293]. More vendor-specific KPMs may
also be reported on E2. These KPMs range from physical layer metrics to base station monitoring
statistics. Therefore, the bulk set of data may not be useful to represent the network state for a
specific problem. Additionally, reporting or collecting all the metrics via the E2 or O1 interfaces
introduces a high overhead, and a highly dimensional input may lead to sub-optimal performance for
ML-driven xApps [294].
Therefore, a key step in the design process of ML-driven xApps is the selection of the features
that should be reported for RAN closed-loop control. In this context, the availability of large-scale,
heterogeneous datasets and wireless data factories is key to enable feature selection based on a
combined expert- and data-driven approach. To better illustrate this, in Figures 3.27 and 3.28 we
report a correlation analysis for several metrics collected in the dataset described in Section 3.3.3.3.
The correlation analysis helps us identify the KPMs that provide a meaningful description of the
network state with minimal redundancy.
Correlation Analysis. Figure 3.27a shows the correlation matrix of 9 among the 30 UE-specific
metrics in the dataset for the eMBB slice. While downlink and uplink metrics exhibit a low correlation,
most downlink KPMs positively or negatively correlate with each other (the same holds for uplink
KPMs). For example, the downlink MCS and buffer occupancy have a negative correlation (−0.56).
This can also be seen in the scatter plot of Figure 3.27b: as the MCS increases, it is less likely to
10

The dataset is available at https://github.com/wineslab/colosseum-oran-coloran-dataset.
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Figure 3.28: Correlation analysis for the URLLC slice with 11 PRBs and the slice-based traffic profile. The
solid line is the linear regression fit of the data.

have a high buffer occupancy, and vice versa. Similarly, the number of TBs and symbols in downlink
have a strong positive correlation (0.998), as also shown in Figure 3.27d. Two downlink metrics that
do not correlate well, instead, are the number of TBs and the buffer occupancy. Indeed, the amount
of data transmitted in each TB varies with the MCS and therefore cannot be used as indicator of how
much the buffer will empty after each transmission. Additionally, as shown in Figure 3.27c, the three
scheduling policies have a different quantitative behavior, but they all show a low correlation.
eMBB vs. URLLC. The correlation among metrics also depends on the RAN configuration and
slice traffic profile. This can be seen by comparing Figure 3.27, which analyzes the eMBB slice
with 36 PRBs, and Figure 3.28, which uses telemetry for the URLLC slice with 11 PRBs. With
the slice-based traffic, the URLLC users receive data at a rate that is an order of magnitude smaller
than that of the eMBB users. As a consequence, the load on the URLLC slice (represented by the
buffer occupancy of Figure 3.28b) is lower, and the buffer is quickly drained even with lower MCSs.
Consequently, the correlation among the buffer occupancy and the MCS (−0.2) is lower with respect
to the eMBB slice. This further makes the case for collecting datasets that are truly representative of
a wireless RAN deployment, including heterogeneous traffic and diverse applications.
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Summary. Figure 3.27 and 3.28 provide insights on which metrics can be used to describe the RAN
status. Since the number of downlink symbols and TBs, or the MCS and the buffer occupancy for
the eMBB slice are highly correlated, using them to represent the state of the network only increases
the dimensionality of the state without introducing additional information. Conversely, the buffer
occupancy and the number of TBs enrich the representation with low redundancy. Therefore, the
DRL agents for the xApps in this section consider as input metrics the number of TBs, the buffer
occupancy (or the ratio of PRB granted and requested, which has a high correlation with the buffer
status), and the downlink rate.
3.3.4.2

Comparing Different DRL-based RAN Control Strategies

Once the input metrics have been selected, the next step in the design of ML applications involves
the selection of the proper modeling strategy [283]. In this section, we consider ML models for
sequential decision making, and thus focus on DRL algorithms.
Control Policy Selection. In this context, it is clearly crucial to properly select the control knobs,
i.e., the RAN parameters that need to be controlled and adapted automatically, and the action space,
i.e., the support on which these parameters can change. To this end, Figure 3.29 compares the
performance for the sched and sched-slicing xApps, which perform different control actions. The
first assumes a fixed slicing profile and includes three DRL agents that select the scheduling policy
for each slice, while the second jointly controls the slicing (i.e., number of PRBs allocated to each
slice) and scheduling policies with a single DRL agent. For this comparison, the slicing profile for the
sched xApp evaluation matches the configuration that is chosen most often by the sched-slicing
agent, and the source traffic is slice-based. The CDFs of Figure 3.29 show that the joint control
of slicing and scheduling improves the relevant metric for each slice, with the most significant
improvements in the PRB ratio and in the throughput for the users below the 40th percentile. This
shows that there exist edge cases in which adapting the slicing profile further improves the network
performance with respect to adaptive schedulers with a static slice configuration, even if the fixed
slicing configuration is the one that is chosen most often by the sched-slicing xApp.
DRL Agent Design. To further elaborate on the capabilities of sched-slicing, in Figure 3.30 we
compare results for different configurations of the DRL agent of the xApp, as well as for a static
baseline without slicing or scheduling adaptation, using the slice-based traffic. The slicing profile
for the static baseline is the one chosen most often by the sched-slicing xApp. The results of
Figure 3.30 further highlight the performance improvement introduced by adaptive, closed-loop
control, with the DRL-driven control outperforming all baselines.
Additionally, this comparison spotlights the importance of careful selection of the action space
for the DRL agents. By constraining or expanding the action space that the DRL agents can explore,
the xApp designer can bias the selected policies. Consider the DRL-base and DRL-reduced-actions
agents (see Table 3.7), whose difference is in the set of actions that the DRL agent can explore.
Notably, the DRL-reduced-actions agent lacks the action that results in the policy chosen most often
by the DRL-base agent. Compared to the most common action chosen by the DRL-reduced-actions
agent (36 PRB for eMBB, 9 for MTC, 5 for URLLC), the most likely policy of DRL-base agent
favors the URLLC over the MTC slice (11 vs. 3 PRBs). This is reflected in the performance metrics
for the different slices. Notably, DRL-reduced-actions fails to maintain a small buffer and high PRB
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Figure 3.29: Comparison between the sched and sched-slicing xApps, with the slice-based traffic profile.
The slicing for the sched xApp is fixed and based on the configuration chosen with highest probability by the
sched-slicing xApp (36 PRBs for eMBB, 3 for MTC, 11 for URLLC).

ratio for the URLLC slice (Figures 3.30c and 3.30d), but achieves the smallest buffer occupancy for
the MTC traffic.
Autoencoder. Finally, the results of Figure 3.30 show the benefit of using an autoencoder, as the
DRL-base and DRL-reduced-actions agents generally outperform the DRL-no-autoencoder agent.
The autoencoder decreases the dimensionality of the input for the DRL agent, improving the mapping
between the network state and the actions. Specifically, the autoencoder used in this section reduces a
matrix of T = 10 input vectors with N = 3 metrics each to a single N -dimensional vector. Second,
it improves the performance with online inference on real RAN data. One of the issues of operating
ML algorithms on live RAN telemetry is that some entries may be reported inconsistently or may be
missing altogether. To address this, we train the autoencoder simulating the presence of a random
number of zero entries in the training dataset. This allows the network to be able to meaningfully
represent the state even if the input tensor is not fully populated with RAN data.
Control Loop Performance. ColO-RAN is able to perform control loops compliant with the OSC
specifications, i.e., between 10 ms and 1 s. As an example, the average round-trip-time from when the
base stations transmit the KPM reports to the RIC to when they receive the control actions computed
by the DRL-based xApps equals to 114.27 ms, with a variance of 2.653 ms.

3.3.5

Online Training for DRL-driven xApps

The last set of results presents an analysis of the trade-offs associated with training DRL agents on a
live network in an online fashion. These include the evaluation of the time required for convergence,
the impact of the exploration process on the RAN performance, and the benefits involved with this
procedure. To do this, we load on the online-training xApp a model pre-trained on the offline
dataset with the slice-based traffic profile. The same model is used in the DRL-reduced-actions
agent. We deploy the online-training xApp on a ColO-RAN base station and further continue
the training with online exploration, using the uniform traffic profile (with the same constant bitrate
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Figure 3.30: Comparison between the different models of the sched-slicing xApp and baselines without
DRL-based adaptation. For the latter, the performance is based on the slicing configuration chosen with highest
probability by the best-performing DRL agent, and the three scheduler policies.

traffic for each user). Additionally, we leverage the containerized nature of ColO-RAN to deploy it
on Arena [522], a publicly available indoor testbed, and perform training with one SDR base station
and three smartphones.
Convergence. Figures 3.31 and 3.32 show how quickly the pre-trained agent adapts to the new
environment. Figure 3.31a reports the entropy regularization loss as a function of the training
step of the agent. This metric correlates with the convergence of the training process: the smaller
the absolute value of the entropy, the more likely the agent has converged to a set of actions that
maximize the reward in the long run [295]. We stop the training when this metric (and the average
reward, Figure 3.31b) plateaus, i.e., at step 17460 for the offline training and step 29820 for the
online training on Colosseum. The loss remains stable when transitioning from the Colosseum to
the Arena online training, while it increases (in absolute value) when switching traffic profile at
step 17460. This shows that the agent generalizes better across different channel conditions than
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Figure 3.31: Metrics for the training on the offline dataset and the online training on Colosseum and Arena.
The Arena configuration uses LTE band 7. Notice that the Arena deployment considers 3 users per base station,
contrary to the 6 users per base station of Colosseum, thus the absolute average reward decreases.

source traffic profiles. The same trend is observed for the average reward (Figure 3.31b), although
the transition from Colosseum to Arena halves the reward (as this configuration features 3 instead
of 6 users for each base station). While Colosseum online training requires 30% fewer steps than
the initial offline training, it also comes with a higher wall-clock time as offline exploration allows
the instantiation of multiple parallel learning environments. Because of this, the Colosseum DGX
supports the simultaneous exploration of 45 network configurations. Instead, online training can
explore one configuration at a time, leading to a higher wall-clock time.
Figure 3.32 reports the evolution of the distribution of the actions chosen by the DRL agent
for the Colosseum offline and online training. Three histograms for steps 2260, 17460 (end of
offline training) and 29820 (end of online training) are also highlighted in the plot on the right.
During training, the distribution of the actions evolves from uniform (in yellow) to more skewed,
multi-modal distributions at the end of the offline training (in orange) and online training (in red).
Additionally, when the training on the new environment begins, the absolute value of the entropy
regularization loss increases (Figure 3.31a), and, correspondingly, the distribution starts to change,
until convergence to a new set of actions is reached again.
Impact of Online Training on RAN Performance. Achieving convergence with a limited number
of steps is particularly important for online training, as the performance of the RAN may be negatively
affected during the training process. Figure 3.33 reports the CDF for the user throughput during
training and after, when the agent trained online is deployed on the sched-slicing xApp. The
performance worsens when comparing the initial training step, which corresponds to the agent
still using the actions learned during offline training, with an intermediate step, in which it is
exploring random actions. Once the agent identifies the policies that maximize the reward in the
new environment (in this case, with the uniform source traffic profile), the throughput improves.

Training steps
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The best performance, however, is achieved with the trained agent, which does not perform any
exploration. Figure 3.34 further elaborates on this by showing how the online training process
increases the throughput variability for the two eMBB users. Therefore, performing online training
on a production RAN may be something a telecom operator cannot afford, as it may temporarily
lead to disservices or reduced quality of service for the end users. In this sense, testbeds such as
Colosseum can be an invaluable tool for two reasons. First, they provide the infrastructure to test
pre-trained ML algorithms—and ColO-RAN enables any RAN developer to quickly onboard and test
their xApps in a standardized O-RAN platform. Second, they allow online training without affecting
the performance of production environments.
Adaptability. The main benefit of an online training phase is to allow the pre-trained agent to adapt
to updates in the environment that are not part of the training dataset. In this case, the agent trained
by the online-training xApp adapts to a new configuration in the slice traffic, i.e., the uniform
traffic profile. Figure 3.35 compares the cell throughout for the agent before/after the online training,
with the slice-based (Figure 3.35a) and the uniform traffic (Figure 3.35b). Notably, the online agent
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Figure 3.35: Throughput comparison between the offline- and online-trained models with two source traffic
patterns. The offline agent is the DRL-base for the sched-slicing xApp.

achieves a throughput comparable with that of the agent trained on the offline dataset with slice-based
traffic, showing that—despite the additional training steps—it is still capable of selecting proper
actions for this traffic profile. This can also be seen in Figure 3.36, which shows that the action
selected most often grants the most PRBs to the eMBB slice (whose users have a traffic one order of
magnitude higher than MTC and URLLC).
The online agent, however, outperforms the offline-trained agent with the uniform traffic profile,
with a gap of 2 Mbps in the 80th percentile, demonstrating the effectiveness of the online training to
adapt to the updated traffic. The action profile also changes when comparing slice-based and uniform
traffic, with a preference toward more balanced PRB allocations.
Summary. These results show how online training can help pre-trained models evolve and meet the
demands of the specific environment in which they are deployed, at the cost, however, of reduced
RAN performance during training. This makes the case for further research in this area, to develop,
for example, smart scheduling algorithms that can alternate training and inference/control steps
according to the needs of the network operator. Additionally, we showed that models pre-trained on
Colosseum can be effective also in over-the-air deployments, making the case for ColO-RAN as a
platform to train and test O-RAN ML solutions in a controlled environment.
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3.3.6

Related Work

The application of ML to wireless networks has received considerable attention in recent years.
Existing works span the full protocol stack, with applications to channel modeling, PHY and MAC
layers, ML-based routing and transport, and data-driven applications [296–298].
Several papers review the potential and challenges of ML for wireless networks, discussing
open issues and potential solutions. Kibria et al. highlight different areas in which ML and big data
analytics can be applied to wireless networks [298]. Sun et al. [299] and Gunduz et al. [300] review
the key learning techniques that researchers have applied to wireless, together with open issues.
Similarly, Chen et al. focus on artificial neural network algorithms [301]. Other reviews can be found
in [284, 302]. While these papers present a clear overview of open problems associated with learning
in wireless networks, and sometimes include some numerical evaluations [303, 304], they do not
provide results based on an actual large-scale deployment, as this section does, thus missing key
insights on using real data, with imperfections, and on using closed-loop control on actual radios.
When it comes to cellular networks, ML has been applied throughout the 3GPP protocol stack.
Perenda et al. automatically classify modulation and coding schemes [305]. Their approach is
robust with respect to modulation parameters that are not part of the training set—a typical problem
in wireless networks. Again, at the physical layer, Huang et al. investigate learning-based link
adaptation schemes for the selection of the proper MCS for eMBB in case of preemptive puncturing
for URLLC [306]. Others apply ML to 5G network management and KPM prediction [80, 307, 308].
These papers, however, do not close the loop through the experimental evaluation of the control
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action or classification accuracy on real testbeds and networks. Chuai et al. describe a large-scale,
experimental evaluation on a production network, but the evaluation is limited to a single performance
metric [309].
DRL has recently entered the spotlight as a promising enabler of self-adaptive RAN control.
Nader et al. consider a multi-agent setup for centralized control in wireless networks, but not in
the context of cellular networks [310]. Wang et al. use DRL to perform handover [311]. Other
papers analyze the theoretical performance of DRL agents for medium access [312] and user
association [313]. Mollahasani et al. evaluate actor-critic learning for scheduling [314], and Zhou et
al. applies Q-learning to RAN slicing [315]. Chinchali et al. apply DRL to user scheduling at the
base station level [316]. Differently from these papers, we analyze the performance of DRL agents
with a closed loop, implementing the control actions on a software-defined testbed with an O-RAN
compliant infrastructure to provide insights on how DRL agents impact a realistic cellular network
environment. Finally, [317, 526] consider ML/DRL applications in O-RAN, but provide a limited
evaluation of the RAN performance without specific insights and results on using ML.

3.3.7

Lessons Learned

The design of ColO-RAN and of its xApps has allowed us to collect a number of key insights into the
development of end-to-end ML and AI pipelines for O-RAN and next-generation wireless networks.
The lessons learned include (i) system-level takeaways, related to the practical implementation of the
end-to-end ML pipeline described in Section 3.3.1 in multiple large scale experimental testbeds (i.e.,
Colosseum and Arena), and (ii) insights on the design of ML algorithms for wireless network control
and on their online adaptation. The main lessons learned are summarized as follows:
• The overall framework—combined with the capabilities of Colosseum and Arena—makes it
possible to collect datasets, and to test ML routines, at scale. This has required the integration
and adaptation of multiple components, including open source software developed by different
(and often siloed) projects, such as the OSC and srsRAN, and custom components such as the
xApps developed for ColO-RAN. The implementation of ColO-RAN bridges the gap among
multiple projects, providing a streamlined tool for AI/ML-based RAN control.
• End-to-end ML integration requires open interfaces for the data collection and the connectivity
between the RIC and the RAN, which need to comply with O-RAN specifications while at the
same time adapt to the specific use case (i.e., slicing and scheduling selection). To this end,
we equipped ColO-RAN with an O-RAN-compliant E2 interface at the RAN, and developed
custom SMs on top, which can be easily extended to study and demonstrate other use cases.
• ColO-RAN strikes a balance between portability and performance. The interfaces and the
closed-loop control need to comply with the near-real-time time scale, thus the RAN reporting
loop and xApp inference need to be tuned to align to such constraints. At the same time,
however, the ColO-RAN RIC has been adapted to be instantiated in a constrained environment
(i.e., a single Colosseum SRN or Arena server with LXC containers) and to be an easy-todeploy solution that can simplify and accelerate research in the O-RAN space.
• The processing and inference based on near-real-time live RAN data requires a careful design
of the data ingestion pipelines at the ColO-RAN RIC. Notably, we leveraged autoencoders
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to aggregate metrics from multiple reporting periods and/or users in a slice, and to handle
the lack of data for users which may disconnect or move in the scenario. The autoencoders
are trained to handle different zero-padding configurations, thus they accurately represent the
RAN state even with missing data. This also makes it possible to provide the DRL agent with
a fixed and limited input size, independent on events in the RAN.
• The collection and sharing of data among different components of a networked system,
including AI-based xApps, also requires a proper design of the state for each control application.
We showed with a large scale wireless dataset that a proper data analysis helps identifying
correlation among RAN KPMs and avoid unnecessarily increase the ML algorithm input space.
ColO-RAN has been designed to support data collection and analysis across different testbeds
and scenarios, thus simplifying the end-to-end ML design process.
• ColO-RAN demonstrates the effectiveness of intelligent control for the RAN through results
from a large-scale comparative performance evaluation of multiple xApps. Adaptive policies
effectively improve the performance of tenants with different (and often orthogonal) traffic
requirements, a key element for next-generation cellular networks.
• Finally, ColO-RAN makes it possible to train and test the same xApps on different wireless
environments, e.g., Colosseum and Arena. This allowed us to evaluate online training steps,
which make it possible to adapt and fine-tune the performance of a pre-trained ML algorithm
to new events and conditions, not part of the training set. We showed however that this has
a cost in terms of degraded RAN performance during the exploration phase, prompting the
study and development of smart scheduling solutions. In addition, the performance evaluation
indicated that models pre-trained on Colosseum data are effective also when deployed on an
over-the-air testbed, making hardware-based emulation a viable and powerful step toward the
creation of large-scale wireless experimental datasets.

ColO-RAN and the dataset collected for this work are publicly available and will enable ORAN-based experiments in Colosseum. We believe that this end-to-end experimental infrastructure,
together with the insights and lessons summarized here, will enable further research and development
in AI and ML solutions for the Open RAN.

3.4

Colosseum: Large-Scale Wireless Network Emulation Through
Hardware-in-the-Loop Experimentation

In this section, we present Colosseum—the world’s largest wireless network emulator with hardware
in-the-loop—as a platform that is for the first time available to the research community.11 Originally
built by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and by the Johns Hopkins
University Applied Physics Laboratory to support the Spectrum Collaboration Challenge (SC2) [269,
318–327], Colosseum is being expanded and operated by the Institute for the Wireless Internet of
Things12 at Northeastern University through an National Science Foundation (NSF) grant, which also
11
12

https://www.colosseum.net
https://www.northeastern.edu/wiot
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made it publicly available to the research community. With its 256 SDRs and 128 remotely accessible
compute nodes and GPUs, Colosseum provides the capabilities to test full-protocol stack solutions
at scale with real hardware devices and in emulated—yet realistic—environments with complex
channel interactions (e.g., path loss, fading, multipath). Besides its experimentation capabilities,
Colosseum can be used as an AI playground and wireless data factory to create large-scale datasets
and train/test solutions in a safe and controlled environment (see Section 3.2 and Chapter 4). We
provide an overview of the architectural components and emulation capabilities of Colosseum in
Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. We show how to use Colosseum in Section 3.4.3, including practical use
cases in Section 3.4.4. Finally, we describe the planned extensions to Colosseum in Section 3.4.5.

3.4.1

Colosseum Architecture

A high-level representation of the architecture of Colosseum is shown in Figure 3.37. Colosseum
comprises 128 SRNs, the MCHEM, the RF scenario server, the TGEN, and the management
infrastructure. The SRNs, which can be controlled remotely to perform experiments, are divided in
four quadrants and are synchronized in time and frequency through hierarchical OctoClock clock
distributors. Each SRN is a state-of-the-art server with 48-core Intel Xeon E5-2650 CPUs and an
NVIDIA Tesla K40m GPU, and drives an NI/Ettus USRP X310. Each X310 is equipped with two
UBX-160 daughterboards that operate between 10 MHz and 6 GHz. Colosseum allows multiple
concurrent users to automatically deploy softwarized containers—implemented via LXCs—on the
bare-metal SRNs (Figure 3.37, left). Containers can be used to run a variety of protocol stacks and to
control parameters and configurations at different layers of these stacks.
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Figure 3.37: Colosseum architecture.

MCHEM is tasked with the channel emulation in Colosseum. It comprises four interconnected
quadrants, each with 4 NI ATCA 3671 FPGA modules and 16 Virtex-7 690T FPGAs, and it drives
an array of 128 USRPs X310 interconnected in a one-to-one fashion to the USRPs of the SRNs (see
Figure 3.38).
When an RF transmission occurs in Colosseum, the signals generated by the USRPs at the
SRN side (e.g., signal x1 in Figure 3.38) get transmitted to the corresponding USRPs X310 of
MCHEM, which perform RF to baseband and analog-to-digital conversions. The digital signals are
then forwarded to the FPGAs of MCHEM that process them through Finite Impulse Response (FIR)
filters. Filters are composed of 512 pre-computed complex-valued taps that capture the characteristics
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Figure 3.38: FPGA-based RF scenario emulation in Colosseum.

of the channel, i.e., the Channel Impulse Response (CIR), between any pair of SRNs.13 As depicted
in Figure 3.38, the FIR filters load the vector hi,j of the 512-tap CIRs among receive node j and every
transmit node i, with i, j ∈ {1, ..., N } set of SRNs of a specific experiment. These channel
PN taps are
then applied to signal xi through a convolution operation. The resulting signal yj = i=1 xi ∗ hi,j
(i.e., the transmitted signals xi processed with the CIR of the emulated channel between nodes i and
j) is then sent to SRN j. In this way, Colosseum aggregates all the received signals after passing
them through the corresponding CIR and transmits the results yj to all the SRNs of the experiment
(and not only to the intended receiver), thus capturing and emulating effects of real wireless channels,
such as the interference among nodes and superimposition of signals from multiple nodes [328].
The RF scenario server (see Figure 3.37 and 3.38) maintains a catalog of the Colosseum RF
scenarios and feeds their channel taps to the channel emulator at run time. Scenarios make it possible
to emulate effects of the wireless channel, including path loss and fading in terrains up to 1 km2 and
with up to 80 MHz bandwidth. The modular architecture of MCHEM and the independence of its
USRPs allow Colosseum to concurrently emulate different scenarios on different experiments so that
multiple users can operate on the system at the same time. As we will discuss in Section 3.4.3, the
specific scenario to run can be selected by the user through a specialized control interface.
Similarly to how MCHEM emulates the RF scenarios, TGEN—based on the U.S. Naval Research
Laboratory’s MGEN [268]—takes care of emulating IP traffic flows between the SRNs. The set
of traffic flows that can be generated by TGEN, together with their characteristics (e.g., packet
rate, size and distribution), constitutes a traffic scenario. Once a traffic scenario starts, packets
are delivered to the SRNs, which handle them through the user-defined protocol stack (e.g., by
transmitting them through a cellular of Wi-Fi stack, see Section 3.4.4). Finally, the Colosseum
management infrastructure hosts a variety of auxiliary services (Figure 3.37). These include: (i) the
website through which the users reserve resources and start experiments; (ii) the resource manager,
which allocates resources to the users; (iii) gateways for user and management access to Colosseum;
(iv) a 900 TB NAS to store LXC images, experiment data and logs, and (v) various network services,
including services to provide time synchronization across the whole testbed.
13

Due to the high computational complexity required to generate scenarios, and to the large space to store them, only
4 channel taps are non-zero-valued.
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Experimental Scenarios in Colosseum

Experimental scenarios, i.e., RF and traffic scenarios, are at the core of Colosseum. RF scenarios
enable the emulation of up to 65,535 wireless channels in diverse environments with an emulation area
up to 1 km2 . They give users full control over the wireless environment, allowing them to capture and
reproduce the desired channel effects while enabling reproducibility and repeatability of experiments
at scale. This emulation is carried out by MCHEM through FPGA-based FIR filters, which capture
and reproduce the CIR of the emulated wireless environment (see Section 3.4.1). The CIR can
be derived in many different ways: for instance, it can be computed through well-known channel
modeling equations, performing field measurements [539], or leveraging high-accuracy software
tools, such as ray-tracers [541]. In this way, scenarios not only model the channel between transmitter
and receiver pairs, but they also model effects typical of the wireless propagation environment,
such as interference and superposition of the signals generated by multiple nodes. This ultimately
guarantees a high-fidelity channel emulation, ensuring that the emulated environments are as close as
possible to real-world deployments.
3.4.2.1

Examples of Available Experimental Scenarios

We now provide a sample of large-scale scenarios that are available on Colosseum at the time of
this writing: the Alleys of Austin and the SC2 Championship Event (SCE) Qualification scenarios—
developed by DARPA for SC2—and a set of cellular scenarios developed as part of the SCOPE
framework (see Section 3.2).
• Alleys of Austin. This scenario is set in the urban area of downtown Austin, TX, and involves
50 nodes divided in 5 groups, or squads. Every group consists of 9 pedestrian users moving in
a row formation, and a UAV circling on top of them. The center frequency of this scenario is
set to 1 GHz. The duration of the scenario is 15 minutes, divided in three stages of 5 minutes
each. In the first stage, nodes exchange voice traffic. In the second stage, they transmit images
and videos in addition to the voice data of the previous phase. Finally, in the third stage, the
transmission rate of the nodes significantly increases.
• SCE Qualification. This scenario concerns 10 nodes and has center frequency set to 1 GHz.
The duration of the scenario is 10 minutes. The Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) among nodes is
initially set to 20 dB and decreases by 5 dB every 2 minutes of the scenario. Finally, in the
last 2 minutes, the scenario center frequency shifts to 1.1 GHz, and the SNR is reset to 20 dB.
As for the traffic, nodes exchange UDP packets at constant bitrate.
• Cellular Scenarios. Colosseum includes a number of scenarios designed for cellular networking experimentation developed as part of the SCOPE framework, which will be described in
Section 3.2. They involve 8 to 10 base stations serving four mobile users each. The locations
of the base stations—derived from the OpenCelliD database [267]—match those of real-world
cellular deployments in Rome, Italy, in Boston, MA, and in the POWDER testbed of Salt Lake
City, UT (described in Section 2.7). See Section 3.2.3.2 for a detailed description of these
scenarios.
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Colosseum as a Wireless Data Factory

Colosseum scale and emulation capabilities allow it to create large-scale datasets, namely acting as a
wireless data factory. Its unique emulation capabilities—both in terms of RF and traffic scenarios—
allow users to configure an experiment once and then seamlessly run it in different environment,
channel and traffic conditions. Moreover, once set up, experiments can be run automatically in
batches, allowing users to collect data in bulk into wireless datasets (see Section 3.4.3). These
capabilities are fundamental when designing ML algorithms, which need to be trained on large
amounts of data and on different conditions to be able to generalize and adapt to unforeseen situations.

3.4.3

Operational Modes of Colosseum

Colosseum allows users to operate in either (i) interactive mode, in which users operate the SRNs
manually, or (ii) batch mode, in which experiments are carried out automatically.
Interactive Mode. The workflow of an interactive experiment in Colosseum is shown in Figure 3.39.
As a first step, the users reserve a number of SRNs through Colosseum website. In this step, they
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Figure 3.39: Workflow of a Colosseum interactive experiment.

can specify which LXC image to load on each SRN (i.e., either one of Colosseum-provided images
or an image they previously created/uploaded to the system). To guarantee a fair use of the testbed,
Colosseum implements a token-based resource allocation system, where occupying resources costs a
certain amount of tokens per hour.14
After resources have been reserved, Colosseum automatically instantiates LXC containers on
the SRNs. Next, users log into Colosseum gateway through the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol and
access the SRNs allocated to them. This is where the main part of Colosseum interactive experiments
14

Colosseum users are divided into teams, i.e., sets of users belonging to the same research group or organization. Each
team is provided with a token budget that automatically resets on a weekly basis.
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takes place. Users can start RF and traffic scenarios by using colosseumcli—an API to interface
with some auxiliary services of Colosseum, e.g., MCHEM and TGEN—and control the USRPs
X310 through softwarized protocol stacks instantiated on the SRNs (see Section 3.4.4 for exemplary
Colosseum use cases). Through colosseumcli, users can also make a snapshot of the container
running on the SRNs. This creates an LXC image from the container and saves it on Colosseum NAS
for later use. Finally, when the experiment ends, resources are deallocated and the content of the
/logs directory of each container are saved on the NAS, from where they can be retrieved through
the file proxy server.
Batch Mode. While the interactive mode is more suitable for designing, prototyping and troubleshooting solutions, the batch mode can be used to automatically run experiments in bulk, e.g., to
benchmark solutions or perform data collection. Batch jobs are configured through json-formatted
files, in which users can specify the experiment duration, which RF and traffic scenarios to run, the
number of SRNs to allocate and which LXC images to instantiate on them. Additional parameters—
handled by the user-defined programs—can also be passed. Once scheduled, batch jobs are inserted
in a queue and kicked off based on resource availability. Once a batch job starts, Colosseum takes
care of instantiating the containers and to run the specified emulation scenario. Then, user-defined
startup scripts are invoked on the SRNs and the actual experiment is carried out. Once the batch
job ends, data and logs are copied from the /logs directory of the SRN containers to the NAS,
analogously to what happens in interactive mode.

3.4.4

Use Cases of Colosseum

This section illustrates a set of Colosseum use cases. Examples concerning cellular networking are
shown in Section 3.4.4.1, applications using a software-defined Wi-Fi protocol stack are showcased
in Section 3.4.4.2, while spectrum sharing capabilities are discussed in Section 3.4.4.3. Finally, the
application of UAVs to wireless networking is demonstrated in Section 3.4.4.4.
3.4.4.1

Cellular Networking

Softwarization and virtualization will play a fundamental role in 5G and beyond cellular networks.
Telecom operators will deploy open-source custom solutions on a “white-box” agnostic RAN where
services, e.g., the base stations, will be instantiated on-demand. This not only endows the network
with flexibility by design, but it also allows real-time optimization of the users’ service based on
the current network conditions and traffic demand (see Chapters 2 and 4). Although open-source
approaches bring unprecedented performance improvements, they require a reliable development
environment and at scale evaluation before they are deployed on the commercial infrastructure. More
importantly, this testing phase needs to account for different environments, wireless channel and
traffic conditions. With its unique emulation capabilities, Colosseum allows the research community
to reliably prototype and benchmark solutions for future cellular networks. To showcase these
capabilities, we instantiate a cellular network with 4 base stations and 24 users through srsRAN,
which has been discussed in Section 2.2.2. (More advanced applications, including the instantiation
of O-RAN compliant softwarized cellular networks on Colosseum, will be discussed in details in
Chapter 4, and in Sections 3.2 and 5.2.) Figure 3.40 shows the network downlink throughput when
the users request traffic through iPerf3 at different rates: low traffic (1 Mbps per user), medium
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Figure 3.40: Downlink throughput with different traffic conditions.

Figure 3.41 shows how Colosseum scenarios can be used to study the impact of deployment
distance and user mobility in cellular networks. We evaluate a network with 10 base stations and
40 users in close proximity to the base stations. Users request downlink video traffic at a rate of
1 Mbps through one of Colosseum traffic scenarios. Specifically, Figure 3.41a shows the downlink
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Figure 3.41: Downlink spectral efficiency of the network varying the distance between users and base stations,
and speed of the users.

spectral efficiency of the network for different deployment distances between users and base stations:
close (users are deployed within 20 m from the base stations), medium (50 m), and far (100 m).
Figure 3.41b, instead, depicts the same metric for different configurations of user mobility: static
(no mobility), moderate (users move at a speed of 3 m/s), and fast (5 m/s). In this case, the
users are deployed in close proximity to the base stations. We notice that although the spectral
efficiency decreases with the increased mobility/distance between users and base stations, the network
performance shows tight 95% confidence intervals (shaded areas). This confirms the reliability and
repeatability of Colosseum emulation.
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Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi has become an indispensable and ubiquitous wireless technology to provide home networking
and public/hotspot Internet connectivity, as well as supporting a wide range of IoT applications. To
support the ever-increasing number of devices, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has
recently opened an additional 1.2 GHz of spectrum in the 6 GHz band [329]. This portion of the
spectrum, intended for unlicensed use, has been embraced in the IEEE 802.11ax amendment, namely
Wi-Fi 6 [330]. Large-scale experimentation is a core enabler for research and development in these
emerging spectrum bandwidths.
To showcase how Colosseum can facilitate these operations, we instantiate a Wi-Fi network
through an open-source GNU Radio-based implementation of the IEEE 802.11a/g/p standard [331].
We deploy 50 Wi-Fi transceivers in a Colosseum urban scenario and measure the Signal-to-Interference7
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Figure 3.42: SINR measured by Wi-Fi nodes on Colosseum in a scenario without node mobility (top) and with
node mobility (bottom).

plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) in the case nodes do not move (Figure 3.42, top), and in the case they
move with an average speed of 3 m/s (Figure 3.42, bottom). We notice that when node mobility is
implemented, the SINR degrades by 3.18 dB on average because of the rapidly-changing channel
conditions.
3.4.4.3

Spectrum Sharing

In recent years, the widespread use of wireless communications has fostered technological advancement and motivated the development and deployment of innovative services for mobile users. These
phenomena have resulted in a sharp increase in the number of wireless devices and traffic demand.
This has exacerbated the issue of the lack of spectrum to support them, also known as spectrum
crunch [332, 333].
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In most cases, spectrum is either allocated to government agencies for research and military uses
(e.g., radars, law enforcement), to the scientific community (e.g., for radio astronomy, atmospheric
sensing), or licensed to operators, which gain exclusive access to spectrum frequencies in exchange
for very high licensing fees. Only in a handful of cases, such as the Industrial, Scientific and Medical
(ISM) band, spectrum is allocated to non-commercial and experimental applications. One of the
main drawbacks of such a static allocation is that unlicensed portions of the spectrum are extremely
congested, while licensed ones might experience lower load conditions due to the lack of activity.
In this context, one research topic that has gained momentum is spectrum sharing, whose ultimate
goal is to devise solutions that allow multiple technologies to share portions of the spectrum. To
this end, SDRs have gained increasing attention in the community as a promising solution to allow
unlicensed users to fill the so-called spectrum holes left by licensed users. Although the literature is
characterized by several works that leverage optimization and data-driven solutions in SDRs, one of
the main limitations of such works is the lack of large-scale experimentation that demonstrates their
effectiveness in heterogeneous network topologies, traffic and channel conditions [213].
Colosseum fills this gap and allows users to instantiate large-scale networks with nodes running
heterogeneous wireless protocol stacks (e.g., cellular, Wi-Fi) on the same spectrum bandwidth.
This enables researchers to design, implement and evaluate novel spectrum sharing solutions on
heterogeneous and diverse network deployments and conditions without causing harmful interference
to licensed users. To provide an example of this application, we deploy on the same portion of the
spectrum a cellular base station serving 5 cellular users, and two Wi-Fi nodes. Figure 3.43 shows
the average CQI and percentage of uplink errors experienced by the cellular users with and without
Wi-Fi transmissions active. We notice that the interference generated by Wi-Fi communications
causes the CQI of the cellular users to rapidly drop (Figure 3.43a), and the percentage of uplink
errors to increase (Figure 3.43b) when Wi-Fi transmissions are ongoing.
3.4.4.4

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

The growing commercialization of UAVs, along with their greater affordability and increasing
popularity, has recently spawned the interest of telecom operators and equipment providers toward
the use of drones for networking applications. Examples of such applications include the use of
UAVs to create swarm of flying networks [334, 335, 536], to promptly aid in the aftermath of disaster
scenarios [336, 337, 525], and to bring connectivity to remote areas [534, 538]. However, security
concerns, strict flying regulations, and the cost of the equipment itself impose additional challenges
to the development and testing of solutions at scale.
Colosseum has the potential of facilitating the evaluation of such solutions by providing the
means to emulate large-scale SDR-enabled UAV networks. To showcase these capabilities, we
instantiate a network with 30 nodes in the Alleys of Austin scenario (see Section 3.4.2.1). Nodes are
divided in three groups, or squads (see Figure 3.44a). Each squad is composed of a UAV (marked
with “U” in the figure) and 9 ground relay nodes (“R”), which need to deliver data (e.g., video and
voice traffic) to specific members of the squad.
At each instant of time, specific nodes act as relays (aerial or ground) for data from a squad to
the intended destination (e.g., nodes in other squads), while coping with inter-user and inter-squad
interference. Figure 3.44b shows the average SINR when two different algorithms are used to select
the relay nodes: SINR-based maximum weighted matching, and random allocation. We notice that
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Figure 3.43: Average cell CQI and percentage of uplink errors with and without Wi-Fi traffic. Time periods
without Wi-Fi traffic are marked with a red shaded area.

when the maximum weighted matching algorithm is used, the squads experience a higher SINR than
when the random allocation strategy is enforced. This is due to the fact that the former algorithm
elects as relays those nodes that have better channel conditions (and thus a higher SINR) toward the
remaining squad members. This algorithm also takes advantage of the UAVs as aerial relays, which
are in line-of-sight condition with the ground nodes.

3.4.5

Evolution of Colosseum

While Colosseum represents an invaluable tool for the evaluation of large-scale wireless networking
scenarios, it also needs to evolve to match the needs of communication technologies in the years to
come. The following sections describe planned extensions of Colosseum that will add new emulation
capabilities (Section 3.4.5.1) and AI components (Section 3.4.5.2).
3.4.5.1

Expansions to Support NRDZ and mmWave Research

A steady trend in the wireless industry has been the push for the allocation of additional spectrum
for communications, with spectrum sharing [21] and the adoption of new frequency bands, e.g.,
millimeter waves [46, 338]. As the usage of the spectrum expands into new frontiers, it becomes
important to study and understand how different spectrum users can safely coexist. Along this line,
the NSF has recently published a “Dear Colleague Letter” to explore the feasibility of establishing
National Radio Dynamic Zones (NRDZs) in the United States. NRDZs are meant as safe platforms
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Figure 3.44: Left: network topology of an experiment with 30 nodes (ground relays, “R”, and UAVs, “U”)
in the Alleys of Austin scenario. The circles mark the trajectory of the UAVs. Right: average SINR of three
squads in Alleys of Austin scenario when different algorithms are used for the selection of relay nodes.

for experiments that would not be allowed under FCC spectrum regulations because of chances
to generate harmful interference toward incumbent users. Colosseum is naturally positioned to
implement an NRDZ, as—by being an emulator—it avoids any interference to external devices.
Additionally, its programmability allows experimenters to test multiple scenarios, different protocol
stacks, and different traffic patterns (see Section 3.4.2).
As part of the NRDZ activities, Colosseum will be expanded to support new spectrum bands,
scenarios, and power levels. Colosseum already supports very granular coordinated spectrum sharing
across heterogeneous networks, and will act as a “management and optimizer” system for protection,
observation, validation and automation of spectrum sharing. These capabilities will be extended by
adding two new quadrants (see Figure 3.45) and by improving the current MCHEM emulation.
As of today, there are two limitations in Colosseum that prevent it to act as a tool to design and
study NRDZs as defined above. First, Colosseum was designed to emulate terrains up to 1×1km. This
limitation is a consequence of the maximum propagation delay that can be emulated by MCHEM,
which is embedded in the design of its FPGAs. Second, Colosseum was designed to emulate sub6 GHz omnidirectional transmissions. However, it cannot emulate directional transmissions and
higher frequency bands.
To go beyond today’s limitations, we are deploying an additional, reduced version of a Colosseum
quadrant as a development environment. This environment includes a dedicated MCHEM quadrant
that will be the basis for the development of new channel emulation code, as well as the testing of
new hardware for the user radios and SRNs. Notably, two extensions for MCHEM will be introduced
first in this environment, and then scaled to the full Colosseum (Figure 3.45). The first will allow
longer delays for high-fidelity emulation of a 100 × 100 km grid and terrains representative of
NRDZs. The second will introduce the modeling of beamforming-based, directional communications
to emulate mmWave networks. Finally, to support the bandwidth requirements of 5G and beyond
cellular networks, we will create a new Colosseum quadrant able to emulate very large baseband
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bandwidth (up to 2 GHz of bandwidth).
3.4.5.2

AI Jumpstart Integration

Colosseum is currently being expanded through the MassTech “AI Jumpstart” program [339]. This
program aims at jump-starting Massachusetts firms interested in deploying AI to enhance their
businesses, connecting industry practitioners with world-class facilities and researchers. Part of the
AI Jumpstart equipment will be integrated in the Colosseum environment to enable research and
development of AI-based wireless networking solutions. Examples of use cases are the fast and
efficient training of large-scale wireless datasets collected on Colosseum (see Chapter 4); real-time,
AI-driven 5G signal processing for the full 5G protocol stack [340], and model-free adaptation and
control of large-scale wireless networks.
The new equipment includes two NVIDIA DGX A100 nodes—among the most powerful AI
compute solutions on the market today—capable of delivering up to 10 petaFLOPS [341]. These
nodes include 8 GPUs, state-of-the-art AMD CPUs, 1 TB of RAM, and 10 Mellanox ConnectX-6
network cards, each capable of sustaining a 200 Gbps link. An additional large memory node
enables memory-intensive workloads, with 3 TB of RAM. These machines are connected through a
dedicated Mellanox Infiniband switch, which can sustain an aggregated traffic of up to 16 Tbps. This
system will be fully meshed with the compute and wireless resources of Colosseum, with dedicated
Nomad-based orchestration and load balancing capabilities [342].

3.5

Arena: An Indoor Platform for Spectrum Research

In this section we give a succint overview Arena, an open-access wireless testing platform based on an
indoor 64-antenna ceiling grid connected to programmable SDRs for sub-6 GHz spectrum research.
A comprehensive description of the Arena testbed, including further details on hardware/software
configuration, experimental capabilities and additional use cases, can be found in [522].
The Arena testbed is located in the open-space laboratory on the fourth floor of the Northeastern
University Interdisciplinary Science & Engineering Complex and provides researchers and practition-
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ers with the ability of testing medium- and short-range solutions over a real-world indoor wireless
environment. The main characteristics of Arena can be summarized as follows:
• Real-time real-channel evaluation platform. Arena is an open-access, remotely accessible
testing platform that can be used to prototype, develop, and experimentally evaluate new
emerging technologies running real-time experiments leveraging the testbed SDRs and real
indoor wireless channel characteristics.
• Fully-synchronized testbed. Arena leverages a 24-SDR rack to drive a total of 64 transmit/receive antennas deployed on a ceiling grid layout covering an overall area of 2240 ft2 .
The radios are synchronized via clock distributors, and they connect to the antennas using
identical equal-length cables, ensuring full symbol-level synchronization throughout the whole
testbed. This enables applications such as massive MIMO, cooperative multi-point MIMO,
and synchronized distributed systems.
• Repeatable, flexible, and scalable indoor experiments. The 64-antenna grid of Arena
provides a plethora of possible network topologies and the scale to foster new technology
development. Its design ensures unchanged locations throughout the experiments and guarantees the integrity of the collected experimental data. A server rack of 12 identical compute
machines drives the radios and guarantees the same computational power to each one of them
toward a fair evaluation. The three-tier design of Arena—made of the server rack, the radio
rack, and the ceiling grid—solves SDR deployment issues typical of laboratory setups, such as
antenna orientation, cable non-linearities, and, ultimately, guarantees experiment repeatability.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. In Section 3.5.1, we outline the testbed design
and system architecture, while we describe the Arena hardware and software components in Section 3.5.2. Finally, in Section 3.5.3, we describe how to perform experiments on the testbed, while
the experimental capabilities of Arena are showcased in Section 3.5.4 through sample use cases.

3.5.1

Testbed Design and System Architecture overview

Arena provides researchers with a software control framework and radio hardware to evaluate wireless
development on a multitude of different radio configurations, topologies, and channel conditions.
Furthermore, it offers the capability of scaling up the testing environment by just changing a few lines
of code, with the ultimate guarantee of reproducible experiments. Arena is based on a three-tiered
architecture, the server rack, the radio rack, and the antenna grid.
The Server Rack. The server rack consists of 12 servers individually accessible through a top-ofthe-rack gateway responsible for authenticating users (see Figure 3.46). The platform is remotely
accessible through the College of Engineering (COE) Gateway. Servers are in charge of driving the
SDRs performing the transmit and receive baseband processing operations. They are identical to
each other both on hardware capabilities, kernel version, operating system, and installed software,
to guarantee uniform computational power and fair operations across the whole testbed. Moreover,
servers employ the network file system protocol to mount user disk spaces and to maintain consistency
of new software deployments and files across the whole rack. Servers connect to SDRs through a
dedicated PCIExpress network card, offering two additional network interfaces at 10 Gbps each.
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They are also connected to the gateway through standard 1 Gbps interfaces. Each server connects to
radios in one of two possible ways: one-to-one driving, and one-to-four driving, depending on the
model of the radio to be driven.
• One-to-one driving. Eight of the 12 servers are connected one-to-one to individual USRP X310
SDRs via a dedicated 10 Gigabit network interface. The USRP X310 is a high-performance,
scalable SDR platform whose hardware architecture combines two extended-bandwidth daughterboard slots covering DC–6 GHz with up to 120 MHz of baseband bandwidth. The 10
Gigabit interface provides high bandwidth and a low-latency connection between servers and
SDRs.
• One-to-four driving. The remaining four servers are organized in pairs, each pair driving eight
USRP N210 SDRs through a TRENDnet TEG-30284 10 Gigabit switch, for a total of 16
USRPs N210. The USRP N210 is a high-bandwidth, high-dynamic range radio designed to
operate from DC to 6 GHz. The USRPs N210s are driven over 1 Gigabit Ethernet interfaces
through the 10 Gigabit switches.
The Radio Rack. The radio rack is composed of 16 USRPs N210, 8 USRPs X310, 4 OctoClock
clock distributors, and two 10-Gigabit switches (see Figure 3.46, left). The 24 SDRs of the testbed
house 32 daughterboards, each having one TX/RX and one RX2 antenna frontends. The SDRs
in the rack are logically organized into three groups of eight radios each. Each group is provided
with time and frequency synchronization by an OctoClock clock distributor (for a total of three
clock distributors). These are in turn synchronized to a main clock distributor able to generate
time and frequency signals. To connect the main clock distributor to the three secondary clock
distributors, and the latter to the SDRs, we use 54 identical and same-length cables. These cables
guarantee clear reference signals and identical delays across all the 24 radios, which is essential for
full synchronization across the whole rack.
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With the goal of load balancing the network traffic between the two 10 Gigabit network interfaces
of each server, the radio rack networking has been configured to partition the SDRs into sub-networks.
Specifically, each USRP X310 is on its own private sub-network, while the USRPs N210 are grouped
into four different 4-device sub-networks. Given the baseband processing capabilities of USRPs
X310 (200 MSamples/s) and of USRPs N210 (25 MSamples/s), this configuration aims at load
balancing the traffic over the two 10 Gigabit/s interfaces of the servers. This guarantees that the
bandwidth of these interfaces suffices to drive up to four USRPs N210 or one USRP X310 through
the USRP Hardware Driver (UHD) (32 bit/Sample).
The Antenna Grid. Each SDR houses one or two radio frequency daughterboards with two antenna
frontends, namely TX/RX and RX2. The input ports connect to one ceiling antenna through a 100 ft
low-attenuation coaxial cable. Overall, each daughterboard connects to one antenna pair formed
by one transmitting and one receiving antenna. In this way, the USRPs X310 connect to a total of
four antennas, while the USRPs N210 connect to two antennas. The antenna grid floor plan layout is
shown in Figure 3.47. The 64 antennas are deployed across 8 rails, each hosting four equidistant
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Figure 3.47: Arena antenna grid layout.

antenna pairs (8 antennas). With a spacing of 5 ft between antenna pairs and 12 ft between rails,
Arena covers an overall deployment area of 2240 ft2 . Being antennas hung off the ceiling, Arena
offers unique line-of-sight conditions with respect to similar size indoor testbeds, yet preserving the
wireless channel characteristics typical of office-like environments. Its grid layout eases topology
changes as well as long-distance communications without requiring physical relocation of the radios.
Finally, in spite of the multitude of radio testing topologies that the 64-antenna grid offers, additional
topologies can easily be arranged due to the sliding rails that allow each antenna to be relocated for
application-specific scenarios, as illustrated in Figure 3.47, left.

3.5.2

Hardware and Software Components

In this section, we provide a detailed description of Arena’s design choices, as well as of its hardware
and software configuration.
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Server and Radio Rack Configuration

The server rack is composed of 12 servers, a gateway, and a switch. The servers are Dell EMC
PowerEdge R340 machines, namely wineslab01-12, running Ubuntu Linux, and provide the computational power to drive the 24 SDRs. Specifically, each server has a 6-core (12-threads each) Intel
Xeon E-2186G processor with 3.80 GHz base frequency (max 4.70 GHz) and four 8 GB DDR4-2666
RAM with 2666 MT/s speed.
Since high-speed connection and low-latency control are the keys to efficient software baseband
processing, each server employs an additional Intel X520 Dual Port 10 Gigabit DA/SFP+ network
card to communicate with the radios. This additional network card adds two network interfaces
leveraging the SFP+ technology to establish a fast and reliable link to the radios and an aggregate
data-rate of 20 Gbps.
A set of open-source software tools has been pre-installed on the servers to communicate with
the SDRs and drive them. Among these, there are GNU Radio 3.7.13, srsRAN, UHD 3.14, Python
2.7, and Python 3.5, which are ready to be used by any user to run wireless experiments. A standard
Gigabit Ethernet interface connects each server to the WiNES Lab gateway through a 24-Port Netgear
GS324 Gigabit Ethernet switch. The gateway is implemented on a Dell Precision 5820 machine
running Ubuntu Linux and implements server access control and network security features, as well
as it provides Internet access to each of the 12 servers.
Powering the server rack might require a high power supply, which potentially varies over time.
To this end, the power supply system is based on two APC Metered Rack Power Distribution Units
(PDU) AP7811B and a Dell 5000 VA 208 V Smart Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS). This
protects all the server rack devices from power spikes and surges and provides approximately one
hour of emergency power in case of outages. Moreover, the UPS is powered through an emergency
power receptacle, active even in case of a power outage in the building, as a second level of power
outage protection.
The radio rack houses 16 USRP N210, 8 USRP X310, 4 OctoClock clock distributors, and two
10-Gigabit switches. USRPs are experimental hardware radio platforms completely controllable
through software programs. They embed a FPGA, Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs), and Digitalto-Analog Converters (DACs) and are particularly suitable to design, test, prototype, and deploy
wireless radio communication systems and protocols (see Section 2.6).
3.5.2.2

Grid Configuration

One of the highlight design choices of Arena is the 64-antenna ceiling grid concerning an 8 × 8 array
that covers an overall area of 2240 ft2 , where each antenna point is cabled to the radio rack. Arena
is based on 64 American Wire Gauge (AWG) RG8-CMP [343] low-attenuation, fireproof 100 ft
long SMA-to-SMA connection cables that have been specifically designed for indoor applications.
Using 64 same-length cables guarantees equal delays in symbol transmission and reception across
the whole testbed, despite the antenna location. Guaranteeing same delays all the way to the
antennas is crucial for transmission schemes such as MIMO, where different antenna connector
length might compromise the transmission synchronization. The cable length has been selected as
the shortest one connecting the farthest antenna point to the rack to reduce signal power loss, which
equals to 6.8 dB and 11 dB over 100 ft length at 2.4 GHz and 5.0 GHz, respectively, which can
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be however compensated with transmission and reception gains. Guaranteeing consistent delays
across the whole testbed comes at the price of having tens of extra feet of cables to bundle. These
have been professionally coiled across the ceiling avoiding loops that might result in undesirable
electromagnetic effects.
For over-the-air communications, Arena features 3dBi gain omnidirectional dualband VERT2450
antennas for transmission and reception (see Figure 3.47). These toroidal-radiation dipole antennas
are optimized to work in the 2.4-2.5 GHz and 4.9-5.9 GHz operating frequency bands and offer a
50 Ω nominal impedance [344].
The 64 antennas are mounted on eight 15 ft rails hung off the ceiling. Rails have a 1.5 × 3 inches
rectangular T-slotted profile with six open slots on each of its sides and one on the front side. Each
rail hosts four antenna pairs spaced 5 ft from each other, while same pair antennas are spaced 1 inch
only to mimic a transceiver radio device. The rail’s robust structure provides enough strength to
support the weight of eight AWG cables each, while their modular design permits antennas relocation
along their whole length. In fact, antenna locations can be effortlessly adjusted by just sliding them
along rails as shown in Figure 3.47.

3.5.3

Life-cycle of an Experiment

The Arena access diagram is shown in Figure 3.48. Upon getting an account on Arena, users can
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Figure 3.48: Arena access system diagram.

authenticate via SSH to the WiNES Lab Gateway through the COE Gateway15 . At their first access,
users will be allocated dedicated network disk space, accessible through any machine under the
COE domain via the network file system protocol. Once logged into the WiNES Lab Gateway, it is
possible to Secure Shell (SSH) to any of the 12 Arena servers.16
15
16

gateway.coe.neu.edu
wineslab01-12.coe.neu.edu
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Since each server drives a subset of the available radios, the server selection can be made upon
the user’s experiment of choice. In this way, users can access one, some, or all of the 12 servers
depending on their needs. Specifically, accessing servers wineslab01-08 will allow driving one
and only one USRP X310 per server (SDRs 17-24), servers wineslab09-10 can be accessed to
drive up to 8 USRPs N210 (SDRs 9-16), while servers wineslab11-12 can be accessed to drive the
remaining 8 USRPs N210 (SDRs 1-8).
Despite users being able to install their own software of choice on the network disk space allocated
to them, basic development and testing software, such as Python, GNU Radio, and srsRAN, has
already been installed on the servers and it is accessible by all users. On Arena, performing real-time
wireless experiments is as simple as running pre-compiled software such as GNU Radio transmit
an receive programs (e.g., benchmark tx.py and benchmark rx.py), or srsRAN core network and
base station programs (e.g., srsepc and srsenb) and specify the desired radio to be driven by
command line tool (e.g., --args="addr=192.168.10.2" to drive SDR 1) for USRP N210, while
explicit radio addressing is not needed for USRP X310, which are one-to-one driven by servers
wineslab01-08. The UHD, a user-space library that runs on a general-purpose processor, handles
the baseband samples between the SDR and the control host. The control host software (e.g., GNU
Radio), will report network status and measured metrics to the user such as transmitted, received,
and correctly decoded packets, overall network throughput, and nodes interference levels, which can
be saved on network disk or external drive for further analysis. To terminate an experiment session,
the user can simply log out from the servers in use and from the WiNES Lab gateway.
Ultimately, Arena’s real-time testing capabilities can be leverages to experiment with simple pointto-point links, test multi-hop transmissions, evaluate cellular network performance, or implement
MIMO communication schemes, both for real-time research validation and live demonstrations.

3.5.4

Experimental Capabilities

While Arena can be leveraged to test point-to-point transmission techniques, such as narrowband and
OFDM, employing diverse modulations, transmission powers, and other physical layer parameters,
in this section we focus on providing some experimental use case scenarios where we test more
complex communication schemes as well as evaluate some published work on Arena.
MIMO Capabilities. Among Arena highlights is its full-testbed symbol-level synchronization. This
can be employed to implement distributed MIMO transmission schemes with the goal, for instance,
of increasing the SINR of a wireless communication link. We implemented a 4-Multiple Input,
Single Output (MISO) transmitter employing Maximum Ratio Transmission (MRT) beamforming
at SDRs 1-2-3-4, and evaluated its performance against single antenna (SISO) transmission toward
several single antenna receivers [345, 346] for the same overall output power. Figure 3.49 compares
the received throughput for the two transmission schemes at 11 different receiver locations across the
testbed. During this set of experiments, changing the network topology was as easy as addressing
different receiver devices from GNU Radio, and did not require any SDR/antenna relocation.
Ad Hoc Networks. We also demonstrated ad hoc wireless networks implementing an instance of
WNOS [347]. WNOS is a wireless network operating system for ad hoc networks that provides
automated network control, interfacing the network designer with a simple control interface. WNOS
takes network control programs defined on a centralized abstraction of the network, and automatically
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Figure 3.49: Average 4-MISO and SISO comparison
at 11 different receivers. 95% confidence intervals
are shown.
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Figure 3.50: Single run and average results for two
different control problems on a 14-node ad hoc network, using WNOS.

generates distributed cross-layer control programs based on distributed optimization theory. These
are, then, executed by each individual network node on an abstract representation of the radio
hardware. We implement a 14-nodes WNOS prototype on Arena, where two source nodes intend to
deliver data to two destinations through 12 relay nodes, in a wireless multi-hop fashion. As source,
relay, and destination nodes, we use SDRs 3-11, SDRs 1-2-5-6-7-9-10-13-14-15, and SDRs 8-16,
respectively. We leverage WNOS to dictate two different network behaviors, namely max-rate and
min-power (see [347] for details). The network performance for the two traffic sessions under the
two different control problems is shown in Figure 3.50.
Cellular Networks. Arena can be used to easily evaluate cellular network scenarios with a high
degree of realism. We herein showcase the implementation of a multi-cell LTE network and evaluate
its performance for two different scenarios: high inter-cell interference and low inter-cell interference.
In the former, two eNBs are located in close proximity to one another and have almost completely
overlapping coverage areas, while in the latter, the two eNBs are located further away from each
other. For both scenarios, each eNB serves three mobile subscribers continuously requesting data at
the maximum rate. We used srsRAN, discussed in Section 2.2.2, to implement the cellular network.
We implemented the eNBs on USRPs X310, specifically, we employed SDRs 21 and 22 for the high
interference scenario, and SDRs 17 and 24 for the low interference one. As UE, we used Samsung
Galaxy S5 commercial cellular phones. Figure 3.51 shows the total network throughput, as well as
the average per-user throughput for the two deployments. Results report how inter-cell interference
negatively affects the user average throughput and the sum network performance.
Cognitive Radio Networks. Arena can also be used to implement spectrum-sensing-based network
solutions such as cognitive radios. Concepts like spectrum sharing, opportunistic spectrum access,
and spectrum management typically rely on information gathering by idle listening on the wireless
channel [348–350]. We herein show how Arena can be leveraged to gather information about Wi-Fi
activity in the surrounding environment. Specifically, we leveraged an IEEE 802.11 GNU Radio
implementation [331] to implement an SDR-based Wi-Fi receiver at SDRs 13-14-15-16-17-18-19-
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Figure 3.51: Network throughput in high and low inter-cell interference scenarios using 2 eNBs and 6 UEs
with srsRAN.

20-21-22-23-24 and sense the Wi-Fi activity on Wi-Fi channel 6. Figure 3.52 illustrates the heatmap
of the sensed Wi-Fi activity across the employed devices.
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Figure 3.52: Heatmap of sensed Wi-Fi packets per second at different locations of Arena.

3.6

Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented OpenRAN Gym, the first publicly-available research platform for
data-driven O-RAN experimentation at scale. OpenRAN Gym enables end-to-end design and testing
of data-driven O-RAN xApps. We described the main components of OpenRAN Gym, detailing
configuration options and procedures for experimenting at scale on Colosseum. We then gave an
overview of the OpenRAN Gym xApp design and testing workflow, from user instantiation of their
AI/ML models as xApps on the near-real-time RIC, to performing inference, prediction and/or control
of base stations using live KPMs from the RAN. We provided an example of two xApps designed with
OpenRAN Gym and used to control a large-scale O-RAN-managed network deployed on Colosseum.
Additionally, we demonstrated how experiments and solutions designed with OpenRAN Gym on
Colosseum can be ported to a set of heterogeneous testbeds, such as Arena, and the POWDER and
COSMOS platforms of the U.S. National Science Foundation PAWR program.
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We described in details the various building blocks of OpenRAN Gym. SCOPE—the data
collection and control framework of OpenRAN Gym—is a development environment for softwarized
and virtualized cellular networks that provides: (i) a ready-to-use portable open-source cellular
container with flexible 5G-oriented functionalities; (ii) data collection tools, such as dataset generation
functions for recording cellular performance and metrics, and for facilitating data analysis; (iii) a set
of APIs to control and reprogram key functionalities of the full cellular stack at run time, without
requiring redeploying the network, and (iv) an emulation environment with diverse cellular scenarios
closely matching real-world deployments for precise prototyping NextG network solutions. We
showcased SCOPE usage in the Colosseum network emulator and demonstrated its flexibility by
porting it to real-world testbeds, both indoor and outdoor. Researchers can use SCOPE to design,
implement and test novel control solutions on large-scale real-world cellular scenarios with different
topologies, mobility patterns, channel and traffic characteristics.
ColO-RAN—forming the O-RAN control architecture of OpenRAN Gym—is a first-of-its-kind
open, large-scale, experimental O-RAN framework for training and testing ML solutions for nextgeneration RANs. It combines O-RAN components, a softwarized RAN framework, and Colosseum,
the world’s largest, open, and publicly-available wireless network emulator with hardware-in-the-loop.
ColO-RAN leverages Colosseum as a wireless data factory to generate large-scale datasets for ML
training in a variety of RF environments, taking into account propagation and fading characteristics
of real-world deployments. The ML models are deployed as O-RAN xApps on the near-real-time
RIC, which connects to RAN nodes through O-RAN-compliant interfaces for data collection and
closed-loop control.
Then, we detailed two of the experimental platforms for data colleciton and testing leveraged
by OpenRAN Gym: Colosseum and Arena. Colosseum is the world’s largest publicly accessible
wireless network emulator with hardware-in-the-loop. The unique emulation capabilities and scale
of Colosseum enable the design, prototyping, and testing of wireless solutions in a host of scenarios
and channel conditions. We illustrated the architecture, emulation capabilities and operational modes
of Colosseum, and we provide examples of large-scale experimentation in Colosseum, considering
cellular, Wi-Fi, spectrum sharing and UAV scenarios.
Arena is an open-access wireless testing platform for sub-6 GHz spectrum research. The scale
and deployment characteristics of Arena allow researchers to test medium- and short-range solutions
at scale in an indoor real-world wireless environment. We discussed the architecture and design
choices of Arena, then showcased exemplary applications and technologies that can be evaluated on
Arena, such as MIMO transmission schemes, ad hoc networks, cellular, and cognitive radio networks.
OpenRAN Gym has been made publicly-available to the research community, and opened up for
community contributions and additions.

Chapter 4

O-RAN-based Control of Softwarized
Cellular Networks
The O-RAN Alliance—a consortium of industry and academic institutions—is working toward realizing the vision of NextG cellular networks, where telecom operators use standardized interfaces to
control multi-vendor infrastructures and deliver high performance services to their subscribers [143].
To achieve this goal, O-RAN embraces and promotes the 3GPP functional split, where base station
functionalities are virtualized as network functions and divided across multiple network nodes,
and proposes the RIC, a new architectural component that provides a centralized abstraction of
the network, allowing operators to implement and deploy custom control plane functions (see
Section 2.4.1).
While the O-RAN architectural vision is gaining momentum among researchers, the challenges
of implementing it for data-driven, open, programmable and virtualized NextG networks are still
largely to be dealt with. Important architectural questions are yet to be answered, including (i) the
exact functionalities and parameters to be controlled by each network component; (ii) where to place
network intelligence; (iii) how to validate and train data-driven control loop solutions, and (iv) how
AI agents can access data and analytics from the RAN while minimizing the overhead of moving
them from the RAN to the storage and inference locations. To answer these questions, in this chapter,
which was derived from [526, 530], we provide the following contributions.
• We discuss how data-driven, closed-control loop solutions can be implemented in NextG RANs.
We focus on the opportunities offered by the O-RAN architecture, including functional split
and open interfaces, and on their role in advancing intelligent and programmable networks.
• Differently from prior work [317, 523], we investigate the limitations of the current O-RAN
specifications and the challenges associated with deploying data-driven policies at different
nodes of the RAN.
• We discuss how large-scale experimental testbeds will play a key role by providing researchers
with heterogeneous and large datasets, critical to the success of data-driven solutions for
cellular networks. We focus on the three PAWR platforms available at the time of this writing,
i.e., POWDER, COSMOS, and AERPAW (described in Section 2.7), and on Colosseum and
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Arena (described in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, respectively), which can all be used to generate
massive datasets under a variety of network configurations and RF conditions.
• We provide the first demonstration of an O-RAN data-driven control loop in a large-scale
experimental testbed using open-source, programmable RAN and RIC components. We deploy
O-RAN on the Colosseum network emulator and use it to control multiple network slices
instantiated on 4 SDR base stations serving 40 SDR UEs.
• We develop a set of DRL agents as RIC xApps to optimize key performance metrics for
different network slices through data-driven closed-control loops. Experimental results show
that our DRL approach outperforms other control strategies improving spectral efficiency by
up to 20% and reducing buffer occupancy by up to 37%. We released the DRL agents and the
7 GB dataset used to train them.1
• We introduce the concept of dApps, distributed applications that complement xApps/rApps by
implementing RAN intelligence at the CUs and DUs to address real-time use cases outside the
timescales supported by the RICs.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We discuss how intelligent control schemes
can be embedded in the O-RAN architecture in Section 4.1. We demonstrate the potential our
O-RAN-based closed-control loops in Section 4.2. Finally, we introduce the concept of dApps to
enable real-time control of the RAN in Section 4.3, and we draw our conclusions in Section 4.4.

4.1

Intelligent Wireless Architectures

Openness, programmability, and disaggregation are key enablers of data-driven applications. However, they are only the first step toward the seamless integration of AI and ML-based control loops
in cellular networks. Typically, data-driven approaches involve several steps, ranging from data
collection and processing, to training, model deployment and closed-control and testing.
This section illustrates how O-RAN is steering NextG deployments to bring intelligence to the
network, by defining a practical architecture for the swift execution of data-driven operations, and
discusses extensions to control procedures not currently considered by O-RAN.
Data Handling and Training Procedures. The effectiveness of data-driven approaches heavily
depends on how data is handled, starting from data collection and aggregation at the RAN (where data
is generated) to the point where it is processed for model training and inference. However, collecting
and moving large amounts of data might result in significant overhead and latency costs. Hence,
data-driven architectures must cope with tradeoffs between centralized approaches—providing a
comprehensive view of the state of the network at the cost of overhead and latency—and distributed
ones—which operate at the edge only, gather data from a small number of sources while enjoying
low latency [80].
In this context, the O-RAN ML specifications introduce standardized interfaces (e.g., O1) to
collect and distribute data across the entire infrastructure as well as operational guidelines for the
deployment of ML and AI solutions in the network [283]. These include practical considerations
1

https://github.com/wineslab/colosseum-oran-commag-dataset
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on how, where and when models can be trained, tested and eventually deployed in the network.
First, AI/ML models are made available to operators via a marketplace system similar to that of the
well-established NFV MANO architecture, where models are stored in a catalog together with details
on their control objectives, required resources, and expected inputs and outputs. Second, data-driven
solutions must be trained and validated offline to avoid causing inefficiencies—or even outages—to
the RAN. Indeed, since AI/ML techniques usually rely upon a randomized initialization, O-RAN
requires all ML models to be trained and validated offline before their deployment [283]. As we
will discuss next, albeit shielding the network from unwanted behavior, this requirement also limits
the effectiveness of such approaches, especially the online ones. Online AI/ML techniques could
still be used in O-RAN compliant architectures by allowing models to be trained with offline data
in the non-real-time RIC, and then perform online learning in the near-real-time RIC. The smaller
time-scale of the control loops of the latter would in fact allow the online training pipeline to be fed
with data collected in real time.
Open Wireless Data Factories. Data-driven approaches aim at autonomously managing the network requiring little to no human intervention. Training and testing algorithms and data-driven
closed-control loop policies require large amounts of data gathered in diverse scenarios, with varying traffic patterns, requirements and user behaviors, so that the resulting policy is effective when
deployed in real networks.
Access to the massive amounts of data needed for training, however, is usually a privilege that
only telecom operators enjoy. Owing to privacy and competition concerns, operators seldom share
such data openly with the research community. As a consequence, researchers and practitioners are
often constrained to rely on datasets collected in small laboratory setups, which seldom capture the
variety and scale of real cellular deployments. In the context of intelligent networking for NextG
cellular systems, large-scale wireless testbeds are needed for developing, training and testing new
data-driven solutions, serving as open wireless data factories for the community. Examples of such
open platforms—which would facilitate massive data collection in realistic and diverse wireless
deployments [523]—are the city-scale platforms of the PAWR program, which have been described
in Section 2.7, Colosseum, detailed in Section 3.4, and Arena, described in Section 3.5.
Control Loops. Figure 4.1 portraits how intelligence can be embedded at different layers and entities
of a disaggregated cellular network together with the challenges and limitations of doing so. Each
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Figure 4.1: Learning-based closed-control loops in an O-RAN architecture.
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closed-control loop optimizes RAN parameters and operations by running at different timescales,
with different number of UEs, and using different sources for the input data. The O-RAN Alliance is
also looking into how to standardize the data-driven workflows for these control loops. As of this
writing, O-RAN only considers non and near-real-time loops, while real-time loops are left for future
studies. Figure 4.1 also depicts the additional inference timescale below 1 ms to process raw I/Q
samples and perform AI-driven PHY layer tasks, currently not part of O-RAN as it would require
device- and/or RU-level standardization.
To better highlight the potential and limitations of the approach proposed by O-RAN, in the
following we analyze each control loop individually, highlighting the role of each network component.
Finally, we discuss how the current O-RAN architecture can be extended to realize the control loops
and applications illustrated in Figure 4.1.

4.1.1

Non-Real-time Control Loop

The O-RAN Alliance defines non-real-time any control loop that operates on a timescale of at least
one second. As shown in Figure 4.1, this involves the coordination between the non-real-time
and near-real-time RIC through the A1 interface. This control loop manages the orchestration of
resources at the infrastructure level, making decisions and applying policies that impact thousands of
devices. These actions can be performed using data-driven optimization algorithms processing data
from multiple sources, and inference models deployed on the non-real-time RIC itself.
Practical examples of non-real-time data-driven control include instantiating and orchestrating
network slices, as well as selecting which pre-trained inference models in the catalog should be
deployed to accomplish operator intents, and deciding in which near-real-time RIC these models
should be executed. Said decisions can be made according to a variety of factors, ranging from
computational resources and data availability to minimum performance requirements to comply
with Service Level Agreements. Moreover, since the non-real-time RIC is endowed with Service
Management and Orchestration capabilities, this control loop can also handle the association between
the near-real-time RIC and the DUs/CUs. This is particularly useful in virtualized systems where DUs
and CUs are dynamically instantiated on-demand to match the requests and load of the RAN. However,
non-real-time loops are challenging to actuate in practice because of the very many interactions
among the non-real-time RIC and the network elements, which require tight coordination, data
collection and orchestration capabilities.

4.1.2

Near-Real-time Control Loops

Near-real-time control loops operate on a timescale between 10 ms and 1 s. As shown in Figure 4.1,
they run between the near-real-time RIC and two components of the gNBs: the CU and the DU.
Because one near-real-time RIC is associated to multiple gNBs, these control loops can make
decisions affecting up to thousands of UEs, using user-session aggregated data and MAC/PHY layer
KPIs. ML-based algorithms are implemented as external applications, i.e., xApps, and are deployed
on the near-real-time RIC to deliver specific services such as inference, classification, and prediction
pipelines to optimize the per-user quality of experience, controlling load balancing and handover
processes, or the scheduling and beamforming design. Challenges of near-real-time control loops
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include the need to promptly make decisions in a matter of tens or hundreds of milliseconds for each
of the several CUs and DUs controlled by the RIC.

4.1.3

Real-time Control Loops

A crucial component of the operations of a cellular network involves actions at a sub-10 ms—or
even sub-ms—timescale. In O-RAN, these operations are labeled as real-time control loops, and
mainly concern interactions between elements in the DU. Control loops at a similar timescale could
also be envisioned to operate between the DU and the RU, or at the UEs. However, as deploying
ML solutions at the DU is not currently supported, these loops are left for future extensions of the
O-RAN specifications. We propose a practical way to achieve such real-time control of the RAN
through the concept of dApps, which we discuss in Section 4.3.
Finally, data-driven approaches at the lower layers of the protocol stack or at the device, i.e.,
involving sub-ms timescales, are extremely powerful and can be used for data-driven scheduling
decisions [316] and for feedback-less detection of PHY layer parameters (e.g., modulation and coding
scheme, and interference recognition) [351]. Overall, the fact that device-/RU-level standardization
is required for sub-ms loops makes it very challenging to realize them in practice, thus limiting their
applicability.

4.2

Scheduling Control in Sliced 5G Networks through O-RAN RIC

This section showcases an example of a data-driven closed-loop control implemented using the ORAN Software Community near-real-time RIC and an open cellular stack on Colosseum (Figure 4.2).
We demonstrate the feasibility of a closed-control loop where DRL agents running in xApps on the
near-real-time RIC select the best-performing scheduling policy for each RAN slice.
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Figure 4.2: O-RAN integration in Colosseum.

Experimental Scenario. We have emulated a 5G network with 4 base stations and 40 UEs (Figure 4.2, left) in the dense urban scenario of Rome, Italy. The locations of the base stations have
been extracted from OpenCelliD (a database of real-world cellular deployments) and cover an area
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of 0.11 km2 . (See Section 3.2.3.2 for a detailed description of this urban scenario.) Downlink and
uplink frequencies have been set to 0.98 and 1.02 GHz, respectively; the channel bandwidth to
3 MHz. While these parameters might be atypical for 5G, their choice depends on the Colosseum
environment. We note, however, that this does not affect our findings on how data-driven solutions
improve the RAN performance.
We consider a multi-slice scenario in which UEs are statically assigned to a slice of the network
and request three different traffic types, i.e., high capacity eMBB, URLLC, and MTC. This reflects
the case, for instance, of telecom operators providing different levels of service to different devices
(e.g., MTC service to IoT-enabled devices, or URLLC to devices for time-critical applications). The
base stations serve each slice with a dedicated—and possibly different—scheduling policy, selecting
among Proportionally Fair (PF), Waterfilling (WF), and Round Robin (RR). We also consider the
case where the number of PRBs allocated to each slice varies over time [12, 537].
We used the SCOPE framework of Section 3.2, which is based on srsRAN (described in Section 2.2.2), to implement our softwarized cellular network. Although this framework is not yet fully
compliant with the NR specifications, we are confident that our DRL-based approach enabled by
O-RAN can be easily extended to future NR-compliant versions of this (or of any other) software
where base stations expose control interfaces to the network. For ease of prototyping, we co-located
the core network on the same SRN that also runs the base station application. For the purposes of this
chapter, this setup is equivalent to deploying the core network on a dedicated SRN (see Figure 4.2).
The scenario we considered concerns pedestrian user mobility with time-varying path-loss and
channel conditions. Traffic among base stations and UEs is generated through the Colosseum TGEN,
configured to send different traffic types to UEs of different slices, i.e., eMBB (1 Mbps constant
bitrate traffic), URLLC (Poisson traffic, with 10 pkt/s of 125 bytes) and MTC (Poisson traffic, with
30 pkt/s of 125 bytes). For each base station, the UE-slice allocation is as follows: eMBB and
URLLC slices serve 3 UEs each, while MTC slices serve 4 UEs. We embedded the DRL agents into
xApps running in the near-real-time RIC (right of Figure 4.2), for a total of 12 DRL agents running
in parallel and making decisions with a time granularity of 500 ms. Agents connect with the network
base stations through the O-RAN E2 interface. This interface is composed of two elements: the
application protocol, and the SM [142]. The former defines the set of messages that the near-real-time
RIC and the RAN nodes can exchange, and the procedures for the RAN node subscription to the
RIC. The SM, instead, defines which parameters of the RAN nodes can be controlled by the RIC to
achieve a given closed-loop control objective. Specifically, the E2 interface exposes analytics and
the scheduler policy selection using a custom SM. As shown in Figure 4.2, xApps interface with
the base stations through the O-RAN E2 manager, which ultimately connects with the base stations
via the E2 interface. Other components of the RIC include the RIC database, which keeps entries
on the connected base stations, the training engine, and the ML model catalog, which deploys the
DRL model chosen by the telecom operator on the near-real-time RIC. Finally, messages internal
to the RIC are managed by the RIC Message Router, a library which associates message types to
destination endpoints.
DRL Agent Training. To train our DRL agents we generated some 7 GB of training data of
various performance metrics (e.g., throughput and bit error rate), system state information (e.g.,
transmission queue size, signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio, and channel quality information)
and resource allocation strategies (e.g., slicing and scheduling policies) by running a total of 89
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hours of experiments on Colosseum. Each DRL agent has been trained via the PPO algorithm to
manage a single slice for fine-grained and flexible control of the whole cellular network. Agents
have been trained under network configurations obtained by varying the distance between base
stations and UEs and the mobility of the UEs. Testing has been performed in the most challenging
setup, which includes the random mobility of the UEs. Although the training is performed with
the same topology configuration, we notice that our agents are topology-independent, as each of
them controls a single slice for a given base station. Specifically, agents process the performance
metrics received by the base station they are controlling—which possibly expresses the performance
of several UEs—through an encoder. This allows them to cast the dimensionality of the input data to
a fixed size and to process it regardless of the number of active UEs of the slice. As a consequence,
the DRL agents do not need to be aware of the number of UEs and base stations in the network,
which makes our approach general and scalable. Through the RIC Indication messages sent via the
O-RAN E2 interface (Figure 4.2), the agent is fed real-time performance measurements of the slice it
controls. These messages generate an overhead of 72 bytes/s per UE. Data goes through an encoder
for dimensionality reduction and is then used by the agent to identify the state of the system. The
agent uses a fully connected neural network with 5 layers and 30 neurons each to determine the best
scheduling policy for the corresponding slice. This policy is then signaled to the corresponding base
station through RIC Control messages sent via the E2 interface. The reward of the agents depends on
the specific slice and the corresponding KPI requirements. Specifically, eMBB and MTC agents have
been trained to maximize the throughput of UEs; the URLLC agent has been trained to minimize
latency by allocating resources (i.e., PRBs) as quickly as possible. To comply with O-RAN directives,
we have trained the DRL agents offline in the non-real-time RIC, which also performs the initial
data-collection and deploys the model in the near-real-time RIC. We have then tested them on the
emulated Colosseum scenario.
Experimental Results. Figure 4.3 shows the CDF of the downlink spectral efficiency of the eMBB
slice. We compare the performance of the network when DRL agents dynamically select the best
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Figure 4.3: Downlink spectral efficiency of the eMBB slice for different scheduling policies and with DRL
control.

scheduling strategy among RR, PF and WF against the case where scheduling strategies are fixed
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over time. Our results clearly indicate that data-driven optimization outperforms fixed policies by
delivering gains in spectral efficiency that are up to 20% higher than that of the best performing static
policy. This is due to the fact that eMBB traffic requires high data-rates and DRL agents are capable
of dynamically adapting scheduling decisions to the current network state and traffic demand.
Figure 4.4 shows the ratio of PRBs allocated to UEs of the URLLC slice for different scheduling
policies. We observe that RR is not even capable of satisfying the requirements of the URLLC
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Figure 4.4: PRB allocation ratio of the URLLC slice for different scheduling policies and with DRL control.

UEs. The DRL agent achieves the best performance, ensuring that all UEs are granted the resource
they request. Our results also show that using DRL obtains a downlink buffer occupancy at the base
station that is 37%, 5% and 17% less of that of RR, WF and PF, respectively.
Figure 4.5 shows the CDF of the downlink buffer size for the URLLC slice under different
scheduling policies. Low buffer size indicates timely data delivery to requesting UEs; higher buffer
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Figure 4.5: Downlink buffer size of the URLLC slice for different scheduling policies and with DRL control.

size results in higher latency due to packets waiting in the queue. Results show that DRL agents
serve the UEs faster than the static policies, resulting in a lower latency. Particularly, the average
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buffer size of the URLLC slice when using DRL control is 37%, 5% and 17% smaller than that of
the RR, WF and PF scheduling policies, respectively. The DRL agent also significantly outperforms
the WF policy between the 50th and 90th percentiles.
Figure 4.6 depicts how often DRL agents select specific scheduling policies as a function of
the number of PRBs of each slice. The bigger the circle, the higher the probability of selecting a
given policy. We observe that MTC and eMBB DRL agents select WF with 99% probability. Also,
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Figure 4.6: DRL action selection distribution vs. number of slice PRBs. Values > 99% (big circles) or < 0.5%
(small circles) are omitted.

eMBB agents select RR with 4% probability when only a few PRBs are allocated to the slice. On the
contrary, URLLC DRL agents are likely to select both PF and WF scheduling policies even when
more PRBs are available. These results show that adapting control strategies to current network state
and traffic requirements is essential to achieve remarkable performance improvements (Figure 4.3
and 4.5). DRL agents dynamically select the best performing scheduling strategy based on available
resources and current network state, providing performance gains simply unattainable with static
scheduling policies.

4.3

dApps: Extending O-RAN for Real-time Inference and Control

The RICs, xApps and rApps will eventually realize the vision of self-organizing networks, where
components autonomously detect ongoing changes in channel, network, and traffic state, and react
to meet minimum QoS requirements and to comply with SLAs. Practical control examples include
resource allocation [352], network slicing [353], handover and mobility management [354], and
spectrum coexistence [355].
Although these examples can benefit from the instantiation and execution of network intelligence,
we are still far from the vision of fully-automated and intelligent cellular networks. Indeed, limiting
the execution of control applications to the near-real-time and non-real-time RICs prevents the use of
data-driven solutions in cases where control decisions and inference must be made in real time, or
within temporal windows shorter than the 10 ms supported by near-real-time control loops [262, 526].
Two practical examples are user scheduling and beam management applications. Scheduling requires
making decisions at sub-ms timescales (e.g., to perform puncturing and preemption to support
URLLC traffic with tolerable latency values as low as 1 ms). Similarly, beam management involves
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beam sweeping via reference signals transmitted within bursts that are 5 ms long (half the duration
of a 5G NR frame) [340].
Unfortunately, the near-real-time RIC and xApps might struggle in accomplishing these procedures because they have limited access to low-level information (e.g., transmissions queues, I/Q
samples, beam directionality) and/or incur high latency to obtain this information. For example,
beam management would require the transmission of reference signals (or, as proposed in [340], I/Q
samples) from the DU/RU to the RIC over the E2 interface. This would result in increased overhead
and delay due to propagation, transmission, switching, and inference latency, which might prevent
real-time (i.e., < 10 ms) execution. Moreover, since I/Q samples might contain sensitive user-related
data (e.g., packet payload), they cannot be transmitted to the RIC out of privacy and security concerns
and, therefore, they are processed at the gNB directly. For these reasons, such procedures (and any
procedure that requires real-time execution, or handles sensible data) are typically run directly at the
DU/RU, usually via closed and proprietary hardware and software implementations—referred to as
the “vendor’s secret sauce” by many in the industry. While hardware-based implementations can
satisfy the above temporal requirements and deliver high performance, they are ultimately inflexible,
hard to upgrade, and not scalable. For example, updates of hardware functionalities (e.g., after a new
3GPP release) require hardware or (whenever possible) firmware updates at the DUs/RUs.
As of today, the O-RAN architecture is primarily focused on offering softwarized programmatic
and AI-based control to the higher layers of the RAN protocol stack, with limited flexibility for the
lower layers hosted at DUs/RUs. However, prior work has already demonstrated how running AI
at the edge of the network—with a specific focus on the PHY and MAC layers of the DUs/RUs—
can provide major performance benefits. Moreover, recent works have shown that AI at the edge
can significantly improve network performance by leveraging traditionally available KPMs (e.g.,
throughput, SINR, channel quality information, latency) [353, 356, 357], as well as by processing in
parallel (thus not affecting demodulation and decoding procedures) I/Q samples collected at the PHY
layer that carry detailed information on channel conditions and spatial information of the received
waveforms [340, 351]. Although the O-RAN specifications have identified a few use cases that could
benefit from running intelligence at gNBs directly, these use cases are left for future studies [527].
The goal of this section is to foster a discussion on enabling network intelligence at the edge in
the O-RAN ecosystem. We introduce the notion of dApps, custom and distributed applications that
complement xApps/rApps by implementing RAN intelligence at the CUs/DUs to address real-time
use cases outside the timescales of the current RICs (see Figure 4.1). dApps receive real-time data and
KPMs from the RUs (e.g., frequency-domain I/Q samples), DUs (e.g., buffer size, QoS levels), and
CUs (e.g., mobility, radio link state), as well as Enrichment Information (EI) from the near-real-time
RIC, and use it to execute real-time inference and control of lower-layer functionalities. We build on
already available logical components and propose an extension of the O-RAN architecture—requiring
minimal modification to the specifications—to include the concept of dApps. Finally, we discuss
challenges specific to dApps and their instantiation, and provide preliminary results—obtained
through experiments on the Colosseum testbed [526,545]—that demonstrate the benefits of executing
network intelligence through dApps.
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Why dApps?

dApps are distributed applications that complement xApps/rApps and enable the execution of RAN
intelligence at CUs/DUs to support real-time use cases requiring tighter timescales than those
implemented by the RICs. This section identifies the advantages of dApps and discusses relevant use
cases and applications that would benefit from them.
Reduced Latency and Overhead. Moving networking functionalities and services to the edge is
undeniably one of the most efficient ways to reduce latency. The near-real-time RIC brings the
network control closer to the edge, but it primarily executes in cloud facilities [527]. Therefore,
data needs to travel from the DUs to the xApps in the near-real-time RIC, and the output of the
inference needs to be sent back to the DUs/RUs. This results in increased latency and overhead over
the E2 interface to support data collection, inference and control. This problem can be mitigated
by executing procedures that require real-time access at the CUs/DUs directly via dApps, which
substantially reduces both latency and overhead (in Section 4.3.4 we show a 3.57× reduction in
overhead compared to the case where intelligence can only run at the near-real-time RIC).
AI at the Edge. While just a few years ago AI (and specifically ML) was associated with data
centers with hundreds of GPUs, nowadays there is plenty of evidence on the feasibility of training
and executing AI on resource-constrained edge nodes with a limited footprint [358]. GPUs are now
smaller, more powerful, cheaper, and widely available. Technological advances in AI have resulted
in procedures and techniques (e.g., pruning [358]) that make it possible to compress ML-solutions by
27× and reduce inference times by 17× while resulting in a negligible accuracy loss of 1%.
Controlling MAC- and PHY-layer Functionalities. Another important aspect is related to the
feasibility of controlling lower-layer functionalities of the MAC and PHY layers. These include
fundamental procedures related to scheduling, modulation, coding and beamforming, which all
operate at sub-ms timescales and require real-time execution. As a consequence, while xApps
can be used to select which scheduling policy to use at the DU (e.g., round-robin), they cannot
allocate resource elements to UEs in real time at the sub-frame level (e.g., to perform puncturing
and preemption for URLLC traffic). Moreover, many PHY-layer functionalities operate in the I/Q
domain. Recent advances demonstrate how core functionalities of this layer (e.g., beamforming,
modulation recognition, channel equalization, radio-frequency fingerprinting-based authentication)
can be executed in software with increased flexibility, reduced complexity, and higher scalability
by processing the I/Q samples directly [340]. Because of these tight time constraints and security
concerns, xApps and rApps—which operate far from the DUs—unlike dApps, are not suitable to
make decisions on these functionalities.
Access DU/CU Data and Functionalities in Real Time. dApps executing at the DU/CU also make
it possible to access control- and user-plane data that is either unavailable at the near-real-time RIC, or
available but not with a sub-ms latency. This includes real-time access to user-plane information (e.g.,
I/Q samples, data packets), handover-related mobility information, dual-connectivity between 5G
NR and 4G, among others. By executing at the DUs/CUs, dApps will be able to access UE-specific
metrics and data to deliver higher performance services tailored to individual UE requirements, and
instantaneous channel and network conditions.
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Extensibility and Reconfigurability. The majority of currently available DUs and RUs leverage
hardware-based implementations of MAC and PHY functionalities [527] that strongly limit their
extensibility and reprogrammability. On the contrary, the integration of dApps within the O-RAN
ecosystem offers the ideal platform for software-based implementations of the above functionalities,
and thus facilitates their extension and real-time reconfiguration. In this context, the O-RAN Alliance
is developing standardized interfaces to support hardware acceleration in O-RAN [527], which is a
first step toward the integration of AI within DUs and RUs.

4.3.2

Challenges and Open Issues

Despite the above advantages, bringing intelligence to the edge comes with several challenges:
• Resource availability. First and foremost, AI solutions require computational capabilities
to quickly and reliably perform inference. For this reason, the DUs must be equipped with
enough computational power to support the network intelligence. In this context, GPUs, CPUs,
FPGAs and hardware acceleration will play a key role in the success of dApps.
• Softwarized ecosystem. Similar to the RIC, CUs/DUs will need a container-based platform
to support the simultaneous instantiation, execution, and lifecycle management of dApps. At
the same time, dApps must operate without halting or delaying the real-time execution of
gNB functionalities. In this context, hardware acceleration will be pivotal in guaranteeing that
dApps execute reliably and fast.
• Standardized interfaces for DUs/CUs. The execution of intelligence at the edge requires
interfaces between DUs, CUs, and dApps that offer similar functionalities to those currently
available to the RICs and other O-RAN components. In this way, DUs can expose supported
control and data collection capabilities to CUs and the near-real-time RIC. This requirement
is key to make sure that dApps are platform-independent and that they all follow the same
specifications, and enable the interactions with other O-RAN components and applications.
• Orchestration of the intelligence. The introduction of dApps comes with additional diversity
and complexity. Indeed, there is a need to design orchestration solutions for O-RAN systems
that can determine how to split and distribute the intelligence according to data availability,
control timescales, geographical requirements and network workload, while satisfying operator
intents and SLAs. Hence, the near-real-time RIC and its xApps will play an important role in
determining which control and inference tasks are executed via dApps at CUs/DUs, and which
at the near-real-time RIC via xApps.
• Friction from vendors. Traditionally, gNB components host a substantial part of vendor’s
intellectual property (e.g., schedulers, beamforming, queue management). Enabling third-party
applications at DUs and CUs will inevitably reduce the value of such intellectual property.
Although the introduction of dApps may foster competitiveness and innovation, it might
inevitably find friction from vendors. Another concern is often related to the monolithic
development approach of RAN vendors, which would prevent the execution of third-party
components such as dApps. Nonetheless, the xApp paradigm has already shown that it is
possible to separate the RAN state machine between gNB nodes and the RICs for control in the
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near- or non-real-time timescales. This shows that monolithic, inflexible approaches are not
the only option, and a similar approach can be adopted to implement dApps while satisfying
real-time control latency constraints thanks to their distributedness.

4.3.3

Proposed Architecture

In this section, we discuss a possible architectural extension (shown in Figure 4.7) that enables the
execution of dApps while requiring minimal changes to the already existing O-RAN architecture.

Figure 4.7: dApps and proposed extension to the O-RAN architecture.

dApps as Softwarized Containers. Similarly to xApps and rApps, dApps are based upon a containerized architecture. This makes it possible to: (i) seamlessly manage the lifecycle of dApps, i.e.,
deployment, execution and termination; (ii) facilitate the integration and use of new (or updated)
functionalities included in newly-released O-RAN specifications via software updates; (iii) provide an
abstraction level where the CUs, DUs, and RUs advertise the tunable parameters and functionalities
(similarly to what is already envisioned for xApps and the E2 interface), thus making it possible to
deploy dApps that are tailored to control specific parameters; (iv) achieve hardware-independent
implementations of dApps, which can be offered as standalone O-RAN applications in a marketplace,
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and (v) facilitate the development and use of AI-based solutions for the lower layers of the protocol
stack. This approach also requires a resource manager in place that allows containers to access and
share the physical resources (e.g., CPUs, GPUs, memory) available in the RAN nodes.
Leveraging O-RAN Interfaces. The O-RAN interfaces currently available can be extended and
used to support the deployment, execution and management of dApps:
• Real-time user-plane interface. Currently, the O-RAN specifications do not envision datadriven control based on analysis and inference of user-plane data, including I/Q samples and
data packets. These, however, can be the basis for several data-driven use cases, discussed
in Section 4.3.4. Therefore, dApps executing at the DU receive (i) waveform samples in the
frequency domain from the RU over the O-RAN Fronthaul interface (processed in parallel to
decoding procedures to not halt ongoing communications), as well as (ii) transport blocks, or
RLC packets that are already locally available at the DU. Similarly, dApps executing at the
CU will be able to perform inference on locally available data pertaining to the PDCP or to the
SDAP.
• Real-time control-plane interface. dApps can receive data for online inference/control by
adapting and extending the SMs defined for the E2 interface. As of today, this feature is not
available, as it requires an extension to the E2 interface to let dApps extract relevant KPMs
using an adapted E2SM KPM within a latency of 10 ms to support real-time execution.
• dApps deployment. Similarly to xApps, dApps are dispatched via the O1 interface.
• Enrichment information. Similar to how xApps receive EI from the non-real-time RIC via the
A1 interface, dApps can receive EI from the near-real-time RIC via the E2 interface. In this
case, xApps process data from one or more gNBs, and send EI to the dApps, which use it to
make decisions on control operations. For example, a DU can receive traffic forecasts from the
near-real-time RIC, and use this information to control scheduling, MCS, and beamforming of
the RUs.
Extending Conflict Mitigation to dApps. The O-RAN specifications already envision conflict
mitigation components that ensure that the same parameters (or functionalities) are controlled by
at most one O-RAN application at any given time. The introduction of dApps will increase the
system complexity and further emphasize the importance of conflict detection and mitigation. Indeed,
dApps will require conflict mitigation components operating at stricter timescales (compared to those
currently envisioned by O-RAN) to identify conflicts between dApps operating at sub-ms timescales.
Intent-based O-RAN Apps Orchestrator. The abundance of O-RAN applications (e.g., rApps,
xApps, dApps) will require automated solutions capable of determining which applications should
be executed and where.
For this reason, we envision an orchestration module in charge of managing these applications.
This component should reside in the non-real-time RIC and can run either as an rApp, or as a
standalone component (it can also be hosted in the service management and orchestration domain).
This module converts goals and requirements of the operator (e.g., expressed in YAML/XML/JSON
formats) into a set of O-RAN applications that constitute a fabric of intelligent modules to meet the
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desired intent. Then, it dispatches them from the application catalog where they reside to the RAN
location where they are executed, thus creating a complex ecosystem of chained applications that
cooperate to achieve the operator intent.
To achieve this, the orchestrator needs to understand the intent specified by the operator, and
compute the optimal configuration and set of applications to instantiate and where [546]. This is
performed by ensuring that applications are executed only at network nodes: (i) where input data can
be made available within the required timescale; (ii) that can actually control the required parameters
and functionalities, and (iii) with enough physical resources (e.g., CPUs/GPUs/FPGAs) to support
the required applications. For example, if an operator wants to perform real-time beam detection
and traffic forecasting for a set of gNBs, the orchestrator needs to deploy a dApp that executes at the
DU (where the I/Q samples are available through the Open Fronthaul interface) to perform beam
detection, and an xApp at the near-real-time RIC (that receives traffic-related KPMs from the CUs
via the E2 interface) to perform traffic forecasting.
dApp Controller and Monitor. As shown in Figure 4.7, this component is hosted in the near-realtime RIC, and is in charge of controlling and monitoring dApps executing at the gNBs. Specifically,
it ensures that dApps meet the desired QoS levels and are in line with the operator intent. As a
possible extension, this component can also convert an xApp into multiple atomic dApps dispatched
and executed at the gNB components to provide a finer control of the RAN procedures. In this case,
the dispatchment can be coordinated by the non-real-time RIC, and performed via the O1 interface.

4.3.4

Use Cases and Results

In this section, we discuss relevant use cases that would benefit from the introduction of dApps in the
O-RAN ecosystem, and present preliminary results.
Beam Management. dApps can be used to extend the beam management capabilities of NR gNBs.
The 3GPP specifies a set of synchronization and reference signals to evaluate the quality of specific
beams, and to allow the UE and the RAN to use intelligent algorithms [340, 359] that select the best
combination of transmit and receive beams.
These techniques, however, require a dedicated implementation on RAN components, which
is often provided by vendors as a black box. In this case, xApps and rApps can only embed logic
to control high-level parameters for beam management, e.g., select and deploy a codebook at the
RU based on KPMs or coarse channel measurements. On the contrary, dApps can truly open the
ecosystem to custom beam management logic, in which the dApp itself selects the beams to use
and/or explore, rather than only providing high-level policy guidance.
For example, in [340] we introduced DeepBeam, a beam management framework that leverages
deep learning on the I/Q samples to infer the Angle of Arrival (AoA) and which beam is the
transmitter using in a certain codebook. DeepBeam is thus an example of a data-driven algorithm
that cannot be deployed at the RICs, as it requires access to user-plane I/Q samples for inference.
This approach is an ideal candidate for deployment in a dApp, as it requires access to information
that can be easily exposed by a DU in real time (i.e., the frequency-domain waveform samples),
but cannot be transferred to another component of the network without (i) violating control latency
constraints, (ii) exposing sensitive user data; and (iii) increasing the traffic on the E2 or O1 interface
excessively. As an example, Figure 4.8 reports the data rate (and time) needed to transfer the I/Q
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samples required to perform inference with the DeepBeam convolutional neural networks from a
DU to the near-real-time RIC. DeepBeam can perform inference and classify the transmit beam and

Figure 4.8: Data rate and latency to perform I/Q-based beam management over E2 interface. In most cases,
latency is higher than 10 ms (required to perform real-time beam management).

AoA using any kind of samples (e.g., from packets or sounding signals) [340]. As a reference, in
this case we consider the number of samples that can be collected through 3GPP NR SRSs. We use
3GPP-based parameters and assume that each SRS uses 3300 subcarriers (i.e., the full bandwidth
available to NR UEs), 2 symbols in time, a periodicity Tsounding of 5, 10, or 20 slots, and that each
UE monitors 3 uplink beams. The I/Q samples have 9 bits, and we assume numerology 3 (i.e., slots
of 125 ¯s). The results show that it would be impractical to transfer the required amount of samples
because of timing (i.e., no real-time control) and of the data rate required, which can reach more than
100 Gbps in certain configurations.
Supporting Low-latency Applications. Another application of practical relevance is that of dApps
to support real-time and low-latency applications by, for example, controlling RAN slicing and
scheduling decisions. Indeed, the timescale at which dApps operate is appropriate to access UEspecific information from the DU in real time (e.g., buffer size, MCS profile, instantaneous SINR), and
to make decisions on the RAN slicing and resource allocation strategies based on QoS requirements
and network conditions.
To showcase the benefits of dApps and their integration with other O-RAN components, we
trained a set of ML solutions for O-RAN applications. Specifically, we trained two DRL agents that
process input data from the RAN (i.e., downlink buffer occupancy, throughput, traffic demand) to
control the scheduling and RAN slicing policies of the gNBs (due to space limitations, details are
omitted and can be found in [526]). The gNBs, which are deployed on the Colosseum platform [545],
implement network slices associated to different traffic types, i.e., eMBB, MTC, and URLLC traffic.
The agents aim at (i) maximizing the throughput for the eMBB slice, (ii) maximizing the number
of transmitted packet for MTC, and (iii) reducing the service latency for URLLC. Moreover, we
also trained two forecasting models to predict the UE traffic demand and the transmission buffer
occupancy.
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We consider the case where the DRL agents and the forecasters can run either at the near-real-time
RIC as xApps, or at the DUs as dApps. In the former case, data for inference is received from the
E2 interface, while in the latter data is locally available at the dApp. Figure 4.9 shows the impact
that running intelligence at the dApps has on the overhead over the E2 interface as a function of
the total number of deployed xApps and dApps. We consider three different configurations. In one

Figure 4.9: E2 traffic analysis.

Figure 4.10: URLLC slice end-to-end latency for different RAN
slicing and schedulers.

configuration, the intelligence can only run at the xApps; in the other two, the ML solutions can
be executed either through xApps or dApps, with the DUs supporting at most 2 and 8 concurrent
dApps. Figure 4.9 shows that dApps halve the traffic over the E2 interface, with a traffic reduction
up to 3.57× with respect to the case with only xApps. Notice that two or more xApps (e.g., a DRL
agent and a forecasting model) can share the same input data received over the E2 interface. For this
reason, the traffic over E2 does not linearly grow with the number of xApps.
To further demonstrate the importance of being able to control RAN behavior in real time, we
ran extensive data collection campaigns on Colosseum [526, 545], and demonstrated the impact of
selecting different RAN slicing (i.e., the ratio of PRBs reserved exclusively to URLLC traffic) and
scheduling strategies (i.e., RR and PF) on the application-layer latency of URLLC traffic. Although
these campaigns do not involve any AI-based decision-making, the results reported in Figure 4.10
demonstrate the importance of joint slicing and scheduling control to support URLLC use cases
(e.g., industrial automation, remote control, real-time streaming). For example, when less than 30%
of resources are reserved for the URLLC traffic, selecting the PF scheduling algorithm ensures
the lowest latency. On the contrary, RR works best when more PRBs are reserved to URLLC
communications, with end-to-end latency values as low as 4 ms. These results show that achieving
ultra-low latency still requires decisions made at the DUs directly (e.g., via dApps) to ensure that
a tolerable end-to-end latency level is guaranteed despite rapidly changing channel and network
conditions (e.g., buffer size, traffic load).
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4.4

Conclusions

In this chapter we provided a path and a demonstration of the feasibility of integrating closed-control
loops in cellular networks. We first reviewed key enablers, namely, virtualization, disaggregation,
openness and reprogrammability of NextG cellular networks, using O-RAN as an exemplary technology. We then discussed which data-driven control loops can be implemented, their timescale, and
whether the current O-RAN architecture supports them. We showed how large-scale experimental
testbeds can be used to develop and validate data-driven algorithms by deploying a DRL-based
O-RAN RIC on Colosseum. Our results show that using closed-control loops can provide a strong
foundation toward the full realization of future generation, data-driven, autonomous, and selfoptimizing cellular networks. Finally, we proposed to extend the O-RAN capabilities even further
with the concept of dApps, distributed O-RAN applications for real-time control of the RAN that run
at the DU/CU, and complement the control capabilities provided by xApps and rApps.

Chapter 5

Zero-touch Distributed Optimization of
Softwarized Cellular Networks
Previous generations of cellular networks rely on proprietary and inflexible hardware and software
solutions produced and maintained by few vendors. These closed architectures generally require
manual configuration, preventing Telcos from being able to fully control resources such as spectrum,
computing and transmission power to optimize network performance [360–362]. Remedies to
this fundamental limitation have been piecemeal, often based on offline solutions for frequency
assignment and network planning [363, 364]. Optimizing time-sensitive network functionalities
also rests on heuristics often engraved in the hardware fabric [365, 366]. As of today, autonomous
optimization of network parameters and swift and flexible control of real-time requirements of lower
layer protocols are a territory that is largely uncharted.
Through SDN, Telcos are breaking the imposed vendor lock-in by leaving the static and monolithic RAN architecture in favor of using a dynamically programmable, i.e., softwarized, Open RAN
for rapid and innovative network deployments [360, 361, 367–369, 523]. Although the benefits of
such an open and multi-vendor approach have been showcased widely [220], how to fully embed
softwarization in the future NextG infrastructure remains unsettled. This issue is further exacerbated
by the increasing densification of cellular deployments and users, which makes non-automated
control ineffective, if feasible at all. This is witnessed by recent works on cellular and wireless
SDN clearly lamenting that the swift dynamics of these networks generate an overwhelming amount
of signaling traffic, hardly bearable by traditional softwarized controllers [3, 35, 347, 370]. As a
consequence, current hardware implementations and traditional centralized softwarized approaches
do not allow timely optimization of network behavior and the increasingly needed superior network
performance [371, 372].
Telcos are extremely sensitive to these issues. For example, the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) formed the Zero-touch Network and Service Management group to define
fully-automated—zero-touch—paradigms to provide flexibility to the highly decentralized technology
of future wireless [373]. Similarly, the O-RAN Alliance and the Linux Foundation are promoting
and building O-RAN and ONAP (see Sections 2.4.1 and 2.5.2). We observe that, although these
approaches foresee network optimization as pivotal, they do not directly implement it. As of now,
this is left to the wits of the Telco and to the best of our knowledge there is no zero-touch solution
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yet to perform it dynamically.
In this chapter, which combines [521,543], we describe softwarized frameworks for the distributed
zero-touch optimization of NextG cellular networks starting from a high-level intent expressed by
the Telcos. We illustrate CellOS—based on traditional optimization techniques—in Section 5.1, and
QCell—based on data-driven optimization—in Section 5.2. Then, we overview works closely related
to these frameworks in Section 5.3 and we draw our conclusions in Section 5.4.

5.1

CellOS: Zero-touch Softwarized Open Cellular Networks

This section contributes to the efforts toward automated softwarization and self-optimization of
future 5G networks by proposing CellOS (as in Cellular Operating System), the first zero-touch
software framework for NextG cellular networks. Like an operating system interfacing hardware and
software functions (whence the name), CellOS flexibly bridges SDN with cross-layer distributed
optimization techniques for the cellular architecture. We push the SDN paradigm beyond the
traditional separation of control and data planes, in that we also decouple control from optimization,
adding further and unprecedented flexibility. Responding fully to ETSI requirements and industry
interests, CellOS enables zero-touch control and optimization of low-level network functionalities
by providing Telcos with an efficient, automated, modular, and flexible network control platform.
Specifically, CellOS (i) allows Telcos to define centralized and high-level control objectives (e.g.,
“maximize network throughput”) without requiring expertise in cross-layer optimization theory or
knowledge of network specifics; (ii) provides a general virtual network abstraction that shields
the Telco from the complexity of a sophisticated framework by abstracting network infrastructure
and parameters, including those known at run-time only (e.g., user-to-base station associations
and channel information); (iii) automatically converts high-level control directives into distributed
cross-layer control programs to be executed at each network edge element, and (iv) enables zerotouch optimization of distinct control objectives on different network slices coexisting on the same
infrastructure [374].
Figure 5.1 illustrates the overall structure of CellOS, exemplified for the 3GPP network architecture. The upper-left side of the figure depicts the high level APIs that the Telcos can use to define
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Figure 5.1: CellOS at a glance as instantiated for the 3GPP architecture.

the network control objectives. On the bottom we indicate the components of the framework for
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automatic generation of the optimization problems and their decomposition into control programs.
In a 3GPP scenario this unit corresponds to the CU, a logical node primarily concerned with control
decisions at larger time-scales. On the right, we describe the softwarized RAN that will execute
the generated programs. In the 3GPP context, this task would be carried out by the DU, a logical
node that makes time-sensitive decisions involving the lower layers of the protocol stack, and that is
interfaced with the CU.
We have prototyped CellOS on heterogeneous LTE-compliant testbeds. We have chosen two
different implementations of the LTE stack, namely—OAI and srsRAN, discussed in Sections 2.2.1
and 2.2.2, respectively—to show that our framework is not tied to any specific RAN infrastructure.
Our experiments consider a variety of scenarios with multiple base stations and users to show that
CellOS optimizes the network performance by swiftly adapting to varying network configurations
and settings. We also show the gains in performance that CellOS can bring to RAN implementations
for cellular networks, such as OAI and srsRAN, as well as to MAC-layer scheduling algorithms
commonly used in cellular networks, i.e., proportional fairness, greedy, and round-robin scheduling
algorithms. Results of the comparative performance evaluation of CellOS and prevailing baseline
solutions show that using our framework remarkably improves key performance metrics, such as
throughput (up to 86%), energy efficiency (up to 84%) and user fairness (up to 29%). We also show
that CellOS is transparent to the use of network slicing technologies [13, 524, 537], enabling Telcos
to simultaneously optimize different network functions on distinct network slices. To the best our
knowledge this is the first such demonstration, paving the way to the independent management of
optimized network slices in 5G systems. Finally, and for the first time, we provide evidence of the
potentials of zero-touch optimization in a softwarized RAN ecosystem by testing CellOS on the longrange open-source POWDER PAWR 5G platform [5, 6]. Our results show that CellOS seamlessly
interacts with the LTE protocol stack by optimizing resource allocation strategies, successfully
increasing the average throughput by 23%.
The remainder of the section is organized as follows. Section 5.1.1 presents CellOS in the 3GPP
context, and a succinct overview of its main components. Details of its architecture are provided
in Section 5.1.2. An example of CellOS operations is given in Section 5.1.3. An LTE-compliant
prototype of CellOS is illustrated in Section 5.1.4. Finally, section 5.1.5 reports the performance
evaluation of CellOS on various testbeds, including a laboratory setup, the Arena testbed (see
Section 3.5), and the POWDER PAWR 5G platform [5, 6], using both the OAI and srsRAN RAN
implementations with multiple base stations and users.

5.1.1

CellOS in a Nutshell

A bird’s-eye view of the CellOS architecture is shown in Figure 5.1. In line with the 3GPP functional
split [375], CellOS is partitioned in CU and DU modular units to decouple the definition of network
control procedures (at the CU) from their execution (at the DU). CellOS main components are
the interface to the Telco (providing the Problem Definition APIs) and the automatic Optimization
Framework at the CU, and the Softwarized RAN Environment at the DU.
By means of a rich variety of APIs, the Telco sets the network control objective through high
level, highly descriptive directives (e.g., “maximize throughput”), providing few key parameters (e.g.,
the number of base stations). That is all the TO needs to specify, as CellOS abstracts the underlying
network structure, hiding lower-level details to the Telco and mapping network elements such as base
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stations and UEs into virtual ones (Network Abstraction block of our Optimization Framework). As
soon as the desired control objective is specified, CellOS converts it into a set of mathematical expressions that are used to define a centralized optimization problem, namely, the analytical representation
of the optimization objective and of its constraints (Problem Generation block in Figure 5.1). The
generated problem is then automatically decomposed into a set of distributed sub-problems, one for
each of the edge elements (e.g., base stations). This is done by the decomposition engine, a core
component of the Problem Decomposition block. Based on rigorous mathematical techniques, the
centralized problem is partitioned both horizontally (decoupling variables belonging to different
elements) and vertically (decoupling variables from different layers of each element’s protocol
stack). The obtained sub-problems are then automatically converted into executable programs that
are individually dispatched to each element (distributed solution programs, in the Softwarized RAN
Environment). Finally, each base station updates the distributed solution program with the real-time
network parameters gathered from the RAN software stacks, and runs it through its local solver. It
is worth mentioning that CellOS is independent of any specific RAN and can be interfaced with
any other current or future 5G softwarized cellular stack. Finally, since CellOS edge elements have
access to network real-time information by interfacing with the RAN software stacks (e.g., OAI,
srsRAN), they update the received distributed control programs, adapting to the network time-varying
dynamics, such as user arrival/departure, and mobility.

5.1.2

CellOS Architecture

In this section, we describe in details the components of the CellOS architecture, depicted in
Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: The CellOS architecture.

5.1.2.1

Problem Definition APIs

CellOS defines a rich set of APIs to specify general high-level information about the desired network
configuration and optimization. These APIs include functions to add base stations and for setting per-
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user requirements (e.g., minimum rate guarantees). The network control objective can be specified
through a simple textual string, e.g., max(rate) to maximize the network rate, min(power) to minimize
the overall power consumption.
1

from cellos import Network , Engine

2
3
4
5

# Network instantiation
nwk = Network ( bs_num )
slices = nwk . get_slices ()

6
7
8
9

# Optimization problem and optional constraints definition
nwk . set_utility ( ’ min ( power ) ’ , slices [0])
nwk . add_constraints ({ ’ user_min_rate ’: [ slices [0]. get_users () , rate ]})

10
11
12
13
14

# Optimization engine initialization
eng = Engine ()
eng . set_opt_method ( ’sub - gradient ’)
nwk . initialize_engine ( eng )

Listing 5.1: CellOS API example.

An example of CellOS APIs and of the few lines of code needed to program a network objective
are shown in Listing 5.1. In this example, the Telco instantiates a new network with a number
bs num of base stations (line 4), and gets the network slices instantiated in the network (line 5). An
optimization problem aiming at minimizing the transmission power over a specific network slice
(slices[0]) is then simply set in line 8, with constraints for guaranteeing a minimum rate defined
in line 9. It is worth noting that existing slices of the network, active subscribers, and associations
of the two, are known a priori by the Telco, and stored, for instance, in the cellular core network.
We observe that very few lines of code are needed for the Telco to set the network goal, after which
no further interaction is required. This is because CellOS, dovetailed with the ETSI zero-touch
principles [373], hides all low-level network details (e.g., channel status, position of mobile users)
from the Telco through the network abstraction module (Section 5.1.2.2), and also automatically
defines and distributively solves the optimization problem corresponding to the set control objective.
While specifying the objective function in textual form is enough for CellOS to properly work,
experienced Telcos can define tailor-made custom and more advanced objective functions, optimization techniques, and solvers through an extension module. This provides additional APIs for
custom mathematical expressions and optimization constraints, and it also allows the Telco to select
specific optimization techniques and solvers, as well as to achieve fine-grained control of network
parameters and functionalities. These are then fed to the optimization framework in a way similar to
the preloaded APIs. As of now, CellOS allows to specify functions expressed as linear combination
of capacity, SINR, power, and energy efficiency terms, which already enables Telcos to formulate a
large number of wireless networking optimization problems [376].
5.1.2.2

Optimization Framework

The heart of CellOS resides in its Optimization Framework, which: (i) Converts the high-level
centralized code into an optimization problem; (ii) decomposes it into sub-problems; (iii) creates and
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maintains an abstraction of the network, and (iv) dispatches the solution problems to the Softwarized
RAN.
Problem Generation. In order to transform high-level specifications into an optimization problem,
CellOS first pairs high-level abstraction directives (control objective and constraints) with available
network elements (e.g., base stations and users). This is accomplished by the instance mapper
module that maps physical network elements to their virtual representation, and converts the control
objective defined using high-level CellOS APIs (Section 5.1.2.1)
into machine-understandable code.
P
For example, max(sum(log(rate))) is converted into max u∈U log(ru ), where U is the set of UEs
and ru their transmit rate. The generated utility is kept as general as possible by using symbolic
placeholders in lieu of parameters whose value will only be known at run-time (e.g., UE-base station
associations, channel coefficients, interfering signals, etc.). In so doing, our Optimization Framework
is UE-agnostic. It is the base stations that, at run-time, replace the symbolic placeholders with their
current value. Specifically, base stations interfaced with CellOS expose parameters and variables that
can be tuned and optimized. Thus, placeholders of the generated problems always match physical
network capabilities.
Problem Decomposition. This component of the Optimization Framework partitions the centralized
problem into multiple sub-problems, one for each network element, to be solved distributively at each
base station. In general, the centralized network control problem can be formalized as the following
network utility maximization problem
maximize f (x)

(CEN)

x∈X

subject to gi (x) ≤ hi (x),

∀i ∈ I

(5.1)

where x represents the optimization variables (e.g., scheduling policies or transmission power
levels), X is the strategy space (i.e., the set of all feasible strategy combinations), f (·) is the
network-wide objective function (e.g., the overall capacity or the total energy efficiency of the
network). Inequality (5.1) represents the set I of constraints (e.g., the transmission power must be
bounded by some constant value; each PRB can be allocated to one UE only, etc.). The biggest
challenge in solving (CEN) is that both objective function and constraints are, in general, coupled
to different edge elements and to different layers of each element protocol stack. Because of this
tight coupling, generating distributed sub-problems that can be locally solved by each base station
becomes challenging. To address this challenge, CellOS first automatically identifies coupled
variables and then applies rigorous decomposition to generate new sub-instances of (CEN) that are
automatically assembled into uncoupled distributed programs to be executed at each base station.
This is accomplished performing the following (Figure 5.2): variable detection and classification,
coupling graph generation, decomposition (through the decomposition engine), and distributed
algorithms generation.
• Variable Detection and Classification. CellOS starts by identifying the optimization variables
of the network control problem. This is done by parsing the generated objective function
expression looking for symbolic placeholders introduced therein. For instance, in (CEN)
CellOS detects x to be the set of optimization variables of the problem. Then, it determines
which layer of the protocol stack houses which variable, e.g., power belongs to the PHY layer,
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Figure 5.3: (a) Coupling graph for f (x) = x2 (x4 + x5 ) + x3 (x4 + x1 /x2 ); (b) Network scenario considered
in Section 5.1.3.

scheduling to the MAC layer, and so on. CellOS then identifies to which base station each
variable belongs to. As a result, each variable is assigned to a specific base station and to one
of its protocol stack layers.
• Coupling Graph Generation. After detecting and classifying problem variables, CellOS
organizes their coupling in a graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of variables of the network
control problem, which are joined by an edge in E only if they are coupled. Similarly to what
done in the previous step, coupling among variables is detected through a symbolic parser. As
an example, a coupling graph for f (x) = x2 (x4 + x5 ) + x3 (x4 + xx21 ) is shown in Figure 5.3a.
Variables {xi }i=1,3 and {xj }j=2,4,5 belong to eNB1 and eNB2 (Figure 5.3b), respectively.
Figure 5.3a shows that coupling is not limited to variables of a single eNB, but it might also
involve those controlled by other eNBs.

• Decomposition Engine. Variable detection/classification and coupling graphs are preliminary
to automated problem decomposition, which we perform by using well-established techniques,
including duality theory [377] and decomposition via Partial Linearization [371] (additional
ones can be implemented through the extension module of Figure 5.2). Decomposability
is achieved introducing auxiliary variables (e.g., Lagrangian multipliers, penalization terms,
and aggregate interference functions) that remove coupling across optimization variables
and generate objective functions and constraints with separable terms in the sense of [377].
Unfortunately, coupling in cellular networks involves heterogeneous network elements and
different layers of the protocol stack, resulting in optimization problems whose utility or
constraints are rarely separable. For this reason, it is classified into horizontal coupling
and vertical coupling. The former reflects dependencies among different network elements
(e.g., among interfering base stations and their subscribers). The latter, instead, concerns
cross-layer dependencies among different layers of the protocol stack of the same element
(e.g., MAC policies affect transmission power and modulation strategies at the PHY layer).
Coupling makes centralized control of cellular networks extremely challenging as (i) the
number of variables of the problem grows exponentially with the number of network elements,
resulting in high computational and time complexity; (ii) the TO needs to be fully aware of
the underlying network topology, the traffic demand, and the Channel State Information (CSI)
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for each individual UE and base station, and (iii) centralized approaches require real-time
information exchange between each network element and the centralized controller, imposing
high signaling overhead and latency. It is worth to point out that such network real-time
information is not known at CellOS controller, but only at the edge elements. Due to the
fast changing network dynamics, though, the time required to signal local information to the
controller, compute a centralized solution, and adopt it at the edge elements might exceed the
coherence time of the found solution. Such solutions, may refer to an old network state and be
obsolete, thus resulting in poor performance. This makes distributed solutions highly desirable,
if not mandatory. Even though distributed algorithms might not always guarantee globally
optimal solutions, they usually manage to compute locally optimal ones with significantly
lower computational complexity, while ensuring run-time performance [371, 372].
We point out that this work does not focus on proposing new decomposition theories. Our aim,
instead, is to automatically generate distributed optimization programs based on a high-level
objective, irrespective of the decomposition method used.
• Distributed Algorithms Generator. The final step to achieve distributed control of the cellular
network is to generate distributed solution programs which can be executed and solved by
each base station via standard optimization solvers. This task is performed by the distributed
algorithms generator unit of CellOS Optimization Framework (Figure 5.2). As mentioned,
the Optimization Framework is not cognizant of the value of parameters that are known at
run-time only. Accordingly, the distributed solution programs contain symbols in place of
these parameters. Each base station will then replace these symbols with their actual value
at run-time, and associate optimization variables to the served UEs. The instance mapper
module has been designed to perform this task (Figure 5.2). This is one of the most important
features of CellOS as it makes the solution program generation process (i) fully automated;
(ii) independent of network configuration, and (iii) self-adapting to compute parameters at
run-time based on current network conditions.

Dispatcher and Abstraction Module. The last two components of the Optimization Framework
are the solution program dispatcher and the network abstraction module. The dispatcher utilizes
sockets to transfer the generated distributed solution programs to each network base station, which
will execute and solve them to achieve the desired network objective.
The network abstraction module creates a high-level representation of the network infrastructure,
hiding low-level, hardware/software details from the Telco. This abstraction allows the problem
generation to automatically convert directives and constraints given through the CellOS APIs into
mathematical expressions and utility functions (Section 5.1.2.2).
5.1.2.3

Softwarized RAN

The third main component of the CellOS architecture (Figure 5.2) is in charge of running the
distributed solution programs at each network element so as to reach the global network objective
requested by the TO. Once the dispatcher has delivered the programs, the instance mapper component
of the Reconfigurable Edge Element (REE) replaces the symbolic placeholders in the program with
their corresponding run-time values. This component is capable of dynamically adapting solution
programs to current network conditions, such as arrival/departure of UEs, handovers, and CSI. At
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the end of this mapping procedure each program is executed by the local solver and a solution is
computed. As mentioned above, CellOS uses decoupling terms (e.g., Lagrangian multipliers) to allow
individual base stations to coordinate with each other. Relevant parameters are iteratively updated
and exchanged among the coupled REEs through already available inter-base station interfaces (e.g.,
X2/Xn interfaces of cellular networks).
Since all the decisions are made locally at the base stations, at most |U| (|N |+1) variables need
to be exchanged at each iteration, where U is the set of users, N are the available transmission
channels, and | · | denotes the cardinality operator. As we will demonstrate in Section 5.1.5.3 through
experimental results, this overhead is negligible if compared to that of centralized approaches,
which need to gather local information at the central controller. Because of this very limited
signaling overhead, our framework effectively self-adapts to the network fast changing behavior.
Upon computing optimal solutions for each local network control problem (e.g., transmission and
scheduling policies), these are used by each REE through the Reconfigurable Protocol Stack (RPS),
which controls MAC and PHY layers, among others.

5.1.3

CellOS in Action: An Example

We consider the scenario depicted in Figure 5.3b, where two interfering eNBs in the set B share two
channels and serve two UEs each. Here, Ub is the set of users u served by eNB b ∈ B. We consider a
downlink cross-layer optimization problem where each eNB has a transmission power budget P max ,
and that the UEs request a minimum capacity C min . The optimization variables of this problem
concern MAC and PHY layers, namely, user scheduling and transmission power allocation. In this
example, we assume that the Telco uses CellOS to maximize the network capacity. The Telco first
instantiates a network with two base stations (nwk = Network(2)). Then the following network
control objective is set on the slice controlled by the Telco: nwk.set utility(‘max(capacity)’,
slices[0]).
On the other hand, CellOS needs to perform a more complex set of operations to reach the
objective specified so succinctly by the TO. Let y = (y1 , y2 ) represent the network scheduling
profile, where yb = (yb,1,n , yb,2,n )n=1,2 is the scheduling profile for eNB b∈{1, 2}. Let yb,u,n , instead,
represent the scheduling variable such that yb,u,n = 1 if user u is scheduled for downlink transmission
on channel n ∈ N = {1, 2} and yb,u,n = 0, otherwise. Similarly, p = (p1 , p2 ) represents the network
power allocation profile, where pb = (pb,1,n , pb,2,n )n=1,2 is the power allocation profile for eNB b,
and pb,u,n represents the downlink transmission power from b to user u on channel n. Let Cb,u,n (y, p)
be the capacity for UE u served by eNB b on channel n, expressed as


Cb,u,n (y, p) = B log2 1+


gb,u,n yb,u,n pb,u,n

P
,
0
0 ,n
0 yb,u
0 ,n
0
N +gb,u,n
pb,u

(5.2)

u0∈Ub0

where B is the employed bandwidth, N is the background noise power, and gb,u,n is the channel gain
coefficient computed by u and sent to b, as part of standard cellular networks signaling procedures
between user and base station (e.g., LTE PUCCH).
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The centralized network control problem can be expressed as the following Capacity Maximization Problem (CMP)

maximize
y,p∈X

subject to

2
XXX

(CMP)

Cb,u,n (y, p),

b∈B u∈Ub n=1
2
X
n=1

Cb,u,n (y, p) ≥ C min , ∀b ∈ B, u ∈ Ub

2
XX
u∈Ub n=1
2
X
n=1

pb,u,n ≤ P max ,

yb,u,n ≤ 1,

(5.3)
(5.4)

∀b ∈ B
∀b ∈ B, ∀u ∈ Ub

(5.5)

where (5.3) represents the users’ minimum capacity constraint, (5.4) enforces eNBs’ power budget,
and (5.5) guarantees that each eNB allocates each channel to a single UE only.
The main challenges in decomposing (CMP) are: (i) it is a Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming problem, which is NP-hard in general [378], and (ii) both (5.2) and (5.3) are coupled among
different eNBs.
CellOS recognizes y and p to be the problem optimization variables and associates them to the
MAC and PHY layers, respectively. Now, the problem decomposition module understands which
variables belong to which eNB and creates a coupling graph similar to that in Figure 5.3a. This is,
then, used to detect the aggregate interference term in the capacity expression (5.2). Accordingly, it
defines the following auxiliary function
hb,u,n (y−b , p−b ) =

X

gb0 ,u,n

b0 ∈B\{b}

X

pb0 ,u0 n yb0 ,u0 ,n

(5.6)

u0 ∈Ub0

where y−b = y\{yb } and p−b = p\{pb } are the scheduling and power allocation variables of the
eNBs belonging to B\{b}. At this point, new auxiliary variables are introduced to rewrite (CEN) as
maximize
y,p,i

subject to

2
XXX

Cb,u,n (yb , pb , ib ),

(DCMP)

b∈B u∈Ub n=1
2
X
n=1

Cb,u,n (yb , pb , ib ) ≥ C min , ∀b ∈ B, u ∈ Ub

ib,u,n ≥ hb,u,n (y−b , p−b ), ∀b ∈ B, u, n = 1, 2

(5.7)
(5.8)

Constraints (5.4), (5.5)

CellOS can now use duality optimization tools to generate the following Lagrangian dual function
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−

XX

λb,u

b∈B u∈Ub
2
XXX
b∈B u∈Ub n=1

2
XXX

Cb,u,n (yb , pb , ib )
b∈B u∈Ub n=1
!
2
X
C min −
Cb,u,n (yb , pb , ib )
n=1

L(λ, µ, i, y, p) =
−
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µb,u,n (hb,u,n (y−b , p−b ) − ib,u,n ) ,

(5.9)

where λ = (λb,u,n ) and µ = (µb,u,n ) are the non-negative Lagrangian multipliers used in constrained
optimization [377].
We observe that problems (CMP) and (DCMP), and the Lagrangian dual function (5.9) all aim
at solving the centralized control problem (CEN). However, the advantage of using (5.9) is that
function L(λ, µ, i, y, p) is written with separable variables, meaning that it can be split into |B|
sub-problems locally solvable by each eNB.
Finally, CellOS dispatches the generated distributed solution programs to the eNBs that populate
them with network run-time information (e.g., users’ channel coefficients), and compute optimized
solutions through their local solver.
It is worth noting that the procedures detailed in Sections 5.1.2.1 and 5.1.2.2 need to be executed
only once per control problem specified by the Telco and that they take very little time to be
performed, e.g., 0.03 s for the example of this section (more details on the scalability of CellOS
automatic procedures will be given in Section 5.1.5.3).

5.1.4

CellOS Prototype

In this section, we discuss the prototypes of CellOS, which have been built based on the OAI and
srsRAN open-source RAN implementations. The OAI-based prototype is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
The CellOS Controller performs the functionalities of the Problem Definition APIs and of the
Optimization Framework. Particularly, it creates and maintains the network abstraction, generates
the optimization problem based on the directives from the Telco, and performs the problem decomposition. In our experiments the decomposition process is obtained through Lagrangian duality
theory [377] and decomposition via Partial Linearization [371].
Multiple eNB Controllers, one for each base station, are connected to the CellOS Controller
through a Gigabit Ethernet connection. These controllers use interior-point and sub-gradient algorithms [377] to solve the received distributed programs, and set the parameters to be used with the
RF front-ends they are connected to. Each of these controllers drives an Ettus Research USRP B210,
which serves UEs over LTE frequencies. As UEs we used a set of heterogeneous COTS cellular
phones (Samsung Galaxy S5, S6 and S7, and Apple iPhone 6s).
In this prototype, CellOS interfaces with the LTE protocol stack implementation offered by
OpenAirInterface, i.e., an open-source software-based experimental platform for LTE implementations [24]. OAI features LTE RAN applications along with Evolved Packet Core components. As
OAI does not directly allow per-user power control, or optimized PRB allocation—key essential requirements of many network control objectives—we have extended its functionalities by significantly
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Figure 5.4: OAI-based CellOS prototype.

modifying its core implementation. Specifically, power control is obtained by amplitude-modulating
the downlink data signal intended for a specific UE. PRB allocation, instead, is based on an optimized
waterfilling-like fair scheduling algorithm [379], which has low-complexity, thus complying with
LTE strict timing requirements. Because of the PRB short time duration it is of utmost importance to
compute the PRB allocation very quickly to guarantee compliance with LTE and promptly serve the
UEs. According to our scheme, PRBs are allocated only to those UEs whose downlink transmission
buffer is not empty.
A similar approach has been followed for the srsRAN-based prototype—implemented through
the SCOPE framework of Section 3.2—which leverages USRPs X310 in place of USRPs B210. This
time, each eNB controller connects to the SDR through a 10 Gbit/s PCI Express network card.

5.1.5

Experimental Evaluation

The effectiveness of CellOS in automatically creating distributed optimization programs from highlevel directives, and in managing the network infrastructure to reach different control objectives, is
demonstrated via experimentation on various LTE-compliant testbeds. We describe our testbed in
Section 5.1.5.1, we introduce the investigated performance metrics in Section 5.1.5.2, and present
our experimental results in Section 5.1.5.3.
5.1.5.1

Network Scenarios and Testbed Settings

To demonstrate its platform-independence, we test CellOS over different software and hardware
platforms, using OAI and srsRAN, as well as heterogeneous software-defined radios and testbeds.
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The OAI-based prototype of Section 5.1.4 has been used in a testbed composed of 3 eNBs and up
to 9 UEs. Each eNB uses a 10 MHz channel bandwidth corresponding to 50 PRBs. For this prototype
we consider the two indoor scenarios depicted in Figure 5.5: (i) A high interference scenario, where
two eNBs are in line-of-sight conditions and have largely overlapping coverage areas (Figure 5.5a),
and (ii) a low interference scenario where eNBs are in non-line-of-sight conditions and their coverage
areas only partially overlap with each other (Figure 5.5b).
eNB
UE
1.52 m

eNB3
eNB2

eNB
UE
1.52 m

eNB3
eNB2

eNB1

eNB1

(a) High interference

(b) Low interference

Figure 5.5: The CellOS laboratory setup.

The high interference scenario represents those crowded environments (e.g., university campuses,
concert halls or convention centers) where several femtocells are deployed in a crowded region
to balance the traffic load of a macrocell farther away. In this case, while the interference among
macro- and femtocells is small, femtocells with overlapping coverage areas are subject to significant
inter-cell interference. In the low interference scenario, instead, eNBs are located far away from each
other and, thus, are less subject to inter-cell interference and the subsequent performance degradation.
The srsRAN-based prototype is evaluated on a low-interference setup on the Arena testbed (see
Section 3.5). We instantiated 3 LTE eNBs on USRPs X310 whose antennas are connected to the
ceiling of a 208.1 m2 office space. A set of Dell EMC PowerEdge R340 servers are used to drive the
USRPs through 10 Gigabit Ethernet connections. This set of experiments shows that CellOS can
simultaneously obtain different control objectives on multiple network slices. This represents the
scenario in which multiple MVNOs share the same edge elements, or that of a single Telco wishing
to set diverse control problems on each network slice. To demonstrate the benefits of automatic
optimization of the Open RAN, we finally instantiate CellOS on the long-range open-source 5G
POWDER platform [6], which is the combination of the Platform for Open Wireless Data-driven
Experimental Research (POWDER) and Reconfigurable Eco-system for Next-generation End-to-end
Wireless (RENEW), and part of the Platforms for Advanced Wireless Research (PAWR) [5].
We assess CellOS performance by letting UEs download a file stored on our local server for
60 s. It is worth mentioning that it only took CellOS 1.43 s and 8 lines of code (see Listing 5.1) to
automatically generate the evaluated distributed control programs (more details on the scalability of
these operations will be given in Section 5.1.5.3)
5.1.5.2

Performance Metrics

CellOS has been evaluated against the following metrics.
• Sum throughput of the network, defined as
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S=

XX

Sb,u ,

b∈B u∈Ub

(5.10)

∀b ∈ B, u ∈ Ub

where B and Ub are the sets of the eNBs b and of UEs u they are serving, and Sb,u is the
throughput offered to u ∈ Ub by b.
• Normalized transmission power of the base stations to the UEs. To analyze the impact of
power control policies on the transmission power of eNBs, we show the transmission power of
the base stations normalized to their maximum transmission power. Let Pbmax and Pbmin be
the maximum and minimum power levels of base station b, the normalized transmission power
is defined as
Pb,u − Pbmin
N
, ∀b ∈ B, u ∈ Ub
(5.11)
Pb,u
= max
Pb
− Pbmin
where Pb,u ∈ {Pbmin , Pbmax } is the power used by eNB b ∈ B to transmit to its user u ∈ Ub .
• Global energy efficiency, defined as the amount of information per unit of energy the eNBs
transmit to their subscribers:
P
P
Sb,u
b∈B
Pu∈Ub
EE = P
, ∀b ∈ B, u ∈ Ub
(5.12)
b∈B
u∈Ub Pb,u
where Pb,u is the power used by eNB b to transmit to its user u.
• System fairness, measured through Jain’s equation [380]. Given users u ∈ U =
Jain’s fairness index J is defined as
P
P
( b∈B u∈Ub Sb,u )2
P
P
J =
∀b ∈ B, u ∈ Ub .
2 ,
|U| b∈B u∈Ub Sb,u
5.1.5.3

S

b∈B

Experimental Results
Table 5.1: Summary of experimental setup.
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(5.13)
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CellOS has been evaluated against the metrics of Section 5.1.5.2 in a variety of network configurations (i.e., high and low interference, with and without network slicing), and on different testbeds,
including a laboratory setup, the Arena testbed (see Section 3.5), and the POWDER PAWR 5G
platform [5, 6].
To fully appreciate the effects of the automatic optimization procedures introduced by CellOS,
we consider a cellular network implemented through OAI and srsRAN and we compare the achieved
network performance with and without CellOS. Moreover, we also compare the performance achieved
by state-of-the-art scheduling algorithm commonly used in commercial cellular networks, i.e.,
proportional fairness, greedy, and round-robin, to that achieved by CellOS-managed networks. A
summary of our experimental setup is shown in Table 5.1.
High Interference Scenario. Figure 5.6 presents results obtained when optimizing throughput
(network control objective of max(rate)) in the high interference scenario in Figure 5.5a. We start by
evaluating the throughput gains brought to OAI by CellOS zero-touch approach. Average total and
per-user throughput are shown in Figure 5.6a. We observe that CellOS brings significant benefits to
the network performance, with improvements as high as 75% (63% on average). This is because of
the interplay between the optimized per-user power control and scheduling determined by CellOS
and executed locally by the Softwarized RAN. Indeed, CellOS automatic optimization procedures
allow the eNBs to serve UEs with an optimized resource allocation and power-controlled signals,
which significantly reduces the inter-cell interference while guaranteeing a minimum rate to UEs.
To provide further insights on the resource allocation procedures automatically executed by each
eNB, we investigated the network throughput, and power and PRBs allocated to the users during an
experiment run of the max(rate) solution program (Figures 5.6b and 5.6c, respectively). For clarity,
only the power for four users is shown. As time progresses, the throughput (both total and per-user)
plateaus out to a stable value, which is a consequence of local optimality of the solution program that
successfully limits interference. Power is changed for the individual user in time, also responding to
optimization requirements and reflecting current network conditions. Figure 5.6b depicts the PRBs
allocated to UEs at time instants t1 and t2 of Figure 5.6c. We observe that the eNBs adapt the PRB
allocation in real-time to satisfy user requests while achieving the set network objective. In fact, time

(a) OAI w/ and w/o CellOS

(b) PRBs at time t1 and t2

(c) Throughput and power

Figure 5.6: Throughput maximization in the high interference scenario on the OAI-based prototype.
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slots with unassigned PRBs may even occur, without compromising the eNB ability of satisfying its
subscribers requirements.
To show that different network control objectives produce different results, we investigate throughput and power determined by CellOS for power minimization (control objective of min(power)),
while guaranteeing a minimum per-user data rate of 1 Mbit/s (Figure 5.7). As expected, the achieved

Figure 5.7: Power minimization in the high interference scenario on the OAI-based prototype.

throughput is lower than that of the max(rate) control program (Figure 5.6c). This is due to the
normalized transmission power of the eNBs being remarkably lower than that in Figure 5.6c (up to
one order of magnitude). We notice, though that UEs achieve an average throughput of 2.63 Mbit/s,
which satisfies the constraint on their minimum rate.
The next set of experiments concerns the performance of OAI with and without CellOS in
scenarios with varying number of eNBs and UEs. The network control objective requires to maximize
throughput while explicitly accounting for fairness, namely, is set to max(sum(log(rate))). Scenarios
with one base station consider only eNB3 , while Scenarios with two base stations concern eNB2
and eNB3 , i.e., the base stations with overlapping cells (see Figure 5.5a). Results concerning sum
throughput, energy efficiency and fairness are shown in Figure 5.8.
The throughput comparison is shown in Figure 5.8a, where we can see that OAI with CellOS
always outperforms OAI without CellOS. In Figure 5.8b, we evaluate energy efficiency, pivotal in
large-scale networks [381]. As expected, since our framework achieves a higher throughput with a
lower power expenditure, the network is more energy efficient when managed by CellOS. System
fairness is shown in Figure 5.8c. We notice that, in general, CellOS improves user fairness, with
increases up to 29%. Improvements are more evident in scenarios with higher number of eNBs
and UEs, as optimization techniques are more effective in those more dense scenarios with higher
interference. Specifically, since in these scenarios suboptimal algorithm solutions generate inefficient
resource allocation policies, optimal ones are required the most. Indeed, CellOS optimized resource
allocation, and its ability to fine-tune the power directed to the served UEs allows the base stations to
contain the interference directed to other eNBs, thus increasing the network performance.
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(a) Throughput

(b) Energy efficiency
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(c) Fairness

Figure 5.8: Sum-log-rate maximization in the high interference scenario on the OAI-based prototype w/ and
w/o CellOS.

Low Interference Scenario. These experiments concern 3 eNBs and 9 UEs in low interference conditions (Figure 5.5b). Results on throughput and on the allocated normalized power are shown
in Figure 5.9. In this scenario CellOS is required to optimize the network control objective
max(sum(log(rate))). As expected, performance is better than in the high interference scenario

Throughput [Mbit/s]
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40
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Proportional Fairness
Greedy
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0
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Time [s]

Figure 5.9: Sum-log-rate maximization in the low Figure 5.10: Rate maximization in the low interference
interference scenario on the OAI-based prototype w/ scenario: OAI w/ CellOS vs. OAI w/ proportional
CellOS.
fairness [1] and OAI w/ greedy [2] scheduling policies.

because of the lower interference level, that allows the eNBs to use higher power without disrupting
each other transmissions. In Figure 5.10, we compare CellOS rate maximization with two wellknown state-of-the-art scheduling algorithms: the proportional fairness algorithm, that is the de
facto standard in cellular networks [1, 366], and the greedy algorithm [2]. We notice that CellOS
outperforms the proportional fairness algorithm because of this overarching optimization approach
to network management. The greedy approach, instead, obtains throughput levels similar to those
of CellOS, albeit with a significant delay. Indeed, because of its optimized MAC-layer procedures,
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which allow the network base stations to mindfully allocate resources to the served UEs, CellOS
achieves said throughput level after only few seconds from the system start and maintains it until the
UEs finish downloading data.
Network Slicing. This set of experiments concerns 3 eNBs instantiated on the USRPs X310 of the
Arena testbed (see Section 3.5). The eNBs serve 9 COTS UEs.
We target a scenario in which multiple MVNOs lease infrastructure resources from an Infrastructure Provider (IP). The IP, which owns the physical equipment (e.g., the base stations), allocates slices
of the network to MVNOs following, for instance, the approaches described in Appendices A and B.
Since MVNOs act independently from one another, with different subscribers and requirements
(e.g., quality of service), they may need to optimize different control programs on their slice of the
network. Considering this, and cognizant of current 5G cellular networks trends, we designed CellOS
to handle different network slicing configurations.
Case

A

B

C

PRB Allocation

Slice 1
70%

Slice 1
50%

Slice 1
30%

Slice 2
30%

Slice 2
50%

Slice 2
70%

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.11: Optimization of different control programs on different slices on the srsRAN-based prototype
instantiated on the Arena testbed: (a) Throughput of Slice 1 (max(rate)); (b) throughput of Slice 2 (min(power));
(c) PRB allocation.

Figure 5.11 showcases the unique ability of CellOS in implementing different control strategies
for different network slices, simultaneously optimizing different control programs on different network
slices, namely, Slice 1 and Slice 2, on each eNB. Specifically, Slice 1, which is allocated to MVNO 1,
aims at maximizing the network throughput, while Slice 2, allocated to MVNO 2, minimizes the
power consumption. The network sum and average throughput achieved by this per-slice behavior are
shown in Figure 5.11. In our experiments, the two slices were allocated different percentages of the
available PRBs (see Figure 5.11c): first 70% to Slice 1 and 30% to Slice 2 (Case A of Figure 5.11),
then 50% to each slice (Case B), and finally a 30%–70% allocation was used (Case C). Figure 5.11a
shows the throughput of Slice 1 in the three cases. Figure 5.11b presents that of Slice 2. As expected,
the throughput of the max(rate) control program instantiated by MVNO 1 on Slice 1 increases with
the resources allocated to the slice. On the contrary, the throughput performance of the min(power)
control program instantiated by MVNO 2 on Slice 2 does not increase with the resources allocated
to the slice. All three configurations of Figure 5.11b converge toward 7 Mbit/s. This is due to
the fact that this control problem aims at reaching the minimum per-user rate constraint set by the
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Telco without consuming all available network resources. By looking at Figure 5.11, we notice that
CellOS managed to independently optimize different control problems on different slices of the
network (max(rate on Slice 1, and min(power) on Slice 2). This demonstrates that CellOS provides
softwarized MVNOs with independent control of all resources in their leased network slice while
sharing the same physical network infrastructure.
CellOS Scalability. We now evaluate the scalability of CellOS in terms of time and operations
required by the controller to generate distributed solution programs, and by the REEs to solve them.
Finally, we compare the overhead generated by CellOS REEs to that of state-of-the-art solutions,
such as FlexRAN [3] and Orion [4]. The results presented in this section have been obtained by
10
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Figure 5.12: Scalability of CellOS controller operations as a function of the number of eNBs, UEs and for
different network control problems.

executing CellOS on a single CPU of a Dell EMC PowerEdge R340 server of the Arena testbed
(see Section 3.5). The server is equipped with an Intel Xeon E-2146G processor with 3.5 GHz base
frequency and 32 GB DDR4-2666 RAM.
Figure 5.12 shows the time needed by CellOS controller to generate the distributed solution
programs starting from the Telco directives as a function of the number of network eNBs, UEs, and
for different network control problems. This includes the time to perform: (i) the problem definition
procedures, which interpret the Telco high level directives; (ii) the generation of the centralized
version of the problem based on an abstraction of the network, and (iii) the problem decomposition
operations, which divide the centralized problem into sub-problems to be distributively solved by the
softwarized RAN. We notice that, even though the computation time increases with the number of
users and base stations, these operations are executed once per control problem. Also, recall that
the generated problems utilize symbolic placeholders and do not require knowledge of real-time
parameters. For this reason, all operations can be performed offline, and computation times are thus
negligible if compared to the typical service times of cellular networks.
Figure 5.13 shows the time needed by CellOS REEs to solve the distributed problems automatically generated by the controller (Section 5.1.2) for different numbers of base stations and
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UEs in the network. Different control problems require different solution times. For instance, the
50
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Figure 5.13: Scalability of CellOS local solver operations as a function of the number of eNBs, UEs and
for different network control problems: (i) rate maximization (solid lines); (ii) sum-log-rate maximization
(dot-dashed lines), and (iii) power minimization (dashed lines).

power minimization problem, whose objective function is a linear function in the transmission power
variables, is solved more rapidly than the rate and sum-log-rate maximization problems, whose
utility functions are non-linear because of logarithmic and fractional terms, which increase the
problem complexity. As a consequence, the execution time of each problem strongly depends on the
complexity of the underlying objective function to be optimized. It is worth noticing that the times of
both Figures 5.12 and 5.13 can be considerably reduced if executed on high-performance equipment,
as the one typically used in commercial cellular network deployments.
The signaling overhead generated by each CellOS REE is evaluated in Figure 5.14 against
that generated by other well-established software-defined cellular control frameworks such as FlexRAN [3] and Orion [4]. Since CellOS executes the optimization problems locally at each REE,
its overhead stems from the REEs exchanging |U| (|N |+1) optimization variables and Lagrangian
multipliers. These are the only information required to converge to a distributed problem solution
(Section 5.1.2.3). These variables are represented by real numbers encoded as 32-bit floating point
numbers. Figure 5.14 shows that the signaling overhead generated by CellOS REEs is significantly
lower than that of prevailing state-of-the-art centralized approaches. Even when managing a single
network base station, as it is the case of Figure 5.14, previous approaches must exchange a massive
amount of local information with the central controller, thus generating large signaling and latency.
Experiment on the POWDER Platform. We demonstrate the platform- and RAN-independence of
CellOS by running long-range experiments on one of the PAWR wireless platforms [5]. Specifically,
we leverage the POWDER platform (see Section 2.7) and the 5G implementation of srsRAN to
deploy a NR gNB and 2 UEs in an authentic outdoor wireless environment [6]. The gNB employs a
USRP X310 located on the rooftop of a 28.75 m-tall building, while we use ground-level USRPs
B210 as UEs. The gNB utilizes a reduced channel bandwidth of 15 PRBs (corresponding to 3 MHz)
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Figure 5.14: Signaling overhead: CellOS vs. FlexRAN [3, Figure 7] and Orion [4, Figure 13a].

to reach the two UEs distant 270 m and 420 m, respectively (see Figure 5.15b). In this case, the UEs
download a file from a local server for 400 s.
Figure 5.15a shows the throughput gains achievable by running CellOS rate maximization on
top of srsRAN, which uses a round-robin scheduler when instantiated without CellOS. Albeit the

27
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m

UE 1

gNB

420
m
UE 2

(a) srsRAN w/ CellOS rate maximization vs. srsRAN w/
(b) Long-range experiment area
the round-robin scheduling algorithm
Figure 5.15: Long-range experiments on the POWDER PAWR platform [5, 6].

reduced bandwidth and increased gNB-UEs distance result in a lower total throughput than that of
the previous experiments, we notice that CellOS significantly improves the network performance
because of its zero-touch approach to optimization, which allows to optimize the resources allocated
to the UEs, and bring gains as high as 86% (23% on average). To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first demonstration of zero-touch optimization on a long-range open-source 5G testbed. Such
instantiation gives evidence of the potential of the softwarized Open RAN approach cellular networks
are moving toward.
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5.2

QCell: Self-optimization of Softwarized NextG Networks Through
Deep Q-Learning

In this section, we leverage data-driven techniques to push further the zero-touch optimization of
NextG cellular networks. Differently to approaches based on traditional optimization techniques,
AI/ML-based solutions are generally faster to react to network changes, and adapt more easily to
unpredictable—and unforeseen—network dynamics and traffic demand.
To this aim, we introduce QCell, a DQN-based model-free framework for cellular network
self-optimization that dynamically: (i) Allocates resources (e.g., bandwidth) to multiple slices of the
network, and (ii) determines the optimal scheduling policy for each network slice. QCell is able to
adapt in real time to varying network conditions and traffic demand by querying the performance
at the Base Stations (BSs), quickly adapting to the heterogeneous and time-varying context of 5G
cellular networks. The modular design of QCell allows it to either execute as a standalone distributed
framework on each network BS, or as part of larger frameworks such as O-RAN (e.g., as an xApp,
see Section 2.4.1).
We build a prototype of QCell on the SCOPE framework of Section 3.2, which is based on
srsRAN (see Section 2.2.2). Finally, we train and test QCell on Colosseum, the world’s largest
wireless network emulator with hardware-in-the-loop, which allows to design, prototype and test
wireless solutions at scale in a variety of emulated network scenarios and conditions (see Section 3.4).
Our experimental results involving 25 SDRs over a variety of different network scenarios show that
QCell significantly improves the throughput of cellular users up to 37.6%, and decreases the size of
downlink transmission queues by up to 11.9%, thus decreasing the service latency.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 5.2.1 provides some background
knowledge on DQNs. The QCell architecture is detailed in Section 5.2.2. Finally, Section 5.2.3
presents our QCell prototype and experimental results.

5.2.1

Deep Q-Networks: A Primer

A Deep Q-Network (DQN) is a DRL technique used to determine policies π from high-dimensional
inputs by leveraging reinforcement learning techniques [272, 382]. In a DQN model, an agent
interacts with an environment through a sequence of observations of the environment (formed by
a series of states), actions, and rewards. A sequence of states, actions, and rewards that lead to a
terminal state of the system is called an episode. The agent’s purpose is to choose the action that
maximizes the cumulative future rewards.
The optimal state-action value function Q∗ (s, a), aka the Q-function, of a policy π, namely,
π
Q (s, a), measures the expected return—or sum of discounted rewards—that is obtained by taking
action a from state s, and then following the policy π thereafter. Q∗ (a, s) is defined as the maximum
return that is obtainable by taking action a in state s, and then following the optimal policy. This is
approximated with a Deep Neural Network (DNN), which produces the cumulative future reward rt
at time t, discounted by a factor γ ∈ [0, 1].


∗
∗ 0 0
Q (s, a) = r + γ max
Q (s , a ) ,
(5.14)
0
a

where s0 is the next state, and a0 is the action taken from it.
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To cope with instability due to the correlation between consecutive episodes, the experience
replay Dt at time step t needs to be considered [272]. This is a set of agent’s experiences {e1 , . . . , et }
that randomizes over data, where ei = (si , ai , ri , si+1 ) is the set of state, action, reward, and next
state. At each time step t of the learning phase, the agent performs an action at , which causes the
system to transition to state st . The experience vector et = (st , at , rt , st+1 ) is, then, stored in the
experience replay Dt . To reduce the correlation between Q-function value Q and the optimal Q∗ , a
second Q-Network—namely target Q-Network—is introduced. The structure of the target Q-Network
is the same as that of the original Q-Network, while its weights are updated periodically to those
of the original Q-Network. Finally, the Q-learning update at iteration t leverages the following loss
function:
Lt (θt ) =
"
Es,a,r,s0

r + γ max
Q(s0 , a0 ; θt− ) − Q(s, a; θt )
0
a

2 #
,

(5.15)

where θt (θt− ) are the weights of the original (target) Q-Network.

5.2.2

QCell Architecture

The QCell architecture consists of a distributed multi-agent optimization framework. A DQN agent
runs on each cellular BS and makes control decisions on its configuration, e.g., scheduling and slicing
policies. These decisions are based on the real-time performance of the network, i.e., the network
state, signaled through messages exchanged among the agents of the interfering BSs. In this way,
agents are able to learn the best action to optimize the performance of their own BS, while keeping
the interference to the other BSs as low as possible.
Figure 5.16 shows the architecture of the QCell DQN framework. This is formed by three
components: (i) the agent; (ii) the BS protocol stack, and (iii) the BS connector.
Each agent is equipped with two different encoders (A and B in the figure) used to reduce the
dimensionality of the input data, a reward calculator, and a DQN. At each time instant t, the agent
reads the network state (st ), which reflects the performance of the BS on which QCell is deployed,
and of the UEs served by it. The feed-forward multi-layer neural network encoders are used to
normalize the dimensionality of the input, which depends on the number of users served by the BS.
Both encoders A and B are fed with the current network state and retain as output the information
relevant to the DQN. The output of encoder A (νt ) represents the state of the QCell BS (regardless of
the state of each user). This is sent to the interfering BSs by the BS connector, along with the reward
of the action taken at time step t − 1. The output of encoder B (φt ) is used to set the input of the
DQN to a given dimension, while retaining more than 85% of the original dataset variance through
the Principal Component Analysis process [383].
The reward calculator receives the metrics sent from the interfering BSs from the BS connector
and computes the reward for the current time step t. This is the linear combination of the variation of
the metrics of the users served by the BS, and the rewards received in input by the interfering QCell
BSs.
The DQN is formed by a 4-layer deep convolutional neural network. It takes as input the output
of encoder B and the state signaled by the other QCell BSs (received by the BS connector), and
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Figure 5.16: The QCell architecture.

returns as output a set of Q-values, each of which is associated with a different action and network
configuration. Among the possible returned actions, the one associated with the highest Q-value (at )
is implemented at the BS. For the sake of improving the efficiency of the training, the DQN has been
decoupled from the encoders, and the three components have been trained separately [382]. The
action space of each agent is defined by a finite set of possible network configurations. For each
network slice, actions are the combination of a scheduling policy (we considered the round-robin,
waterfilling and proportionally fair scheduling policies) and resource allocation of the slice, i.e., the
number of RBGs allotted to the slice (see Appendix B).
The reward function of each agent is shown in Algorithm 1. This is a function of the average
variation of the metrics of the users the BS is serving, and of those sent by the interfering QCell BSs.
Specifically, the goal of the QCell agents is to simultaneously optimize the downlink throughput of
the users and the size of their downlink transmission buffer, i.e., the buffer containing the data the BS
needs to transmit to each user in downlink, which directly reflects on the service latency.
The BS connector allows the communication between the BSs of the network. It receives the state
encoded by encoder A (νt ) and the previous-step reward (rt−1 ), and sends them to the interfering
BSs of the network. Similarly, it also receives analogous information from the interfering BSs and
forwards it to the reward calculator and to the DQN.
Finally, the BS protocol stack implements the softwarized cellular BS, including layers such as
PHY, MAC, RLC, PDCP, and RRC (see Chapter 2). This enables the communication with the UEs
of the network and can be implemented through open-source software solutions, e.g., srsRAN (see
Section 5.2.3.1). Regardless of the specific implementation, this element provides the network state
to encoders A and B of the QCell agent, and the reward obtained from the last time step to the BS
connector.
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Algorithm 1 QCell agent reward function at time t.
Output Reward rt ;
Set My reward rtm = 0;
for all users u ∈ U do
for all metrics m do
mt −mt−1
;
sign ← |m
t −mt−1 |
if sign = −1 then
sign ← −1.2;
end if
−mt−1 |
;
variation z ← |mtm
t−1
if z 6 0.01 then
rtm ← rtm + sign;
else if z 6 0.05 then
rtm ← rtm + 5 · sign;
else if z 6 0.1 then
rtm ← rtm + 10 · sign;
else
rtm ← rtm + 20 · sign;
end if
end for
end for m
r
rtm ← |Ut | ;
22: send(rtm );
oth
23: other BSs’ rewards rt−1
← receive rewards();
m
oth
24: rt ← 0.8 · rt + 0.1 · sum(rt−1
);

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

5.2.2.1

QCell Example

We will now give a high-level example of the QCell algorithm workflow. (The detailed implementation of the QCell algorithm can be found in [543].) We consider a scenario with 3 interfering BSs,
namely a, b, and c (see Figure 5.17).
As the first step, the two encoders (A and B in the figure) read the network state sat , and the
a
BS connector reads the previous reward rt−1
(step 1 in Figure 5.17). Encoder A encodes the state
information of the BS into νt (step 2). This is sent to the agents of the interfering QCell BSs from
a
the BS connector, together with the information about the reward of the agent at time t − 1, i.e., rt−1
(step 3, outgoing blue arrow). At the same time, this component receives the signaling messages
from the interfering BSs (step 3, incoming red arrow). These messages contain the network state and
b
previous-step reward of the QCell agents of the nearby BSs. In step 4, the received rewards (rt−1
c
and rt−1 ) are used to compute the final agent reward according to Algorithm 1. The received states
(sbt and sct ), instead, are fed to the DQN together with the output φt produced by encoder B (step 5).
Finally, in step 6, the agent action at time t, at , is computed by the DQN.

5.2.3

Experimental Results

In this section, we describe the network emulator we leveraged to develop our QCell prototype, the
DQN training process, and the obtained experimental results.
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Figure 5.17: Example of the QCell algorithm workflow.

5.2.3.1

QCell Prototype

We prototyped QCell on Colosseum, the world’s largest wireless network emulator with hardwarein-the-loop (see Section 3.4), and implemented 3GPP-compliant BSs and UEs through the SCOPE
framework (see Section 3.2). Specifically, we leveraged SCOPE to deploy 3 cellular BSs and up
to 22 UEs on Colosseum SRNs. For each network BS, we considered 2 network slices and 3 different
scheduling policies: round-robin, waterfilling, and proportionally fair scheduling policies. The
downlink center frequencies of the BSs were set to 1000.0 MHz, 1002.5 MHz, and 1005.0 MHz
(i.e., partially interfering but not completely overlapped), while the channel bandwidth to 3 MHz,
corresponding to 15 Physical Resource Blocks (8 RBGs).
Traffic among BSs and UEs was generated through iPerf3, which allows to measure the network
performance through TCP/UDP packet flows. To account for realistic—yet unpredictable—traffic
conditions, we varied randomly the traffic rate and the length of the packets between BSs and UEs in
[3, 10] Mbps and [3, 10] kB, respectively.
As for the DQN, we selected the behavioral distribution through an -greedy policy. At every
time step, the environment state is defined by the state of every agent, which is determined by the
metrics of the UEs served by the BSs. We considered the following metrics collected at each BS:
(i) slice resource ratio, as the fraction of RBGs assigned to the slice the UE belongs to; (ii) granted
resource ratio, as the ratio between the resources granted and required by the UEs; (iii) channel
quality information, which gives an indication of the quality of the channel, as perceived by the UEs;
(iv) downlink throughput; (v) downlink buffer size, as the amount of data the BSs need to transmit to
the UEs at any given moment, and (vi) modulation and coding scheme.
The agent actions are composed of the fraction of RBGs to allocate to each network slice, and
the scheduling policy to use at the BS. A sample of the action space adopted in our QCell prototype
is shown in Table 5.2. We recall that the total number of RBGs used in our prototype is 8. Finally,
the agent reward at time t is computed as the linear combination of the variation of the metrics of the
UEs served by the current BS, and the metrics sent by the agents of the interfering QCell BSs (see
Algorithm 1).
A diagram of the QCell prototype we implemented on Colosseum is shown in Figure 5.18. We
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Table 5.2: Sample action space of QCell prototype.

Table 5.3: QCell hyperparameters.

Action

Fraction RBGs
Slice 1

Fraction RBGs
Slice 2

Scheduling Policy

Hyperparameter

Value

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/4
1/4
1/4
3/4
3/4
3/4

1/2
1/2
1/2
3/4
3/4
3/4
1/4
1/4
1/4

Round-robin
Waterfilling
Proportionally Fair
Round-robin
Waterfilling
Proportionally Fair
Round-robin
Waterfilling
Proportionally Fair

Minibatch size
Replay memory size
Target network update frequency
Discount factor, γ
Learning rate
Initial exploration value for 
Final exploration value for 
Final exploration iteration

32
10000
35
0.9
0.01
1
0.05
10000

deployed 3 softwarized BSs and 22 UEs on Colosseum SRNs, and emulated a urban scenario through
MCHEM. Each BS runs a QCell agent. The agent reads the run-time performance of the BS (e.g.,
network conditions, traffic demand, and level of service provided to the UEs), which forms the
network state. It then encodes this state and signals it, together with the previous reward, to the
interfering BSs (which are also running QCell) through the BS connector. At the same time, this
component receives the signaling messages from the interfering BSs and forwards them to the QCell
agent. Finally, the agent leverages this information, together with the network state, to compute the
optimal action (i.e., slicing and scheduling policies) through the DQN, and re-configures the BS at
run time.

5.2.3.2

QCell Training

To let QCell interact dynamically with a diversified environment, in our training we periodically
reinitialize the experiments on Colosseum, randomly assigning UEs to the network BSs. QCell
periodically reads the up-to-date network performance collected at the BS by srsRAN and modifies
slicing and scheduling policies used to serve the UEs, if necessary.
Relevant QCell hyperparameters are shown in Table 5.3. We set the minibatch size to 32,
which determines the number of training cases over which the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
algorithm is computed. The replay memory size (set to 10000) regulates the number of training
cases considered by the SGD algorithm, while the target network update frequency, measured as the
number of network parameter updates, is set to 35. The discount factor γ of the Q-learning update,
and the learning rate of the SGD algorithm are set to 0.9 and 0.01, respectively. Finally, the initial
and final exploration  values, which enable QCell to self-adapt to unseen network scenarios, are set
to 1 and 0.05, respectively, and the final exploration iteration to 10000.
Our training consisted of almost 16000 episodes, for a total of 150 hours of training. Figure 5.19
shows the loss value evolution over the training episodes. As the training goes on, we notice a
decrease in the average loss value after around 1900 episodes. This metric, then, continues to
decrease until the end of the training, indicating convergence of QCell learning process.
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Figure 5.18: The QCell prototype implementation on Colosseum.

Figure 5.19: Loss value vs. number of episodes.

Figure 5.20: Reward value vs. number of episodes.

Figure 5.20 shows the reward of QCell agents, both instantaneous and average, over the various
episodes of the training. We can see that the agent reward keeps increasing, on average, for the whole
duration of the training, except for the final 3000 episodes, in which the reward oscillates around
similar value intervals. This suggests convergence of the QCell algorithm, which is able to get the
average optimal reward for each episode. Moreover, at the end of the training, the reward assumes
positive values, demonstrating that QCell can efficiently optimize the performance of the network.
5.2.3.3

QCell Testing

To test QCell, we ran over 17 hours of experiments on the Colosseum testbed (see Section 5.2.3.1).
We compared the network performance in terms of downlink throughput and buffer queue length
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with and without QCell. In the case without QCell, we considered both the average of all the static
configurations (see Table 5.2), and the best performing static configuration (action 7 in Table 5.2).
Figure 5.21 depicts the downlink throughput with and without QCell in the above-mentioned
cases. We notice that QCell is able to significantly improve the user throughput compared to both
average and best static configurations. This is due to the tight interactions among the BS agents,
which allow to dynamically reconfigure the network at run time based on the current network
conditions and performance.

Figure 5.21: Throughput w/ and w/o QCell.

Figure 5.22: Buffer occupancy w/ and w/o QCell.

Figure 5.22 shows the average downlink buffer occupancy with and without QCell. In general,
the occupancy of the downlink buffer is reduced when QCell is active, implying a faster service to
the UEs. This is due to the superior behavior of QCell, which leverages the UE feedback collected at
the BSs to efficiently adapt to the varying network dynamics.

Figure 5.23: Agent action probability distribution.

The action probability distribution of QCell agents is depicted in Figure 5.23. This metric conveys
how often a certain action is selected by the agents after the training phase has been completed. We
observe that the actions (reported in Table 5.2) are chosen with similar probabilities by QCell, which
enacts the best-performing configuration based on the specific network scenario and traffic demand.
Finally, we analyzed the frequency at which QCell modifies the BS configuration after the
training phase has been completed. Results confirmed the overall stability of QCell optimization
framework, which varied the configuration of the BSs every 101.45 s, on average (corresponding to a
0.44 coefficient of variation).
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Related Work

Recent years have heralded SDN as the technology that would inherently endow the monolithic
Internet architecture with much needed flexibility. The largest part of SDN work focuses on the
programmability of wired networks, with few works exploring scenarios comprising wireless devices [3, 35, 347, 384–387].
Guan et al. proposed WNOS, a wireless network operating system featuring network virtualization
and distributed solution of optimization problems [347]. Although this work is the most similar to
CellOS, it only focuses on infrastructure-less ad hoc networks with static nodes. For this reason, it is
not suitable to handle mobile and dynamic cellular scenarios. An effort to explicitly take mobility
into account is made by Bertizzolo et al. with SwarmControl, a distributed control framework for the
self-optimization of drone networks [536].
ONAP and O-RAN are two infrastructure-oriented automation platforms with the ambition of
“orchestrating” many network functions [388, 389]. They offer Telcos network abstractions to specify
system details and traffic policies. However, optimization policies and algorithms must be explicitly
programmed.
Adaptations of the SDN paradigm to cellular networks have been proposed by Li et al. (CellSDN
[386]), Bernardos et al. (SDWN [390]), and by Bradai et al. (CSDN [387]). CellSDN proposes a
control-oriented operating system focused on cellular network management and subscriber policies
rather than on performance optimization. Works like SDWN and CSDN, instead, describe general
frameworks to optimize network utilization and performance leveraging edge network information.
Few works have addressed the interplay between the SDN architecture and that of networks
including LTE explicitly. Gudipati et al. envision SoftRAN as an abstraction of all eNBs in a
geographical area as a single virtual base station to perform operations including metrics optimization [385]. This centralized approach, however, can hardly address heterogeneous optimization
problems in the dense, flexible and rapidly growing architecture of 5G cellular networks. Foukas et
al. propose FlexRAN [3] and Orion [4] as centralized controllers coordinating various LTE agents,
and supporting network slicing, respectively. These systems, though, neglect optimization, and their
centralized nature may result in limited scalability and reduce the performance in dense scenarios.
OpenRadio, by Bansal et al., develops a programmable wireless data plane providing programming
interfaces on PHY and MAC layers [384]. Optimization, however, is left to the wits of the TO. We
notice that all the mentioned solutions for cellular networks propose programmable protocol stack
implementations where the optimization procedures need to be manually designed and there is no
way to perform them dynamically or automatically.
Machine learning-based solutions for optimized cellular performance concern specific aspects
of the network architecture [304, 524]. For instance, Li et al. devise a DRL framework for resource
management in network slicing in which actions are defined as radio resource allocations [391].
Although simplifying system design, this choice significantly increases the policy space, making
it harder to find optimal solutions. The work by Chinchali et al. [316] and the work discussed
in Chapter 4 present learning-based schedulers that adapt to traffic demand and different reward
functions set by the telecom operators.
Overall, both CellOS and QCell take an unconventional approach to self-optimization of softwarized cellular networks by making decisions on slicing and scheduling policies of the BSs starting
from high-level directives of the Telcos. As demonstrated through extensive experimental campaigns,
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these approaches self-adapts to varying network conditions and traffic, significantly improving key
performance metrics of next generation cellular networks.

5.4

Conclusions

In this chapter, we described distributed frameworks, namely CellOS and QCell, for the zerotouch self-optimization of the next-generation cellular Open RAN: CellOS—based on traditional
optimization techniques—automatically converts the high-level operator intent into distributed
solution programs to be run at the base stations to simultaneously optimize heterogeneous objectives
on different network slices, and QCell—which leverages DQN techniques—follows a multi-agent
approach for dynamic slicing and scheduling allocation to BSs at run time, adapting to current
network and traffic conditions.
Experimental results of both frameworks—prototyped through 3GPP-compliant software tools
(e.g., OAI, srsRAN), and on open-access wireless platforms, i.e., the indoor Arena testbed (see
Section 3.5) and the outdoor POWDER platform from the PAWR program (see Section 2.7) in the
case of CellOS, and the Colosseum network emulator (see Section 3.4) in the case of QCell—show
remarkable performance improvements in metrics such as network throughput, transmission power
and queue size, and service latency.

Chapter 6

Orchestration in the Open RAN
The O-RAN architecture makes it possible to bring automation and intelligence to the network
through ML and AI, which will leverage the enormous amount of data generated by the RAN—and
exposed through the O-RAN interfaces—to analyze the current network conditions, forecast future
traffic profiles and demand, and implement closed-loop network control strategies to optimize the
RAN performance. For this reason, how to design, train and deploy reliable and effective data-driven
solutions has recently received increasing interest from academia and industry alike, with applications
ranging from controlling RAN resource and transmission policies [353, 356, 357, 392–396, 521, 526,
543], to forecasting and classifying traffic and KPIs [307, 340, 397–399], thus highlighting how these
approaches will be foundational to the Open RAN paradigm. However, how to deploy and manage,
i.e., orchestrate, intelligence into softwarized cellular networks is by no means a solved problem for
the following reasons:
• Complying with time scales and making input available. Adapting RAN parameters and functionalities requires control loops operating over time scales ranging from a few milliseconds
(i.e., real-time) to a few hundreds of milliseconds (i.e., near-real-time) to several seconds
(i.e., non-real-time) [400, 526]. As a consequence, the models and the location where they
are executed need to be selected to be able to retrieve the necessary inputs and compute the
output within the appropriate time constraints [401, 526]. For instance, while IQ samples
are easily available in real time at the RAN, it is extremely hard to make them available at
the near-real-time and non-real-time RICs within the same temporal window, making the
execution of models that require IQ samples as input on the RICs ineffective.
• Choosing the right model. Each ML/AI model is designed to accomplish specific inference
and/or control tasks and requires well-defined inputs in terms of data type and size. One
must make sure that the most suitable model is selected for a specific Network Operator (NO)
request, and that it meets the required performance metrics (e.g., minimum accuracy), delivers
the desired inference/control functionalities, and is instantiated on nodes with enough resources
to execute it.
• Conflict mitigation. One must also ensure that selected ML/AI models do not conflict with
each other, and that the same parameter (or functionality) is controlled by only a single model
at any given time.
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Figure 6.1: O-RAN reference architecture and interfaces (left). Representation of an O-RAN network
architecture as a tree graph (right).

For these reasons, orchestrating network intelligence in the Open RAN presents unprecedented
and unique challenges that call for innovative, automated and scalable solutions. In this chapter,
which was published as [546], we address these challenges by presenting OrchestRAN, an automated intelligence orchestration framework for the Open RAN. OrchestRAN follows the O-RAN
specifications and operates as an rApp executed in the non-real-time RIC (Figure 6.1) providing
automated routines to: (i) Collect control requests from NOs; (ii) select the optimal ML/AI models to
achieve NOs’ goals and avoid conflicts; (iii) determine the optimal execution location for each model
complying with timescale requirements, resource and data availability, and (iv) automatically embed
models into O-RAN applications that are dispatched to selected nodes, where they are executed and
fed the required inputs.
To achieve this goal, we have designed and prototyped novel algorithms embedding preprocessing variable reduction and branching techniques that allow OrchestRAN to compute orchestration solutions with different complexity and optimality trade-offs, while ensuring that the
NOs intents are satisfied. We evaluate the performance of OrchestRAN in orchestrating intelligence
in the RAN through numerical simulations, and by prototyping OrchestRAN on ColO-RAN [528],
an O-RAN-compliant large-scale experimental platform developed on top of Colosseum, the world’s
largest wireless network emulator with hardware in-the-loop [545]. Experimental results on an
O-RAN-compliant softwarized network with 7 cellular base stations and 42 users demonstrate that
OrchestRAN enables seamless instantiation of O-RAN applications with diverse timescale requirements at different O-RAN components. OrchestRAN automatically selects the optimal execution
locations for each O-RAN application, thus moving network intelligence to the edge with up to 2.6×
reduction of control overhead over the O-RAN E2 interface. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first large-scale demonstration of an O-RAN-compliant network intelligence orchestration system.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. OrchestRAN, its building blocks and
procedures are presented in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 formulates the intelligence orchestration problem
and shows its NP-hardness, while Section 6.3 presents low-complexity and scalable algorithms to
solve it. The performance of OrchestRAN is assessed numerically and experimentally in Sections 6.4
and 6.5, respectively. Finally, Section 6.6 surveys works related to OrchestRAN, and Section 6.7
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concludes the chapter.

6.1

OrchestRAN

As illustrated in Figure 6.1, OrchestRAN is designed to be executed as an rApp at the non-real-time
RIC. Its architecture is illustrated in Figure 6.2. At a high-level, first NOs specify their intent by
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Figure 6.2: System design of OrchestRAN and main procedures.

submitting a control request to OrchestRAN (step I). This includes the set of functionalities they
want to deploy (e.g., network slicing, beamforming, scheduling control, etc.), the location where
functionalities are to be executed (e.g., RIC, CU, DU) and the desired time constraint (e.g., delaytolerant, low-latency). Then, requests are gathered by the Request Collector (step II, Section 6.1.3)
and fed to the Orchestration Engine (step III, Section 6.1.4) which: (i) Accesses the ML/AI Catalog
(Section 6.1.2) and the Infrastructure Abstraction module (Section 6.1.1) to determine the optimal
orchestration policy and models to be instantiated; (ii) automatically creates containers with the
embedded ML/AI models in the form of O-RAN applications, and (iii) dispatches such applications
at the locations determined by the Orchestration Engine.
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The Infrastructure Abstraction Module

This module provides a high-level representation of the physical RAN architecture, which is divided
into five separate logical groups: non-real-time RICs, near-real-time RICs, CUs, DUs and RUs. Each
group contains a different number of nodes deployed at different locations of the network. Let D be
the set of such nodes, and D = |D| be their number.
The hierarchical relationships between nodes can be represented via an undirected graph with
a tree structure such as the one in Figure 6.1 (right). Specifically, leaves represent nodes at the
edge (e.g., RUs/DUs/CUs), while the non-real-time RIC is the root of the tree.1 For any two nodes
d0 , d00 ∈ D, we define variable cd0 ,d00 ∈ {0, 1} such that cd0 ,d00 = 1 if node d0 is reachable from node
d00 (e.g., there exist a communication link such that node d0 can forward data to node d00 ), cd0 ,d00 = 0
otherwise. In practical deployments, it is reasonable to assume that nodes on different branches of
the tree are unreachable. Moreover, for each node d ∈ D, let ρξd be the total amount of resources of
type ξ ∈ Ξ dedicated to hosting and executing ML/AI models and their functionalities, where Ξ
represents the set of all resource types. Although we do not make any assumptions on the specific
types of resources, practical examples may include the number of CPUs, GPUs, as well as available
disk storage and memory. In the following, we assume that each non-real-time RIC identifies an
independent networking domain and the set of nodes D includes near-real-time RICs, CUs, DUs and
RUs controlled by the corresponding non-real-time RIC only.

6.1.2

The ML/AI Catalog

In OrchestRAN, the available pre-trained data-driven solutions are stored in a ML/AI Catalog
consisting of a set M of ML/AI models. Let F be the set of all possible control and inference
functionalities (e.g., scheduling, beamforming, capacity forecasting, handover prediction) offered by
such ML/AI models—hereafter referred to simply as “models”.
Let M = |M| and F = |F|. For each model m ∈ M, Fm ⊆ F represents the subset of
functionalities offered by m. Accordingly, we define a binary variable σm,f ∈ {0, 1} such that
σm,f = 1 if f ∈ Fm , σm,f = 0 otherwise. We use ρξm to indicate the amount of resources of type
ξ ∈ Ξ required to instantiate and execute model m. Let T be the set of possible input types. For
each model m ∈ M, tIN
m ∈ T represents the type of input required by the model (e.g., IQ samples,
throughput and buffer size measurements).
Naturally, not all models can be equally executed everywhere. For example, a model m performing beam alignment [340], in which received IQ samples are fed to a neural network to determine the
beam direction, can only execute on nodes where IQ samples are available. While IQ samples can
be accessed in real-time at the RU, they are unlikely to be available at CUs and the RICs without
incurring in high overhead and transmission latency. For this reason, we introduce a suitability indicator βm,f,d ∈ [0, 1] which specifies how well a model m is suited to provide a specific functionality
f ∈ F when instantiated on node d. Values of βm,f,d closer to 1 mean that the model is well-suited
to execute at a specific location, while values closer to 0 indicate that the model performs poorly. We
also introduce a performance score γm,f measuring the performance of the model with respect to
f ∈ F . Typical performance metrics include classification/forecasting accuracy, mean squared error
1

Coexisting CUs/DUs/RUs are modeled as a single logical node with a hierarchy level equal to that of the hierarchically
highest node in the group.
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and probability of false alarm. A model can be instantiated on the same node multiple times to serve
different NOs or traffic classes. However, due to limited resources, each node d supports at most
Cm,d = minξ∈Ξ {bρξd /ρξm c} instances of model m, where b·c is the floor operator.

6.1.3

Request Collector

OrchestRAN allows NOs to submit requests specifying which functionalities they require, where they
should execute, and the desired performance and timing requirements. Without loss of generality,
we assume that each request is feasible. The Request Collector of OrchestRAN is in charge of
collecting such requests. A request i is defined as a tuple (Fi , πi , δi , DiIN ), with each element defined
as follows:
• Functions and locations. For each request i, we define the set of functionalities that must
be instantiated on the nodes as Fi = (Fi,d )d∈D , with Fi,d ⊆ F . Required functionalities
and nodes are specified by a binary indicator τi,f,d ∈ {0, 1} such that τi,f,d = 1 if request
i requires functionality
f on node d, i.e., f ∈ Fi,d , τi,f,d = 0 otherwise. We also define
P
Di = {d ∈ D : f ∈Fi τi,f,d ≥ 1} as the subset of nodes of the network where functionalities
in Fi should be offered;
• Performance requirements. For any request i, πi = (πi,f,d )d∈Di ,f ∈Fi,d indicates the minimum
performance requirements that must be satisfied to accommodate i. For example, if f is a beam
detection functionality, πi,f,d can represent the minimum detection accuracy of the model. We
do not make any assumptions on the physical meaning of πi,f,d as it reasonably differs from
one functionality to the other.
• Timing requirements. Some functionalities might have strict latency requirements that make
their execution at nodes far away from the location where the input is generated impractical or
inefficient. For this reason, δi,f,d ≥ 0 represents the maximum latency request i can tolerate in
executing f on d;
• Data source. For each request i, the NO also specifies the subset of nodes whose generated
(or collected) data must be used to deliver functionality f on node d. This set is defined as
IN )
IN
DiIN = (Di,f,d
d∈Di ,f ∈Fi,d , where Di,f,d ⊆ D. This information is paramount to ensure that
each model is fed with the proper data generated by the intended sources only. For any tuple
IN .
(i, f, d) we assume that cd,d0 = 1 for all d0 ∈ Di,f,d
In the remaining of this chapter, we use I to represent the set of outstanding requests with I = |I|
being their number.

6.1.4

The Orchestration Engine

As depicted in Figure 6.3, once requests are submitted to OrchestRAN, the Orchestration Engine
selects the most suitable models from the ML/AI Catalog and the location where they should execute
(step I). Then, OrchestRAN embeds the models into containers (e.g., Docker containers of dApps,
xApps, rApps) (step II) and dispatches them to the selected nodes (step III). Here, they are fed data
from the RAN and execute their functionalities (step IV). The selection of the models and of their
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Figure 6.3: An example of creation and dispatchment of an xApp on the near-real-time RIC via OrchestRAN.

optimal execution location is performed by solving the orchestration problem discussed in detail in
Sections 6.2 and 6.3. This results in an orchestration policy, which is converted into a set of O-RAN
applications that are dispatched and executed at the designated network nodes, as discussed next.
Container creation, dispatchment and instantiation. To embed models in different O-RAN applications, containers integrate two subsystems, which are automatically compiled from descriptive files
upon instantiation. The first is the model itself, and the second is an application-specific connector.
This is a library that interfaces with the node where the application is running (i.e., with the DU
in the case of dApps, near-real-time RIC for xApps, and non-real-time RIC for rApps), collects
data from DiIN and sends control commands to nodes in Di . Once the containers are generated,
OrchestRAN dispatches them to the proper endpoints specified in the orchestration policy, where are
instantiated and interfaced with the RAN to receive input data. For example, xApps automatically
send an E2 subscription request to nodes in DiIN , and use custom SMs to interact with them over the
E2 interface [402] (see Figure 6.3).

6.2

The Orchestration Problem

Before formulating the orchestration problem, we first discuss important properties of Open RAN
systems.
• Functionality outsourcing. Any functionality that was originally intended to execute at node d0
can be outsourced to any other node d00 ∈ D as long as cd0 ,d00 = 1. As we will discuss next, the
node hosting the outsourced model must have access to the required input data, have enough
resources to instantiate and execute the outsourced model, and must satisfy performance and
timing requirements of the original request.
• Model sharing. The limited amount of resources, especially at DUs and RUs, calls for efficient
resource allocation strategies. If multiple requests involve the same functionalities on the same
group of nodes, an efficient approach consists in deploying a single model that can be shared
across all requests.
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For the sake of clarity, in Figure 6.4 (left) we show an example where a request can be satisfied by
instantiating models m1 and m2 on d0 , and a second one that can be accommodated by instantiating
models m1 and m3 on d00 . Figure 6.4 (right) shows an alternative solution where m1 (common to
Input A

RU

Input B

DU

Input A

RU

RU

Without function outsourcing and model sharing

Input B

DU

RU

With function outsourcing and model sharing

Figure 6.4: Example of function outsourcing and model sharing in Open RAN.

both requests) is outsourced to d000 and it is shared between the two requests, with a total of three
deployed models, against the four required in Figure 6.4 (left). In the next section, we also discuss
the case where model sharing or function outsourcing are nonviable.

6.2.1

Formulating the Orchestration Problem

i,f,d
Let xi,f,d
m,k,d0 ∈ {0, 1} be a binary variable such that xm,k,d0 = 1 if functionality f demanded
by request i on node d is provided by instance k of model m instantiated on node d0 . In the
0
following, we refer to the variable x = (xi,f,d
m,k,d0 )i,f,d,m,k,d as the orchestration policy, where
0
0
i ∈ I, f ∈ F , (d, d ) ∈ D×D, m ∈ M, k = 1 . . . Cm,d .

• Conflict avoidance. For any tuple (i, f, d) such that τi,f,d = 1, we assume that OrchestRAN can
instantiate at most one model to avoid multiple models controlling the same parameters and/or
functionalities. As mentioned earlier, this can be achieved by either instantiating the model at
d, or by outsourcing it to another node d0 6= d. The above requirement can be formalized as
follows:
Cm,d0
X
X X
σm,f
cd,d0 xi,f,d
(6.1)
m,k,d0 = yi τi,f,d
m∈M

d0 ∈D k=1

where yi ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether or not i is satisfied. Specifically, (6.1) ensures that: (i) For
any tuple (i, f, d) such that τi,f,d = 1, function f is provided by one model only, and (ii)
yi = 1 (i.e., request i is satisfied) if and only if OrchestRAN deploys models providing all
functionalities specified in Fi .
• Complying with the requirements. An important aspect of the orchestration problem is guaranteeing that the orchestration policy x satisfies the minimum performance requirements
πi of each request i, and that both data collection and execution procedures do not exceed
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the maximum latency constraint δi,f,d . These requirements are captured by the following
constraints.

Quality of models. For each tuple (i, f, d) such that τi,f,d = 1, NOs can specify a minimum
performance level πi,f,d . This can be enforced via the following constraint
C

χi,f,d

m,d0
X X X

m∈M d0 ∈D k=1

cd,d0 xi,f,d
m,k,d0 Am,f,d ≥ χi,f,d yi πi,f,d

(6.2)

where Am,f,d = βm,f,d γm,f σm,f , and the performance score γm,f is defined in Section 6.1.2. In
(6.2), χi,f,d = 1 if the goal is to guarantee a value of γm,f higher than a minimum performance level
πi,f,d , and χi,f,d = −1 if the goal is to keep γm,f below a maximum value πi,f,d .
Control-loop time-scales. Each model m requires a specific type of input tIN
m and, for each tuple
IN does not
(i, f, d), we must ensure that the time needed to collect such input from nodes in Di,f,d
exceed δi,f,d . For each orchestration policy x, the data collection time can be formalized as follows:

∆i,f,d (x) =

X

md0
XCX
X
i,f,d
σm,f
xi,f,d
cd0 ,d00 Θm,d
0
0 ,d00
m,k,d

m∈M
i,f,d
where Θm,d
0 ,d00 =



stIN
m

IN
bd0 ,d00 |Di,f,d

d0 ∈D k=1

(6.3)

IN
d00 ∈Di,f,d


0
00
, stIN
is the input size of model m measured in bytes,
+
T
d ,d
m
|

bd0 ,d00 is the data rate of the link between nodes d00 and d0 , and Td0 ,d00 represents the propagation
exec be the time to execute model m on node d0 . For any tuple
delay between nodes d0 and d00 . Let Tm
(i, f, d), the execution time under orchestration policy x is
∆EXEC
i,f,d (x)

=

X

σm,f

X
d0 ∈D

m∈M

exec
Tm,d
0

Cm,d0

X

xi,f,d
m,k,d0

(6.4)

k=1

By combining (6.3) and (6.4), any orchestration policy x must satisfy the following constraint
for all (i, f, d) tuples:
∆i,f,d (x) + ∆EXEC
i,f,d (x) ≤ δi,f,d τi,f,d

(6.5)

• Avoiding resource over-provisioning. We must guarantee that the resources consumed by the
O-RAN applications do not exceed the resources ρξd of type ξ available at each node (i.e., ρξd ).
For each d ∈ D and ξ ∈ Ξ, we have
X
m∈M

ρξm

C
md
X
k=1

zm,k,d ≤ ρξd

(6.6)

where zm,k,d ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether instance k of model m is associated to at least one
model on node d. Specifically, let
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XX X
i∈I f ∈Fi

0

xi,f,d
m,k,d

(6.7)

d0 ∈D

be the number of tuples (i, f, d0 ) assigned to instance k of model m on node d (nm,k,d > 1
implies that m is shared). Notice that (6.6) and (6.7) are coupled one to another as zm,k,d = 1 if
and only if nm,k,d > 0. This conditional relationship can be formulated by using the following
big-M formulation [403]

nm,k,d ≥ 1 − M (1 − zm,k,d )
nm,k,d ≤ M zm,k,d

(6.8)
(6.9)

where M ∈ R is a real-valued number whose value is larger than the maximum value of
nm,k,d , i.e., M > IF D [403].
• Problem formulation. For any request i, let vi ≥ 0 represent its value. The goal of OrchestRAN is to compute an orchestration policy x maximizing the total value of requests being
accommodated by selecting (i) which requests can be accommodated; (ii) which models should
be instantiated; and (iii) where they should be executed to satisfy request performance and
timescale requirements. This can be formulated as

max
x,y,z

subject to

X

(6.10)

yi v i

i∈I

Constraints (6.1), (6.2), (6.5), (6.6), (6.8), (6.9)
xi,f,d
m,k,d0 ∈ {0, 1}

(6.11)

zm,k,d ∈ {0, 1}

(6.13)

(6.12)

yi ∈ {0, 1}

where x is the orchestration policy, y = (yi )i∈I and z = (zm,k,d )m∈M,k=1,...,Cm,d ,d∈D . A
particularly relevant case is that where vi = 1 for all i ∈ I, i.e., the goal of OrchestRAN is to
maximize the number of satisfied requests.
• Disabling model sharing. Indeed, model sharing allows a more efficient use of the available
resources. However, out of privacy and business concerns, NOs might not be willing to
share O-RAN applications. In this case, model sharing can be disabled in OrchestRAN by
guaranteeing that a model is assigned to one request only. This is achieved by adding the
following constraint for any m ∈ M, d0 ∈ D and k = 1, .., Cm,d0
XX X
i∈I d∈D f ∈Fi,d

xi,f,d
m,k,d0 ≤ 1

(6.14)
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6.3

Solving the Orchestration Problem

BILP problems such as Problem (6.10) can be optimally solved via Branch-and-Bound (B&B)
techniques [404], readily available within well-established numerical solvers, e.g., CPLEX, MATLAB, Gurobi. However, due to the extremely large number NOPT of optimization variables, these
solvers might still fail to compute an optimal solution in a reasonable amount of time, especially
in large-scale deployments. Indeed, NOPT = |x|+|y|+|z| ≈ |x|, where |x| = O(IF D2 M Cmax ),
|y| = O(I), |z| = O(M DCmax ), and Cmax = maxm∈M,d∈D {Cm,d }. For example, a deployment
with D = 20, M = 13, I = 10, F = 7 and Cmax = 3 involves ≈106 optimization variables.

6.3.1

Combating Dimensionality via Variable Reduction

To mitigate the “curse of dimensionality” of the orchestration problem, we have developed two preprocessing algorithms to reduce the complexity of Problem (6.10) while guaranteeing the optimality
of the computed solutions. We leverage a technique called variable reduction [405]. This exploits
the fact that, due to constraints and structural properties of the problem, there might exist a subset of
inactive variables whose value is always zero. These variables do not participate in the optimization
process, yet they increase its complexity. To identify those variables, we have designed the following
two techniques.
i,f,d
• Function-aware Pruning (FP). It identifies the set of inactive variables xFP
− = {xm,k,d0 :
0
τi,f,d = 0 ∨ σm,f = 0, ∀i ∈ I, f ∈ F , (d, d ) ∈ D × D, m ∈ M, k = 1, . . . , C,m,d }, which
contains all the xi,f,d
m,k,d variables such that either (i) τi,f,d = 0, i.e., request i does not require
function f at node d, or (ii) σm,f = 0, i.e., model m does not offer function f ;

• Architecture-aware Pruning (AP). This procedure identities those variables whose activation
IN .
results in instantiating a model on a node that cannot receive input data from nodes in Di,f,d
Indeed, for a given tuple (i, f, d) such that τi,f,d = 1, we cannot instantiate any model on a
node d0 such that cd,d0 = 0, i.e., the two nodes are not connected. The set of these inactive
i,f,d
0
variables is defined as xAP
− = {xm,k,d0 : cd,d0 = 0, ∀i ∈ I, f ∈ F , (d, d ) ∈ D × D, m ∈
M, k = 1, . . . , C,m,d }.
Once we have identified all inactive variables, Problem (6.10) is cast into a lower-dimensional
AP
space where the new set of optimization variables is equal to x̃ = x \ {xFP
− ∪ x− }, which still
guarantees the optimality of the solution [405]. The impact of these procedures on the complexity of
the orchestration problem will be investigated in Section 6.4.

6.3.2

Graph Tree Branching

Notice that |x| = O(IF D2 M Cmax ), i.e., the number of variables of the orchestration problem
grows quadratically in the number D of nodes. Since the majority of nodes of the infrastructure are
RUs, DUs and CUs, it is reasonable to conclude that these nodes are the major source of complexity.
Moreover, O-RAN systems operate following a cluster-based approach where each near-real-time
RIC controls a subset of CUs, DUs and RUs of the network only, i.e., a cluster, which have none (or
limited) interactions with nodes from other clusters.
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These two intuitions are the rationale behind the low-complexity and scalable solution proposed
in this section, which consists in splitting the infrastructure tree into smaller subtrees—each operating
as an individual cluster—and creating sub-instances of the orchestration problem that only accounts
for requests and nodes regarding the considered subtree. The main steps of this algorithm are:
• Step I: Let C be the number of near-real-time RICs in the non-real-time
RIC T
domain. For each
SC
root ,
cluster c, the c-th subtree Dc ⊆ D is defined such that D = c=1 Dc and C
c=1 Dc = d
root
with d
being the non-real-time RIC. A variable αd,c ∈ {0, 1} is used to determine whether a
T
root ,
node d ∈ D belongs to cluster c (i.e., αd,c = 1) or not (i.e., αd,c = 0). Since, C
c=1 Dc = d
PC
root
we have that c=1 αd,c = 1 for any d ∈ D \ {d };
• Step
P II:PFor each subtree Dc we identify the subset Ic ⊆ I such that Ic = {i ∈ I :
f ∈F
d∈Dc τi,f,d ≥ 1} contains all the requests that involve nodes belonging to cluster c
only;
• Step III: We solve Problem (6.10) via B&B considering only requests in Ic and nodes in Dc .
The solution is a tuple (xc , yc , zc ) specifying which models are instantiated and where (xc ),
which requests are satisfied in cluster c (yc ) and what instances of the models are instantiated
on each node of Dc (zc ).

Remark. This branching procedure might compute solutions with partially satisfied requests. These
are requests that are accommodated on a subset of clusters only, which violates Constraint 6.1.
However, as we will show in Section 6.4, this procedure is scalable as each subtree Dc involves a
limited number of nodes only, and we can solve each lower-dimensional instance of Problem (6.10)
in parallel and in less than 0.1 s.

6.4

Numerical Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of OrchestRAN in large-scale scenarios, we have developed a simulation
tool in MATLAB that uses CPLEX to execute optimization routines. For each simulation, NOs
submit R = 20 randomly generated requests, each specifying multiple sets of functionalities and
nodes, as well as the desired timescale. Unless otherwise stated, we consider a single-domain
deployment with 1 non-real-time RIC, 4 near-real-time RICs, 10 CUs, 30 DUs and 90 RUs. For
each simulation, the number of network nodes is fixed, but the tree structure of the infrastructure
is randomly generated. We consider the three cases shown in Table 6.1, where we limit the type of
nodes that can be included in each request. Similarly, we also consider the three cases in Table 6.2.
Table 6.1: Controllable nodes.
Case / Requested Nodes
All nodes (ALL)
Edge and RAN (ER)
RAN only (RO)

Non-real-time RIC

Near-real-time RIC

CU

DU

RU

3
7
7

3
3
7

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

For each case, we specify the probability that the latency requirement δi,f,d for each tuple (i, f, d)
is associated to a specific timescale. The combination of these 6 cases covers relevant Open RAN
applications.
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Table 6.2: Request timescale cases and probabilities.
Case / Time scale

TTI-level (≤ 0.01 s)

Sub-second (≤ 1 s)

Long (> 1 s)

0.2
0.2
0.6

0.2
0.6
0.4

0.6
0.2
0

Delay-Tolerant (DT)
Low Latency (LL)
Ultra-Low Latency (ULL)

The ML/AI Catalog consists of M = 13 models that provide F = 7 different functionalities.
Ten models use metrics from the RAN (e.g., throughput and buffer measurements) as input, while
the remaining three models are fed with IQ samples from RUs. The input size stIN
is set to 100
m
and 1000 bytes for the metrics and IQ samples, respectively. For the sake of illustration, we assume
that βm,f,d = σm,f , πi,f,d = τi,f,d and Cm,d = 3 for all m ∈ M, i ∈ F , f ∈ F and d ∈ D. The
exec = 1 ms. The
execution time of each model is equal across all models and nodes and set to Tm,d
available bandwidth bd,d0 is 100 Gbps between non-real-time RIC and near-real-time RIC, 50 Gbps
between near-real-time RICs and CUs, 25 Gbps between CUs and DUs, and 20 Gbps between DUs
and RUs, while the propagation delay Td,d0 is set to [10, 10, 5, 1] ms, respectively. The resources ρd
available at each node are represented by the number of available CPU cores, and we assume that
each model requests one core only, i.e., ρm = 1. The number of cores available at non-real-time
RICs, near-real-time RICs, CUs, DUs and RUs are 128, 8, 4, 2, and 1, respectively. Results presented
in this section are averaged over 100 independent simulation runs.
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Computational complexity. Figure 6.5 shows the number of optimization variables and computation time of our algorithms with varying network size. At each simulation run, we consider a single
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Figure 6.5: Number of variables and computation time for different network size.

non-real-time RIC and a randomly generated tree graph that matches the considered size. As expected,
the number of variables and the complexity increase with larger networks. This can be mitigated by
using our FP and AP pre-processing algorithms, which reduce the number of optimization variables
while ensuring the optimality of the computed solution. Their combination allows computation of
optimal solutions in 0.1 s and 2 s for networks with 200 and 500 nodes, respectively. Figure 6.5
also shows the benefits of branching the optimization problem into sub-problems of smaller size
(Section 6.3.2). Although the branching procedure might produce partially satisfied requests, it
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results in a computation time lower than 0.1 s even for instances with 2000 nodes, providing a fast
and scalable solution for large-scale applications.
Acceptance ratio. Figure 6.6 (left) shows the acceptance ratio for different cases and algorithms.
The number of accepted requests decreases when moving from loose timing requirements (i.e.,
w/ branching
Partial acceptance ratio

w/o branching
Acceptance ratio

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
ALL

ER

Delay-tolerant (DT)

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
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Low latency (LL)

ER

RO

Ultra-low Latency (ULL)

Figure 6.6: (Left) Ratio of accepted requests w/ model sharing but w/o branching; (Right) Ratio of partially
accepted requests w/ model sharing and branching.

Delay-tolerant (DT)), to tighter ones (i.e., Low Latency (LL) and Ultra-Low Latency (ULL)). For
example, while 95% of requests are satisfied on average for the DT configuration, we observe
ULL instances in which only 70% of requests are accepted. Indeed, Transmission Time Interval
(TTI)-level services may only be possible at the DUs/RUs which, however, have limited resources
and cannot support the execution of many concurrent O-RAN applications. In Figure 6.6 (right), we
show the probability that a request is partially accepted when considering the branching algorithm.
Specifically, it shows that branching results in ≈99% of requests being partially satisfied on one
subtree or more. This means that in the case where not enough resources are available to accept the
entirety of the request, OrchestRAN can satisfy portions of it. Thus, requests that would be otherwise
rejected can be at least partially accommodated.
Advantages of model sharing. Figure 6.7 shows the resource utilization with and without model
sharing (left) and the corresponding resource utilization saving (right). As expected, model sharing
always results in lower resource utilization and uses 2× less resources than the case without model
sharing. Figure 6.8 shows the acceptance ratio when model sharing is disabled, and by comparing it
with Figure 6.6 (left)—where model sharing is enabled—we notice that model sharing also increases
the acceptance ratio. Specifically, model sharing accommodates at least 90% of requests in all cases,
while this number drops to ≈70% when model sharing is disabled.
To better understand how OrchestRAN orchestrates intelligence, Figure 6.9 shows the distribution
of models across the different network nodes for the ER case (see Table 6.1) with different timing
constraints. Requests with loose timing requirements (DT) result in ≈45% of models being allocated
in the RICs. Instead, stringent timing constraints (LL and ULL) result in ≈70% of models being
instantiated at CUs, DUs, and RUs.
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Figure 6.7: Resource utilization and saving with and without model sharing.
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6.5

Prototype and Experimental Evaluation

To demonstrate the effectiveness of OrchestRAN, we leveraged ColO-RAN [528], an O-RANcompliant large-scale experimental platform developed on top of the Colosseum wireless network emulator [545]. Colosseum includes 128 computing servers (i.e., SRNs), each controlling a USRP X310
SDR, and a MCHEM emulating wireless channels between the SRNs to reproduce realistic and
time-varying wireless characteristics (e.g., path-loss, multi-path) under different deployments (e.g.,
urban, rural, etc.) [545]. We leverage the publicly available tool SCOPE [542] to instantiate a softwarized cellular network with 7 base stations and 42 UEs (6 UEs per base station) on the Colosseum
city-scale downtown Rome scenario, and to interface the base stations with the O-RAN near-real-time
RIC through the E2 interface. SCOPE, which is based on srsRAN [27], implements open APIs
to reconfigure the base station parameters (e.g., slicing resources, scheduling policies, etc.) from
O-RAN applications through closed-control loops, and to automatically generate datasets from RAN
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statistics (e.g., throughput, buffer size, etc.). Users are deployed randomly and generate traffic
belonging to 3 different network slices configured as follows: (i) slice 0 is allocated an eMBB service,
in which each UE requests 4 Mbps constant bitrate traffic; (ii) slice 1 a MTC service, in which each
UE requests Poisson-distributed traffic with an average rate of 45 kbps, and (iii) slice 2 to a URLLC
service, in which each UE requests Poisson-distributed traffic with an average rate of 90 kbps. We
assume 2 UEs per slice, whose traffic is handled by the base stations, which use a 10 MHz channel
bandwidth with 50 PRB.
The high-level architecture of the OrchestRAN prototype on Colosseum is shown in Figure 6.10.
OrchestRAN runs in an LXC embedding the components of Figure 6.2. For each experiment,
Colosseum

OrchestRAN

DU/CU

dApp

Connector

xApp

xApps
containers

O-RAN E2
(Mgmt, routing,
termination)

O-RAN E2
termination

NearRT RIC container

SDR
SCOPE
container
(dApps)

Server

Connector

NI USRP
X310

SRN

Figure 6.10: OrchestRAN prototype architecture on Colosseum and integration with O-RAN and SCOPE
components.

we randomly generate a new set of control requests every 4 minutes. The Orchestration Engine
computes the optimal orchestration policy and embeds the models within O-RAN applications that
are dispatched to the nodes where they are executed. We consider the case where models can run at
the near-real-time RIC (as xApps) or at the DU (as dApps via SCOPE).
We used SCOPE to generate datasets on Colosseum and train 4 ML models that constitute our
ML/AI Catalog. Models M 1 and M 2 have been trained to forecast throughput and transmission
buffer size. Models M 3 and M 4 control the parameters of the network to maximize different rewards
through PPO-based DRL agents (see Table 6.3). Specifically, M 3 consists of three DRL agents, each
Table 6.3: DRL agents in the ML/AI catalog.
Model
M3
M4

Reward Slice 0

Reward Slice 1

Reward Slice 2

Action

max(throughput)
max(throughput)

max(TX packets)
max(TX packets)

max(PRB ratio)
min(buffer size)

Scheduling
Scheduling, RAN slicing

making decisions on the scheduling policies of one slice only. The three agents aim at maximizing
the throughput of slice 0, the number of transmitted packets of slice 1, and the ratio between the
allocated and requested PRBs (i.e., the PRB ratio which takes values in [0, 1]) of slice 2, respectively.
Model M 4, instead, consists of a single DRL agent controlling the scheduling and RAN slicing
policies (i.e., how many PRBs are assigned to each slice) to jointly maximize the throughput of
slice 0 and the number of transmitted packets of slice 1, and to minimize the buffer size of slice 2.
Each model requires one CPU core, and we consider three configurations: (i) “RIC only”, in which
models can be executed via xApps at the near-real-time RIC only; (ii) “RIC + lightweight DU”, in
which DUs have 2 cores each to execute up to two dApps concurrently; and (iii) “RIC + powerful
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DU”, in which DUs are equipped with 8 cores. In all cases, the near-real-time RIC has access to 50
cores. Overall, we ran more than 95 hours of experiments on Colosseum.
Experimental results. Figure 6.11 (left) shows the probability that models are executed at the
near-real-time RIC for different configurations and number of requests. As expected, in the “RIC
RIC + Lightweight DU
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Figure 6.11: (Left) Probability of instantiating O-RAN applications at the near-real-time RIC; (Right) Traffic
over O-RAN E2 interface for different configurations. Dark bars represent traffic related to payload only.

only” case, all models execute as xApps at the near-real-time RIC, while both “RIC + lightweight
DU” and “RIC + powerful DU” cases result in ≈25% of models executing at the RIC. The remaining
75% of the models are executed as dApps at the DUs. Figure 6.11 (right) shows the traffic in Mbyte
over the E2 interface between the near-real-time RIC and the DUs for the different configurations.
This includes messages to set up the initial subscription between the near-real-time RIC and the
DUs, messages to report metrics from the DUs to the RIC (e.g., throughput, buffer size), and control
messages from the RIC to the DUs (e.g., to update scheduling and RAN slicing policies). Results
clearly show that ≈40% of the E2 traffic transports payload information (dark bars), while the
remaining 60% consists of overhead data. Although the initial subscription messages exchanged
between the near-real-time RIC and the DUs are sent in all considered cases, running models as
dApps at the DUs still results in up to 2.6× less E2 traffic if compared to the “RIC only” case.
Finally, we showcase the impact of the real-time execution of OrchestRAN on the network
performance. We focus on DU 7, and in Figure 6.12 (top) we show the location and time instant at
which OrchestRAN instantiates the four models on the near-real-time RIC and on DU 7 for a single
experiment. The impact on the network performance of the different orchestration policies is shown
in Figure 6.12 (center and bottom). Since M 1 and M 2 perform forecasting tasks only, the figure only
reports the evolution of the metrics used to reward the DRL agents M 3 and M 4 (see Table 6.3) for
different slices. We notice that OrchestRAN allows the seamless instantiation of dApps and xApps,
controlling the same DU without causing any service interruptions. Moreover, although M 3 and
M 4 share the same reward for slices 0 and 1, M 4 can also make decisions on the network slicing
policies. Thus, it provides a higher throughput for slice 0 (≈10% higher than M 3), and a higher
number of transmitted packets for slice 1 (≈2× higher than M 3) (Figure 6.12 (center)). Similarly, in
the case of slice 2, M 3 aims at maximizing the PRB ratio, while M 4 at minimizing the size of the
transmission buffer, which results in M 3 and M 4 computing different control policies for slice 2. As
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Figure 6.12: (Top) Dynamic activation of O-RAN applications at near-real-time RIC and DU 7; (Center and
bottom) Performance comparison for different deployments of O-RAN applications and network slices. Solid
lines and dashed lines refer to traffic for UE1,i and UE2,i of Slice i.

shown Figure 6.12 (bottom), although M 3 converges to a stable control policy that results in a PRB
ratio ≈1, its buffer size is higher than that of M 4. Conversely, the buffer size of slice 2 decreases
once M 4 is instantiated with a decrease in the PRB ratio.

6.6

Related Work

The application of ML/AI algorithms to cellular networks is gaining momentum as a promising and
effective way to design and deploy solutions capable of predicting, controlling, and automating the
network behavior under dynamic conditions. Relevant examples include the application of Deep
Learning and DRL to predict the network load [80, 307, 395], classify traffic [397, 406, 407], perform
beam alignment [340, 398], allocate radio resources [356, 392, 542], and deploy service-tailored
network slices [353, 393–396, 408, 526]. It is clear that ML/AI techniques will play a key role in the
transition to intelligent networks, especially in the O-RAN ecosystem [261]. However, a relevant
challenge that still remains unsolved is how to bring such intelligence to the network in an efficient,
reliable and automated way, which is ultimately the goal of this chapter.
In [409], Ayala-Romero et al. present an online Bayesian learning orchestration framework
for intelligent virtualized RANs where resource allocation follow channel conditions and network
load. The same authors present a similar framework in [357], where networking and computational
resources are orchestrated via DRL to comply with SLAs while accounting for the limited amount of
resources. Singh et al. present GreenRAN, an energy-efficient orchestration framework for NextG that
splits and allocates RAN components according to the current resource availability [410]. In [411],
Chatterjee et al. present a radio resource orchestration framework for 5G applications where network
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slices are dynamically re-assigned to avoid inefficiencies and SLA violations. Relevant to our work
are the works of Morais et al. [412] and Matoussi et al. [413], which present frameworks to optimally
disaggregate, place and orchestrate RAN components in the network to minimize computation and
energy consumption while accounting for diverse latency and performance requirements. Although
the above works all present orchestration frameworks for NextG systems, they are focused on
orchestrating RAN resources and functionalities, rather than network intelligence, which represents a
substantially different problem.
In the context of orchestrating ML/AI models in NextG systems, Baranda et al. [414, 415] present
an architecture for the automated deployment of models in the 5Growth MANO platform [416],
and demonstrate automated instantiation of models on demand. The closest to our work is the work
of Salem et al. [401], which proposes an orchestrator to select and instantiate inference models
at different locations of the network to obtain a desirable balance between accuracy and latency.
However, [401] is not concerned with O-RAN systems, but focuses on data-driven solutions for
inference in cloud-based applications.
Besides the differences highlighted in the previous discussion, OrchestRAN differs from the
above works in that it focuses on the Open RAN architecture and is designed to instantiate both
inference and control solutions complying with O-RAN specifications. Moreover, OrchestRAN
allows model sharing across multiple requests to efficiently reuse available network resources. We
prototyped and benchmarked OrchestRAN on Colosseum. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first large-scale demonstration of a network intelligence orchestration system tailored to O-RAN
architecture and networks.

6.7

Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented OrchestRAN, a novel network intelligence orchestration framework for
Open RAN systems. OrchestRAN is based upon O-RAN specifications and leverages the RIC xApps
and rApps and O-RAN open interfaces to provide NOs with an automated orchestration tool for
deploying data-driven inference and control solutions with diverse timing requirements. OrchestRAN
has been equipped with orchestration algorithms with different optimality/complexity trade-offs
to support non-real-time, near-real-time and real-time applications. We assessed OrchestRAN
performance and presented an O-RAN-compliant prototype by instantiating a cellular network
with 7 base stations and 42 UEs on the Colosseum network emulator. Our experimental results
demonstrate that OrchestRAN achieves seamless instantiation of O-RAN applications at different
network nodes and time scales, and reduces the message overhead over the O-RAN E2 interface by
up to 2.6× when instantiating intelligence at the edge of the network.

Chapter 7

Private Communications in Softwarized
Cellular Networks
The softwarization of the RAN is being heralded as the core of NextG cellular networks [63, 388,
389, 417, 521, 523, 526]. Enabling virtualization technologies, softwarization will allow IPs to create
virtual networks on top of their physical infrastructure, each assigned to a different infrastructure
slice [12, 13, 537]. This fundamental innovation will concretely realize the long-standing vision of
Cellular Connectivity-as-a-Service (CCaaS), where the IP assigns physical resources (e.g., spectrum,
power, base stations, etc.) to each MVNO according to their requirements [374, 418]. CCaaS is
envisioned to provide unparalleled levels of Quality of Experience (QoE) to mobile users, as well as
usher in new business opportunities between IPs and MVNOs [419, 420].
In this chapter, which was published as [540], we leverage RAN softwarization and network
slicing to concretely realize Private Cellular Connectivity-as-a-Service (PCCaaS), pushing the
CCaaS innovation to the realm of private networking. Through PCCaaS the IPs can instantiate and
deploy private network slices sharing the virtualized infrastructure with other (public) slices. In this
chapter we use the word private to identify slices whose existence is known only to selected users
that can exchange sensitive data embedding it covertly and undetectably into primary traffic, used as
decoy.
The opportunities and applications of PCCaaS are multifold. For instance, with PCCaaS law
enforcement agencies could leverage the ubiquitous connectivity offered by extant cellular infrastructure and use private slices to establish undetectable communications with undercover agents in
the field. Similarly, law enforcement could deploy tiny IoT devices as “bugs,” collecting audio and
video content and communicating it covertly. Such devices would pose as regular IoT sensors and
conceal sensitive covert information on top of innocuous primary traffic, e.g., temperature readings.
An example of PCCaaS is shown in Figure 7.1.
The IP instantiates three slices whose profile is communicated to the cellular base station. Two
slices are public (in red). These slices are for public users of the infrastructures (e.g., cellular
subscribers). The third slice is private. In this slice, private users exchange data that is of nonsensitive nature (decoy traffic, in blue). This is their primary traffic. They also exchange covert traffic
(in orange), which is hidden into the primary data. The challenge of PCCaaS is that of fooling a
malicious eavesdropper to believe that the private users are only exchanging decoy traffic, namely, in
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Figure 7.1: Private cellular connectivity-as-a-service.

allowing the eavesdropper to capture only their primary traffic.
Clearly, no form of effective data encryption is the solution to realizing the vision of PCCaaS.
First of all, not all devices have the necessary resources to support the execution of power-hungry
and computationally complex encryption algorithms. The IoT scenario described above is a typical
example. Furthermore, encrypted traffic is still subject to jamming: An adversarial user that is
capable to detect the transmission of sensitive information could prevent its intended recipient to
receive it. The key question is therefore how to ensure that communication of sensitive data is not
only secure, but also undetectable, independently of encryption.
One of the key challenges in realizing PCCaaS is that data transmitted over wireless channels
cannot be easily hidden. To address this problem, wireless steganography directly operates on RF
waveforms by applying “hand-crafted” tiny displacements to the I/Q symbols being transmitted, also
known as primary symbols [421–428]. While a steganographic receiver (the private user of Figure 7.1)
can decode the covert information by translating the “dirty” I/Q symbols to a corresponding covert
bit sequence, public users would be able to decode primary symbols only.
Figure 7.2 illustrates a practical example of wireless steganography where covert data are
embedded into a QPSK-modulated signal.
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Figure 7.2: Wireless steganography over a QPSK modulation.
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Specifically, Figure 7.2a shows the set of QPSK symbols used to form the primary message. Let
us assume that the transmitter sends the primary symbol “01” to deceive adversaries, but at the same
time it wants to embed a covert message in it through wireless steganography. To achieve this, the
transmitter can rotate the phase of the I/Q symbols of Figure 7.2a by an angle θ to send the covert
bit “1” (Figure 7.2b), while symbols with no rotations correspond to the bit “0” (Figure 7.2c) [429].
(More sophisticated schemes are described in Section 7.1.2.)
Despite recent advances, wireless steganography has not yet found widespread application in
networking. We believe this is because existing approaches operate only at the physical layer, which
is insufficient to make PCCaaS systems possible.
In this chapter we leverage steganography as the core of a ready-to-use full-stack approach to
PCCaaS-based networking. Our system, that for testing purposes has been realized on open-source
LTE implementations, is called SteaLTE to indicate the stealthy, private nature of the networking it
enables to satisfy PCCaaS requirements. SteaLTE achieves:
• End-to-end Reliability and Security. We design a full-stack steganographic system leveraging
proven reliable data transfer techniques. These are integrated to a steganographic mutual
authentication mechanism where legitimate parties authenticate each other before exchanging
confidential information.
• Adaptive Traffic Embedding. Covert data need to be embedded over primary traffic, which is
inherently varied and unpredictable. Clearly, a large covert data packet cannot be embedded
on a small primary packet, or cannot be transmitted at all in the absence of primary traffic.
This requires the process of embedding covert traffic to be flexible enough to deal with such
unpredictability. To this purpose, SteaLTE features a covert packet generator component that
creates and embeds covert packets that seamlessly adapt to primary data traffic, generating
“dummy” primary traffic on-demand, if necessary.
• Standard compliance. To successfully operate over existing cellular networks, PCCaaS must
adhere to standard protocol implementations of 4G/5G systems. SteaLTE has been designed
to seamlessly integrate with cellular systems without disrupting primary communications or
affecting their performance.
• Undetectability. A goal of PCCaaS is to make covert data communications undetectable,
concealing them from eavesdroppers and jammers. To this aim, we design a stochastic
steganography scheme that embeds covert transmissions by mimicking wireless channel noise.
We show that SteaLTE reduces the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) distance from the “clean” (i.e.,
without covert data) distribution by 4.8x, improving undetectability with respect to previous
solutions [430].
Our LTE-compliant prototype of SteaLTE—the first for PCCaaS-based cellular networking—has
been evaluated through experiments over indoor and outdoor testbeds (including the POWDER
platform from the PAWR program [5, 6]) on scenarios with varying parameters, including topology, traffic patterns, mobility and link ranges. Our results show that, overall, the SteaLTE covert
throughput is comparable to the primary throughput, that it minimally affects primary transmissions
imposing < 6% loss of primary throughput, and that, even in challenging outdoor settings, effectively
delivers covert data on links up to 852 ft long.
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The rest of chapter is organized as follows. The SteaLTE system design is presented in Section 7.1.
Its prototype over LTE-compliant implementations is described in Section 7.2. Section 7.3 reports
results from our testbed-based experimental evaluation of SteaLTE. A review of previous work on
the topic is surveyed in Section 7.4. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.5.

7.1

SteaLTE Design

In this section we describe SteaLTE, providing details on its covert communications (Section 7.1.1),
transmitter and receiver design (sections 7.1.2 and 7.1.3), and the mechanisms to enable undetectable
covert communications (Section 7.1.4).

7.1.1

Covert Communications: Formats and Operations

This section describes the packet format and the operations that allow SteaLTE to enable PCCaaSbased reliable and secure covert communications.
7.1.1.1

Packet format

The structure of SteaLTE covert packets is illustrated in Figure 7.3. Each packet consists of three
Type Flag
Description
elements: a header, a payload and the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC).
0

Packet Number Modulation Threshold Packet Type
(10 bits)
(1 bit)
Flag (2 bits)
(3 bits)
Payload w/ CRC32 length,
CRC8
Info
LP + LPC (29 bytes)
(2 bytes) (1 byte)

000

ACK

Table 7.1: SteaLTE covert packet types.
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Figure 7.3: SteaLTE covert packet structure.

The header consists of 32 bytes carrying information on how to decode a received covert packet.
For packet detection and demodulation, the header is modulated through a fixed covert modulation
known by the receiver. Its structure is as follows: (i) A 29-byte field with the length of the covert
payload (LP ) and the CRC (LP C ); (ii) a 2-byte info field with information on how to demodulate the
covert packet, and (iii) a 1-byte CRC8 field to detect errors on the header. The info field contains:
• Packet Number. 10 bits uniquely identifying a packet, also used to request packet retransmission
(Section 7.1.1.2).
• Modulation. a bit flag indicating the modulation used to encode payload and CRC. SteaLTE
chooses between two covert modulation schemes depending on the quality of the wireless
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channel. This field can be extended to account for additional covert modulation schemes (see
also Section 7.1.2.1).
• Threshold Flag. 2 bits to instruct the receiver on how to demodulate and decode covert data.
This field is paramount for our undetectability scheme (Section 7.1.4).
• Packet Type. A 3-bit field to discern among data and control packets. The different packet
types and their flags are shown in Table 7.1. Packet types 0 and 1 are ACK and NACK control
packets sent by the receiver to give feedback on the covert transmission (Section 7.1.1.2).
Packets carrying covert data are of type 2. Packets of type 3 carry information on source and
destination of covert packets and on the total number of packets in the current transmission.
Each source and destination address is encoded by 5 bytes containing the corresponding
Mobile Subscription Identification Number (MSIN) (i.e., the telephone number commonly
used to identify mobile subscribers). Upon receiving an uplink covert transmission, the BS
maps the destination MSIN to the corresponding IMSI, which uniquely identifies the UE. It
then relays the covert message to the receiver via a downlink covert transmission or forwards it
to the SteaLTE BS serving the receiver, as for regular voice traffic). Packets of type 4, 5 and 6
are used for the mutual authentication of covert transmitters and receivers (Section 7.1.1.3).
Packet type 7 is reserved for future use.
Payload and CRC32. The variable-size packet payload carries sensitive user data to be transmitted
covertly. This field adapts to the size of primary packets to improve the efficiency of covert
communications (Section 7.1.2.1). To ease reception, the length of this field is included in the packet
header (Figure 7.3). The packet ends with a 4-byte CRC32 field utilized for error detection and to
ensure the integrity of covert transmissions.
7.1.1.2

Reliable covert communications

SteaLTE provides built-in reliability through standard reliable data transfer mechanisms. These
include error detection, receiver-to-transmitter feedback (positive and negative acknowledgments),
packet sequence numbers, timeouts, and retransmissions [431]. Error detection is performed through
two Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) codes: a CRC8 code is used to protect the header of the packet
and a CRC32 code for the packet payload (see Figure 7.3).
7.1.1.3

Mutual Authentication

SteaLTE implements a scheme for the mutual authentication of BSs and UEs through covert challenge/response operations. After standard cellular attachment procedures are completed, the BS
sends a randomly-generated challenge to the UE using a type 4 packet (Table 7.1). Upon receiving
this packet the UE computes the Keyed-Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC) from the BS
challenge and key (which has been pre-shared), and sends the HMAC result as the challenge response
(packet of type 5). After receiving the response from the UE, the BS compares it with the expected
HMAC result. If the two match, the BS considers the UE authenticated. To notify the successful end
of the UE authentication procedures, the BS sends an authentication ACK message to the UE (packet
of type 6). If the challenge response is not received, the BS retransmits the challenge to the UE. After
a certain number of unresponded attempts, or in case of erroneous response, the BS considers the
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UE not authenticated and will avoid any covert communication with it. When the UE receives the
authentication ACK from the BS, it follows a similar procedure to authenticate the BS.

7.1.2

Transmitter Design

This section presents the main components of SteaLTE transmitter: the Covert Packet Generator, the
Covert Modulator, and the Covert Embedder. In the reminder of the chapter, orange-colored blocks
with dashed lines denote system components of SteaLTE. All other colors identify standard cellular
components that do not require hardware or software modifications.
Figure 7.4 provides a high-level overview of the building blocks of a SteaLTE transmitter.
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Figure 7.4: High-level SteaLTE transmitter design.

Primary and covert data streams are separate and independent from one another. Primary data are
processed through standard scheduling and signal processing procedures (e.g., modulation) of the
primary system. These data result in a sequence of primary symbols that are fed to the SteaLTE covert
packet generator (Section 7.1.2.1). After the covert symbols have been embedded in the primary
symbols, they are mapped and precoded according to standard cellular procedures (Section 7.2), and
transmitted through the RF front-end.
7.1.2.1

Covert Packet Generator

This block reads covert data from the covert data buffer, and embeds it in the modulated primary
symbols. This is achieved by executing the following three steps (see Figure 7.5): (i) verifying that
there are enough primary symbols to embed a complete covert packet; (ii) generating covert symbols
to be transmitted, and (iii) embedding them into primary ones.
The covert packet generator starts by verifying if the number of primary symbols LP S is large
enough to accommodate at least Lmin = 36 bytes, which are required for the covert packet header
(LH = 32 bytes) and the CRC32 field (LP C = 4 bytes). In the positive, it generates the covert
packet payload and CRC32 field. The length of the payload and of the CRC32 are included in the
packet header, as described in Section 7.1.1.1. The packet is then modulated through the covert
modulator according to set covert modulation parameters (also in the header). Finally, the resulting
covert modulated symbols are embedded in the primary symbols through the covert embedder. If
LP S ≤ Lmin no covert data are embedded in the primary traffic. Note that the adaptive structure of
the covert packets allows to embed variable size covert data on top of time-varying and unpredictable
primary traffic. This feature makes SteaLTE transparent to primary traffic dynamics, thus enabling
the integration of SteaLTE with any softwarized cellular system.
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Figure 7.5: Covert packet generator block overview.

Covert Modulator. This block is in charge of encoding covert packets into covert symbols that can
be embedded into primary transmissions (Figure 7.5). Several approaches are possible for covert
embedding of data through wireless steganography. Figure 7.6 illustrates three examples of 2 covert
bits to be added on top of a primary QPSK constellation.
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Figure 7.6: Approaches to wireless steganography.

The first approach generates a “dirty” QPSK constellation around each primary symbol (Figure 7.6a) mimicking a hierarchical constellation on top of the primary QPSK constellation [422]. The
second one introduces a hierarchical Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) modulation manipulating the
amplitude of the primary symbols (Figure 7.6b) such that different amplitude values encode different
covert bit sequences [430]. The third approach modifies the phase offset of the primary symbols
(Figure 7.6c) in a way that each phase rotation encodes a specific bit sequence [429]. As SteaLTE
is not tied to any specific steganographic procedure its covert modulator supports any of these
approaches. In the following we assume that the covert modulator block implements the approach
depicted in Figure 7.6b [430], which we call MC -ASK, where MC is the number of symbols in the
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covert constellation. The advantages of this approach include that it is robust against phase rotations
introduced by fading, that it supports high-order modulation schemes (for high covert data rates), and
that it can be seamlessly integrated with OFDM systems such as those used in the latest generations
of cellular networks. The covert modulator receives the covert packets together with the set of covert
modulation parameters, which specify the modulation order, the corresponding coding map, and the
packet type (Figure 7.5). The coding map uniquely associates covert packets (i.e., bit sequences) to
modulated covert symbols. Covert symbols are, then, embedded in primary symbols through the
covert embedder block.
Covert Embedder. Once covert symbols have been generated, they are embedded by the covert
embedder (Figure 7.5). This procedure modulates the amplitude (and phase) of the primary symbols
based on the covert symbols to embed [430]. The output is a sequence of primary symbols with
embedded covert data. The symbols are then processed by mapping and precoding blocks and
transmitted through the RF front-end (Figure 7.4).
7.1.2.2

Downlink and Uplink Procedures

SteaLTE runs seamlessly on both downlink and uplink transmissions (Figure 7.7), and does not
depend on specific MAC strategies (e.g., TDD/FDD, OFDMA/SC-FDMA).
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Figure 7.7: High-level SteaLTE downlink and uplink transmitter design.

Figure 7.7a shows the downlink transmitter design at the BS. In this example, the BS is serving
three subscribers: two covert users (UE 1 and UE 3), and a standard user (UE 2). After scheduling
the primary transmissions through typical cellular procedures, the BS generates the covert packet
to embed on the primary traffic of UE 1 and UE 3 (Section 7.1.2.1). Then, the data for all users
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is mapped on the cellular resource grid (e.g., the OFDMA grid in case of LTE downlink), and
transmitted.
The high-level uplink transmitter design is shown in Figure 7.7b, where two users are connected
to a SteaLTE BS: UE 1 (covert user), and UE 2 (standard user). After completing the mutual
authentication procedures, UE 1 generates and embeds the covert packets in the primary uplink
traffic to send to the BS. Then, it maps the primary uplink transmission with embedded covert data
on the cellular resource grid (e.g., SC-FDMA grid in case of LTE networks). On the other hand,
UE 2, which is not aware of the ongoing covert communications, schedules its uplink transmission
according to standard cellular procedures.

7.1.3

Receiver Design

Figure 7.8 shows the receiver design. Primary data are processed as per standard cellular procedures.
Covert data follow a separate receive chain with two main components: the Covert Packet Detector
and the Covert Payload Demodulator.
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Figure 7.8: High-level SteaLTE receiver design.

7.1.3.1

Covert Packet Detector

This block detects the presence of covert packets demodulating the covert packet header (first LH
bytes of the covert packet). As mentioned in Section 7.1.1.1, the covert header is modulated through
a 2-ASK modulation. Thus, if the CRC8 check passes (Section 7.1.1.2), the receiver assumes a
covert packet has been received.
Upon detecting a covert packet, the covert packet detector reads the length LP + LP C of the
covert payload and CRC32 fields, the packet number and the modulation parameters in the info
field of the header (Figure 7.3). Finally, it extracts the symbols corresponding to the encoded
LP + LP C bytes of the covert packet, that will be demodulated by the covert demodulator block of
Section 7.1.3.2.
7.1.3.2

Covert Demodulator

This block extracts the encoded covert information from each packet. As shown in Figure 7.3,
covert modulation parameters necessary to demodulate covert packets, such as employed covert
modulation, packet length and the packet type are specified in the header. This way, the demodulator
block can reconstruct the decoding map and use it to demodulate the received symbols into covert
data (e.g., bit sequence). Since all the covert modulation parameters are specified in the packet
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header, no further interaction is required between transmitter and receiver. Section 7.1.4 (below)
shows that this approach also enables time-varying coding/decoding mappings that make covert
transmissions undetectable and secure against eavesdroppers. Finally, the received CRC32 value is
checked (Section 7.1.1.2). If the check passes, the data are saved, otherwise a retransmission will be
requested.

7.1.4

Undetectable Covert Communications

Steganography is not immune from attacks. For instance, through steganalysis [432] an eavesdropper
may analyze the statistical properties of captured I/Q samples and infer the presence of a covert slice.
For example, let us consider the case of primary QPSK transmissions where SteaLTE embeds covert
data through a 4-ASK covert modulation [430]. Figure 7.9 shows the PDF of the I/Q samples captured
through the testbed described in Section 7.3.1 in three different cases: primary-only transmissions are
shown in Figure 7.9a; primary with fixed, i.e., detectable, 4-ASK covert transmissions in Figure 7.9b,
and primary with SteaLTE undetectable covert transmissions in Figure 7.9c. We also show the CDF
of all cases in Figure 7.9d. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) distance is also shown to measure the
similarity of the CDFs: the smaller the distance, the better.

(a) PDF w/o covert

(b) PDF w/ fixed covert

(c) PDF w/ undetectable covert

(d) CDF and K-S distance

Figure 7.9: PDF and CDF of received I/Q samples.

Figure 7.9a shows the PDF of the absolute value of the captured primary I/Q samples without any
covert transmission. As expected, the PDF assumes a Gaussian distribution with mean 1 due to noise
and fading. Figure 7.9b shows the PDF when covert data are embedded through a 4-ASK covert
modulation [430]. Comparing Figure 7.9b with the primary-only case of Figure 7.9a, we notice that
the absolute value of the captured samples no longer exhibits a Gaussian PDF centered around 1, but
multiple bell-shaped Gaussian curves centered at 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1. This is also illustrated in
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Figure 7.9d where the CDF of the I/Q samples resembles a step function with a K-S distance with
the primary-only case equal to 0.72. Such statistical behavior is not surprising: this result is inherited
from the 4-ASK covert scheme in Figure 7.6b, whose operation results in 4 possible covert points per
primary symbol with amplitude equal to 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1. Steganalysis can easily identify such
an abnormal statistical pattern, thus revealing the ongoing covert transmissions to the eavesdropper.
For steganographic communications to be undetectable, they must statistically behave like primary
ones, which is possible by reducing their K-S distance.
For this reason, SteaLTE implements a mechanism that mimics I/Q displacements introduced by
channel noise by randomizing the covert embedding procedures. Rather than utilizing a fixed distance
between covert symbols (as done in [430]), SteaLTE randomly changes this distance, providing the
first-of-its-kind undetectability mechanism. This process is illustrated in Figure 7.10, where we show
4 possible configurations of a 4-ASK covert constellation.
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and distances.
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Figure 7.10: Examples of covert 4-ASK constellations with different distances and threshold flag values.
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To decode covert ASK messages, the receiver must be aware of the distance between covert
symbols. As a consequence, randomizing the transmitted covert constellation could potentially
undermine the receiver’s covert demodulation procedures. To overcome this problem, SteaLTE
packets carry a threshold flag field (see Section 7.1.1.1) instructing the receiver on the covert
constellation used by the transmitter. The value of this flag is changed on a per-packet basis, thus
reducing the probability of successful steganalysis attacks. In our current implementation, this field
consists of 2 bits encoding the 4 different distance configurations shown in Table 7.3. However, it is
straightforward to increase the size of this field to further enhance undetectability.
The effectiveness of our approach is depicted in Figure 7.9c, where we show the PDF of SteaLTE
undetectable covert messages. The absolute value of the captured I/Q samples is centered around 1,
while the remaining small peaks are hardly distinguishable from the noise of the wireless channel.
The same behavior can also be observed in the CDF of the primary I/Q samples shown in Figure 7.9d.
When compared with the CDF of the primary-only LTE transmissions (solid line), the CDF of the
covert signal not only does not show the steps observed with fixed displacements (dashed line), but it
also results in a 4.8x shorter K-S distance.
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SteaLTE Prototype

We prototyped SteaLTE on COTS NI USRPs B210 and X310 SDRs. Our implementation is based
on the LTE-compliant srsRAN open-source software (see Section 2.2.2). We remark that as SteaLTE
follows a software-defined approach, it is not bound to LTE technology, and it can be easily extended
to future 5G-and-beyond cellular networks.
We extended srsRAN to allow SteaLTE to embed, encode, and decode covert data on the downlink
and uplink LTE primary traffic. Specifically, we enhanced the PDSCH and PUSCH procedures at
the PHY-layer. The PDSCH carries the downlink data sent by the eNB to the UEs, and the random
access response messages if the PDSCH is mapped to the Random Access Channel (RACH). The
PUSCH carries the uplink data that the UEs transmit to the eNB, and ACKs and NACKs for PDSCH
data. Figure 7.11 depicts the modified structure of the SteaLTE covert transmitter, i.e., the PDSCH at
the eNB downlink side or the PUSCH at the UE uplink side.
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Figure 7.11: The SteaLTE covert transmitter.

When there is primary data to transmit (either in downlink to the UE or uplink to the eNB), this
is converted into codewords through the Downlink Shared Channel (DL-SCH) (or the Uplink Shared
Channel (UL-SCH)), which performs transport channel encoding operations. Then, the resulting
codewords are scrambled and modulated into primary symbols (for illustration purposes, in our
experiments we adopt a QPSK modulation for the primary traffic that carries covert data). After
these operations the SteaLTE covert packet generator (Section 7.1.2.1) modifies the amplitude of the
resulting primary symbols, thus applying a second (covert) modulation to them. This way, the covert
data chunks are embedded on the primary symbols. At this point, the complex-modulated primary
symbols with embedded covert are mapped into layers for spatial multiplexing, and then precoded, as
per LTE specifications. Finally, the resulting precoded symbols are mapped into resource elements to
be transmitted via OFDMA (downlink), or SC-FDMA (uplink).
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Experimental Evaluation

We report results from experimental campaigns for evaluating the performance of SteaLTE. Setups
are described in Section 7.3.1. Results are shown and discussed in Section 7.3.2.

7.3.1

Experimental Setup

We evaluated SteaLTE on indoor and outdoor platforms.
Indoor scenarios. For our indoor experiments we leveraged the indoor Arena testbed (see
Section 3.5). We instantiate LTE-compliant eNBs and UEs on NI USRP X310 SDRs, USRP B210
and COTS Xiaomi Redmi Go smartphones. In all configurations the eNB uses a 10 MHz channel
bandwidth corresponding to 50 PRBs. These devices are used in the indoor testbed configurations
depicted in Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.12: Indoor testbed setup and experiment configuration on the Arena testbed.

The static scenario comprises one eNB and three UEs that are statically placed 10 ft, 15 ft and 20 ft
away from the eNB (Figure 7.12a). In this configuration all devices are USRPs X310. In this scenario
eNB and UE exchange primary traffic generated through iPerf3 [433], a software tool for network
performance evaluation with TCP and UDP traffic. For experiments with UDP traffic the bitrate
varies in the set {0.75, 2.5, 5} Mbps. We also use traffic generated by a user-initiated speed test.
The dynamic scenario is made up of the eNB and one UE traveling a distance of 190 ft around the
eNB as illustrated in Figure 7.12b. Measurements are collected at six different location in the UE
journey. In this configuration the eNB is a USRP X310 and the mobile device is a USRP B210.
Primary traffic is generated through the ping software utility, which uses Internet Control Message
Protocol (ICMP) echo request and reply messages.
The PCCaaS scenario comprises two slices, one public and one private, with one eNB (USRP
X310), one UE using the private slice for covert traffic (USRP X310), and two COTS Xiaomi Redmi
Go smartphones transmitting data over the public slice. All users are statically positioned as in
Figure 7.12c within 10 ft from the eNB. In this scenario, primary traffic concerns YouTube videos
streamed by the users.
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Outdoor scenario. For outdoor, long-range testing we ported SteaLTE to the PAWR POWDER
platform (see Section 2.7) [5, 6]. We use the NR version of srsRAN to instantiate one outdoor 5G
base station (gNB) and one UE. The gNB is located on the rooftop of a 95 ft-tall building and is
realized by a USRP X310. The UE is statically positioned at ground-level. It is implemented through
a USRP B210. The distance between gNB and UE is 852 ft. The gNB uses a 3 MHz-bandwidth
(15 PRBs). Covert data are embedded through a 2-ASK modulation. Primary traffic between gNB
and UE is generated through the ping utility. In all scenarios covert data are images and text files.

7.3.2

Experimental Results

In this section we report the results of the performance evaluation of SteaLTE in each of the considered
scenarios. For each scenario, we describe the investigated metrics and their relevance, and illustrate
the corresponding experimental results. Plots include 95% confidence intervals (not shown if < 1%).
Indoor Static Scenario. In the static scenario of Figure 7.12a we start by measuring the performance
of SteaLTE to deliver covert data by investigating throughout (data delivery over time) and the
percentage of packets that needs to be retransmitted. Figure 7.13 shows the downlink and uplink
covert throughput and retransmissions for both 2-ASK and 4-ASK covert modulations under TCP
primary traffic.

(a) Throughput

(b) Retransmissions

Figure 7.13: Downlink and uplink covert performance with TCP primary traffic for different covert modulations.

Being of higher order, 4-ASK obtains a higher throughput than 2-ASK (Figure 7.13a). However,
this comes at the cost of transmission errors, leading to a higher percentage of covert packet
retransmissions (Figure 7.13b). This is because of the higher resilience to errors of the 2-ASK
modulation, which requires 38% less retransmissions than the 4-ASK case (uplink).
Figure 7.14 depicts the covert throughput (Figure 7.14a) and percentage of covert packet retransmissions (Figure 7.14b) under UDP primary traffic. The iPerf3 UDP bitrate was set as follows:
(A) 0.75 Mbps; (B) 2.5 Mbps, and (C) 5 Mbps.
Differently from TCP traffic (see downlink performance in Figure 7.13a), the covert throughput
is higher when data are embedded through a 2-ASK modulation. This is because, unlike TCP, UDP
streams data at the specified bitrate, as it does not implement reliable data transfer. This behavior
can be further observed in Figure 7.14b, which shows a much higher (close to 3x) number of covert
retransmissions in case of 4-ASK modulation.
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(b) Retransmissions

Figure 7.14: Downlink covert performance with UDP primary traffic for different traffic profiles and covert
modulations.

(a) Throughput

(b) Retransmissions

Figure 7.15: Downlink covert performance with TCP primary traffic for different covert modulations and
distances between eNB and UE.

Figures 7.15a and 7.15b show the covert throughput and the percentage of packet retransmissions
when TCP primary traffic is exchanged between eNB and UE, as a function of their distance
(Figure 7.12a). We notice that for short distances (i.e., 10ft) 4-ASK provides the highest performance.
However, as the distance increases (≥ 15 ft), modulating the covert message through 2-ASK yields a
better performance, both for throughput and retransmissions. This is because of the higher robustness
to errors of this modulation compared to the 4-ASK modulation.
We now investigate the impact of the undetectability schemes presented in Section 7.1.4 on
the performance of primary transmissions. Their effectiveness in concealing covert data has been
shown in Figure 7.9. Here we show results for metrics that indicate that these schemes do not have a
significant impact over the quality of transmission and on channel quality: throughput, the number of
bytes that are to be transmitted in the downlink and the SINR. The results shown in Figures 7.16
and 7.17 refer to UE-generated traffic according to a speed test application at 1.8 Mbps.
Figures 7.16a and 7.16b show the downlink primary throughput and transmission buffer size
averaged over 10 independent experiments. Figure 7.16a clearly indicates that embedding covert
messages—both fixed and undetectable—does not noticeably affect primary traffic. In Figure 7.16b
we notice a slight increase of the size of the downlink buffer queue when covert communications
happen, especially for the 2-ASK undetectability schemes. This suggests that a higher number of
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(a) Downlink throughput

(b) Downlink buffer size

Figure 7.16: Impact of SteaLTE on speed test primary traffic: downlink throughput and buffer size.

retransmissions is needed for the eNB to deliver the primary traffic to the UEs, with an impact on the
number of resources that the eNB uses to communicate to the users. Yet again, in this scenario, this
does not translate in a noticeable degradation of the throughput.
Figure 7.17 shows the distribution of the downlink buffer size (top) and the SINR measured by
the user (bottom). These two results show that the statistical distributions of these two metrics do not

Figure 7.17: Impact of SteaLTE on speed test primary traffic: downlink buffer size and SINR.

vary significantly in the case when SteaLTE is used (independently of the undetectability scheme
and modulation used) and the case when it is not. Particularly, the average difference among the
downlink buffer size in the two cases never exceeds 106.5 kbit. Also, the difference among SINR is
within 0.15 dB, indicating that embedding covert data does not increase noise perceptively.
Indoor Dynamic Scenario. The throughput and retransmission performance of SteaLTE for the
different user locations of Figure 7.12b and covert modulations is shown in Figure 7.18.
As the distance between eNB and UE increases (as for locations 4, 5 and 6—Figure 7.12b),
the covert throughput (Figure 7.18a) for both 2-ASK and 4-ASK modulations decreases, while
the percentage of packet retransmissions increases (Figure 7.18b). As noticed before, in general,
2-ASK outperforms 4-ASK because of its higher robustness to channel impairments, which are more
noticeable at larger distances. Despite the performance degradation, SteaLTE still manages to enable
secret communications between covert transmitter and receiver in presence of mobility.
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(b) Retransmissions

Figure 7.18: Covert performance with ICMP echo reply primary traffic for different covert modulations in
presence of UE mobility.

Indoor PCCaaS scenario We now set to investigate the effectiveness of SteaLTE for instantiating
private network slices on a shared cellular infrastructure, which serves the need of those critical
applications requiring rapid instantiation of private and secure cellular networks. In this set of experiments, we instantiate two slices: a primary-only slice (Slice 1) serving covert-agnostic UEs 1 and 2
(for which we use smartphones), and a SteaLTE private slice (Slice 2) for covert communications
between UE 3 and the eNB (both USRPs X310). The covert data of UE 3 is embedded through
4-ASK modulation. We consider two different network slicing allocations: (A) spectrum resources
are evenly split among the two slices, and (B) 70% of the resources are allocated to Slice 1 and 30%
to Slice 2. For these scenarios we investigate the primary throughput and the percentage of packets
erroneously received for both slicing configurations when all users stream videos from YouTube.
Results are shown in Figure 7.19.
We notice that in both allocations, the primary throughput of all users is not impacted by the
presence of covert communications. The percentage of packet errors (Figures 7.19b and 7.19d)
is negligible in both allocations (i.e., below 0.5% on average, with a peak of 2.5%). As a result,
Figures 7.19a and 7.19c show that the throughput level achieved by all users is enough for ratedemanding applications, thus confirming the low impact of SteaLTE on primary communications.
Outdoor Scenario. SteaLTE has been tested also on a long-rage link (> 850 ft) in the outdoor
scenario provided by the POWDER platform [6]. Results on throughput and retransmission percentage are shown in Figure 7.20. Specifically, Figure 7.20a shows downlink covert throughput and
retransmissions and Figure 7.20b depicts the same metrics for the primary traffic (with and without
covert).
Figure 7.20a shows that SteaLTE is capable of delivering covert data despite the severe pathloss, multi-path and fading conditions experienced over the long-range link, thus demonstrating its
suitability for traditional (mostly outdoors) cellular applications. As for the indoor results above,
Figure 7.20b confirms that embedding covert data into primary traffic has negligible effect on its
throughput performance. The primary throughput degradation over the long-range link is merely
5.59%, whereas the packet retransmission percentage increases from 2.6% to 3.2% (0.6% increase)
when covert traffic is embedded.
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(a) Allocation A, throughput

(b) Allocation A, packet errors

(c) Allocation B, throughput

(d) Allocation B, packet errors

Figure 7.19: Throughput and percentage of packet errors on primary traffic for different resource allocations
of the private and standard slices.

7.4

Related Work

Wireless steganography has been frequently used for covert communications among parties. Differently from approaches where covert data are embedded in the packet control fields (e.g., checksum [434], flags [435, 436], and padding fields [437], among others [438, 439]), wireless steganography introduces tiny displacements in the I/Q constellation plane that can be controlled to encode
covert information. Typical methods include frequency/phase shifts [423, 429], I/Q imbalance [440],
superimposing noisy constellations [422,430,441,442] or training and preamble sequences manipulations [429, 443]. These approaches, however, lack reliability as they are prone to demodulation errors
and rarely support long-range communications, quintessential for many communication systems.
These reliability issues have been partially addressed at the higher layers of the protocol stack.
Hamdaqa and Tahvildari describe a steganographic system for Voice-over-IP (VoIP) that encodes
covert information by carefully delaying packet transmissions [444]. Although this approach is highly
reliable and undetectable, it operates over large temporal windows, which considerably limits the
achievable covert rate. Nain and Rajalakshmi develop a steganographic communication system that
hides information over chip sequences of IEEE 802.15.4 networks integrating error-coding techniques
to mitigate errors [445]. Although being reliable, this method only achieves low transmission rates.
Overall, previous solutions either achieve low covert throughput, or are highly detectable through
steganalysis [432, 446], or lack practical implementations demonstrating their effectiveness and
feasibility.
SteaLTE is the missing answer to the high throughput, reliability, and undetectability requirements
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(a) Covert

(b) Primary

Figure 7.20: Long-range experiments on the POWDER platform.

of PCCaaS applications characterized by mobility, time-varying channels and large distances. As a
reliable end-to-end steganographic system SteaLTE: (i) achieves high throughput through wireless
steganography; (ii) provides reliable and channel-resilient communications through a combination of
error-coding, retransmissions and adaptive covert modulation schemes, and (iii) can be seamlessly
integrated in 3GPP-compliant cellular systems.

7.5

Conclusions

This chapter proposes SteaLTE, the first practical PCCaaS-enabling system for softwarized cellular
networks. SteaLTE supports reliable, undetectable, high-throughput, and long-range covert communications. We have prototyped SteaLTE and implemented it on LTE-compliant testbeds, including
indoor settings and the PAWR POWDER platform (ourdoors). We have extensively evaluated the
performance of SteaLTE under diverse traffic profiles, distance and mobility patterns, highlighting
the feasibility of undetectable transmissions and their negligible impact on primary traffic. Results
over the multiplicity of the considered scenarios show that, in the vast majority of our experiments
SteaLTE achieves a throughput of covert traffic that is at least 90% of the throughput of the primary
traffic, affecting the latter negligibly (< 6% loss).

Chapter 8

Conclusions
This dissertation work focused on the design, prototyping and experimental evaluation of softwarized approaches for the Open RAN of NextG cellular networks. First, we gave an overview of the
state-of-the-art on open, programmable, and virtualized cellular networks (Chapter 2). We discussed
the architectural enablers, frameworks, and technologies of NextG networks, highlighting challenges
and future directions in achieving a fully-softwarized and flexible control of the network. In Chapter 3, we detailed the main wireless experimental platforms used throughout this work. We described
(i) Colosseum, the world’s largest wireless network emulator, which enables hardware-in-the-loop
experimentation at scale under different emulated wireless and traffic conditions; (ii) SCOPE, an
open and softwarized platform for large-scale prototyping and experimentation of NextG solution,
and for the automated data-collection of RANs KPIs; and (iii) Arena, an indoor testbed for spectrum
research.
Then, in Chapter 4, we provided the first demonstration of O-RAN data-driven control loops in
a large-scale experimental testbed—for which we leveraged the Colosseum testbed—using opensource, programmable RAN and RIC components through xApps of our design. In Chapter 5,
we proposed zero-touch solutions to achieve automatic control and self-optimization of the very
many elements of NextG cellular networks. We proposed CellOS, a zero-touch cellular operating
system that automatically generates and executes distributed control programs for simultaneous
optimization of heterogeneous control objectives on multiple network slices starting from a high-level
intent expressed by the operators, and QCell, a Deep Q-Network-based framework for the selfoptimization of slice resources and policies. In Chapter 6, we presented OrchestRAN, a framework
for the intelligent orchestration of network components in the Open RAN. Finally, in Chapter 7,
we presented SteaLTE, the first realization of private cellular connectivity-as-a-service in NextG
networks through wireless steganography.
We prototyped the proposed solutions by leveraging open-source software implementations of
cellular protocol stacks and frameworks, and heterogeneous virtualization technologies, including the
srsRAN and OpenAirInterface cellular implementations, the O-RAN framework, and the LXC and
Docker virtualization technologies. The effectiveness of our solutions in achieving superior control
and performance of the RAN is demonstrated on state-of-the-art experimental facilities, including
software-defined radio-based laboratory setups and open access experimental wireless platforms,
such as Colosseum, Arena, and the POWDER platform from the U.S. PAWR program.
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Appendix A

Sl-EDGE: Network Slicing at the Edge
It is now clear that advanced softwarization and virtualization paradigms such as network slicing
will be the cornerstone of 5G networks [13] and the Internet of Things [447]. Indeed, by sharing a
common underlying physical infrastructure, NOs can dynamically deploy multiple “slices” tailored
for specific services (e.g., video streaming, augmented reality), as well as requirements (e.g., low
latency, high throughput, low jitter) [448], avoiding the static—thus, inefficient—network deployments that have plagued traditional hardware-based cellular networks. To further decrease latency,
increase throughput, and provide improved services to their subscribers, NOs have recently started
integrating MEC technologies [72], which are expected to become essential to reach the sub-1 ms
latency requirements of 5G. MEC will be so quintessential that the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute has identified MEC as “one of the key pillars for meeting the demanding key
performance indicators of 5G” and “[as playing] an essential role in the transformation of the
telecommunications business” [449].
Despite the clear advantages of network slicing and MEC, the truth of the matter is that we
cannot have one without the other. Indeed, slicing networking resources only, e.g., spectrum and
PRBs cannot suffice to satisfy the stringent timing and performance requirements of 5G networks.
Real-time wireless video streaming, for example, requires at the same time (i) networking resources
(e.g., PRBs) to broadcast the video, (ii) computational resources to process and transcode the video,
as well as (iii) storage resources to locally cache the video. The key issue that sets MEC slicing apart
from traditional slicing problems is that MEC resources are usually coupled, meaning that slicing
one resource usually leads to a performance degradation in another type of resource.
We clarify this issue in Figure A.1, where we show an experiment (testbed described in Section
A.6) where we instantiate 1 slice for video streaming (S1) and 2 slices for video transcoding (S2 and
S3). S1 starts at t = 0 s, while S2 and S3 start at t = 75 s. Figure A.1 clearly shows that when S2
and S3 start, the performance of S1 plummets. This is because the computational resources allocated
for S2 and S3 cause the video buffer (blue line) to drop from ∼30 seconds to ∼10 seconds, which in
turn causes highly-jittered bitrate (red line). As soon as S2 and S3 end at t = 190 s, buffer size and
video bitrate sharply increase and stabilize. This demonstrates that slices requiring both computation
and networking resources (S1) are inevitably impacted by slices running on the same node that
only require computation (S2 and S3). Therefore, taking into account coupling among slices is a
compelling necessity to guarantee appropriate performance when designing edge slicing algorithms.
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Figure A.1: Effect of coupling on joint networking-MEC slicing.

Extensive research efforts have already explored MEC algorithms for cellular networks and
network slicing [7, 450–452]. The key limitation of prior work, however, is the assumption that
network slicing and MEC are distinct problems. As we demonstrated in Figure A.1, this is hardly
the case in practical scenarios. However, the already rich literature on network slicing—discussed
in details in Section A.7—has not yet considered this fundamental aspect. This makes the joint
MEC/slicing paradigm a largely unexplored problem. We also point out that due to the massive scale
envisioned for 5G and IoT applications, centralized algorithms become prohibitive. Thus, a core
issue is not only to account for resource coupling, but also to devise new slicing algorithms that
provide highly efficient and scalable slicing strategies.
Contributions. In this chapter, which was published as [537], we design, analyze and experimentally
evaluate the unified MEC slicing framework, called Sl-EDGE, that allows network operators to
instantiate heterogeneous slice services (e.g., video streaming, caching, 5G network access) on edge
devices. In a nutshell, we make the following contributions:
• We mathematically model and discuss coupling relationships among networking, storage
and computation resources at each edge node (Section A.2). We formulate the Edge Slicing
Problem (ESP) as a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem (Section A.3);
• We propose three novel slicing algorithms to address the ESP, each having different optimality
and computational complexity. Specifically, we present (i) a centralized optimal algorithm for
small network instances (Section A.3); (ii) an approximation algorithm that leverages virtualization concepts to reduce complexity with close-to-optimal performance (Section A.4.1),
and (iii) a low-complexity algorithm where slicing decisions are made at the edge nodes with
minimal overhead (Section A.4.2);
• We extensively evaluate the performance of the three slicing algorithms through simulation,
and compare Sl-EDGE with DIRECT [7], to the best of our knowledge the state-of-the-art
slicing framework for MEC 5G applications (Section A.5). Our results show that, by taking
into account coupling among heterogeneous resources, Sl-EDGE (i) instantiates slices 6x more
efficiently then the algorithm proposed in [7], while satisfying resource availability constraints,
and (ii) can be implemented with a distributed approach while getting 25% close to the optimal
solution;
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• We prototype and demonstrate Sl-EDGE on a testbed composed by 24 software-defined radios.
Experimental results demonstrate that Sl-EDGE instantiates heterogeneous slices providing
LTE connectivity to smartphones, video streaming over Wi-Fi, and ffmpeg video transcoding.
It achieves an instantaneous throughput of 37 Mbit/s over LTE links, and a 1.2 Mbit/s video
streaming bitrate, with an overall CPU utilization of 83% (Section A.6).
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. An overview of Sl-EDGE and its architecture is presented in Section A.1. Sl-EDGE system model is discussed in details in Section A.2.
Section A.3 presents the centralized optimal algorithm that Sl-EDGE uses to efficiently allocate
networking and MEC slices in small-scale networks, while approximation algorithms for large-scale
networks are described in Section A.4. Section A.5 illustrates the performance of Sl-EDGE through
numerical simulations, and Section A.6 presents a prototype of Sl-EDGE. Section A.7 surveys the
literature on the topic and highlights major differences between Sl-EDGE and the state-of-the-art.
Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section A.8.

A.1

Sl-EDGE at a Glance

Sl-EDGE is a slicing framework for MEC-enabled 5G systems. Its key advantage is that it provides
a fast, flexible and efficient deployment of joint networking and MEC slices. The three-tiered
architecture of Sl-EDGE is illustrated in Figure A.2.

Cluster 1

init slices

Sl-EDGE
Slice
Admission

request slices

Sl-EDGE
Users
Tenant 1
Tenant 2

Cluster 2

…

Slice
Instantiation
…

Physical Infrastructure

Infrastructure
Providers

Tenant M
Edge node – owned by Infrastructure Providers (IPs)

Cluster K

Mobile subscribers – served by the tenants

Figure A.2: The three-tier architecture of Sl-EDGE.

The physical infrastructure consists of a set of MEC-enabled networking edge nodes (e.g., base
stations, access points, IoT gateways)—referred to as MEC hosts [449]—controlled by one or more
IPs. MEC hosts are located at the network edge and simultaneously provide networking, storage and
computational services (e.g., Internet access, video content delivery, caching).
Sl-EDGE Users are both mobile and virtual NOs and Service Providers—referred to as the
tenants—willing to rent portions of the infrastructure to provide services to their subscribers. Tenants
access Sl-EDGE to visualize relevant information such as position of MEC hosts, covered areas
and a list of networking and MEC services that can be instantiated on each host (e.g., 5G/Wi-Fi
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connectivity, caching, computation). Whenever tenants need to provide these services, they submit
slice requests to obtain networking, storage or computation resources. Received slice requests are
collected and processed by Sl-EDGE which (i) determines the requests to be accommodated by
using centralized (Section A.3) and distributed algorithms (Section A.4); (ii) instantiates slices by
allocating the available resources to each admitted slice, and (iii) notifies to the admitted tenants the
list of the resources allocated to the slice.

A.2

System Model

Let D be the set of deployed MEC-enabled networking devices, or edge nodes. Edge nodes provide
both wireless connectivity and MEC services to a limited portion of the network. Therefore,
they can be clustered into K clusters located in different geographical areas [385, 452, 453]. Let
K = {1, 2, . . . , K} be the set of these K independent clusters, and let Dk be the set of edge
nodes in cluster k ∈ K. Each edge node d ∈ Dk is equipped with a set of networking, storage and
computational capabilities, usually measured in terms of number of PRBs [12], megabytes, and billion
of instructions per second (GIPS) [452], respectively. Let z ∈ T = {N , S, C} represent the resource
type, i.e., networking (N ), storage (S), and computing (C). Moreover, let ρd = (ρzd )z∈T ∈ R3≥0 be
the set of resources available at each edge node d. An example of the physical infrastructure and its
clustered structure is shown in Figure A.3.
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Figure A.3: System model example with K = 2 clusters with edge node sets D1 = {1, 2} and D2 = {3, 4, 5},
respectively.

Let R = {RN , RS , RC } be the set of slice requests submitted to Sl-EDGE, with RN , RS , RC
being the set for networking, storage, and computing slice requests, respectively. Each request r ∈ Rz
of type z is associated to a value vrz > 0 used by the IP to assess the importance—or monetary
z )
value—of r. Also, we define the K-dimensional request demand array τr = (τr,k
k∈K,z∈T , where
z
τr,k ≥ 0 represents the amount
of
resources
of
type
z
requested
by
r
in
cluster
k.
Without loss of
P
z > 0 for all r ∈ R.
generality, we assume that k∈K τr,k
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Resource Coupling and Collateral Functions

To successfully slice networking and MEC resources, it is paramount to understand the underlying
dynamics between resources of different nature. To this purpose, let us consider two simple but
extremely effective examples.
Files to be cached

Cluster 1

Files to be cached

Cluster 2

Figure A.4: Content caching.

RequiredRequired
spectrumspectrum
Required spectrum
Required spectrum

Cluster 1 Cluster 1

Cluster 2 Cluster 2

Figure A.5: 5G networking.

Content Caching. A tenant instantiates a storage slice (Figure A.4) providing caching services to
S ) should be allocated in each
subscribers, i.e., r ∈ RS , and specifies how many megabytes (τr,k
cluster k ∈ K. The content to be cached should be first (i) transmitted and then (ii) processed
by storage edge nodes. Therefore, storage activities related to caching procedures not only utilize
storage resources, but also require networking and computational resources.
5G Networking. A tenant wants to provide cellular services to mobile subscribers (Figure A.5).
Hence, it submits a networking slice request r of type N and specifies the clusters to be included in
N ) needed in each cluster. Edge nodes providing
the slice and the amount of spectrum resources (τr,k
connectivity must (i) perform channel estimation and baseband signal processing procedures, and (ii)
locally cache or buffer the data to transmit. Therefore, the allocation of resources of type N entails
resources of type C and S.
These two examples suggest that heterogeneous resources are tightly intertwined, thus motivating
the need for new slicing algorithms that account for these intrinsic relationships. To incorporate
coupling within the Sl-EDGE framework, we introduce the concept of collateral functions.
Let us consider the case where, to instantiate a slice of type z ∈ T , x resources must be allocated
on edge node d ∈ Dk , k ∈ K. For any resource type t ∈ T \ {z}, we define the collateral function
z→t (x) : R → R. This function (i) reflects coupling among heterogeneous resources, and (ii)
αd,k
determines how many resources of type t should be allocated on edge node d when allocating x
z→z (x) = x.
resources of type z. Of course, αd,k
In this chapter, we model resource coupling as an increasing linear function of x. This way, the
number of resources of type z needed to instantiate x resources of type t on a given edge node d
t→z (x) = At→z x, with At→z being measured in units of type z per unit of
can be evaluated as αd,k
d,k
d,k
t→z (x) is a non-linear
type t, e.g., GIPS per megabyte.1 However, the more general case where αd,k
function can be easily related to the linear case by using well-established and accurate piece-wise
1

We assume that At→z
d,k differs among edge nodes, but is uniform across services of type t. When different services of
type t have different values of At→z
d,k (e.g., video encoding and file compression might require a different number of GIPS
to process the same data) we can extend T by adding service-specific classes with different At→z
d,k values.
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linearization techniques [454]. For any k ∈ K and d ∈ Dk , let Ad,k be the collateral matrix for edge
node d. Such a matrix can be written as


1

→S
Ad,k = AN
d,k
→C
AN
d,k

A.3

AS→N
d,k
1
S→C
Ad,k


AC→N
d,k
.
AC→S
d,k
1

(A.1)

Edge Slicing Problem and its Optimal Solution

The key targets of Sl-EDGE are to (i) maximize profits generated by infrastructure slice rentals, and
(ii) allow location-aware and dynamic instantiation of slices in multiple clusters, while (iii) avoiding
over-provisioning of resources to avoid congestion and poor performance. We formalize the above
three targets with the edge slicing optimization problem (ESP) introduced below.
maximize
y,σ

XX X

vrz yrz

(ESP)

k∈K z∈T r∈Rz

subject to

X

d∈Dk

z
z z
σr,d
= τr,k
yr , ∀z ∈ T , k ∈ K, r ∈ Rz

XX
t→z t
αd,k
(σr,d ) ≤ ρzd,k , ∀z ∈ T , k ∈ K, d ∈ Dk

r∈Rz t∈T
yrz ∈ {0, 1},
z
σr,d
≥ 0, ∀z

∀z ∈ T , r ∈ Rz
z

∈ T , r ∈ R , k ∈ K, d ∈ Dk

(A.2)
(A.3)
(A.4)
(A.5)

z )
where y = (yrz )z∈T ,r∈Rz and σ = (σr,d
z∈T ,r∈Rz ,d∈D respectively are the slice admission and

resource slicing policies. Quantity yrz is a binary variable such that yrz = 1 if request r is admitted,
z represents the amount of resources of type z that are assigned
and yrz = 0 otherwise. Similarly, σr,d
to r on edge node d.
One can easily verify that Problem (ESP) meets the previously mentioned requirements, since it
(i) aims at maximizing the total value of the admitted slice requests; (ii) guarantees that each admitted
slice obtains the required amount of resources in each cluster (Constraint (A.2)), and (iii) prevents
resource over-provisioning on each edge node (Constraint (A.3)).
Given the presence of both continuous and 0-1 variables, (ESP) belongs to the class of MILPs
problems, well-known to be hard to solve. More precisely, (ESP) is NP-hard even in the case of
requests having the same value and edge nodes belonging to a single cluster (see [537, Theorem 1]).
Problem (ESP) can be solved by means of efficient and well-established exact Branch-and-Cut
(B&C) algorithms. Even though the worst-case complexity of such algorithms is exponential, B&C
leverages structural properties of the problem to confine the search space, thus reducing the time
needed to compute an optimal solution. The B&C procedure—not reported here for the sake of
space—can be found in [455]. We now focus on how to overcome some of the limitations of B&C.
Specifically, B&C suffers from high computational complexity, and requires a centralized entity with
perfect knowledge, both of which are unacceptable in large-scale and dynamic networks.
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Approximation Algorithms

We now design two approximation algorithms for (ESP) whose primary objective is to (i) reduce
the computational complexity of the problem, and (ii) minimize the overhead traffic traversing the
network. In Section A.4.1 and Section A.4.2, we present the implementation of the two algorithms,
and further discuss their optimality, complexity and overhead.

A.4.1

Decentralization Through Virtualization

One of the main sources of complexity in Problem
(ESP) is the large number of optimization variables
P
y and σ. However, we notice that R = z∈T |Rz |, where | · | is the set cardinality operator. On
the contrary, the number of σ variables is O(RD), with D being the total number of edge nodes
in the infrastructure. While R is generally limited to a few tens of requests, the number D of edge
nodes deployed in the network might be very large. However, a big portion of these edge nodes are
equipped with hardware and software components that are either similar or exactly the same. Thus,
we can leverage similarities among edge nodes to reduce the complexity of Problem (ESP) while
achieving close-to-optimal solutions and reduced control overhead.
Edge nodes with similar collateral functions will behave similarly. However, being similar in
terms of α only does not suffice to determine whether or not two edge nodes are similar. In fact,
nodes with similar α might have a different amount of available resources. For this reason, we
leverage the concept of similarity functions [456].
Definition 1. Let ∆(d0 , d00 ) : D × D → R be a function to score the similarity between edge nodes
d0 and d00 . Two edge nodes d0 , d00 ∈ D are said to be -similar with respect to ∆ if ∆(d0 , d00 ) ≤ , for
any  ∈ R≥0 . If ∆(d0 , d00 ) = 0, we say that d0 and d00 are identical.

Through -similarity, we can first determine which edge nodes inside the same cluster are similar,
and then abstract their physical properties to generate a virtual edge node. For the sake of generality,
in this chapter we do not make any assumption on ∆(·) (interested readers are referred to [457]
for an exhaustive survey on the topic). However, the impact of ∆(·) and  on the overall system
performance will be first discussed in Section A.4.1.1, and then evaluated in Section A.5.
Now we present V-ESP, an approximation algorithm that leverages virtualization concepts to
compute a solution to Problem (ESP). The main steps of V-ESP are as follows:
• Step 1 (virtual edge node generation): for each cluster k, we build the |Dk | × |Dk | similarity
matrix Sk . For any real  ≥ 0, element sd0 ,d00 ∈ Sk indicates whether or not d0 and d00 are
-similar. That is, sd0 ,d00 = 1 if ∆(d0 , d00 ) ≤ , and sd0 ,d00 = 0 otherwise. We partition the set
Dk into Gk ≥ 1 independent
subsets that contain similar edge nodes only. The partition is
S k
generated such that G
D
g=1 k,g = Dk and Dk,j ∩ Dk,i = ∅ for any i, j = 1, 2, . . . , Gk , i 6= j.

Each non-singleton subset is converted into a virtual edge node. Specifically, for each nonsingleton subset Dk,g , we define a virtual edge node d˜g whose available resources
Pare equal to
the sum of the available resources of all edge nodes in the subset, i.e., ρzd˜ ,k = d∈Dk,g ρzd,k .
g

The collateral function of the virtual edge node dvg is constructed as αdt→z
˜g ,k = f (Dk,g , t, z),
where f (·) is a function that generates a virtualized collateral function for virtual edge node d˜g
discussed in Section A.4.1.1. We show an example of virtualization procedure in Figure A.6.
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Figure A.6: An example of the virtual edge node generation in Step 1. The similarity matrix determines which
edge nodes can be aggregated. Similar edge nodes (i.e., {1, 2} and {3, 5}) are aggregated into virtual ones.
Edge node 4 is not aggregated as it has similar resources to {1, 2}, but different collateral function.

• Step 2 (virtual edge nodes advertisement): each cluster k advertises to Sl-EDGE the set
Dk = (d˜g )g=1,...,Gk of Gk virtualized edge nodes, as well as their virtual collateral functions
z
(αdt→z
˜ ,k ) and available resources (ρd˜ ,k ).
g

g

• Step 3 (solve virtualized ESP): Sl-EDGE solves Problem (ESP) with virtualized edge nodes
through B&C. Slice admission and resource slicing policies (ỹ∗ , œ̃∗ ) are computed and each
z∗ )
cluster receives the 2-tuple (ỹ∗ , œ̃∗k ), with σ̃k∗ = (σ̃r,
being the resource
d˜g z∈T ,r∈R,g=1,...,Gk
allocation policy over the virtualized edge nodes of cluster k.
• Step 4 (virtualized edge node resource allocation): upon receiving (ỹ∗ , œ̃∗k ), cluster k solves
Gk Linear Programming (LP) problems in parallel, one for each virtual edge node g. These
LPs are formulated as follows:
find σk,g
X
z
z∗
subject to
σr,d
= σ̃r,
, ∀r ∈ R
d˜
g

(A.6)
(A.7)

d∈Dk,g

Constraints (A.3), (A.5)
which can be optimally solved by computing any feasible resource allocation policy that
satisfies all constraints.
∗ = (σ ∗ )
• Step 5 (slicing policies construction): let σk,g
k,d d∈Dk,g be the optimal solution of the
g-th instance of (A.6). The resource slicing policy σk∗ for cluster k is constructed by stacking
∗ )
all Gk individual solutions computed by individual clusters, i.e., σk∗ = (σk,g
g=1,...,Gk . The
∗
∗
∗
∗
final slice admission and resource slicing policies are (ỹ , œ ) with σ = (σk )k∈K .
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Through V-ESP, each cluster exposes Gk ≤ |Dk | virtual edge nodes only, rather than |Dk |
(Steps 1-2). Thus, virtualization reduces the number of edge nodes and thus the number of variables
in (ESP). Moreover, since virtualization leaves the structure of the slicing problem unchanged, we
efficiently solve Step 3 through the same B&C techniques used for (ESP). In addition, while Steps 35 are executed whenever a new slicing policy is required (e.g., tenants submit new slice requests
or the slice rental period expires), Steps 1-2 are executed only when the structure of the physical
infrastructure changes (e.g., edge nodes are turned on/off or are subject to hardware modifications).
This way, we can further reduce the overhead. In short, V-ESP splits the computational burden among
the NO (Step 3) and the edge nodes (Steps 1-2 and 4), which jointly provides the high efficiency
typical of centralized approaches while enjoying the reduced complexity of decentralized algorithms.

A.4.1.1

Design Aspects of Virtualization

Step 1 relies on -similarity to aggregate edge nodes and reduce the search space. Intuitively, the
higher the value of , the smaller the set of virtual edge nodes generated in Step 1, the faster Sl-EDGE
computes solutions in Step 3. However, large  values might group together edge nodes with different
available resources and collateral functions. In this case, (i) Step 1 might produce virtual edge nodes
that poorly reflect physical edge nodes features, and (ii) solutions computed at Step 3 might not be
feasible when applied to Step 4. Thus, there is a trade-off between accuracy and computational speed,
which will be the focus of Section A.5.4.
Another aspect that influences the efficiency and feasibility of solutions generated by the VESP algorithm is the function f (·), which transforms collateral functions of similar edge nodes
into an aggregated collateral function. Recall that f (·), which can be represented as a collateral
matrix (A.1), must mimic the actual behavior of physical edge nodes belonging to the same subset g.
To avoid overestimating the capabilities of virtual edge nodes, and producing infeasible solutions,
the generic element of the virtual collateral matrix (A.1) for virtual edge node d˜g is set to Az→t
=
d˜ ,k
g

maxd∈Dk,g {Az→t
d,k }, ∀z, t ∈ T . Although this model underestimates the capabilities of physical edge
nodes and may admit fewer requests than the optimal algorithm, it always produces feasible solutions
in Steps 3 and 4.

A.4.2

Distributed Edge Slicing

In this section we design a distributed edge slicing algorithm for Problem (ESP) such that clusters
can locally compute slicing strategies. We point out that making (ESP) distributed is significantly
challenging. In fact, both utility function and constraints are coupled with each other through the
optimization variables σ and y. This complicates the decomposition of the problem into multiple
independent sub-problems.
In order to decouple the problem into multiple independent sub-problems, we introduce the
z )
z
z
auxiliary variables yk = (yr,k
z∈T ,r∈Rz such that yr,k = yr for any request r and cluster k. Thus,
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Problem (ESP) can be rewritten as
1 XX X z z
vr yr,k
σ,y
|K|
k∈K z∈T r∈Rz
X
z
z z
σr,d
= τr,k
yr,k , ∀z ∈ T , k ∈ K, r ∈ Rz
subject to

maximize

d∈Dk
z
z
= yr,m
,
yr,k
z
yr,k ∈ {0, 1}

∀z ∈ T , (k, m) ∈ K2 , r ∈ Rz
∀z ∈ T , r ∈ R

z

(D-ESP)
(A.8)
(A.9)
(A.10)

Constraints (A.3), (A.5)

z )
where y = (yr,k
z∈T ,r∈Rz ,z∈T , while Constraint (A.9) guarantees that different clusters admit the
same requests.
Problem (D-ESP) is with separable variables with respect to the K clusters. That is, Problem (D-ESP) can be split into K sub-problems, each of them involving only variables controlled by
a single cluster. To effectively decompose Problem (D-ESP) we leverage the Alternating Direction
Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [458]. The ADMM is a well-established optimization tool that
enforces constraints through quadratic penalty terms and generates multiple sub-problems that can
be iteratively solved in a distributed fashion.
The augmented Lagrangian for Problem (D-ESP) can be written as follows:
XX X
z
L(σ, y, λ, ρ) =
vrz yr,k
k∈K z∈T r∈Rz

−
−

X X XX
z∈T r∈Rz k∈K m∈K

z
z
λzr,k,m (yr,k
− yr,m
)

ρX X XX z
z
(yr,k − yr,m
)2
2
z

(A.11)

z∈T r∈R k∈K m∈K

where λ = (λzr,k,m ) are the so-called dual variables, and ρ > 0 is a step-size parameter used to
regulate the convergence speed of the distributed algorithm [458].
Let k ∈ K, we define y−k = (ym )m∈K\{k} which identifies the slice admission policies taken
by all clusters except for cluster k. Similarly, we define σ−k = (σm )m∈K\{k} . Problem (D-ESP)
can be solved through the following ADMM-based iterative algorithm
{yk , σk }(t+1) = argmax L(σk , yk , σ−k (t), y−k (t), λ(t), ρ)
λzr,k,m (t+1) =

yk ,σk
z
λr,k,m (t)

z
z
+ ρ(yr,k
(t + 1) − yr,m
(t + 1))

(A.12)
(A.13)

where each cluster sequentially updates yk and σk , while the dual variables λ are updated as soon as
all clusters have updated their strategy according to (A.12). To update (A.12) each cluster solves the
following quadratic problem
XX
z
z
z 2
maximize
ṽr,k
(y−k (t−1), λ(t−1))yr,k
−2ρ(yr,k
)
(DC-ESP)
σk ,yk

z∈T r∈Rz

subject to Constraints (A.3), (A.5), (A.8), (A.9),
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z is the adjusted value of request r defined as
where ṽr,k
X
z
z
ṽr,k
(y−k (t), λ(t)) = vr,k
−

m∈K\{k}

+ ρ φr,k (y−k (t))

λzr,k,m (t) − λzr,m,k (t)


(A.14)

z (t) is used by cluster k to obtain the number of clusters that
and φr,k (y−k (t)) = m∈K\{k} yr,m
have accepted request r.
The advantages of Problem (DC-ESP) are that (i) clusters do not need to advertise the composition
of the physical infrastructure to the IP or to other clusters, and (ii) it can be implemented in a
distributed fashion. Indeed, at any iteration t, the only parameters needed by cluster k to solve (A.12)
are the dual variables λ(t − 1) and the number φr,k (y−k (t)) of clusters that admitted the request r
at the previous iteration.
It has been shown that ADMM usually enjoys linear convergence [459], but improper choices of
ρ might generate oscillations. To overcome this issue and achieve convergence, we implemented
the approach proposed in [458, Eq. (3.13)] where ρ is updated at each iteration of the ADDM. The
optimality and convergence properties of DC-ESP will be extensively evaluated in Figures A.10
and A.11.

P

A.5

Numerical Results

We now assess the performance of the three slicing algorithms described in Section A.3 and Section A.4 by (i) simulating a MEC-enabled 5G network, and by (ii) comparing the algorithms with the
recently published DIRECT framework [7].
We consider a scenario where edge nodes provide mobile subscribers with 5G NR connectivity as
well as storage and computation MEC services, such as caching and video decoding. We assume that
(i) edge nodes share the same NR numerology—more precisely, networking resources are arranged
over an OFDM-based resource grid with 50 PRBs, and (ii) edge nodes are equipped with hardware
components with up to 1 Terabyte of storage capabilities and a maximum of 200 GIPS. We fix the
number of PRBs for each edge node, while we randomly generate the amount of computation and storage resources at each simulation run. To simulate a realistic scenario with video transmission, storage
and transcoding applications, collateral matrices in (A.1) are generated by randomly perturbing the
following matrix A0 = [1, 0.0382, 0.1636; 26.178, 1, 0.0063; 0.49, 0.15, 1] at each run. To give an
example, processing a data rate of 15.264 Mbit/s (equivalent to LTE 16-QAM with 50 PRBs) requires
→C = 0.49 GIPS/PRB. Similarly, a
24.4224 GIPS (e.g., turbo-decoding) [460], which results in AN
d,k
1-second long compressed FullHD 30fps video approximately occupies 500 kB and requires 80 GIPS
to decode, thus AC→S
d,k = 0.0062 MB/GIPS. We assume that the physical infrastructure consists of
K = 5 MEC-enabled edge clusters, each containing the same number of edge nodes but equipped
with different amounts of available resources and collateral functions. We model ∆(·) as the cosine
similarity function [456] and, unless otherwise stated, the aggregation threshold is set to  = 0.1.
Slice requests and the demanded resources are randomly generated at each run.
In the following, we refer to the optimal B&C algorithm in Section A.3 as O-ESP. Similarly, the
two approximation algorithms proposed in Section A.4.1 and Section A.4.2 are referred to as V-ESP
and DC-ESP respectively.
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The Impact of Coupling on MEC-enabled 5G Systems
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DIRECT [7] provides an efficient distributed slicing algorithm for networking and computing
resources in MEC-enabled 5G networks. Although this approach does not account for the case
where edge nodes provide both networking and MEC functionalities, it represents the closest work to
Sl-EDGE.
Moreover, DIRECT does not explicitly slice storage resources. Thus, to perform a fair comparison,
we consider the case where tenants do not request any storage resource. Let Dc = 75 be the total
number of edge nodes in the network. We let tenants randomly generate slice requests to obtain
networking and computational resources. Results are shown in Figure A.7, where any positive value
indicates resource over-provisioning.
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Figure A.7: Over-provisioning of networking and computational resources of Sl-EDGE and DIRECT [7].

Figure A.7 shows that Sl-EDGE never produces over-provisioning slices. Conversely, since
DIRECT does not account for coupling among heterogeneous resources on the same edge node,
it always incurs in over-provisioning, allocating up to 6x more resources than the available ones.
These results show that already existing solutions, which perform well in 5G systems with networking
and MEC functionalities decoupled at different points of the network, cannot be readily applied to
scenarios where resources are simultaneously handled by edge nodes—which strongly motivates the
need for approaches such as Sl-EDGE.

A.5.2

Maximizing the Number of Admitted Slices

Let us now focus on the scenario where the IP owning the infrastructure aims at maximizing the
number of slice requests admitted by Sl-EDGE—to maximize resource utilization, for instance.
Although each slice request r comes with an associated (monetary) value vr > 0, this can be
achieved by resetting the value of each request to vr = 1 in Problem (ESP).
Figure A.8 reports the performance of Sl-EDGE as a function of the total number R of generated
slice requests for different values of the number of edge nodes Dc . We notice that the number of
admitted slices increases as the slice requests that are submitted to Sl-EDGE increase (left-side plot).
However, Figure A.8 (center) clearly shows that the percentage of admitted slices rapidly decreases
as R increases (only 10 requests are admitted by O-ESP when Dc = 75 and R = 70). This is due to
the scarcity of resources at edge nodes, which prevents the admission of a large number of slices.
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Figure A.8: Sl-EDGE performance when maximizing the number of admitted slice requests.

Thus, IPs should either provide edge nodes with more resources, or increase the number of deployed
edge nodes. Figure A.8 (left), indeed, shows that denser deployments of edge nodes (i.e., Dc = 150)
allows more slices to coexist on the same infrastructure.
Finally, the right-hand side plot of Figure A.8 shows the computational complexity of the three
algorithms measured as the number of function evaluations needed to output a solution. As expected,
the complexity of all algorithms increases as both R and Dc increase. Moreover, O-ESP, a fully
centralized algorithm, has the highest computational complexity. V-ESP and DC-ESP, reducedcomplexity versions of O-ESP, instead show lower complexity. However, V-ESP and DC-ESP admit
approximately 10% and 16% fewer requests than O-ESP, respectively, due to their non-optimality.

A.5.3

Maximizing the Profit of the Infrastructure Provider
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Let us now consider the case of slice admission and instantiation for profit maximization (Figure A.9).
In this case, Sl-EDGE selects the slice requests to be admitted to maximize the total (monetary) value
of the admitted slices. Similarly to Figure A.8, Figure A.9 (center) shows that increasing R reduces
the percentage of admitted slices.
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Figure A.9: Sl-EDGE performance maximizing the profit of the IP.

When compared to the problem described in Section A.5.2, this profit maximization problem
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differs because (i) even if the number of edge nodes is small (i.e., Dc = 75), profit maximization
produces profits that rapidly increase with R, and (ii) the percentage of admitted requests steeply
decreases as R increases. Indeed, the higher the number of requests, the higher the probability that
slices with high value are submitted by tenants. In this case, Sl-EDGE prioritizes more valuable
requests at the expenses of others.

A.5.4

Impact of  on the V-ESP Algorithm

Finally, we investigate the impact of different choices on the performance of the V-ESP algorithm.
Recall that  controls the number of edge nodes that are aggregated into virtual edge nodes (Section
A.4.1). The higher the value of , the higher the percentage of edge nodes that are aggregated, and
the smaller the number of virtual edge nodes generated by Sl-EDGE.
Figure A.10 shows the computational complexity of V-ESP as a function of  for different values
of the number of deployed edge nodes Dc . As expected,  impacts neither O-ESP nor DC-ESP,
1
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Figure A.10: Computational complexity of the proposed algorithms as a function of the similarity parameter .
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Figure A.11: Optimality ratio of the algorithms proposed in Section A.4 as a function of the similarity
parameter .

whereas its impact on V-ESP is substantial. Indeed, larger values of  reduce the number of physical
edge nodes in the network, which are instead substituted by virtual edge nodes (one per aggregated
group). This reduction eventually results in decreased computational complexity. Surprisingly,
Figure A.10 also shows that V-ESP enjoys an even lower computational complexity than that of the
distributed DC-ESP when  ≈ 1. Recall that V-ESP centrally determines an efficient slicing strategy
over virtualized edge nodes, and these strategies are successively enforced by each cluster. This
means that V-ESP can compute an efficient slicing policy as rapidly as DC-ESP while avoiding any
coordination among different clusters. Overall, Figure A.10 shows that V-ESP (green dashed line)
computes a solution 7.5x faster than O-ESP (purple dashed line) when  is high.
However, Figure A.11 shows that reduced computation complexity comes at the expense of
efficiency. Indeed, the optimality ratio (i.e., the distance of the output of any approximation algorithm
from the optimal solution of the problem) decreases as  increases up to a maximum of 25% loss
with respect to the optimal. Although the optimality ratio for  = 0.1 is high (i.e., 92% and 84% for
Dc = 75 and Dc = 250, respectively), clearly a trade-off between computational complexity and
efficiency should be considered.

A.6. SL-EDGE PROTOTYPE
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Sl-EDGE Prototype

We prototyped Sl-EDGE on the Arena testbed (see Section 3.5). We leveraged 14 USRPs of the
above-mentioned testbed (10 USRPs N210 and 4 USRPs X310) to prototype Sl-EDGE. In our testbed,
an edge node consists of one USRP and one server: the former provides networking capabilities,
while the latter provides storage and computing resources. The testbed configuration adopted to
prototype and evaluate Sl-EDGE performance is shown in Figure A.12.
4

3
2
1

5ft

LTE eNB

Wi-Fi AP

LTE UE

Wi-Fi Client

Figure A.12: Experimental Sl-EDGE setup on the Arena testbed.

We used the SCOPE framework of Section 3.2 to implement LTE networking slices. Since LTE
and NR resource block grids are similar, we are confident that our findings remain qualitatively valid
for 5G scenarios. We leveraged SCOPE to instantiate 4 eNBs on USRPs X310, while we employed
9 COTS cellular phones (Samsung Galaxy S5) as users. Each user downloads a data file from one
of the rack servers, which are used as caching nodes with storage capabilities. We consider three
tenants demanding an equal number of LTE network slices (i.e., LS1 , LS2 and LS3 ) at times t0 = 0 s,
t1 = 40 s, and t2 = 80 s. Each tenant controls a single slice only and serves a set of UEs located in
different clusters as shown in Table A.1 (right).
Table A.1: Per-cluster admitted PRBs in LS1 , and UE association.
D1
D2
D3
D4

t0 = [0, 40]s
24
0
24
42

t1 = [40, 80]s
0
0
24
24

t2 = [80, 160]s
0
0
0
0

LS1
UE1
UE4
UE6

LS2
UE2
UE3
UE5
-

LS3
UE7
UE8
UE9
-

To test Sl-EDGE abilities to handle slices involving both networking and computation capabilities,
we also implemented a video streaming slice where edge nodes stream a video file stored in an
Apache instance through the dash.js reference player [461] running on the Chrome web browser.
DASH allows real-time adaptation of the video bitrate, according to the client requests and the
available resources [462]. Each streaming video was sent to the receiving server of the rack through
USRPs N210 acting as SDR-based Wi-Fi transceivers (Wi-Fi Access Points (APs) and Clients in
Figure A.12), using the GNU Radio-based IEEE 802.11a/g/p implementation [331]. At the same
time, the edge node performed transcoding of video chunks using ffmpeg [463]. We point out that
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each SDR can play multiple roles in the cluster (e.g., USRPs X310 can act as Wi-Fi transceiver/LTE
eNB), and the actual role is determined at run-time based on the slice types allocated to each tenant.
A demonstration of the operations of Sl-EDGE in the scenario of Figure A.12 is shown in
Figures A.13, A.14 and A.15. Overall, the prototype of Sl-EDGE allocates and supports 11 heteroge-
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Figure A.13: Instantiation of LTE network slices.

(c)

neous slices simultaneously: 3 for cellular connectivity, 3 for video streaming over Wi-Fi, and 5 for
computation with the ffmpeg transcoding. Bitrate results for the LTE slices and individual UEs are
reported in Figure A.13, where we show that Sl-EDGE provides an overall instantaneous throughput
of 37 Mbit/s.
It is worth pointing out that the throughput of each LTE slice, and thus each UE, varies according
to the amount of resources allocated to the tenants. An example is shown in Table A.1 (left), where
we report the output of Sl-EDGE O-ESP algorithm (i.e., the amount of PRBs allocated to LTE Slice 1
(LS1 )) in each cluster. Such an allocation impacts the throughput of UEs attached to slice LS1 . As
an example, in Figure A.13 we notice that UE6 ∈ D4 is allocated 42 PRBs at t0 , 24 PRBs at t1 ,
and 0 PRBs at t2 and approximately achieves a throughput of 12Mbit/s, 8Mbit/s and 0Mbit/s,
respectively.
The video streaming application from Figure A.14 involves 5 tenants that share 3 non-overlapping
channels, allocated in any cluster Di , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. To avoid co-channel interference, Sl-EDGE
500
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Figure A.14: Dynamic instantiation of video streaming slices.

only admits 3 flows at any given time. As Figure A.14 shows, during the first 70 seconds of the
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Average CPU utilization

experiment only the slices for tenants 1, 2 and 3 are admitted, while tenant 4 needs to wait for tenant 3
to stop the video streaming before being granted a slice. Similarly, the slice for tenant 5 starts at time
t = 140 s, when the flow of tenant 1 stops. Meanwhile, the tenants submit requests for computation
slices to transcode the videos with ffmpeg, which compete with the SCOPE and GNU Radio slices
necessary for LTE connectivity and video streaming in the 3 LTE eNBs and 5 Wi-Fi APs of the 4
clusters. Moreover, in each server one of the 6 cores is reserved to the operating system exclusively
and is never allocated to tenants. Figure A.15 shows that Sl-EDGE limits the total CPU utilization to
1
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GNU Radio
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Figure A.15: CPU utilization for networking and transcoding services.

83%, which demonstrates that Sl-EDGE avoids over-provisioning of available resources.

A.7

Related Work

Motivated by the ever-increasing interests from both NOs and standardization entities [449, 464, 465],
network slicing and multi-access edge computing technologies have recently become “all the rage”
in the wireless research community [4, 12, 63, 466–469]. Lately, we have seen a deluge of algorithms
to efficiently slice portions of the network and instantiate service-specific slices. These solutions
leverage optimization [470–473, 521], game-theory [62, 474, 475] and machine learning [450] tools.
Concurrently, MEC has demonstrated to be an effective methodology to significantly reduce
latency. This paradigm has been successfully used to provide task offloading [476–479], augmented
reality [480–482], low-latency video streaming [483, 484], and caching [485, 486], among others. We
refer the interested reader to the following surveys on network slicing and MEC [20,72,374,487,488].
These works are extremely effective when the two technologies are considered as independent
entities operating on the same infrastructure. However, they are prone to resource over-provisioning
when both technologies coexist on the same edge nodes and share the same resources. Ndikumana et
al. [452] consider the allocation of heterogeneous resources for task offloading problems in MEC
ecosystems, while in [473] Agarwal et al. consider the problem of jointly allocating CPUs and
virtual network functions for network slicing applications. Similarly, in [450] Van Huynh et al.
account for slice networking, computation, and storage resources by designing a deep dueling neural
network that determines which slices to admit, maximizes the network provider’s reward, and avoids
resource over-provisioning. Although [450] accounts for resource heterogeneity, the authors only
focus on the slicing admission control problem, and do not consider how to partition the resources
of each slice among the nodes of the network. A heterogeneous resource orchestration framework
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for edge computing ecosystems called Senate is presented by Castellano et al. in [451]. Senate
leverages Distributed Orchestration Resource Assignment (DORA) and election algorithms to allow
the instantiation of multiple virtual network functions on the same infrastructure. However, this work
focuses on the wired portion of the edge network only.
The closest work to Sl-EDGE is [7], where Liu and Han proposed a distributed slicing framework
for MEC-enabled wireless networks called DIRECT. Despite being extremely successful in slicing
networks with MEC resources residing in dedicated servers close to the base stations, DIRECT does
not account for the case where both networking and MEC resources coexist on the same edge node.
Sl-EDGE separates itself from prior work as it makes a substantial step forward toward the
coexistence of network slicing and MEC. Indeed, we consider the challenging case of edge nodes
jointly providing wireless network access and MEC functionalities to mobile users. Furthermore, we
model the intrinsic coupling among heterogeneous resources on edge nodes, and design Sl-EDGE,
a slicing framework that leverages such a coupling to instantiate heterogeneous slices on the same
physical infrastructure.

A.8

Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented Sl-EDGE, a unified MEC slicing framework that instantiates
heterogeneous slice services (e.g., video streaming, caching, 5G network access) on edge devices.
We have first shown that the problem of optimally instantiating joint network-MEC slices is NP-hard.
Then, we have proposed distributed algorithms that leverage similarities among edge nodes and
resource virtualization to instantiate heterogeneous slices faster and within a short distance from the
optimum. We have assessed the performance of our algorithms through extensive numerical analysis
and on a 64-antenna testbed with 24 software-defined radios. Results have shown that Sl-EDGE
instantiates slices 6x more efficiently then state-of-the-art MEC slicing algorithms, and that Sl-EDGE
provides at the same time highly-efficient slicing of joint LTE connectivity, video streaming over
Wi-Fi, and ffmpeg video transcoding.

Appendix B

Coordinated 5G Network Slicing
The sheer number of mobile subscriptions worldwide—predicted to be around 8.9 billions by the
end of 2025 [489]—will generate amounts of traffic that currently commercially-available wireless
infrastructures and spectrum bands are not able to support [490]. Critically, traditional one-size-fitsall resource allocation policies will not enable dynamic, effective and efficient radio access strategies,
which motivates the already increasing demand for novel solutions to design and deploy faster,
lower-latency wireless cellular connections (see Chapters 2, 4 and 5).
To address the above issues, RAN slicing has been recently welcomed as a promising approach
by the academia and industry alike [4, 12, 63, 307, 450, 466–468, 470, 491, 492]. This technology
allows multiple MVNOs to share the same physical infrastructure—ultimately realizing a gamechanging vision that completely overturns the traditional model of single ownership of all network
resources. Although a similar concept is already widely applied in the context of cloud computing by
companies such as Amazon and Microsoft [493], RAN slicing is an intrinsically different problem as:
(i) spectrum is a scarce resource for which over-provisioning is not possible (see Appendix A), and
(ii) interference jeopardizes isolation across slices belonging to different MVNOs, thus resulting in
performance degradation if not handled properly [12, 13].
As shown in Figure B.1, in RAN slicing applications each MVNO controls a separate “slice” of
the network. Slices can be assigned/revoked by the IP which determines the slices to be admitted to
the system and how many resources each slice should receive. Once RAN slicing policies have been
defined, a key problem is how to allocate the spectrum Resource Blocks (RBs) as prescribed by the
slicing policy. This problem, also referred to as the RAN slicing enforcement problem (RSEP) [12],
ensures that if an MVNO has been assigned a slice of 15% of the spectrum resources, such MVNO
receives approximately 15% of the available RBs.
The design and evaluation of RAN slicing enforcement algorithms is paramount to implement
in practice the slicing policy of the IP. Moreover, to be effective, RAN slicing enforcement algorithms must facilitate interference-mitigating strategies such as Inter-base Station Power Control
(IBSPC) [12, 494, 495], MIMO [496], and Coordinated Multi-point (CoMP) [496–498] schemes
such as Joint Transmission (JT) [499, 500]. Therefore, it becomes imperative to design effective and
efficient slicing enforcement algorithms assigning the same (or similar in time/frequency) RBs to the
same MVNOs when BSs interfere among themselves.
To illustrate the above point, we consider the cellular network scenario depicted in Figure B.1.
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Figure B.1: Optimum and Sub-optimum RAN Slicing Enforcement.

Here, the IP administers two BSs (assumed to be close enough to interfere with each other) and 16
RBs (i.e., 4 frequency units during 4 time units). We consider the case where three MVNOs, namely
M1, M2 and M3, have been assigned the following slice: M1 = 25%, M2 = 50%, M3 = 25%, on
both the BSs. Figure B.1a shows an optimum slicing enforcement, represented as two RB allocation
matrices (RBAMs), where inter-MVNO interference is absent (i.e., MVNOs control the same RBs at
the two BSs). In this case, MVNOs have maximum flexibility and can easily mitigate interference
between their cellular users residing in the two BSs by using IBSPC. Conversely, Figure B.1b shows
sub-optimum RBAMs causing inter-MVNO interference during 12 RBs, which will likely result in
performance degradation due to poor interference management.
To further demonstrate the negative impact of inter-MVNO interference, we ran a series of
experiments on the LTE-compliant testbed described in Section B.6. Similarly to Figure B.1, in such
experiments we deploy two LTE base stations and instantiate two RAN slices controlled by MVNOs
M1 and M2 , respectively. Each slice is assigned with 50% of the available RBs and serves a set of
cellular users (i.e., commercial LTE smartphones). In Figure B.2, we report the network throughput
of the network. Specifically, we compare measured throughput with (RBs are allocated to minimize
inter-MVNO interference as in Figure B.1a) and without (Figure B.1b) slice isolation. It is easy
to notice that slice isolation considerably improves network throughput and provides a throughput
gain up to 3 Mbps. In Section B.6, we show how our algorithms considerably improve network
throughput with respect to slicing enforcement algorithms that do not enforce isolation across slices,
such as the one in Figure B.1b.
Although the problem of RAN slicing has attracted large interest [4, 63, 307, 374, 450, 466–470,
487, 501], only few works have tackled the issue of physical-level allocation of spectrum resources to
MVNOs [12]. This is not without a reason; the design of slicing enforcement algorithms presents the
following unique challenges, which are substantially absent in traditional RAN resource allocation
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Figure B.2: Impact of coordination-based slicing on network throughput. Lines represents throughput
measurements, shaded areas indicate gains and losses.

scenarios:
1. Enabling of advanced 5G technologies: 5G systems will heavily rely upon advanced signal
processing and RF transmission technologies such as IBSPC, JC, CoMP and MIMO. This
techniques considerably improve network performance, but require coordination among BSs
in proximity. For this reason, the RB allocation should facilitate and foster such coordination;
2. Isolation: As demonstrated in Figure B.2, to increase efficiency, orthogonality among each
RAN slice must be ensured. That is, each RB should be allocated to only one MVNO to avoid
interference and other performance-degrading factors [4, 502, 503];
3. Contract Compliance: MVNOs stipulate contracts with the IP to obtain control over the
amount of resources specified by the slicing policy. In other words, the RSEP must guarantee
that if an MVNO has been assigned 30% of spectrum resources and it is paying to get them,
then it should also receive 30% of the total RBs available.
In this chapter, which was published as [524], we design, analyze and experimentally evaluate
RAN slicing enforcement algorithms that address the three critical challenges mentioned above.
Specifically, we make the following contributions:
• We formulate the RAN slicing enforcement problem (RSEP), and show that it is NP-hard.
Therefore, we propose approximation and heuristic solutions tailored for different network
scales, optimality and timing requirements;
• We show via simulations that the computation time of the proposed algorithms can be as low
as few hundreds of microseconds without considerably impacting the overall efficiency of
the computed solutions. We also show that by enforcing slice orthogonality, the proposed
approach reduces inter-MVNO interference, thus effectively doubling the overall SINR of the
network if compared to traditional RAN slicing enforcement approaches;
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• We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms through experimental evaluation
on a LTE-compliant testbed composed of 2 LTE base stations and 6 COTS users. Results show
that our approach outperforms other slicing techniques that do not enforce isolation across
RAN slices. Specifically, our algorithms compute slicing strategies that lead to SINR and
throughput improvements up to 27%.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The considered RAN model is illustrated in Section B.1; Section B.2 introduces the RSEP problem, and Section B.3 presents optimal,
approximated and heuristic solutions to the RSEP. Section B.4 presents two effective complexity
reduction techniques to further speed-up the computation of enforcement strategies. The performance
of the proposed algorithms are assessed numerically and experimentally in Sections B.5 and B.6,
respectively. Finally, Section B.7 surveys the literature on the topic, while concluding remarks are
given in Section B.8.

B.1

System Model and RAN Slicing Overview

We consider the RAN shown in Figure B.3, consisting of a set B = {1, 2, . . . , B} of B BSs associated
with a coverage area ρb , b ∈ B. Two BSs b and b0 are interfering (or adjacent) if ρb ∩ ρ0b 6= ∅, i.e.,
their coverage areas overlap. We define Y = (yb,b0 )b,b0 ∈B as a symmetric adjacency matrix where
yb,b = 0 for all b ∈ B, yb,b0 = 1 if BSs b and b0 interfere with each other, and yb,b0 = 0 otherwise. An
illustrative example of the adjacency matrix is shown in Figure B.3.
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Figure B.3: An illustrative example with 4 BSs and their corresponding adjacency matrix Y. Green areas
show interference (or adjacency) regions where coverage areas overlap.

The RAN is administered by an IP, who periodically rents virtual RAN slices built on top of
the underlying physical network B to a set M = {1, 2, . . . , M } of M MVNOs. Without loss of
generality, we assume RAN slices are valid for T consecutive time slots [12]. We can utilize the
T parameter to model different scenarios with different temporal scales. As an example, large T
values can be used to model environments with slow-varying dynamics (e.g., cellular networks in
rural areas during nighttime), and small T values are used to model environments with fast-varying
dynamics (e.g., urban areas during daytime) requiring frequent update of RAN slice enforcement
policies to adapt to mobility and channel dynamics.
In line with 5G NR and LTE standards, we assume that spectrum resources are represented
as RBs, where each RB corresponds to the minimum scheduling unit [504]. We also consider an
OFDMA channel access scheme where RBs are organized as in a time-frequency resource grid with
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NRB subcarriers and T temporal slots. Thus, the set of available resources at each BS is R, with
|R| = NRB · T , where each RB in R can be represented as a 2-tuple (n, t) with n = 1, 2, . . . , NRB
and t = 1, 2, . . . , T . We assume that all BSs share the same resource grid structure, the case where
this assumption is relaxed is considered in [14].
The interaction between MVNOs and the IP can be summarized as illustrated in Figure B.4. First,

m1

m2

m3

m4

(i) RAN Slice
Requests
MVNO
Set

BS
Set

(ii) RAN Slice
Assignment

(iii) RAN Slicing
Enforcement
Problem (RSEP)
Figure B.4: The RAN slicing architecture.

frequency

(i) MVNOs’ RAN slice requests are collected by the IP. Then, (ii) the IP determines which requests
should be admitted to the system, and generates a slicing profile L = (Lm,b )m∈M,b∈B where Lm,b
represents the amount of resources that the IP should allocate to MVNO m ∈ M on BS b in the time
span 0 ≤ t ≤ T (i.e., RAN Slice Assignment), and (iii) computes a slicing enforcement policy π
that allocates RBs among the MVNOs such that all admitted requests are satisfied (i.e., RAN Slice
Enforcement Problem).
Problem (ii) has been already extensively investigated in the literature [4, 374, 474, 487, 501,
505–510]. For this reason, in this chapter we instead address point (iii) by showing how the IP can
compute an efficient slicing enforcement policy π that satisfies the three requirements described at
the beginning of this Appendix, i.e., enabling of advanced 5G technologies, isolation and contract
compliance.
In this chapter, We tackle the problem from an IP’s point of view which has no access to
mobile users’ location, demanded traffic and channel conditions. Thus, we consider the case where
MVNOs submit slice requests that reflect the current state of the network and, for privacy and
business concerns, do not share the above information with the IP. Accordingly, MVNOs requests a
target number of RBs that guarantees satisfaction of service-level agreements and meet desired key
performance indicators. A summary of the
used notation in this Appendix is shown in Table B.1.
time

B.2

The RAN Slicing Enforcement Problem (RSEP)

For any given slicing profile L and BS b, we identify the subset Mb ⊆ M of MVNOs that include
BS b in their RAN slice as Mb = {m ∈ M : Lm,b > 0}.
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Table B.1: Summary of Notation.
Variable

Description

B
ρb
M
Y
yb,b0
NRB
T
R
L
Mb
xm,b,n,t
π
Π

Set of base stations (BSs)
Coverage area of base station b ∈ B
Set of Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs)
Adjacency matrix
Adjacency indicator
Number of available subcarriers
Number of temporal slots within the slicing window
Set of the available resources at each BS, |R| = NRB · T
RAN Slicing profile
Set of MVNOs including BS b in their RAN slice
RB allocation indicator
Slicing enforcement policy
Set of all feasible slicing enforcement policies π

Let xm,b,n,t ∈ {0, 1} be the RB allocation indicator such that xm,b,n,t = 1 if RB (n, t) ∈ R is
allocated to MVNO m, xm,b,n,t = 0 otherwise. Also, let π = (πb )b∈B be the slicing enforcement
policy, where πb = (πm,b )m∈M and πm,b represents the set of RBs on BS b that are allocated to
MVNO m. In more detail, for any RB (n, t) ∈ R, we have that (n, t) ∈ πm,b ⇐⇒ xm,b,n,t = 1.
Hence, the set Π of all feasible slicing enforcement policies π can be defined as:
Π = {π = (πm,b )m∈M,b∈B : |πm,b | = Lm,b ∧

πm,b ∩ πm0 ,b = ∅ ∀m 6= m0 , m, m0 ∈ M, b ∈ B}

(B.1)

To properly formulate the RSEP, we now introduce the concept of linked RBs.
Definition 2 (Linked RB). A given RB (n, t) on the resource grid is linked to MVNO m on two
interfering BS b and b0 if and only if xm,b,n,t = xm,b0 ,n,t = 1 and yb,b0 = 1.
Linked RBs indicate those RBs that have been assigned to the same MVNO on adjacent BSs.
Specifically, a linked RB allows the corresponding MVNO to simultaneously access a specific
spectrum portion in the same time slot from two or more BSs. This is relevant because (i) linked
RBs enable 5G advanced transmission schemes (e.g., distributed beamforming, MIMO, CoMP
transmissions and power control) among nearby BSs; (ii) as shown in Figure B.1, linked RBs can
be used to deploy fully-orthogonal RAN slices that do not interfere with each other, and hence
(iii) linked RBs do not generate inter-MVNO interference, thus avoiding any need for centralized
coordination or distributed coordination among MVNOs.
It is clear that the maximization of the number of simultaneously linked RBs addresses the three
issues identified at the beginning of this Appendix. Thus, we focus our attention on this approach.
By leveraging the concept of linked RBs, for each MVNO m we define the number of linked RBs
associated to interfering BSs b and b0 , i.e., yb,b0 = 1, as follows:
nb,b0 ,m = yb,b0 · |πm,b ∩ πm,b0 |,
b, b0

(B.2)

where the relationship nb,b0 ,m = nb0 ,b,m always holds for all
∈ B and m ∈ M.
For each MVNO m ∈ M, the total number Nm of linked RBs on the corresponding RAN slicing
profile L is
1X X
Nm =
yb,b0 · nb,b0 ,m ,
(B.3)
2
0
b∈B b ∈B\{b}
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where the 1/2 factor is introduced to avoid counting the same RBs twice, and nb,b0 ,m is defined in
(B.2).
With (B.2) and (B.3) at hand, we can formally define the RSEP as follows:
maximize
π∈Π

X

Nm

(RSEP)

m∈M

In a nutshell, the objective of Problem RSEP is to compute a feasible slicing enforcement policy
π that maximizes the total number of linked RBs while guaranteeing that such policy does not violate
the feasibility constraint π ∈ Π. Moreover, Figure B.1 shows that the formulation in Problem
RSEP is particularly well-suited for RAN slicing problems. This is because it satisfies MVNOs
requirements in terms of number of obtained RBs, helps orthogonality among slices through the
reduction of inter-MVNO interference, and enables coordination-based 5G communications such
as CoMP, JT and beamforming. In Sections B.5 and B.6, we will demonstrate how increasing the
number of linked RBs of the system improves key performance metrics such as throughput and
SINR.

B.3

Addressing the RSEP Problem

To solve Problem RSEP, we need to compute a slicing enforcement policy by exploring the feasible
set Π searching for a solution that maximizes the number of linked RBs. However, the formulation in
Problem RSEP does not in itself provide any intuitions on how a solution can be computed. For this
reason, now we: (i) reformulate Problem RSEP by using the RB allocation indicators introduced in
Section B.2; (ii) show that the resulting problem is NP-hard, and (iii) present a number of algorithms
to address and solve Problem RSEP.

B.3.1

Optimal Solution

By using the definition of the RB allocation indicator xm,b,n,t ∈ {0, 1} and from (B.1), (B.3) can be
reformulated as
T N

Nm =

RB X
1XX
2

t=1 n=1 b∈B

X

yb,b0 xm,b,n,t xm,b0 ,n,t

(B.4)

b0 ∈B\{b}

Let us consider the matrices B = Y ⊗ INRB ·T and Q = IM ⊗ B, where ⊗ stands for Kronecker
product and Ik is the k × k identity matrix. From (B.4), it can be easily shown that
X
m∈M

1
Nm = x> Qx.
2
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Accordingly, Problem RSEP can be reformulated as
1 >
x Qx
x
2
T N
RB
X
X
subject to
xm,b,n,t = Lm,b , ∀b ∈ B, ∀m ∈ M

maximize

(RSEP-QP)
(C1)

t=1 n=1

X

∀(n, t) ∈ R, ∀b ∈ B

(C2)

xm,b,n,t∈{0, 1}, ∀(n, t) ∈ R, ∀b ∈ B, ∀m ∈ M

(C3)

m∈M

xm,b,n,t ≤ 1,

where x = (xm,b,n,t )m,b,n,t is a M BNRB T × 1 column array.
In Problem RSEP-QP, Constraint (C1) ensures that all MVNOs receive the assigned number
of RBs, while Constraint (C2) guarantees that each RB is allocated to one MVNO only. Finally,
Constraint (C3) expresses the boolean nature of the RB allocation indicator. We point out that
problems RSEP and RSEP-QP are equivalent. Indeed, the latter is a reformulation of the former in
terms of the RB allocation indicator. However, we have been able to show that the RSEP can be
modeled as a 0-1 (or binary) Quadratic Programming (QP) problem. Thus, Problem RSEP-QP—and
thus Problem RSEP—is NP-Hard (see [524, Theorem 1].
The indefiniteness of the Q matrix prevents the application of well-established results on quadratic
functions where positive/negative definiteness guarantees the existence of a unique global solution a
priori.
To find an optimal solution to Problem RSEP-QP it is possible to apply spatial Branch and Bound
(sB&B) techniques for non-linear non-convex problems. These algorithms have been shown to
globally solve these class of problems by iteratively generating convex relaxations whose accuracy
is refined at each iterations [511]. Although sB&B makes it possible to globally solve Problem
RSEP-QP, its complexity is still too high to be effectively employed in real-world 5G network
deployments where the number of base stations and users is extremely large.
The objective of the following two subsections is to address the above issues and design algorithms
that can compute effective RAN slice enforcing policies with low computational complexity.

B.3.2

Approximated Solution

Let V = M ·B ·NRB ·T , and let us consider the following transformed version of Problem RSEP-QP
1 >
x (Q + 2λIV )x − λe> x
x
2
subject to (C1), (C2)

maximize

0 ≤ xm,b,n,t ≤ 1, ∀(n, t) ∈ R,∀b ∈ B,∀m ∈ M

(RSEP-EQ)
(C4)

where λ ∈ R is a real-valued parameter whose relevance to Problem RSEP-EQ will be explained in
Theorem 1 (proof reported in [524, Section V-B]), and e> = (1, 1, . . . , 1). The following theorem
holds.
Theorem 1. There exists λ ∈ R such that Problem RSEP-EQ is equivalent to Problem RSEP-QP.
Also, let z ∗ be the largest (positive) eigenvalue of Q. For any λ ≥ −z ∗ , Problem RSEP-EQ is a
quadratic convex problem over the unit hypercube.
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Algorithm 2 RSEP-MLF
1: Input B; M; Y; L;
2: Output A MLF RBs allocation xG = (xG
m,b,n,t )m,b,n,t ;
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Set xG
m,b,n,t = 0 for all m ∈ M, b ∈ B, (n, t) ∈ R;
Compute the linking index l = (lm )m∈M ;
MG ← Sort M by lm in decreasing order;
while MG 6= ∅ do
for each BS b ∈ B do
Update xG
m,b,n,t by allocating LMG (1),b subsequent RBs to MVNO m on BS b;
end for
MG ← MG \ {MG (1)};
end while

Remarks. Theorem 1 shows that we can relax the binary constraint of Problem RSEP-QP with a
penalty term λ. When λ is large enough, RSEP-EQ and RSEP-QP are equivalent and produce the
same solutions. Otherwise, equivalence does not hold and solutions computed by RSEP-EQ might
substantially deviate from the optimal ones computed by RSEP-QP.
In general, local and global solutions of convex quadratic maximization problems (and the
corresponding concave quadratic minimization problems) lie on the vertices of the feasibility set [512].
Since the vertex space is considerably smaller than the complete feasibility set Π considered in
Problem RSEP-QP, Problem RSEP-EQ is easier to solve when compared to Problem RSEP-QP.
Specifically, approaches such as cutting plane and extreme point ranking methods [512] can be used
to efficiently solve Problem RSEP-EQ.

B.3.3

Heuristic Solution

Although Problem RSEP-EQ has lower complexity than Problem RSEP-QP, in the worst case it
still requires exponential time with respect to the number of vertices, which spurred us to design
polynomial-time algorithms.
Given Problem RSEP-QP maximizes the number of shared RBs, we can allocate as many linked
RBs as possible to those MVNOs that request the highest amount of RBs on multiple interfering BSs.
Indeed, MVNOs that request the greatest number of resources on different interfering BSs are also
expected to produce a high number of linked RBs. Accordingly, for each MVNO m we define the
linking index lm as
X X
lm =
min{Lm,b , Lm,b0 }yb,b0
(B.5)
b∈B b0 ∈B\{b}

The linking index is used to sequentially allocate RBs to those MVNOs with the highest linking
index. We refer to this procedure as the Most Linked First (MLF) procedure, which is illustrated in
Algorithm 2 and works as follows:
1. we generate set MG = M in ascending order of lm . Specifically, for any m, k ∈ MG , m < k
if lm ≥ lk ;
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2. we start allocating RBs on all BSs in sequential order to the first MVNO in MG , i.e., the
MVNO whose linking index lm is the highest among all MVNOs in M. When all RBs are
allocated to the considered MVNO, say m0 , we remove it from MG and we set lm0 = 0;
3. if MG = ∅, we stop. Otherwise, we re-execute Step 2 until all MVNOs are assigned to the
required RBs.
Line 4 requires to compute (B.5) which has complexity O(M B 2 ), while Line 5 has complexity
O(M log M ). The while loop at Line 6 has complexity O(NRB BM ). Thus, the complexity of
MLF is O(C), where C = max{M B 2 , M log M, NRB · B · M }.

B.3.4

Improved RSEP-MLF

The greedy algorithm RSEP-MLF enjoys fast convergence time at the price of sub-optimal performance [12]. Thus, we design a novel heuristic that reduces the gap between RSEP-QP and
RSEP-MLF while keeping the computational complexity as low as possible. To this end, we present
RSEP-IMLF, which improves upon RSEP-MLF by iteratively adjusting the RB allocation strategy to
increase the number of linked RBs.
First, note that the RSEP is shift-invariant with respect to the indexing of the RB (n) and temporal
slot (t). This is because, for any given solution x∗ , the solution x with xm,r,1,t = x∗m,r,NRB ,t and
xm,r,NRB ,t = x∗m,r,1,t for all m, r and t is clearly still equivalent to x∗ as it produces the same
number of linked RBs as x∗ . In general, we can extend this result to any reshape procedure that
maintains the cardinality of R equal to NRB · T . We show this in Figure B.5, where the original RB
grid (left) contains NRB · T = 12 RBs and has 6 linked RBs. Figure B.5 shows that by reshaping the
resource grid into a row vector does not change the amount of linked RBs.
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Figure B.5: An illustrative example of a RB grid reshaping with B = 2 BSs, M = 3 MVNOs and 6 linked
RBs. The original RB grid is shown on the left, while the reshaped grid is shown on the right.

Another important notion is the concept of RB allocation matrix (RBAM). Let us consider the
reshaped RB grid R ∈ RNRB T ×1 , the RBAM is represented by the matrix σ = (σb )b∈B where
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σb (x∗ ) = (σb,τ )τ ∈R : X → R. Henceforth, b and τ will represent rows and columns of σ,
respectively. For any slicing enforcement solution x ∈ X , the RBAM builds a map between each
RB in R and the MVNO that has been assigned with that RB on BS b. Let Mb,τ (x∗ ) be the MVNO
that RB τ has been assigned to, i.e., the MVNO m such that xm,b,τ = 1. Accordingly, we set
σb,τ = Mb,τ (x∗ ). An example of a possible RBAM with B = 4 BSs and M = 5 MVNOs is shown
in Figure B.6.
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Figure B.6: An illustrative example of a RB allocation matrix (RBAM) and swapping procedures with B = 4
BSs and M = 5 MVNOs.

We are now ready to introduce the concept of swapping. Specifically, we say that two columns τ1
and τ2 of the RBAM are coherently swapped when all their corresponding entries σb,τ1 are replaced
with those of σb,τ2 and vice versa. On the contrary, two columns are partially swapped when only a
portion of entries is replaced among two columns. An example of a coherent swap is shown in the
right side of Figure B.6, where the third and sixth columns are swapped. Instead, the left side shows
a partial swap where only the two bottom elements of the columns of the RBAM are swapped.
By leveraging the concepts of reshaping, RBAM and swapping, we can finally develop an
improved version of RSEP-MLF (i.e., RSEP-IMLF, see Algorithm 3) which works as follows:
1. Compute a slicing enforcement solution x ∈ X via RSEP-MLF and derive the corresponding
RBAM σ. Define B ∗ = B;
2. Select the row b0 ∈ B ∗ in σ with the smallest number of distinct MVNOs and remove it from
B ∗ , i.e., B ∗ = B ∗ \ {b0 };
3. Pick the row b∗ ∈ B ∗ that shares the highest number of linked RBs with b0 ;
4. Select at random two columns τ1 and τ2 . Perform a single-row partial swap on the RBAM
σ by swapping the two elements (b0 , τ1 ) and (b0 , τ2 ). If the partial swap has improved the
number of linked RBs, we update the RBAM accordingly. This step is repeated at most IS
times, where IS > 0 is a parameter specifying the maximum number of trials RSEP-IMLF
tries to improve upon the current slicing enforcement strategy;
5. If B ∗ = ∅, we stop. Otherwise we re-execute Step 2).

The rationale behind RSEP-IMLF is to compute a sub-optimal solution fast, and then iteratively try to increment the total number of linked RBs by testing a limited amount of swapping combinations. As discussed in Section B.3.3, the complexity of Step 1 is O(C), where
C = max{M B 2 , M log M, NRB · B · M }. Step 2 is executed once, and its complexity is O(B),
while the complexity of Step 3 is O(BIS ). Accordingly, the overall complexity of RSEP-IMLF is
O(C + B + BIS ) = O(C + BIS ), meaning that RSEP-IMLF contributes to the overall complexity
of RSEP-MLF with an additional linear complexity term.
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Algorithm 3 RSEP-IMLF
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

Input B; M; Y; L;
Output A RBs allocation xG = (xG
m,b,n,t )m,b,n,t ;
Set B ∗ ← B;
x∗ ← A MLF RB allocation computed through Algorithm 2;
σ ← The RBAM for x∗ ;
b0 ← The row of σ with the smallest number of distinct MVNOs;
while |B ∗ | 6= 0 do
b∗ ← The row that shares the highest number of linked RBs with b0 ;
while i ≤ IS do
(τ1 , τ2 ) ← Selects two columns at random;
σ ∗ ← A copy of σ with elements (b0 , τ1 ) and (b0 , τ2 ) swapped;
if number of linked RBs has improved then
σ ← σ∗ ;
end if
i ← i + 1;
end while
B ∗ ← B ∗ \ {b0 };
end while

B.3.5

Fairness Aspects

As shown in (RSEP-QP), we aim at maximizing the number of linked RBs of the system without
considering how these RBs are distributed across the different slices. On the one hand, this makes it
possible to assign RBs in a way that reduces interference and maximizes inter-slice isolation. On the
other hand, different MVNOs can be assigned with different number of linked RBs, thus resulting in
unfair linked RBs distribution. Although this problem is out of the scope of this chapter, we believe
that the problem is extremely challenging and it is worth of investigation. For this reason, here we
discuss two different approaches that might effectively solve the above problem and generate more
fair enforcement policies. The simplest approach would be to introduce a new constraint guaranteeing
that a minimum number Nmin of linked RBs is allocated to each MVNO (i.e., Nm ≥ Nmin ). From
(B.4), this approach would result in a quadratic constraint that might make the problem unfeasible
if Nmin is too large. Another approach, would be to adapt the objective function of the RSEP
problem via a α-fairness utility. If compared to the previous approach, this formulation would avoid
unfeasibility of the problem, but would introduce a strong non-linearity in the objective function that
would eventually result in higher computational complexity.

B.4

Speeding-up RSEP-QP and RSEP-EQ

Although Problems RSEP-QP and RSEP-EQ have exponential complexity, two intuitions help reduce
their complexity by leveraging specific structural properties of the RSEP.
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Sparsity

Let xOPT be an optimal solution to either Problem RSEP-QP or RSEP-EQ. If Lm,b = 0 for a given
MVNO m on BS b, then xOPT
m,b,n,t = 0 for all n and t. Furthermore, we notice that the complexity of
many optimization problems strongly depends on the number of non-zero entries (i.e., the sparsity)
of the Q matrix [513]. Thus, we reduce the complexity of the two problems by inducing sparsity
through two transformations. Let m0 and b0 such that Lm0 ,b0 = 0, for both RSEP-QP and RSEP-EQ
we generate a reduced matrix Q̃ where we set Qm0 ,b0 ,n,t = 0 for all (n, t) ∈ R. For RSEP-QP, it
suffices to replace the Q matrix with Q̃. To keep equivalence between RSEP-QP and RSEP-EQ, the
objective function of RSEP-EQ is rewritten as
1 >
x (Q̃ + 2λĨV )x − λ
2

(B.6)

where ĨV is the identity matrix where we set to zero those entries corresponding to the 2-tuple
(m0 , b0 ).
Note that the two above transformations generate equivalent problems to RSEP-QP and RSEPEQ
not impact the optimality of the computed solutions. In fact, Constraint (C1) requires
PT and
Pdo
NRB
t=1
n=1 xm0 ,b0 ,n,t = 0 when Lm0 ,b0 = 0. Since xm0 ,b0 ,n,t ∈ {0, 1}, we have that xm0 ,b0 ,n,t = 0
for all n and t associated to the 2-tuple (m0 , b0 ). That is, at the optimal solution, xm0 ,b0 ,n,t = 0
independently of the value of qm0 ,b0 ,n,t .

B.4.2

RB Aggregation

Let K = GCD(L) be the greatest common divisor (GCD) among all of the elements in the L
matrix. We show that Problems RSEP-QP and RSEP-EQ are equivalent to solve the same problems
with a scaled RB grid, when given conditions on K, T and NRB are satisfied. Specifically, if
K > 1 and either the number NRB of RBs or the number T of time slots are proportional to K,
the available resources can be aggregated in groups of K RBs, and each of such groups can be
seen as a single aggreagated RB. We refer to such a property as aggregability of the RSEP, whose
definition is as follows, and its relevance to our problem will be shown in Theorem 2 (proof reported
in [524, Section VI-B]).
Definition 3 (Aggregable RSEP). The RSEP is said to be aggregable if NRB (mod K) = 0 or T
(mod K) = 0, where K = GCD(L) > 1 and A (mod B) is the A modulo B operator.
In the first case, we scale the number of RBs as ÑRB = NRB /K. In the second case, we scale
the number of time slots as T̃ = T /K. That is, for each BS b ∈ B, the set Rb of available RBs at b
is replaced with an aggregated version of cardinality |R̃b | = NRB T /K where K RBs are grouped
together to create a single RB. We refer to this low-dimensional RSEP as the aggregated RSEP.
Theorem 2. Let the RSEP be aggregable, it is possible to compute an optimal solution to the RSEP
by solving the aggregated RSEP.

B.5

Numerical Analysis

We now assess the performance of the algorithms proposed in Section B.3. To this end, we simulate
an LTE FDD system with 1.4 MHz channel bandwidth, which is divided into 72 subcarriers organized
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into 6 PRBs. Each PRBs consists of 12 subcarriers and 7 symbols. Time is divided into discrete time
slots called sub-frames. Each sub-frame is formed of two PRBs, lasts 1 ms, and is the minimum
scheduling unit in LTE. Groups of NSF = 10 sub-frames constitute a frame.
In our analysis, each RB corresponds to one sub-frame, therefore we consider a total of NRB = 6
RBs per time slot. Let NF ∈ N be the number of frames within the slicing enforcing window. It
follows that T = NF · NSF . Unless stated otherwise, we assume that both the interference matrix Y
and the slicing profile matrix L = (Lm,b )m∈M,b∈B defined in Section B.1 are generated at random
at each simulation run.
In order to evaluate the benefits of the proposed approach, in the following of this section we
compare our algorithms with slice-unaware schemes that do not leverage information on network
topology and interference to instantiate RAN slices. We refer to this method as the w/o isolation case
case where RBs are assigned to requesting MVNOs in a round-robin fashion with complexity O(1).
The simulator is implemented in MATLAB and is interfaced with IBM CPLEX optimization
toolbox. Specifically, CPLEX is used to solve RSEP-QP and RSEP-EQ, while the two heuristics
RSEP-MLF and RSEP-IMLF have been implemented in MATLAB only. Results were averaged over
1000 independent simulation runs.

B.5.1

Convergence Time Analysis

Convergence Time, [s]

Figure B.7 shows the convergence time of the four algorithms presented in Section B.3 as a function
of the number M of MVNOs when NF = 2. As expected, the algorithm with the slowest convergence
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Figure B.7: Convergence time (in seconds) of the three proposed solutions as a function of M considering
different computational time reduction techniques.

time is the optimal algorithm RSEP-QP, while the fastest algorithm is RSEP-MLF. Interestingly
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enough the convergence time of both RSEP-QP and RSEP-EQ increases as the number of MVNOs
in the network grows, a behavior that is not exhibited by the two heuristic algorithms RSEP-MLF
and RSEP-IMLF whose convergence time only slightly increases as a function of M .
Figure B.7 also shows the impact of the sparsity and RB aggregation mechanisms in Sections
B.4.1 and B.4.2 on the overall convergence time. It can be observed that the techniques presented in
Section B.4 can effectively reduce the computation time of all the four algorithms. Moreover, we
show that RB aggregation is the technique that produces the best performance improvement in terms
of convergence time.
We point out that RSEP-QP requires approximately 100s to compute an optimal solution when
M = 10 and B = 5 and RSEP-EQ only requires 1s. On the contrary, RSEP-IMLF computes a
solution within few milliseconds, while RSEP-MLF computes the solution in less than a millisecond.
It is worth to point out that Figure B.7 reveals how the reduction in terms of convergence time
brought by sparsity can not be appreciated in small-scale scenarios. For this reason, we have further
investigated the impact of sparsity in large-scale networks and the obtained results are presented in
Figure B.8. Our results show that sparsity can effectively reduce the computation time by several tens
of seconds, and the gain increases as both M and B increase. From Figure B.8 we can conclude that
sparsity is a complexity reduction technique that best performs in large scale network deployments.
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Figure B.8: Convergence time (in seconds) of RSEP-EQ as a function of B considering different number M
of MVNOs.

B.5.2

Optimality-gap Analysis

Another crucial aspect is the optimality-gap between the optimal solution computed by RSEP-QP and
those computed through RSEP-EQ/RSEP-MLF algorithms. Although Theorem 1 shows that (under
some conditions) Problem RSEP-EQ is equivalent to Problem RSEP-QP, we can not guarantee that
the solution computed by RSEP-EQ is a global optimum. Indeed, the solver might get stuck in one
of the local maximizers, thus effectively preventing the computation of an actual global maximizer.
For this reason, in Figure B.9 we investigate the Optimality-gap of RSEP-EQ, RSEP-MLF and
RSEP-IMLF with respect to an optimal solution computed by RSEP-QP. This performance metric is
defined as one minus the ratio between the utility function achieved by any of the aforementioned
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approximation and heuristic algorithms and that achieved by RSEP-QP. The closer to zero is the gap,
the closer to optimality is the solution computed by approximation and heuristic algorithms.
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Figure B.9: Optimality-gap of RSEP-EQ, RSEP-MLF and RSEP-IMLF as a function of M considering
different number B of BSs.

Figure B.9 shows that the Optimality-gap increases as the number of MVNOs and BSs in the
network increases. Intuitively, this is because the feasibility set increases as M and/or B increase.
Given that local maximizers of RSEP-EQ lie on the vertices of the feasibility set, greater values of
M and B produce a greater number of local maximizers, thus the probability of getting stuck in a
local maximizer increases as well. Notice that although RSEP-MLF is negligibly affected by the
number of BSs B, it achieves poor performance if compared to RSEP-EQ. It is worth to mention that
RSEP-IMLF is perhaps the most efficient algorithm which effectively trades-off between optimality
and computational complexity. Indeed, Figs. B.9 and B.7 show that RSEP-IMLF can compute RAN
slice enforcement strategies that achieve the same performance as RSEP-EQ in the order of few
milliseconds. Furthermore, the w/o isolation case employs a round-robin scheme that, although being
fast, results in very high gap.

B.5.3

Linked RBs and SINR Analysis

Figure B.10 shows the impact of M on the percentage of linked RBsRBs of the system when
NF = 10, B = 5 and T = 100. As expected, RSEP-EQ and RSEP-IMLF always perform better
than RSEP-MLF in terms of number of linked RBs. Moreover, Figure B.10 illustrates that the
number of linked RBs decreases as the number M of MVNOs increases. This is because, when more
MVNOs include the same BS to their slices, it is harder to guarantee that all MVNOs will receive the
corresponding amount of RBs jointly with a large number of linked RBs.
As demonstrated in Figure B.10, and if compared to the traditional approach where inter-slice
isolation is not enforced, our approach increases the percentage of RBs that can be used to perform
coordination-based transmissions. A major question, however, is whether or not the enforcement
strategies presented in this chapter can actually bring performance gains in terms of throughput
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Figure B.10: Percentage of linked RBs as a function of M and different RAN slicing enforcement policies
(B = 5).

and interference mitigation when applied to real-world 5G networks. To answer such an interesting
question, at each simulation run we have generated a random network topology with B BSs and M
independent user sets each consisting of 10 cellular users randomly deployed within the simulated
area. In other words, we assume that each MVNO requests a RAN slice to serve 10 cellular users.
Channel gain coefficients between BSs and cellular users are computed through the well-established
free-space path loss model.
Recall that the slicing profile L is randomly generated at each simulation run. For each L we
allocate RBs to MVNOs by running different RAN slicing enforcement algorithms. Then, for
each MVNO we compute the optimal downlink transmission policy that maximizes the rate of
the system [514] by determining (i) which user should be scheduled in each RB, (ii) how much
power to allocate to each transmission, and (iii) whether or not a user should be served by multiple
neighbouring BSs through CoMP transmissions.
Our results are reported in Figure B.11, where we show the average SINR for different RAN
slicing enforcement algorithms as a function of the number of MVNOs and BSs. In general,
B=3
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Figure B.11: Average SINR achieved by the proposed algorithms as a function of M considering different
number B of BSs.
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Figure B.11 shows that our approach always improves the SINR of cellular users by providing gains
up to 2 times and an effective SINR gain up to 10 dB. Despite the optimality ratio decreases when
large values of B and M are considered, Figure B.11 shows that cellular users still experience higher
SINR values if compared to traditional RAN slicing algorithms where isolation across slices is not
enforced. This results show the effectiveness of our approach even in the case of sub-optimal RAN
slice enforcement policies.

B.5.4

Bandwidth and Time-scale Analysis

We now investigate the impact of different bandwidth configurations and time-scale requirements.
Specifically, we consider the case of a resource grid with a 20 MHz bandwidth, NRB = 100 RBs
and T = 5s. In this configuration, we let M = 5 MVNOs change the slicing profile L at a
slower frequency if compared to the case considered in previous sections. Since we have already
demonstrated that complexity reduction techniques presented in Section B.4 effectively reduce
computation times, we will present results obtained by applying both sparsity and RB aggregation
techniques to our approach. Also, given that the considered scenario presents a very high number
of RBs, we investigate the impact of slice requests profiles on the complexity of the problem.
Specifically, we consider 5 different cases where MVNOs are allowed to submit requests where
the number of requested RBs must be a multiple of ξ ∈ {2, 5, 10, 20, 50}, which is equivalent to
submitting requests with an instantaneous minimum bandwidth equal to 0.4, 1, 2, 4, 10 MHz for
each subframe. We refer to ξ as the minimum RB request block size. Indeed, the minimum request
requirement does not hold if the MVNO is not willing to request any RB on a particular BS.
In Figure B.12, we show the convergence time and optimality-gap of our algorithms for different
values of ξ. As expected, large values of ξ facilitate RB aggregation (see Section B.4.2) and

Figure B.12: Convergence time (s) and optimality-gap of our algorithms as a function of the minimum RB
request block size ξ.

considerably reduce the computation time of all solutions, especially for RSEP-QP which experiences
a reduction in the computation time by a factor 1000× when moving from ξ = 2 to ξ = 50. Similar
considerations apply to the optimality-gap as well which decreases as the value of ξ decreases as
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well. These results show that aggregation of RBs not only reduces the complexity of the problem,
but it also results in more efficient solutions.

B.6

Experimental Evaluation

The objective of this section is to experimentally demonstrate that the benefits of our approach are
not restricted to simulation scenarios only, but they also apply to real cellular network deployments.
For this reason, in Sections B.6.1 and B.6.2 we first describe the testbed and the scenario considered
in our experiments. Then, we discuss the obtained results in Section B.6.3.

B.6.1

Experimental Setup

To demonstrate the superior performance of our algorithms, we have instantiated a standard-compliant
LTE cellular network on the Arena testbed (see Section 3.5). To deploy a standard-compliant LTE
network, we leveraged the srsRAN open-source software which offer LTE-compliant eNB and UEs
protocol stack implementations, as well as an Evolved Packet Core application (see Sections 2.2.2
and 2.3). In this section we discuss implementation details and report results obtained through our
srsRAN-based prototype. However, we would like to remark that our solutions can be seamlessly
ported with minimal changes to other open-source software platforms such as OpenAirInterface
(OAI) (see Section 2.2.1).
We deployed two standard-compliant eNBs on Arena USRPs X310 serving 6 COTS UEs (Xiaomi
Redmi Go). The deployed LTE network is shown in Figure B.13, where UExy is served by eNBx ,
with x ∈ {1, 2}, y ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
1.52 m

UE11

UE23

eNB1
UE12

UE22

eNB2

UE13

UE21
UEik

User Equipment

eNBi

Base Station

Figure B.13: Experimental Setup on the Arena testbed.

We deploy the LTE network in FDD mode in the LTE Band 7 with a bandwidth equal to 10MHz
and 50 RBs. As shown in Figure B.13, we consider 2 MVNOs serving UE11 , UE13 , UE23 (slice 1)
and UE12 , UE21 , UE22 (slice 2), respectively. The two eNBs are deployed approximately 6 meters
apart and their coverage areas partially overlap. For example, UE13 and UE23 —which are both
associated to slice 1—experience severe interference due to the proximity to adjacent eNBs.
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This setup is particularly well-suited to showcase the performance gains brought by interference
reduction of our approach.

B.6.2

SCOPE-based Prototype

As srsRAN does not directly provide RAN slicing functionalities, we interfaced our algorithms
with the SCOPE framework of Section 3.2. In each experiment, the IP receives RAN slice requests
generated by a set of MVNOs. Each RAN slice request specifies which eNBs should be included in
the slice, and the number of RBs that should be assigned to the slice on each eNB. Upon reception
of these requests, the IP executes one of the RAN slicing enforcement algorithms proposed in this
chapter to assign the available RBs to the requesting MVNOs such that the number of linked RBs is
maximized. The solution of the algorithm is then converted into a set of B configuration files (i.e.,
the config.txt files). Each configuration file is associated to individual eNBs and specifies which
RBs should be assigned to each slice. These files are then dispatched to the corresponding eNB and
processed by a config file parser module. RAN slicing enforcement information is then fed to a RAN
slicing module that instantiates RAN slices and exclusively assigns RBs to each of them according to
the configuration specified in the config.txt file. Finally, RBs assigned to each RAN slice are used
by individual MVNOs to schedule UEs downlink transmissions performed by Arena USRPs. This
is achieved by assigning each UEs to one slice only. This association is implemented by assigning
a unique identifier (i.e., an integer number) to each slice and associating the unique international
mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) of each UEs to a slice identifier. This way, the UEs scheduler
module can schedule UEs belonging to a specific slice on RBs that have been assigned to that slice
only.

B.6.3

Experimental Results

We consider the case where two MVNOs lease eNB resources (i.e., RBs) to instantiate RAN slices.
Our experiments aim at evaluating two critical performance parameters, i.e., network throughput
and SINR experienced by UEs. To showcase the effectiveness of our algorithms, we compared the
optimal RSEP-QP method presented in Section B.3.1, with the traditional one (i.e., w/o isolation) in
which RAN slices are instantiated without leveraging network topology information and without
enforcing slice isolation. We ran 10 experiments on the testbed presented in Section B.6.1. At each
experiment run we generate a random slicing profile L in MATLAB. To compensate for inaccurate
synchronization of our experimental equipment, slicing profile L are generated with K = 9, which
we have experienced to be a large enough value to ensure that most RBs are synchronized across
adjacent BSs. Mobile users perform a 2-minute long speed-test (which ensures that transmission
buffers are constantly backlogged with downlink packets and slices are always active) and report both
throughput and SINR measurements. To provide a fair comparison between different approaches, for
each L we compute RAN slicing enforcement policies by using the method presented in this chapter
(i.e., RSEP-QP) and traditional ones (i.e., w/o isolation). Also, to avoid time-varying performance
degradation introduced by Internet connectivity, which would result in an unfair comparison between
the two methods, the speed-test server is locally hosted on the Arena testbed.
The average network throughput over the 10 experiments is reported in Figure B.14. Our
results clearly show that our approach (i.e., RSEP-QP) outperforms traditional interference-agnostic
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Figure B.14: Experimental throughput comparison.

approaches and increases throughput by approximately 27% (approximately 5Mbps gain) with peak
throughput gains up to 7.5Mbps.
In Figure B.15 we analyze SINR measurements reported by UEs under the two considered
methods (Figure B.15a). The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the SINR shown in
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Figure B.15: Experimental SINR analysis.

Figure B.15b clearly demonstrates that traditional approaches are subject to poor SINR performance
due to high interference across heterogeneous RAN slices. Our approach, instead, effectively
reduces such interference and improves the SINR experienced by UEs. This can be easily noticed
in Figure B.15c where we show the ratio of users reporting Low (SINR ≤ 5dB), Medium (5dB <
SINR ≤ 17dB) and High (SINR > 17dB) SINR. Figure B.15c shows that our approach results in
a larger portion of UEs reporting higher SINR if compared to traditional approach which, instead,
shows higher percentage of UEs reporting low and medium SINR levels.
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Related Work

The problem of determining how many resources each RAN slice should receive, also known as RAN
slicing [4, 501, 505], has received significant interest from the research community over the last years;
for excellent surveys on recent work on the topic the reader may refer to [374, 487]. Theoretical
tools, ranging from optimization [467, 506–508, 515], auctions [474], game theory [62, 509, 510] and
artificial intelligence [307, 516] have been proposed. However, such work does not address how to
actually deploy RAN slices on top of the underlying physical network.
This key aspect has stimulated the research community to research the enforcement of RAN
slicing policies. Prior work [4, 63, 505, 517, 518] virtualizes the available resources to create “pools”
that are then shared and allocated among the MVNOs. This approach, however, may be ineffective in
scenarios where fine-grained control of physical-layer resources is required, for example, to enable
IBSPC, CoMP and beamforming.
Recent work has focused on addressing the RAN slicing enforcement problem from a resource
allocation perspective. In [466], Mancuso et al. present a stochastic model to predict the impact
of different enforcement policies on the overall performance of a sliced cell. Chang et al. [502]
propose a partitioning algorithm that allocates the available RBs to each requesting MVNO by
simultaneously maximizing the percentage of satisfied MVNOs while allocating the minimum
amount of RBs. Similarly, Han et al. [519] consider genetic algorithms to assign the available RBs
to the MVNOs such that a long-term utility is maximized. However, [466, 502, 519] analyze the
problem considering a network with a single BS, and thus cannot be applied in multi-cell networks
where MVNOs request different amounts of resources on different BSs. The authors in [503, 520]
identify fine-grained RB management as a promising approach to guarantee orthogonality and reduce
inter-MVNO interference, thus deploying highly-efficient 5G networks. However, [503] does not
provide any algorithm to enforce slicing policies to maximize network efficiency, while [520] does
not consider interference among BSs when allocating RBs.

B.8

Conclusions

In this chapter, we have investigated the challenging and timely problem of RAN slicing enforcement
in 5G networks. First, we have formulated the resource slicing enforcement problem (RSEP) and
shown its NP-hardness. Then, we have proposed three approximation and heuristic algorithms
that render the problem tractable and scalable as the problem increases in complexity. Finally, we
have evaluated the algorithms through simulations, and demonstrated their effectiveness through
experimental analysis on a testbed composed by 2 LTE base stations and 6 cellular users. Results
conclude that our algorithms are scalable and provide near-optimal performance. Moreover, our
solutions effectively enforce RAN slicing policies by satisfying MVNOs requirements, reducing interMVNO interference, and providing throughput and SINR gains up to 27% and 100%, respectively.
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